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Abstract 
This thesis presents an evaluative case study of the 20 English training courses 
offered in the Applied English Department (AED) of an Institute, given the pseudonym 
W.G., in southern Taiwan. No evaluation had been done since the AED had been set up 
and using Stufflebeam's CIPP (Context, Input, Process and Product) evaluation model 
this research was carried out. 
The purpose of the research was to attempt, through the gathering of qualitative 
data from a variety of sources and using a variety of research instruments, an evaluation 
of the 20 English training courses which were designed for and taken by students who 
hoped, mainly, to become children's English language teachers. The courses were 
examined through four key components, namely, "course aims and objectives", "course 
contents and materials", "course conduct and teaching-learning process" and 
"assessment and student performance". Data were gathered through questionnaires, 
interviews and the review of existing documents and was obtained from current students, 
directors of the AED, instructors, alumni and employers of alumni. 
The resultant data served to present a comprehensive overview of the AED and the 
20 English training courses and furnished evidence sufficient to allow for a number of 
recommendations for improvement and change to emerge. Fundamentally it is not clear 
that there is sufficient congruence of students needs and the courses offered. It emerged 
that the AED would probably benefit from a refocusing of student needs, a review of 
AED structures and governance, uniform syllabus design and presentation, a review of 
student feedback on instructor performance and a number of fundamental adjustments 
to the courses, in particular, their content, teaching methodology and assessment. 
Overall the AED had many positive aspects all of which could be built on and 
added to as the results of the data suggested. It emerged that the CIPP evaluation model 
has, in the educational context, a lot to commend it and this has been illustrated in this 
research. If followed carefully it covers all aspects and features of a program and 
provides a methodical, all-embracing design which can produce useful ~aterial for 
exploration and adoption if appropriate. It is in most cases a positive program enhancing 
exercise designed to develop rather than close existing programs. 
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Chapter One 
A Case Study in the Evaluation of English Training Courses 
Using a Version of the CIPP Model as an Evaluative Tool 
1. Introduction 
The genesis for this research emanates from my time as a lecturer in an Applied 
English Department (AED) of an Institute of Technology in Chiayi, Taiwan. It was here 
that I came to recognise, think about and address (so far as this was possible in my role) 
some of the issues and difficulties with the English training courses which I noted 
emerging from the experiences of the students (past and present), the instructors, the 
directors and the departmental heads. The detail of these issues are highlighted later but 
in summary they consisted of a view that the English training courses were not, as 
effectively as they might, meeting their intended purpose. Needs were not fully or 
adequately identified. English proficiency appeared disappointingly low amongst the 
students. Some of the students indicated difficulty with the content of the courses and 
with the teaching. Alumni had indicated particular difficulties which they had 
experienced in getting jobs and in carrying out the English language requirements of 
jobs when they obtained them. Similarly instructors felt that they were being asked to 
teach English to large classes of very mixed ability. All this came to my attention 
informally. 
Moreover, from my work throughout Taiwan as a teacher and lecturer it was clear 
from those whom I was talking to and interacting with that these issues and difficulties 
were not unique to the AED at which I worked but had a much wider base. 
For this research however, I decided to focus on the AED at an institute which I 
will hereafter refer to as the W.G. Institute in order to preserve its anonymity and to 
undertake, as an evaluative case study, an analysis of the English training courses which 
are offered there. I decided to obtain data which could serve to identify the causes of 
any issues and difficulties, point to some methodology for addressing them and 
generally add to the corpus of evaluation research studies on English training courses in 
Taiwan of which there are currently very few. 
1.1 Background to and Context of the Study 
On account mainly of national and international progress and social need there 
has, particularly over the last ten years, been a marked increase in the number of AEDs 
which have been set up in Taiwan. Many universities (on the vocational track) and 
junior colleges have set up AEDs (Shih et al. 1998). As a result of the Ministry of 
Education's policy in Taiwan on AEDs it appears that they are set to continue to expand 
with an increasing emphasis on vocationally-orientated universities and colleges. 
Fundamentally English language education in an AED is approached or 
programmed, from a vocational training standpoint. The purpose of these programs is to 
provide students who are engaged on specialized courses, for example, in business, 
computer work, translation and interpretation, tourism and language teaching, with a 
language ability (or facility) directly related to their specific chosen careers or study 
interests (Chiang & Liao, 2002). They are also somewhat ambitiously designed to help 
students reach as close to native proficiency in English language as possible and to gain 
a better understanding of the culture of English-speaking countries. 
Furthermore they are planned and designed in such a way that students are more 
readily able to connect with the identified and specific needs of the workplace. It is the 
expectation of the departments that students will emerge from their learning properly 
equipped and ready to immediately engage in the workplace without a lot of further 
training and development. This is also an employer expectation that is becoming more 
necessary to be able to fulfil. 
The challenges in meeting these expectations are diverse and this has meant that a 
variety of different types of AED courses are offered. Course design has thus become an 
increasingly important issue and none more so than in the domain of English training 
courses. As Richards (2001) postulated a successfully designed course should typically 
have a set of integrated teaching objectives and principles otherwise it has less chance 
of meeting the students' and social needs. This has suggested a series of emergent 
questions that merit consideration in respect of such courses: 
Is the curriculum achieving its goals? 
What is actually happening in the classrooms where it is being implemented? 
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Are those affected by the curriculum (e.g., teachers, administrators, students, 
parents, employers) satisfied with it? 
Have those involved in developing and teaching the course done a satisfactory 
job? 
Does the curriculum compare favorably with others of its kind? 
(adopted from Richards, 2001, p.286) 
To amalgamate and address these questions requires, in effect, an evaluation of a 
course or program. According to Kiely and Rea-Dickins (2005), evaluation is about the 
relationships between different program components, the procedures and epistemologies 
developed by the people involved in programs and the process and outcomes. All are 
used to show the value of a program, in other words the accountability aspect, and the 
enhancement of the value of a program which is the development aspect. Program 
evaluations are therefore based on evidence/data obtained from a variety of sources, 
such as the goals, the curriculum, the teaching methods, the environment provided for 
the students, the professional judgments of the lecturers and assessment data. A fuller 
review of the relevant literature is presented in Chapters 2 and 3. 
To set this research in context it is necessary to identify the factors which are 
involved and their potential effects on the design, implementation and evaluation of 
language programs. Clark ( 1987) commented that language programs are carried out in 
particular contexts or situations. 
"A language curriculum is a function of the interrelations that hold 
between subject-specific concerns and other broader factors embracing 
socio-political and philosophical matters, educational values systems, 
theory and practice in curriculum design, teacher experiential wisdom and 
learner motivation. In order to understand the foreign language curriculum 
in any particular context it is therefore necessary to attempt to understand 
how all the various influences interrelate to give a particular shape to the 
planning and execution of the teaching/learning process". 
(p. 7) 
This is a useful synthesis of the ingredients of context and serves to highlight the 
factors at play in the evolution and implementation of a program. 
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1.2 An Overview of the W. G. Institute of Technology and the AED 
Program 
W. G. Institute of Technology is a private institution of higher education that was 
originally founded as a junior college of commerce in 1965. Because of Taiwan's focus 
on industry in 1969 the institution changed its direction and became a junior college of 
industry. After restoring its commercial departments in 1992, the institution became 
known as a junior college of technology and commerce. Five years later in 1997 the 
junior college began offering associate degree weekend programs. The most recent 
change occurred in 2000 when the institution became an institute of technology. W. G. is 
expected in the very near future to become a polytechnical university offering both 
baccalaureate and graduate degrees. It is located in Chiayi, Taiwan which is situated in 
the southern part of the island and is about a one hour drive from central Taiwan. The 
campus is six kilometres with a student population of around 9,000 students. There are 
11 academic departments, namely, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, 
electronic engineering, chemical engineering, computer engineering, fire service, 
accounting information system, information management, international trade, applied 
English department (AED) and applied Japanese department. 
Students were first admitted to the AED in August 1995 to the five-year daytime 
program and the two year evening program for junior college. There was only one class 
per program which specialized in English. From their inception the programs were 
continuously acknowledged by the Ministry of Education for their outstanding 
contribution to academic performance. By the end of 1998 the AED had forty classes in 
total, which included daytime, evening and extension programs. In 2002 the programs 
were extended, again partly due to the acknowledgement by the Ministry of Education, 
of the excellent performance of the programs. The AED, at this time, was offering 
four-year and two-year bachelor degree programs for students who wished to update or 
advance their knowledge and technical skills in English language. The mission in all 
these programs was aimed at equipping the students with a high level of competence in 
English language together with the specialist knowledge and skills which had been 
identified as being necessary from the job market. 
By August 2007 however, the need for the five-year daytime program, the two 
4 
year junior college daytime and night school programs and the two year bachelor degree 
daytime program had diminished to such an extent that they were closed. Currently 
there is maintained in the AED a two year bachelor degree program taught at night 
school and at the weekend, a two year junior college weekend program and the four 
year bachelor degree program mentioned below. 
This four year bachelor degree program is focused primarily on training students 
to reach near-native proficiency in English language. There is great emphasis on 
developing all four language skills, namely, listening, speaking reading and writing 
equally and together. There is also a focus on providing students with a good 
understanding of the cultures of various English-speaking countries combined with a 
knowledge of business and a wide range of computer skills all of which are acquired 
during the first three years. A particular goal is to train students to become professional 
teachers in the field of children's English language education. 
Thus, in the third and fourth years of the program a variety of subject packages 
are offered in a menu which allows students to pick and choose those subjects which are 
most closely related to or associated with particular careers including children's English 
language education, tourism, business and catering. 
The children's English language education program also aims to develop in the 
students a practical understanding of how children learn in the classroom, bridging the 
gap between theory and practice, familiarizing them with TESOL methodology and 
teaching strategies. This together with the skills necessary for producing competent · 
teachers of English language who are equipped with a level of proficiency sufficient for 
them to be able to comprehend how the language works and to be able to teach it 
effectively. The foregoing represents a summary of W. G. Institute taken mainly from its 
website. 
The courses in the AED Curriculum are organized into the following categories: 
(1) school core requirement courses; (2) departmental requirement courses; and (3) 
departmental elective courses. The full list is set out in (Appendix A, p.l78). 
Departmental requirement courses which include the English training courses are shown 
in (Appendix B, p.l79). Additionally the courses in children's English Teaching are 
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sub-divided into two domains: (1) theory-oriented; and (2) skill-oriented. The program 
is designed and geared to effectively train students to be well-equipped children's 
English language teachers. Students are required to finish with a total of 22 credits 
having chosen 11 courses (or 11 credits) from the list set out in (Appendix C, p.l80). If 
they achieve the required 22 credits then W. G. Institute will present them with a 
teaching certificate. 
1. 3 The Curriculum Development of the AED Program 
From my knowledge of W. G., and my discussions with various instructors and 
directors I was able to compile a short summary of the development of the AED 
program. In May 2001 as part of the development of the AED the Curriculum 
Development Committee was established. This committee acts as the co-ordinating 
body for the development of the four year bachelor degree program. The committee 
considers, from a policy perspective, various proposals and recommendations which it 
receives from the curriculum working parties. The director in the AED contracted 
various suitable consultants to assist in the planning of curriculum development. The 
members of the committee consist of the director, the five language teachers (faculty) 
and the five curriculum consultants. In order to provide a wider perspective the five 
curriculum consultants are drawn from five different universities in Taiwan and each 
have between 15 to 25 years experience in teaching. They thus collectively bring their 
shared experiences and advice to the task of program development. Since its inception 
in 2001 membership of the Curriculum Development Committee has changed in order 
to respond to the changing needs of the workplace. 
1.4 The Perceived Issues and Difficulties with the AED. 
With globalization and the international reach of English as a foreign language, 
(EFL) teacher training programs have been implemented all over the world. During 
1999 Taiwan went through a curricular reform movement and one of the changes which 
emerged had a major impact on English teacher training programs since then. In the 
2001 academic year the Ministry of Education formally admitted English language into 
the elementary school curriculum. Currently the learning of English is compulsory for 
all primary school learners in Taiwan. At the outset it was clear that one of the major 
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challenges to the success of this curriculum change was that there were insufficient 
numbers of suitably qualified children's English language teachers. There may be three 
possible reasons for this: (1) the teachers themselves did not have a good command of 
English language; (2) the teachers also lacked the appropriate teaching skills for 
teaching a foreign language; and (3) there was a proliferation of cram schools (buxibans) 
and parents tended to send their children there with the result that the poor state 
teaching went, or was allowed to, go unaddressed. Large numbers of privately run cram 
schools were set up all over Taiwan most of which are franchises of the hugely 
successful large chains of cram schools. 
Such a context provided an imperative for children's English teacher programs to 
be set up in order to prepare and produce children's English teachers. Most colleges and 
universities set these up in AEDs and started to provide children's English teacher 
training courses (TESL Packaged) focused specifically on teaching English to young 
children. However lots of students could not find teaching jobs after they graduated as it 
appeared that many AEDs did not have the correct mix of teaching objectives and 
course curricula that were regarded as necessary in the workplace. Without properly 
designed courses teaching ability and efficiency was not likely to improve. (Huang, 
2000; Shih, 2000). 
My interest in the AED courses and the problems which appeared to be associated 
with them arose from informal dialogue which I had had prior to this research with 
some children's English schools directors and owners. From these I was able to gain 
some first hand information about the current children's English language teachers. Also 
I gained information from speaking to several AED graduates about their English 
teaching experiences, focusing particularly on the difficulties and language teaching 
challenges which they had encountered, and from some observations which I did on 
students' micro-teaching practice and presentations. From all of this there emerged in 
my mind a sketchy picture of what appeared to be common issues and difficulties. I set 
these out below: 
1. For most students, the study of English is usually limited to the formal usage inside 
the classroom with only occasional extra-curricular activities where students have 
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the opportunity to speak the language. Students also tend to perceive and associate 
the classroom as a place for the evaluation of their language ability and this tends to 
create anxiety especially among those who particular! y lack the confidence to speak. 
2. AED English teachers tend not to use English outside the classroom to communicate 
during informal encounters with their students. There are thus lost opportunities for 
the English teachers to further develop and augment communication in the target 
language with their students. 
3. Although the current program at W.G. aims to bring students up to the intermediate 
level of the General English Proficiency Test (GEPT) and or to a score of 680 in the 
Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC) it is clear that success in 
these tests is more often honoured in the breach than the observance before students 
graduate. In other words whilst success in the tests to the stated levels should have 
been obtained before graduation is allowed this is often not insisted upon and the 
students are allowed to graduate in any event. In many ways neither the students nor 
the instructors seem entirely satisfied with the outcomes of the program. Despite the 
allocation of considerable resources in both time and money the goals and 
objectives of the program do not seem to reach the desired levels. 
4. The majority of the students lack the skills or the confidence to communicate 
effectively in English and the AED language courses do not appear to successfully 
address their language needs. There is thus concern that many of the students who 
are to become the next generation of children's English language teachers may not 
be competent enough or acquire sufficient competence to teach English using the 
language itself as the medium of instruction. Instead they may well conduct their 
classes using Chinese which gives children and teacher even less opportunity to hear 
and use the language in context. 
5. Senior students in the AED are offered courses in 'teaching practice' and 'teaching 
observation'. This way every semester students are observed in the teaching 
environment and an opportunity is provided for them to hear from their teachers as 
to how they could and should improve their teaching techniques. During this 
teaching practice period there is also an opportunity to note and take stock of the 
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deficiencies which are most noticeable for the benefit of future students. Most often 
observed was the fact that some of the student -teachers' whilst they showed the 
undoubted ability to teach and engage their students their language competence 
appeared to be quite low. When they taught English to the young learners they made 
a lot of mistakes in grammar, wrong spellings, rough pronunciation and inaccurate 
sentences. Also when the student-teachers lesson plans were produced and examined 
it was found that in many cases their writing ability needed to be improved as well. 
6. Language teachers tend to be predominantly guided by the grammar-translation 
method. They base their lessons on written texts, the most common activities being: 
reading aloud, and translation and grammar drills. This tends to show that the 
English courses generally appear to fail to provide the students with the all round 
communication skills which are needed by them in their study or work. Also there is 
little offered by way of variety in terms of classroom activity and few opportunities 
to use language meaningfully. 
7. The teaching text books, materials, classroom procedures, assessment tools, 
teaching methodology and classroom procedures tend to be different in different 
groups doing the same course. For example, the teaching material and assessment 
tools could be different from the previous year with the result that students complain 
that there is little consistency, continuity and coherence in the teaching materials 
used from year to year. Different courses do not appear to have a cumulative 
learning effect but are rather disparate in terms of course design, materials used, 
teaching methodology and assessment. Also there is little or no communication 
between instructors so that they might promote coherence between courses 
especially where different years are concerned but doing similar courses. 
8. There are no comprehensive syllabuses for the English training courses and little or 
no extracurricular activities in order to give students the best opportunities to 
practice and improve on the four language skills. 
9. It has been commented on that even though the AED students take 20 English 
training courses during their time and pass them many students declare that they feel 
that they have made very little improvement in their language skills. Some perceive 
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their own English proficiency level as at just about passable. Only a few thought 
that their proficiency level was good or very good. In summary they felt that the 
English training courses did make the expected impact on their language 
competence and proficiency that they hoped for or expected. 
Changes in the status and use of English is having an influence in that English has 
become an international language enabling people with different native languages to 
effectively communicate with each other in academic and non-academic settings hence 
it is arguably becoming more and more important to learn English throughout the world. 
This has created a demand for English language teaching which has grown steadily in 
Taiwan and equally so around the world. Teacher training courses in English as a 
foreign language at both pre-service and in-service levels have been developed and 
variously consist of several components. There are methodology/pedagogical skills 
components, linguistic components, literature components and language development 
components all of which are aimed at improving the general language proficiency of the 
trainees. (Cullen, 1994). 
Whilst all these components could form an important part of any English 
language teaching program, Murdoch (1994) points out that "for non-native English 
teachers, language proficiency will always represent the bedrock of their professional 
confidence." (p. 254). This confidence is a requirement of not only teaching effectively 
in class, but also interacting in English with colleagues outside class when required. 
With regard to the language development components, in most parts of the world, the 
main emphasis in teacher education/ELT has been focused on raising the language level 
for language teachers (Berry, 1990; Murdoch, 1994). 
In China, teacher-training programs virtually exclude all the methodological 
aspects and concentrate instead on improving the language level (Hundleby and Breet 
1988; Berry 1990). This imperative may stem from the teachers' need to use the 
language for authentic communicative reasons in order to ensure that they may more 
fluently and effectively teach English language. It seems reasonable and appropriate 
that teachers are equipped through these training courses with the kind of language 
skills they will need in the classroom, e.g. for giving instructions, eliciting ideas and 
suggestions from the students, a kind of ESP for English teachers. Descriptions of such 
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language use are suggested by, for example, Willis (1981) and Hughes (1981). However, 
the more rounded and more classroom proficient teachers might wish to combine their 
proficiency in the language itself with a focus on methodology. Berry (1990) considered 
that a language training course for non-native speaker trainees should combine a 
methodology component with the raising of language proficiency and he suggested that 
this should have a two-fold effect of raising the teachers' language competency and 
providing a model for teacher behaviour thereby bringing about a positive change in 
teaching practice. 
Arguably, for language teachers to feel more confident in the classroom they need 
to improve their own command of the language they teach so that they can use it more 
fluently. Doff (1987) stressed that a poor or rusty command of English undermines the 
teacher's confidence in the classroom, affects his or her self-esteem and professional 
status, and makes it difficult for him or her to follow even fairly straightforward 
teaching procedures such as asking questions on a text. 
Marton (1988, p.47) believes that "teachers should be prepared for any linguistic 
emergency" (in Berry 1990, p.99) in which they are able to explore and examine a 
variety of ways of interacting with their students in the classroom. Cullen (1994, p.164) 
identified that in most regions of the world, especially where English is not a medium of 
instruction, the main concern of English teachers is the need to improve their own 
command of the language so that they can use it more fluently, and above all, more 
confidently in the classroom. An in-service teacher training course which fails to take 
this into account is arguably failing to meet the needs or respond to the wishes of the 
teachers themselves. A foreign-language teacher's lack of proficiency may lead students 
to believe that learning a foreign language consists of the completion of textbook 
activities rather than learning the language for the purpose of communication 
(Buchmann, 1984). Two researchers, for example, suggested that for non-native English 
teachers, language proficiency will always represent the bedrock of their professional 
confidence; Lange ( 1990) rated language competence as the most essential 
characteristic of a good teacher; a teacher without the requisite language skills will 
crucially lack authority and self confidence in the classroom, and this will affect all 
aspects of his or her performance (Cullen, 2001). 
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Fahmy and Bilton (1992) examined the undergraduate teaching 
English-as-a-foreign-language (TEFL) education program at Sultan Qaboos University 
in Oman. The researchers found that student-teachers were very aware of their need to 
improve their English language skills and they recommended language support in the 
program for as long as was needed. 
Language proficiency is possibly the most important component of content 
knowledge. One of the types of teacher knowledge in a language teacher education 
syllabus as Roberts (1998) has mentioned is content knowledge which is a teacher's 
knowledge of target language systems, target language competence and analytic 
knowledge. The American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL) 
(200 1) in the provisional program guidelines for FLT education state that, FLT 
education programs should provide students with opportunities to develop competence 
in the four language skills. 
As the above literature and studies tend to show effective programs need to be 
carefully planned. Moreover, in the Taiwanese context there is strong imperative to be 
concerned with the low level of English proficiency among prospective EFL teachers 
and it is appropriate to focus on those approaches that will best address and overcome 
the problem. Berry ( 1990) distributed a questionnaire and conducted research with two 
groups of secondary school English teachers in Poland by asking them to rank the 
components of methodology, theory and language improvement. The result showed that 
language improvement was ranked as the most important. Cullen ( 1994) considered that 
if this is the case in Poland it is likely to be the case in many other countries where 
similar conditions exist. The language improvement component represents an important 
need in language teacher education programs. 
1.5 Purpose of the Study 
Since the four-year bachelor degree in the AED began in 2002, there has been no 
formal feedback collected from the students, instructors or alumni about the relevance, 
content, effectiveness and value of the courses. There has thus been no evaluation. 
Although the main aim of the AED is to train students to be professional teachers in the 
field of children's English language education and to develop their ability in the four 
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language skills and bring them up to the intermediate level of the General English 
Proficiency Test (GEPT) or to a score of at least 680 in the Test of English for 
International Communication (TOEIC), these aims appear not to be satisfactorily met, 
despite the allocation of considerable time and resources. This was the view which I 
formed as a result of informal conversations (none of which I recorded) with various 
students, alumni and instructors in the AED. On pages 7-10 above there are examples 
given (see specifically points 2 and 5) which demonstrate the typical problems. These 
combine to form the main reasons for this research. The concern is that the AED degree 
appears not to be achieving its intended outcomes. 
1.6 Research Questions and Research Method 
This research is designed as a case study of the AED at W. G. Whilst evaluation is 
the central plank and purpose of the study it is not meant to be an evaluation proper in 
the sense that that term has been defined in the literature reviewed in Chapter 3 (as in pp. 
30-31) where evaluation is nearly always commissioned by a group or body wanting to 
find out whether to end or mend the thing being evaluated. This study is more in the 
nature of evaluation research in that it has not been commissioned by a stakeholder or 
stakeholders and is not intended as a report back on a process or program to them. 
Rather the intent is to examine and better understand the processes of the program; to 
also better understand the outcome(s) of those processes and to better understand the 
long-term ramifications of those outcomes and their relationship to what is already 
known. 
However it is hoped that this research will nonetheless make a positive 
contribution to the language training courses and program at W.G. and it is intended that 
the findings will be fed back to the Institute for consideration and implementation if 
considered appropriate and helpful. 
To provide a methodology for this inquiry I have adopted the CIPP model first 
promulgated by Stufflebeam in about 1967. The full detail of the CIPP model is set out 
in Chapter 3. In essence it is a comprehensive framework for guiding evaluation 
programs. Corresponding to the letters in the acronym CIPP the model's core parts are 
context evaluation, input evaluation, process evaluation and product evaluation. These 
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types of evaluation are typically viewed as separate forms of evaluation, but they can 
also be viewed as steps or stages in a comprehensive evaluation. It is in the latter mode 
that I adopt them. Briefly, Context evaluation includes examining and describing the 
context of the program, conducting a needs and goals assessment, determining the 
objectives of the program and determining whether the proposed objectives will be 
sufficiently responsive to the identified needs. Input evaluation includes activities such 
as a description of the program inputs and resources. Process evaluation includes 
examining how a program is being implemented, monitoring how the program is 
performing in fact what is actually occurring in it. Product evaluation includes 
determining and examining the general and specific outcomes of the program, assessing 
the merit of the program. Overall the evaluation methodology will be much more 
summative focused than formative. 
I have shaped the CIPP consideration around the following five research 
questions. I formulated these research questions following a review of the relevant 
literature the details of which are set out in Chapters 2 and 3. It was the literature and 
my own awareness of the issues I have identified above which provided me with the 
necessary knowledge and context to do so: 
1. In what setting does the AED of W. G. Institute take place in? (In terms of its 
research site, the goals and the objectives of the AED, English training courses, 
people and facilities) 
2. What are the current English training courses that are offered in the AED of W. G. 
Institute? Analysing the courses through the following components namely, "course 
aims and objectives", "course contents and materials", "course conduct and 
teaching-learning process" and "assessment and student performance", what do they 
consist of? 
3. How do those who have taught and those who have taken the English training 
courses, namely, the instructors, undergraduate students and alumni evaluate the 
courses through the four components, namely, "course aims and objectives", "course 
contents and materials", "course conduct and teaching-learning process" and 
"assessment and student performance"? 
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4. How do those who currently engage alumni in employment from W. G. Institute 
regard the appropriateness of the skills they have? 
5. What suggested changes and improvements flow from the data generated from the 
three previous questions and the researcher's own experience, observations and 
deliberations? 
Data in respect of the context evaluation have been assembled as part of the 
consideration of the first research question; data in respect of the second research 
question fulfil consideration of the input evaluation; data in respect of the third and 
fourth research questions fulfil consideration of the process evaluation; and finally the 
product evaluation has been addressed in consideration of the fifth question. 
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Chapter Two 
A Review of the Literature on Curriculum, Syllabus, Course 
Design and Evaluation 
This chapter presents, a review of the literature on curriculum, syllabus, course 
design and evaluation in so far as these concepts need to be examined and understood 
for the purpose of this research. As has been stated, some of the research questions posit 
an examination of the English training courses in terms of their component parts, viz, 
course aims and objectives, course content and materials, course conduct and 
teaching-learning process and assessment and student performance, and in order to gain 
an understanding of the normal content of such component parts, together with the 
context, in terms of curriculum and syllabus, within which they operate this literature 
review is a necessary part. 
2.1 Curriculum and Syllabus Definitional Consideration 
The origins of the word curriculum are from the Latin meaning a racing chariot 
and from which is derived a racetrack, or a course to be run, and from this, a course of 
study (Ross, 2000, p.8). Stemming from this core meaning, there has emerged through 
the waves and tides of research a large corpus of work on curriculum. Depending on the 
era and the researcher, curriculum has been viewed either broadly or narrowly. Perhaps 
at its broadest curriculum was once described in England and Wales by Her Majesty's 
Inspectorate as: 
" ... [consisting] of all those activities designed or encouraged within its 
organisational framework to promote the intellectual, personal, social and 
physical development of pupils ....... " 
(DES, 1985a, para 11) 
This very broad conceptualization of curriculum encompasses all that happens 
within an education establishment, the planned, the unplanned, the written and the 
unwritten. There have been many advocates of this broad approach: Allen, (1984, 
p.61), Stem, (1984, p.lO), Ross, (2000), Steinhouse, (1975) and Kelly, (1989) but 
perhaps the starting point for the development of cun·iculum studies as a recognisable 
entity and from the broad perspective is Tyler's Basic Principles of Curriculum and 
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Instruction ( 1949). This was a very influential publication and whilst his emphasis 
was on evaluation this was joined by an interest in the way social and political factors 
shaped the curriculum. 
This broad approach however has not tended to be where researchers interested 
and involved in language curriculum come from. Their interest tends to be narrower, 
more confined and operating within a smaller more centred context. Nunan ( 1985) 
stated that there have been few attempts to apply, in any systematic fashion the 
principles of curriculum development to the planning, implementation, and evaluation 
of language programs. He asserts that language curriculum specialists have tended to 
focus on only part of the total picture - some specialise in syllabus design, some in 
methodology, some in assessment and evaluation. He, and others, for example, Breen 
and Condlin (1980); and Richards (1984) sought to encourage a more comprehensive 
and thus broader approach to language curriculum design. They have not gone on 
however to show how such a fragmented and perhaps narrow approach might be flawed 
or how it may not serve the needs of students. It is one thing to advocate 
comprehensive broad approaches from a stance that narrow approaches are defective 
and inadequate but it is quite another to advocate such approaches merely to give a 
more rounded inclusive edge to curriculum but with perhaps no greater benefit to 
students or the educational establishment. Theory and analysis can often combine with 
practice for the overall greater good of a program but if they do not or are not likely to 
add to a program then there may be wasted effort, convoluted consideration and 
application leading perhaps to confused instructors and less well served students. 
Brown (1995), in his book, The Elements of Language Curriculum, A Systematic 
Approach to Program Development, has sought to dispel this perception and points out 
that in the last 30 to 40 years language teaching has undergone profound changes. 
Systematic development of language curriculum which focuses on the planning, 
development, implementation and evaluation phases of language teaching has, he shows, 
been widely adapted in many areas of educational planning. He describes how all 
language teaching activities can be classified into approaches, syllabuses, techniques, 
exercises or packaged "'pedagogies. ··. These ~categories . merge or. combine into the 
systematic design of curriculum which, in tum, engages a number of separate elements: 
needs assessment, goals and objectives, testing, materials, teaching, and program 
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evaluation. 
Brown was the first to examine language teaching in detail from a systematic 
curriculum development perspective. Munby, (1978) and others had done some work 
in this regard but nothing so comprehensive. Brown's work has been widely 
recognised as a major contribution to the understanding and development of language 
curriculum. It is also a work that can be referred to and its systems adopted or adapted 
to suit less sizeable programs. For the purposes of my research a number of elements 
have been examined and this has served to provide something of a measuring rod 
against which to gauge and judge the processes and procedures at W.G.. 
From the literature it seems correct and appropriate to conclude that curriculum is 
the widest view of a language program. That is those elements and aspects of context 
which are wider than the instructors and the students. 
Syllabus is but a part of the curriculum. It has been described and analysed by a 
number of researchers over the years and despite their variant views and definitions, 
some of which I set out below, the irreducible core is that it is a sub-set of the wider 
curriculum. Some regard it as an expression of opinion on the nature of language and 
learning. Hutchinson and Waters (1987, p.80) described it as a statement of what is to 
be learnt. Shaw (1975) as a plan for any part of the curriculum. Yalden (1984, p.14) 
described it as an instrument by which the teacher can achieve a degree of fit between 
the needs and aims of the learner and the activities which take place in the classroom. 
Reid (1993, p.79) considered it an operational document that translates the philosophy 
of the curriculum goals into the course content. It provides direction for the teacher in 
planning the class and for students in setting their personal objectives. Allen (1984, 
p.61) referred to the syllabus as a sub part of the curriculum which is concerned with a 
specification of what units will be taught. Dubin and Olshtain (1986, p.35) described 
it as a more detailed and operational statement of the teaching and learning elements 
which translates the philosophy of the curriculum into a series of planned steps leading 
towards more narrowly defined objectives at each level. 
A review of the research literature on syllabus and what it is support a clear 
consensus that it is a detailed sub-set and working out of a part of the curriculum. It is 
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m essence the drawing together and making classroom workable the wider more 
nebulous concepts of the curriculum. 
2.2 Curriculum, SyHabus and Course ][)esign 
2.2.1 Curriculum Design 
There are many different kinds of curricula and competing models. The major 
forms of curriculum are each predicated on a different set of assumptions about the 
purposes and functions of education (Ross, 2000). The most pertinent to language 
curriculum IS the objectives-driven curricula. One variant of the objectives-driven 
curriculum IS the reconstructionist curriculum identified by Skilbeck (1976) which 
claims that education, properly organized, can be one of the major forces for planned 
change in society. But whether reconstructionist or not - objectives are specified in 
advance, and a curriculum is drawn up to achieve these objectives. Abilities and 
capabilities necessary to meet the needs of contemporary life are specified and used to 
justify the collection of subjects that constitute the curriculum. The justification is its 
ability to deliver the particular skills that are judged necessary. This is at the core of 
language curriculum especially in the vocational sphere where needs tend to be specific, 
focused, constrained and managed within a sometimes quite intensive program. 
2.2.2 Syllabus Design 
As has been stated already there is significant agreement among researchers and 
commentators that syllabus design and curriculum are closely related. Nunan (1988) 
stated that syllabus design is concerned with the selection, sequencing and justification 
of the content of the curriculum. There is also strong agreement about the essence of 
syllabus design. To Taba (1962) it involves a logical sequence of various stages: (1) 
needs analysis; (2) formulation of objectives; (3) selection of content; (4) organization 
of content; (5) selection of learning activities; (6) organization of learning activities and 
(7) decisions about what needs evaluating and how to evaluate. Many other syllabus 
designers express the same points or elements albeit in different ways but there is a 
large"degree of uniformity between them. AU believe that a detailed syllabus helps the 
teacher to clarify objectives and facilitate instruction. Explicit objectives also make 
evaluation easier as learners are tested on the content of the syllabus. 
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2.2.3 Course Design 
Language curriculum design has undergone considerable evolution as reflected in 
the models and flow charts proposed by various authors over the last 30 years (Brown, 
1995). Most curriculum and course design models have various frameworks that break 
down the process of curriculum and course design into sub-processes. Course design is 
the planning and structuring of a course to help achieve desired instructional goals. A 
typical approach to this process entails identifying appropriate goals, choosing content 
consistent with these goals, selecting ways of achieving the goals, and assessing student 
learning in relation to them. The process may also include some consideration of 
teaching style, about students who take the course, and about the larger department or 
program context in which the course is taught. Initially, the important questions to be 
considered relate to what the content should be, then what instructional goals should be 
associated with that content, then how best to impart the knowledge to students, and 
finally how to assess what the students have learnt. Graves (1996, p.13) provided a very 
useful framework for course design processes in his book Teachers as course 
developers. He identified seven components: 
1. Needs assessment: What are the students' needs? How can I assess them so 
that I can address them? 
2. Determining goals and objectives: What are the purposes and intended 
outcomes of the course? What will the students need to do or learn to achieve 
these goals? 
3. Conceptualizing content: What will be the backbone of what I teach? What 
will I include in my syllabus? 
4. Selecting and developing materials and activities: How and with what will I 
teach the course? What is my role? What are the students' roles? 
5. Organization of content and activities: How will I organize the content and 
activities? What system will I develop? 
6. Evaluation: How will I assess what my students have learned? How will I 
assess the effectiveness of the course? 
7 .. Consideration of r~s~mrce~_ a!!4 constraints: What ar~ the g)vens of ~y 
situation? 
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These components encapsulate the framework and method of course design. They 
are the product of much research and now appear to be widely accepted. 
In 2000, Graves developed his framework in his book, Designing Language 
Courses, stating that there is no hierarchy in the processes and no sequence in their 
accomplishment. The several components are depicted in [Figure 2.1]. He emphasized 
that as a course designer, you can begin anywhere in the framework. Each component in 
the framework is interrelated with each other and with each of the processes. There is a 
polycentric aspect to it all. For example if the content is clear and articulate, it will be 
easier to write objectives. If the content is changed, the objectives will need to change 
as will the materials and assessment plan and so on. 
Figure 2.1 A Framework of Course Development Processes 
~ 
conceptualizing 
content 
assessing needs 
( ~OUR~ DESIGH 
formulating goals 
and objectives 
orgaJUZmg 
the course ~~ developing materials 
~ dorig}UDg an 
assessment plan / 
defining the context articulating beliefs 
(Graves, 2002 p.3 ) 
2.3 Course Design for Language Learning 
To develop a comprehensive knowledge of course design for language learning it is 
useful to acquire a-wotkiri~(defifiition-ofa riumoef of key t-elffis stich as-"course Clesigh", 
"curriculum", "syllabus", "needs analysis", "goals and objectives", "language testing", 
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"materials" and "teaching". Brown (1995) developed in his book The Elements of 
Language Curriculum a framework for language curriculum design which synthesised 
into a general model much of what had been know about and used for some time but 
which for the first time was drawn together in this formulated way. This model has been 
much used since and is set out at Figure 2.2 below. Brown's design included six stages: 
1. Needs Analysis 
2. Goals and Objectives 
3. Language Testing 
4. Materials Development 
5. Language Teaching 
6. Program Evaluation 
Whilst the model was designed to be applicable to language programs only, such 
has been the appeal of it that it has been widely accepted in a number of systems 
approaches used in educational technology and curriculum design circles generally. For 
example this is seen in the work of Dick and Carey ( 1985). 
Figure 2.2 Brown's (1995) Framework of Language Curriculum Design 
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2.3.1 Needs Analysis 
One of the most common basic assumptions of curriculum development is that a 
sound ·educational program should be based on an analysis of learner's needs. 
Procedures used to collect information about learners' needs are known as needs 
analysis. Brown (1995, p.35) provides a useful and generally accepted definition of 
needs analysis as the activities involved in gathering information that will serve as the 
basis for developing a curriculum that will meet the learning needs of a particular group 
of students. 
Other commentators and researchers in similar vein have considered needs 
analysis. For example, Richards (1983) considered that needs analysis serves three main 
purposes: (1) it provides a means of obtaining wider input into the content, design and 
implementation of a language program; (2) it can be used in developing goals, 
objectives and content; and (3) it can provide data for reviewing and evaluating an 
existing program. Again Richards (2001, p52) on the subject of needs analysis 
commented that in language teaching it has a number of different purposes, for 
example: 
- to find out what language skills a learner needs in order to perform a particular role, 
such as teacher, sales manager, tour guide, or university student 
- to help determine if an existing course adequately addresses the needs of potential 
students 
- to determine which students from a group are most in need of training in particular 
language skills 
- to identify a change of direction that people in a reference group feel is important 
- to identify a gap between what students are able to do and what they need to be able 
- todo. 
- to collect information about a particular problem learners are experiencing 
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This development of the potential uses for needs analysis is important and 
constructive and does not add greatly to the information gathering aspects of needs 
analysis in any event. 
Robinson (1991, p3) also supported the concept of needs analysis but focused it 
slightly differently to Graves by placing a greater and closer emphasis on the identified 
needs with the actual aims of an English course so that both merge as closely as possible 
to facilitate students to do whatever they want to do through the medium of English. 
Graves further emphasised that needs are multi-faceted and changeable and when needs 
analysis is used as an ongoing part of teaching it helps the learners to reflect on their 
learning, to identify their needs, and to gain a sense of ownership and control of their 
learning (2000, p. 98-1 00). 
Needs analysis can be implemented before a course commences, during it or a 
combination of both. When done before the course commences it provides knowledge 
of the learners' resources, objectives, and curricula, and what they consider suitable. If it 
is undertaken during the course, it can ascertain whether learners' resources are in line 
with the course they are following, whether the objectives can be attained and whether 
the methods of assessment used are appropriate to judge the learners' process. 
Brown (1995, p.36) provides suggestions for a reasonable procedure to adopt for 
needs analysis. He proposes three basic steps: 
1. Making basic decisions about the needs analysis 
2. Gathering information 
3. Using the information 
Stage 1 involves curriculum planners in making some fundamental decisions. 
Who will be involved in the needs analysis? What types of information should be 
gathered? Which points of view should be represented? How might the points of 
view and program philosophy interact? He identified four categories of people who are 
mostlikely to beoinvolved in,the needs analysis process, viz, (l)the target group; (2) the 
audience; (3) the needs analysts; and (4) the resource group. Put briefly each of the 
above groups are engaged in the following ways: 
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The target group: is generally made up of those people in respect of whom 
information will be gathered. Normally this will be students but may sometimes include 
teachers and/or administrators. 
The audience: this should encompass all those who will eventually be required to 
act upon the results of the analysis. 
The needs analysts: are those engaged in conducting the actual needs analysis. 
Who they are will be dependent on how the analysis is taken forward- they may be 
consultants brought in specifically for the purpose or faculty members specifically 
tasked with the job. These people will generally be responsible for identifying those 
people in the other groups and they must work collaboratively for the needs analysis to 
be worthwhile and, in fact, doable. 
The resource group: are any people who may serve as sources of information about 
the target group. Depending on the context of the exercise this may include, parents, 
financial sponsors or guardians and possibly outsiders such as future employers or 
professors. 
To be done on the Brown model needs analysis would be extremely work intensive 
and demanding but variants of this, depending on the context of a particular program, 
could most likely be used with no less useful effect. 
2.3.2 Goals and Objectives 
What are goals and objectives? Graves (2000, p.75) provided a useful and readily 
understandable definition through the use of an analogy. If the analogy of a journey 
were to be used, the destination is the goal, the journey is the course and the objectives 
are the different points which are passed through on the way to the destination. 
_ Tbe __ pJQ.cll!~t Q[ g.e,e_gs__ '!nalysis can be used in the formulation of program goals 
' ' - ·- ·• •=--•·, 'r -.•- .. ,'"--1 'c. 4,, -_;;~-'-~"-,;:._;:,-;,-,-=-" > --~"'--""'·""~·;: -. .-=-~ =-< • .::_-, _,_..,-.~, - •• -.- ,.,,; -'';-"'-' ;- •-, .-,~· •• 
and objectives. Brown (1995, p.71) suggests four points which should be remembered 
in the derivation of goals from perceived needs: 
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1. Goals are general statements of the program's purposes. 
2. Goals should usually focus on what the program hopes to accomplish 
in the future, and particularly on what the students should be able to 
do when they leave the program. 
3. Goals can serve as one basis for developing more precise and 
observable objectives. 
4. Goals should never be viewed as permanent, that is, they should never 
become set in cement. 
What is the difference between a "goal" and an "objective"? Brown (1995, 
p.72-73) considered curriculum goals as statements of the desirable and attainable for 
curriculum purposes. In effect, aims based on the perceived language and situation 
needs of the participants in a program. Objectives, in particular, instructional objectives 
could be defined as specific statements that describe the particular knowledge, 
behaviours, and/or skills that the learner will be expected to know or perform at the end 
of a course or program. 
Objectives describe a learning outcome and also can be prefixed with phrases like 
"will have", "will learn how to", "will be able to". Richards (2001, p.122-123), 
emphasized that an objective refers to a statement of specific changes a program seeks 
to bring about and results from an analysis of the aim into its different components. 
Through objectives, a goal is broken down into learnable and teachable units. By 
achieving the objectives, the goal will be reached. Thus the relationship between goals 
and objectives is that of cause and effect. If students achieve A, B and C objectives, then 
they will reach Y goal. Objectives are hierarchical to goals. Goals are more general and 
objectives more specific (Graves, 2000). In order to make the relationship between 
goalS arid objeCtives rhbre-·deat -Brown'(l995); commented"that-one~of4he -maino 
differences between goals and objectives is their level of specificity. For every goal, 
there will be several objectives to help achieve it. He also emphasized that goals are 
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more long term. 
2.3.3 Testing 
When program objectives have been established, testing is, or should be, the 
natural next step in the process of curriculum design (Brown, 1995). A language 
program that develops sound tests is crucial as the outcome of the testing is so often 
fundamental to the making of different types of decisions in a curriculum. The most 
important types of decision that must be made in this area in most language programs 
are: proficiency, placement, diagnosis, and achievement (Alderson, Krahnke, & 
Stansfield, 1987). Tests provide valuable information for the revision and development 
of the other elements of the curriculum. 
2.3.4 Materials 
Teaching materials are a key component in most language programs. Textbooks, 
institution prepared materials, or own materials, instructional materials generally serve 
as the basis for much of the language input learners receive and the language practice 
that occurs in the classroom (Richards, 2001). According to Brown(1995) the language 
program's overall orientation must be considered in terms of approaches and syllabuses, 
as well as in terms of how that orientation will influence the choices that must be made 
in the development and implementation of materials. Similarly, Graves (2000) indicated 
that material development means creating, choosing or adapting, and organizing 
materials and activities so that students can achieve the objectives that will help them 
reach the goals of the course. To understand the scope of materials development and 
where it fits within course design the flow chart [Figure 2.3] helps to depict the 
interrelationship. Materials development encompasses decisions about the actual 
materials, such as textbook, text, pictures, worksheets, video, and so on, as well as the 
activities students do, and how the materials and activities are organized into lessons. 
With regard to designing activities, a language teacher might: draw on what students 
know (their experience, their current situation) and what would be relevant to them; 
focus on students' outside of class needs and if appropriate, allow students to problem 
sol~e:--dis~~;~;, ~n;i;~~:--h~lp -~t~d~~ts "de-~el~p' spedir~- skills-ana- strategies; "help" 
students develop the specific language and skills they need for authentic communication; 
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integrate the four skills of speaking, listening, reading, and writing; enable students to 
understand how a text is constructed; enable students to understand cultural context and 
cultural differences; enable students to develop social awareness; be as authentic as 
possible; vary roles and groupings; use authentic texts or real situations when possible. 
In summary, employ a variety of materials and activities. 
Figure 2.3 Five Aspects of Organizing a Course 
Determining the organizing 
principle (s) 
(e.g, themes, genres, tasks) 
Sequencing the units 
Identifying the course units based on the 
organizing principle (s) 
Determining unit content and 
developing materials 
Sequencing the units 
2.3.5 Teaching 
Richards (200 1) considered that the other principal educational resource in 
curriculum development is teaching itself. Quality teaching is achieved not only as a 
consequence of how well teachers teach but through creating contexts and work 
environments that can facilitate good teaching. The definition of teaching includes 
those activities that are rationally selected by the teacher in order to help students 
achieve their learning goals. To be rational the activities selected must be justified 
according to the kinds of objectives set for the program and which the teachers must set 
out to accomplish, but they must also be related to the overall approaches and syllabuses 
that form the curriculum (Graves, 2000). There is also the fundamental consideration 
of what academic and practical standards the teachers have. In foreign language 
teaching the debate is very often focused on whether foreigners should be engaged to 
teach and if not foreigners how, bilingually, native teachers should teach. There is no 
, re·al· concluded view on-this-debate; -Most often the method -of.teaching and .. the s.t.amlard 
of teachers is the product of the educational environment and the ready supply, or 
otherwise, of suitably qualified and talented teachers. 
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2.3.6 Evaluation 
Evaluation encompasses several related sets of activities. It is useful to 
distinguish between three major classes of evaluation research: (1) analysis related to 
the conceptualization and design of interventions; (2) monitoring of program 
implementation; and (3) assessment of program effectiveness and efficiency. 
Some evaluators find it useful to conceptualize programs in terms of a series of 
developmental stages, with each stage requiring answers to different evaluation 
questions (Pancer and Westhues, 1989). Similarly an evaluation can be carried out to see 
if a program has met its targets (summative evaluation), checking, for example, whether 
or not a predetermined proportion of students have achieved a specified level of 
language proficiency. The focus of such evaluation is usually accountability. The 
evaluation may investigate how far a program is on track to achieve its targets 
(formative evaluation), looking, perhaps, at how teachers implement training in 
methodology within a new curriculum. Also, within a formative approach, and starting 
out with no pre-set criteria, the evaluators can, for example, study teachers' attitudes and 
practice in order to understand how a program works. In such cases as these the focus is 
usually on development. The complementary and overlapping nature of the evaluation 
focus is increasingly recognized, and developmental evaluations can contribute valuable 
information to summative reviews (Mackay, 1994). 
In the next chapter the development of evaluation as a separate branch of study is 
examined and various models which have emerged over the years are considered. One 
of the models considered is the CIPP model which I have chosen to design this research 
around. 
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Chapter Three 
Evaluation Development and Models 
This review of the literature pertaining to program evaluation begins with a 
consideration of attempts over the years to define the term 'evaluation' mainly, but not 
exclusively, as it has been used in an educational context. It then moves on to consider 
the different periods of development there have been in program evaluation. This is 
followed by an overview of the main program evaluation models which have been used 
in the field of education. Finally I focus on the development of the CIPP Evaluation 
Model, that is Context, Input, Process and Product, and explain why I consider it to be 
the most suitable for this research. I also briefly examine instances where it has been 
used in other education program evaluations and with what results. 
3.1 Defining the Term 'Evaluation' 
Different definitions of and views on evaluation have been given in evaluation 
treatises and textbooks from different periods of time. Patton ( 1986) considered that 
"different definitions of evaluation reveal important differences in what various 
educators emphasise in their work" (p.67). 
1970s 
''Educational evaluation is the process of delineating, obtaining, and 
providing useful information for judging decision alternatives" 
( Stujjlebeam, 1971, p.43) 
"Evaluation is the determination of the wonh of a thing. It includes 
obtaining information for use in judging the worth of a program, product, 
procedure, or object, or the potential utility of alternative approaches 
designed to attain specified objectives" (Worthen and Sanders, 1973, p.J9) 
1980s 
"Educational evaluation is a systematic description of educational 
objectives and/or an assessment of their merit or wonh" (Hopkins, 1989, 
p.l4) 
"the systematic collection and analysis of all relevant information 
necessary to promote the improvement of a curriculum and assess its 
effectiveness within the context of the panicular institutions involved" 
(Brown, 1989a, p.223) 
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1990s 
"Evaluation is the principled and systematic collection of information for 
the purposes of decision-making" (Rea-Dickens and Germaine, 1992, 
p.36). 
"the provision of information about specific issues upon which judgements 
are based and from which decisions for action are taken" (Morrison, 1993, 
p.2). 
"evaluation is presented as a form of applied social research. the primary 
purpose of which is not to discover new knowledge, as is the case with 
basic research. but to study the effectiveness with which existing knowledge 
is used to inform and guide practical action" (Clarke, 1999, p.2) 
2000s and recent years 
Essentially, evaluation is carried out to determine the extent to which a 
program or intervention is worthwhile, and to aid decision-making through 
the purposeful gathering of information which is analysed and reported to 
stakeholders-interested parties who have a 'stake' in the activity evaluated. 
The evaluation may be carried out by professional evaluators or by a group 
made up from the stakeholders. The evaluation may take a few days or 
several months to complete. Evaluators use the methods of social science 
research, and the discipline is sometimes referred to as 'evaluation 
research' (Murphy, 2000). 
"Evaluation can be a strategy for improvement or change rather than 
judgment alone. It should revolve around the improvement of curriculum 
and instruction and be relevant, functional and useful to this purpose. 
Appropriate evaluation practices should enlighten those involved and act as 
a guide for improvement. "When teachers' classroom assessments become 
an integral part of the instructional process and a central ingredient in 
their efforts to help students learn, the benefits of assessment for both 
students and teachers will be boundless" (Gus key, 2000, p. 11 ). 
Evaluation also has many meanings in language programs. It is part of the 
novice teacher's checklist to guide the development of initial lesson plans 
and teaching practice, a process of determining learning achievements or 
student satisfaction, and a dimension of the analysis of data in a formal 
evaluation or research study (Kiely & Rea-Dickins, 2005 ). 
At its core, evaluation is a simple concept: 
It compares results with expectations 
It finds drivers and barriers to expected peiformance 
It produces action plans for improving the programs and solutions being 
evaluated so that expected peiformance is achieved or maintained and 
organizational objectives and contributions can be realised. (Guerra-Lopez, 
2007a) 
Evaluation thus appears to be the mechanism used to provide decision makers 
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with feedback. How the information is gathered, from whom it is gathered, how it is 
analysed, how it is presented and to whom it is presented are all but facets of 
mechanism. What is important is that the product is worthwhile, accurate, reliable and 
objectively serves the purpose of the person or body who commissioned it. Therefore 
the different definitions from the different periods, no matter how fulsome they may be, 
appear to be but flesh around the bare bones of what evaluation actually is. 
3.2 The Developmental Periods of Program Evaluation 
Stufflebeam and Shinkfield (1985, pp. 15-16) stated that: 
"No introduction to evaluation as a field of professional practice would be 
complete without giving some attention to the historical development of the 
field. Any profession, in order to serve the needs of its clients, must evolve 
in response to changing societal needs and in consideration of theoretical 
and technical advancements. Unless the members of profession develop and 
maintain a historical perspective on their work, they are likely to persevere 
in using a stagnant conception of their role and not to stimulate and 
contribute to innovation in their field" 
Program evaluation has an interesting history and in the past 20 years it has 
matured with evaluators having many more approaches available to them than they had 
in 1960. Stufflebeam in a detailed and comprehensive monograph prepared in 2000 for 
the Western Michigan University Evaluation Centre's Occasional Paper Series sets out 
an analysis of twenty-two alternative evaluation approaches and attempts to place them 
into two categories, that is those worthy of keeping and developing and those which 
could be safely left behind. Whilst no doubt extremely valuable it is little surprise that 
those evaluation models developed by him in conjunction with others, are in the 
category worth keeping and developing. To guard against undue reliance on this work I 
have reviewed a much wider swath of literature on evaluation models and periodic 
development. 
Madaus et al, (2000) have postulated that there have been roughly seven 
recognisable periods in the development of program evaluation. These are: 
• first, the period prior to 1900, which they called the Age of Reform; 
• second, the period from 1900 until 1930, which they called the Age of 
Efficiency and Testing; 
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• third, the period from 1930 to 1945, which they called the Tylerian Age; 
• fourth, the period from 1946 to about 1957, which they called the Age of 
Innocence; 
• fifth, the period from 1958 to 1972, which they called the Age of 
Development; 
• sixth, the period from 1973 to 1983, which they called the Age of 
Professionalization, and 
• finally, the period from 1983 to 2000, which they called the Age of 
Expansion and Integration. 
The major developments pertinent to this research stem from the 1930's. Tyler, 
who is regarded as the father of educational evaluation, directed an eight-year study 
(1932-1940) which assessed the outcomes of programs in 15 progressive high schools 
and 15 traditional high schools. Tyler found that instructional objectives could be 
clarified by stating them in behavioural terms, and those objectives could serve as the 
basis for evaluating the effectiveness of instruction (Tyler, 1975). Other researchers 
have concluded that Tylerian evaluation involves internal comparisons of outcomes with 
objectives and need not provide for costly and disruptive comparisons between 
experimental and control groups. Worthen et al (1997) conclude that Tyler's work 
formed the basis of criterion-referenced testing. It is evident that many evaluation 
approaches have emerged since the 1930's and range from checklists of suggestions to 
comprehensive prescriptions (Hogan, 2007, p.6). 
The benefit of looking back at old models and developed trends was supported by 
Shadish et al. (1991) who regarded past studies and cases as a basis from which an 
evaluator could often draw support for his/her thinking and help illustrate their points. It 
could also lead to a better and more systematic empirical data collection procedure. 
However, the reason for providing some historical background to evaluation in the 
present study goes beyond the justification mentioned above and seeks to also draw 
attention to the relative importance attributed to evaluation in different societies and 
cultures. For example, pertinent to this research, is my knowledge that educational 
program evaluation (EPE) is not particularly well developed in Taiwan (ROC) or in a 
number of other Asia-Pacific countries. The reasons for this were explored by Lee et al 
(2008) in an interesting piece of research entitled Practices and challenges in 
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educational program evaluation in the Asia-Pacific region using the Delphi technique. 
Essentially it showed that EPE models and their use were limited and where used 
tended to be adaptations of the models used in Western countries, particularly those 
developed in the US and the UK. The cultural, environmental and organisational 
differences tended to play as determinant factors in how, why and where evaluation was 
accepted and used. 
3.3 An Overview of Program Evaluation Approaches and Models 
The selection of approaches and models presented in this section are not 
intended to be comprehensive as the professional literature on evaluation and its many 
contributors and concepts is extensive. Models worthy of mention but not in great detail 
are summarized under the following headings: objective-based evaluation, 
consumer-oriented evaluation, discrepancy model evaluation, goal-free evaluation, 
responsive/client-centred evaluation and utilization-focused evaluation. Considering 
each of these in tum: 
3.3.1 Objective-Based Evaluation: 
In this Tyler (1949) was pre-eminent. Directly and indirectly, he influenced 
many noteworthy developments such as objective-referenced testing, objective-based 
program evaluation, mastery learning, achievement test construction, item banking; the 
taxonomic classification of educational outcomes, and co-operative test development 
(Madaus & Stufflebeam, 1989). Objective-based evaluation describes whether 
students have met their goals, with the results informing how to handle new 
instructional strategy. This might inform decisions about whether to revise, adopt or 
reject. One noted weakness of this approach is that it tends to very much limit the 
scope and perception of the evaluation and may cause the evaluator to miss important 
outcomes not directly related to the goals of the evaluation. That is unexpected 
outcomes may be overlooked. Arguably it is too prescriptive and blinkered and may 
thus produce an outcome which may render a disservice to the program. Stufflebeam 
& Shinkfield (2007) commented that the selection of appropriate objectives to evaluate 
was problematic as not all objectives could be evaluated and the process by which 
objectives were selected was open to bias. The evaluation in this model is almost 
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entirely summative (at the end) as it relies on the measuring of students' achievements. 
Tyler's model has four stages: (1) setting the objectives to be attained; (2) determining 
the types of learning experiences to be provided; (3) deciding how these should be 
organized; and (4) determining the ways in which the achievement of objectives would 
be measured (Bellon & Handler, 1982, p.3). This model tends to largely ignore 
process. The emphasis is on product, that is the test outcomes. 
3.3.2 Consumer-Orientated Evaluation: 
The focus here is on meeting consumer needs and societal ideals more than 
achieving the developer's objectives for a given program (Guerra-Lopez, 2008, p.40). 
Scriven (1967) made a major contribution to this approach by developing the distinction 
between formative (during) and summative (at the end) evaluation. He proposed that 
summative evaluation enables administrators to decide whether the entire finished 
curriculum, refined by the use of formative evaluation, represents a sufficiently 
significant advance or improvement on the available alternatives to justify the expense 
of adoption by a school system (Fitzpatrick et el., 2004). Scriven proposed a set of 
seminal criteria for evaluating any education product. He calls it a Key Evaluation 
Checklist (Scriven, 1991, 2002). He continues to revise this checklist and used it as 
part of a data-reduction process, where large amounts of data are obtained and assessed 
and then synthesized in an overall judgment of value (Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 2007). 
The checklist also addresses meta-evaluation. Stufflebeam et el., (2000) comment that 
this type of evaluation requires highly credible and competent experts with sufficient 
resources to conduct a thorough evaluation. Beyer (1995) indicated that the primary 
purpose of formative evaluation is to improve the quality of the program being 
developed so that it will be possible to achieve the objectives for which it was designed. 
Brown & Gerhardt (2002) regarded summative evaluation as useful to conduct if it is 
needed to provide decision-makers or potential customers with judgments about the 
worth or merit of a program in relation to important criteria. The strengths of a 
consumer-orientated approach are thought to be that it makes evaluation of products a 
service and it advances the knowledge of consumers about the criteria most appropriate 
for use in selecting educational materials or services. They thus become more aware 
of the products. The weaknesses of this approach are that it does not appear to 
necessarily help practitioners do a better job and it requires credible and competent 
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evaluations. It can thus increase the cost of products because of the time and money 
spent on product testing. It is considered to be essentially a "backwards-mapping 
approach" and does not help make predictions about future impacts. Also it tends to 
play down the nature of human interaction with the products being tested. 
3.3.3 Discrepancy Model of Evaluation: 
The major exponent here is Provus (1971). He considered that pre-established 
objectives formed the basis for the evaluation. He also emphasised the importance of 
providing data about the consistency of (or discrepancy between) what was planned and 
what was actually executed. His focus is on improvement. The model has four basic 
phases: (1) establishing the objectives; (2) collecting evidence of compliance with the 
standards; (3) identifying any discrepancies between pre-established objectives and 
what was accomplished; and (4) identifying and starting corrective actions. This 
model lends itself to a self-evaluation framework and a systematic approach to 
improvement. 
3.3.4 Goal-Free Evaluation: 
This approach developed by Scriven (1974) compensates for inherent weaknesses 
in a goals-orientated approach by providing an unbiased perspective of ongoing events. 
The evaluator here remains purposely uninformed about the program's predetermined 
goals and looks for all the effects of a program regardless of its developer's intended 
objectives. If a program is meeting its intended purpose, the evaluation should 
confirm this. The evaluator will also be more likely in this model to find unanticipated 
effects that goal-based evaluation might miss because of the specificity of their search. 
Stufflebeam & Shinkfield (2007) indicate that goal-free evaluation provides important 
supplementary information, expands the sources of evaluative information, is effective 
for finding unexpected information, is cost-efficient, and is welcomed by clients. 
Scriven also emphasised the importance of not only evaluating to test if goals have been 
met but also to see if the goals themselves are worthy. Brown (1989a) however came 
to realise that whilst evaluating to test if goals and objectives are met the evaluation 
procedures could also be used to facilitate curriculum change and improvement and so 
began a paradigm shift in program evaluation research from product to process-oriented 
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approaches. 
3.3.5 Responsive/Client-Centred Evaluation: 
Stake (1975) called this model, first mooted by him in 1967 but not formulated 
until 1975, responsive evaluation. Instead of focusing, as Tyler had, on whether 
program intentions had been realised, he realised and indeed assumed that program 
intentions would change over time thus requiring continuing communication between 
evaluator and stakeholders for the purposes of discovering, investigating, and 
addressing important issues (Stufflebeam & Shinkfield, 2007). This approach aims at 
observing and identifying all (or as many as possible) of the concerns, issues, and 
consequences integral to the human services enterprise. Participants in this approach 
are not simply the direct beneficiary target group of a project but other stakeholders and 
potential beneficiaries are also within its contemplation. There is rarely a formal plan 
drawn up in advance but rather patterns in the data are looked for as the evaluation 
progresses. Data is gathered in a variety of ways, using a range of techniques and 
sought from many different sources. The evaluator's role is to represent multiple 
realistics and values rather than through singular perspectives. The disadvantages are 
that unless a very experienced evaluator facilitates the process it can degenerate from an 
"organic" approach to one which is chaotic and lacking in focus. 
3.3.6 Utilization-Focused Evaluation: 
Although many authors have contributed to this approach, Stufflebeam & 
Shinkfield (2007) consider Patton as the most prominent figure. In his book, published 
in 1997, Utilization-Focused Evaluation, Patton sets out his approach to this type of 
evaluation. He describes it as one done "for and with specified intended primary users 
for specific, intended uses". In short, this approach to evaluation is concerned with 
designing evaluations that inform decision making. 
A more in-depth analysis of three seminal models is now set out covering, 
Kirkpatrick's Four Levels of Evaluation; Guerra-Lopez's Impact Evaluation Process and 
Stufflebeam's CIPP Model. 
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3.3.7 Kirkpatrick's Four Levels of Evaluation 
Developed in 1959 by Kirkpatrick his four levels of evaluation is a well accepted 
evaluation framework. It has been used primarily to evaluate traditional instructor-led 
training programs and consists of evaluating four district areas in sequential order: 
(1) reactions: focuses on participants' (or students) opinions about the training, 
processes, and results, asking primarily what participants thought and felt about the 
training; (2) learning: focuses on the degree to which learning actually took place, 
asking what knowledge the participants gained from the program. In other words the 
increase in knowledge or capability; (3) behaviour: focuses on the linkage between 
learning and performance, asking what is the extent of the behaviour and capability 
improvement since learning; and (4) results: focuses on asking what the impact of the 
training was on the performance of the organization. According to the model 
evaluation should always start at level 1 and then, as time and budgets allow, move 
sequentially through levels 2, 3 and 4. Information gathered at each level informs the 
next level. However, there are no data or other forms of evidence that suggests that the 
four levels are actually correlated or that one causes the other (Alliger & Jenok, 1989). 
Whilst the model is fairly simple to conceptualise in that it provides a framework that 
helps people think about measuring training and it provides four basic categories of 
training success indicators it is somewhat limited. It was created specifically for 
training interventions and so does not, and was not meant to, address all important 
categories of performance improvement interventions in general. Also the levels are 
not hierarchies and do not appear correlated. Levels 1 and 2 tend to get completed but 
research shows that levels 3 and 4 tend not to be completed and so the data remains 
incomplete (Guerra-Lopez, 2008 p. 56). 
3.3.8 Guerra-Lopez's Impact Evaluation Process: 
The impact evaluation process is one of the most recent to be published. It is the 
construct of Guerra-Lopez, (2007). The model is covered in her book Performance 
Evaluation (2008). The underlying ideas is that everything we do is aligned to some 
greater purpose (whether we are conscious of it or not and whether we are aligning it 
well or not) and evaluation is no different (2008, p.81-82). Guerra-Lopez writes that 
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whilst evaluation at its core may be straightforward it is the situation in which it is 
applied that can be complex. The impact evaluation process is thus a map to guide 
evaluation through the process whilst maintaining a pragmatic focus. The process 
consists of seven elements. The elements are not necessarily sequential and can be 
considered reiterative. However, everything done in the process is done with 
stakeholders and external impact pervading it. 
Step 1: the evaluator identifies the key stakeholders involved. This will 
include those who will make critical decisions about the project and those who will be 
affected by the evaluation. The stakeholders' expectations and requirements have to be 
established because if they are not fully known data may be collected which is 
misaligned to their expectations and may not be used hence the evaluation may be a 
waste of time and effort. It is also critical to align stakeholder expectations with 
external societal demands. This may be a difficult task but it is for the evaluator to do 
it. 
Step 2: is the identification of the decisions that will have to be made using the 
evaluation findings. Here stakeholders are engaged and the outcome of this 
deliberation will put focus on the important issues and dictate what data needs to be 
collected. The discussion about the decisions that must be made is also about the 
objectives that must be reached. All organizations have objectives both external and 
internal, and everything within the organization should contribute towards those 
objectives (Guerra, 2005). 
Step 3: is the gathering of data which is required to answer the questions that 
guide the inquiry. Sound decisions are made on the basis of relevant, reliable, and 
valid data related to desired results and the related questions to be answered (Guerra, 
2003b). 
Step 4: is the identification of data sources. The sources selected depend on 
the type of data sought. 
Step 5: is the selection of data collection methods. The evaluator has to make 
the selection based on the pros and cons of the possible approaches, particularly the 
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appropriateness of the instrument for gathering the required data. Time, characteristics 
of the sample, comprehensiveness of the tool and feasibility are all factors to be 
considered (Guerra, 2003b, 2003c). 
Step 6: 1s the selection of data analysis tools. Here the emphasis is on 
organizing and summarizing information and the findings begin to highlight the most 
important elements. To guard against bias it is useful to clearly articulate the rationale 
for interpretations by linking them back to the findings, which are, based on the data 
analyzed (Guerra-Lopez, 2008, p.96). 
Step 7: is the communication of results and recommendations. 
Communication is stated to be very important. By the time the final report emerges it 
should not be seen as something imposed but rather something that has been contributed 
to by all and which all helped to create. 
The Impact Evaluation Process is quite new and has not been tested to any great 
extent. It has been applied in evaluation projects with educational, business and health 
care partners. Its recognised strengths are that it is detailed and each path is plotted 
and it is strongly focused on the alignment of performance with the ultimate desired 
impact. Some possible weaknesses are that it could be perceived as too detailed and 
that it does not fully and properly emphasise that the steps are reiterative. They could 
appear, and be applied, as if they were linear. It is also hard to see how the external 
contributions and environment can be properly linked into the whole process. Indeed 
there may be a tendency for evaluators to regard these as irrelevant. 
3.3.9 Stufflebeam's CIPP Model 
Stufflebeam, who has worked with or has had acquaintance with some of the 
leading researchers in the field of evaluation including Tyler, developed the CIPP model 
over a considerable period of time. It started around 1965 because US public schools 
were finding they could not meaningfully and successfully evaluate their federally 
supported projects using the then "gold standard" for program evaluations - controlled, 
variable manipulating, comparative experiments (Guba, 1966; Stufflebeam, 1966b, 
1967a). Since its beginnings, the CIPP Model has been extensively developed and 
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widely applied (for example, Candoli, Cullen & Stufflebeam, 1997; Gaily, 1984; 
Granger, Grierson, Quirino & Romano, 1965; Guba & Stufflebeam, 1968; Nevo, 1974; 
Stufflebeam, 1969, 1995, 1997a, 2003b; Stufflebeam et al., 1971; Stufflebeam, Candoli 
& Nicholls, 1995; Stufflebeam, Gullickson & Wingate, 2002; Stufflebeam & Millman, 
1995; Stufflebeam & Nevo, 1976, Stufflebeam & Webster, 1988; and Webster, 1975). 
Those employing or contracting others to employ the model have included government 
officials, foundation officers, program and project staffs, school administrators, 
physicians, military leaders and evaluators. Stufflebeam has stated that his views about 
evaluation have derived from doing and an ongoing effort to identify and correct 
mistakes made in evaluation practice. He recommends that evaluation beginners should 
learn evaluation throughout their careers by conducting and reflecting on a wide range 
of evaluations. Stufflebeam from his experiences began to reject the 1960's evaluation 
orthodoxy declaring at a conference in 1966 that he had to reject basically everything he 
had thought necessary for evaluating educational projects, including behavioural 
objectives, experimental designs and standardized tests (Stufflebeam, 1966a). Instead he 
advised educators to key evaluations to provide information for decision making. He 
identified key types of decisions as those day-to-day choices involved in making 
projects work and the annual decisions about whether to retain, expand or discontinue a 
project. For these implementation and recycling decisions he suggested that schools 
concentrate on conducting and reporting process and product evaluations. 
By about 1967 the CIPP model was taking shape. It included context evaluation to 
guide goal setting, process evaluation to guide project implementation and product 
evaluation to guide recycling decisions. Input evaluation was subsequently added to aid 
in planning projects, for example, proposal writing (Stufflebeam, 1967a). Stufflebeam 
presented the model at a national evaluation conference in Florida. Following that he 
was invited to test the model at the Southwest Educational Laboratory in Austin, Texas, 
to evaluate the migrant education program. Egon Guba and Robert Hammond assisted 
him. Among the lessons they learnt from this was that the CIPP Model has to be applied 
flexibly. They also gained insights into input evaluation, to guide input evaluation they 
invented the advocate teams technique (Reinhard, 1972) through which competing 
teams develop proposals for meeting a set of targeted needs. Evaluators then assess the 
alternatives' merits on predetermined criteria and a convergence team may subsequently 
merge the best features of the competing proposals into a single plan. 
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In 1969 Phi Delta Kappa International (PDK) engaged Stufflebeam to head a 
national study committee on evaluation which culminated in his book Educational 
Evaluation and Decision Making (Stufflebeam et al., 1971). This book sharply criticized 
the traditional views of educational evaluation, analysed the evaluative information 
needs in decision making, and elaborated the CIPP Model. The authors noted that 
evaluations can go very wrong if keyed exclusively to criteria of technical adequacy, 
such as the requirements for internal and external validity then being promulgated for 
judging experiments (Campbell & Stanley, 1963). They argued for a break away from 
utility criteria to relevance, importance, clarity and credibility. 
Stufflebeam has reflected in writing how fortunate he has been to work with 
leading evaluators especially Guba, Jaeger, Kellaghan, Madaus, Millman, Scriven, 
Stake, Tyler and Webster. He has also come to understand that differences in evaluation 
models are often a function of the theorists' different evaluation experiences and 
contexts, as well as their philosophical differences. He, for example, was most often 
engaged in innovative, developing or indeed floundering projects in schools and came 
from the viewpoint of improvement. Scriven most often studied completed national 
curriculum packages and so the need for formative evaluation and hence his emphasis 
on looking back at completed or ended programs. 
The CIPP Model is regarded by Stufflebeam as a work in progress but is regarded 
as a comprehensive framework for guiding formative and summative evaluations of 
projects, programs and systems. The model is configured for use in internal evaluations 
conducted by an organisation's evaluators, self-evaluations conducted by project teams 
or individual service providers. 
3.3.9.1 Context, Input, Process and Product Evaluations 
The model's core concepts are denoted by the acronym CIPP, which stands for 
evaluations of an entity's context, inputs, processes and products. Context evaluations 
assess needs, problems, assets and opportunities to help decision makers define goals 
and priorities and help the broader group of users judge goals, priorities and outcomes. 
Input evaluations assess alternative approaches, competing action plans, staffing plans, 
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and budgets for their feasibility and potential cost-effectiveness to meet targeted needs 
and achieve goals. Decision makers use input evaluations in choosing among competing 
plans, writing funding proposals, allocating resources, assigning staff, scheduling work, 
and ultimately in helping others judge an effort's plans and budget. Process evaluations 
assess the implementation of plans to help staff carry out activities and later help the 
broad group of users judge program performance and interpret outcomes. Product 
evaluations identify and assess outcomes - intended and unintended, short term and 
long term - both to help staff keep an enterprise focused on achieving important 
outcomes and ultimately to help the broader group of users gauge the effort's success in 
meeting targeted needs . 
In the formative case - where evaluation helps guide an effort - context, input, 
process and product evaluations respectively ask: What needs to be done? Is it being 
done? Is it succeeding? The evaluator submits the interim reports addressing these 
questions to keep stakeholders informed about funding, help guide decision making, and 
strengthen staff work. 
In finalizing a summative report, the evaluator refers to the store of context, input, 
process and product information and obtains additionally needed information. The 
evaluator uses this information to address the following retrospective questions: Were 
important needs addressed? Was the effort guided by a defensible plan and budget? Was 
the service design executed competently and modified as needed? Did the effort 
succeed? 
The CIPP Model emphasizes that evaluation's most important purpose is not to 
prove, but to improve. Evaluation is thus conceived primarily as a functional activity 
orientated in the long run to stimulating, aiding and abetting efforts to strengthen and 
improve enterprises. It also points up the need to stop fundamentally flawed programs. 
Must all four types of evaluation be carried out, that is, context, input, process and 
product? Stufflebeam states that the answer is no but deciding which parts of the model 
to employ is a critically important task in evaluation planning and depends on three 
main factors: 
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1. this concerns when in the life of a program the evaluation is introduced. If it is 
before a program begins then all four should be used. Similarly if it is at the end of a 
program. But if it is while a program is going on then it may be appropriate to hold 
context and input in abeyance and concentrate on process and product evaluation. 
2. the client's purpose for the evaluation may also dictate which types of evaluation 
to use. A summative evaluation will almost always require all four types of evaluation in 
order to fully describe the program and appropriately judge its quality. If the purpose is 
a formative evaluation then the evaluation will sometimes take up only the types of 
evaluation needed to guide certain program decisions or answer pointed accountability 
questions. 
3. this concerns how much of the information needed for context, input, process 
and product evaluation is already available or potentially available from other 
evaluations of the program. 
The CIPP Model stipulates that evaluations themselves should be rigorously 
evaluated, a process referred to as meta-evaluation (Scriven, 1972; Stufflebeam, 2001b). 
Both formative and summative meta-evaluations are needed. It is suggested that at a 
minimum the evaluators themselves should employ formative meta-evaluation to guide 
the work and, at the end, conduct and report a summative meta-evaluation. Additionally, 
it is argued that they should encourage the evaluation's client to obtain a 
meta-evaluation from a qualified third-party evaluator. The purpose is to help evaluators 
assure their evaluations maintain useful focus, are soundly executed and appropriately 
and effectively serve client needs. Also when evaluation has been completed and 
audiences find the evaluation findings and conclusions disquieting, dubious, biased, or 
not totally convincing they can benefit from seeing an independent assessment of the 
evaluation. Stufflebeam states that the bottom line argument for meta-evaluation is 
reciprocity. Those who expect others to have their work evaluated should likewise have 
their evaluations subjected to creditable meta-evaluation. 
3.3.9.2 Planning and Carrying through CIPP Evaluations 
Briefly, Stufflebeam has compiled very comprehensive checklists based on the 
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CIPP Model and the Joint Committee (1994) Program Evaluation Standards. These 
checklists can be slavishly followed or deployed from as needed. The first section of the 
checklist provides guidance for settling the evaluation contract. The next seven sections 
provide guidance for designing context, input, process, impact, effectiveness, 
sustainability and transportability evaluations. It must be noted that impact, 
effectiveness, sustainability and transportability are subparts of product evaluation. The 
seven CIPP components may be employed selectively and in different sequences and 
often simultaneously depending on the needs of the evaluation. 
In summary: the CIPP Model treats evaluation as an essential concomitant of 
improvement and accountability. It is configured to enable and guide comprehensive, 
systematic examination of efforts that occur in the dynamic, myriad conditions of the 
real world, not the controlled conditions of experiment. However, Stufflebeam is the 
first to agree that the model is and must be subject to continuing assessment and further 
development (Stufflebeam, 2003a). 
A review of the literature on evaluation tends to be dominated by contributions 
from Stufflebeam or he in conjunction with others. There is no doubt he is a major 
contributor to the field and occasionally the impression may be gained that he unduly 
presses his own approach to the disadvantage of other useful approaches. However, so 
long as there is an awareness of the different approaches and the pros and cons of each 
it is hopefully possible to arrive at the model (or an amalgam of models) best suited to 
any particular evaluative need. 
3.4 Research Studies as Examples of the Use of the CIPP Model 
The CIPP Model has worked particularly well in educational settings and below is 
a brief synoptic overview of some examples. 
Huang (2001) applied the CIPP evaluation approach to investigate the 
effectiveness of the chemical engineering curriculum at a five-year college in Taiwan 
from the perspective of employers, teachers, and graduates. A survey instrument was 
used to measure the respondents' perceptions of the curriculum's general, required, and 
elective courses. It was found that the quality of education in the five-year college 
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courses did provide chemical engineering graduates with the skills, abilities, 
professional attitudes, self-confidence, and humanistic qualities they needed. The 
following findings emerged from the study: (1) the art, geography, and history parts 
were considered the least effective courses and in need of some changes or 
improvement; (2) employers more than the teachers thought that the college was most 
effective at providing students with interpersonal skills, self-confidence and good 
humanistic qualities; and (3) the respondents considered that for the future the focus of 
the chemical engineering curriculum should be on environmental and energy 
engineering, bioengineering, plasma processing (microelectronics manufacturing), 
special chemicals manufacturing and pharmaceutical engineering. 
Bonne (2000) used the CIPP evaluation approach in a qualitative study wherein 
he sought to address whether the content of the Coach Level Training Course was better 
served through community hockey coaches or participant-centred coaches. 
Wong (2002) used the CIPP model to evaluate the Higher Diploma in Computer 
Studies program offered by the City University of Hong Kong. The evaluation was 
aimed at ascertaining the effectiveness of the program curriculum as compared with the 
identified industry needs and requirements. The study showed that the program is still in 
great demand in Hong Kong Society, it is producing the right kind of graduates for the 
job market, and the program objectives have been met. This study did also identify 
some operational aspects which needed improvement. It was also found that the 
program should not position itself as a final qualification but rather as a form of 
bridging program which encouraged graduates to continue to pursue their studies to a 
degree level qualification. 
Umit (2004) adopted the CIPP model to evaluate the Turkish Language Teaching 
Program for Foreigners at Minsk State Linguistic University in Belarus. Both qualitative 
and quantitative data were collected. The quantitative data were collected through 
questionnaires. The qualitative data were collected through interviews and written 
document analysis. The results showed that the Turkish Language Program at Minsk 
State Linguistic University partially met the needs and demands of the parties involved. 
Chiang (1996) assessed the effectiveness of the five-year mechanical engineering 
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technology programs of junior colleges in Taiwan, R.O.C. using the CIPP model. Hsieh 
(1999) assessed the effectiveness of the two-year banking and insurance technology 
programs of junior colleges in Taiwan, R.O.C. using the model. Nicholson (1989) used 
it to evaluate reading instruction. Schultz (1993) used it to evaluate a nursing 
advancement system. 
3.5. Why Choose the CIPP Model for this Research Project 
There is no best model. The utility of evaluation models depends entirely on the 
situation at hand. Again theorists differ in their views ranging from the take a model 
from the shelf approach to the mix and match or eclectic approach suggested by 
Popham (1975). He said that comparing evaluation approaches in order to select the 
best model is usually a waste of time. Cronbach (1982) echoed this view and stated that 
evaluation design must start from a blank slate at each new undertaking, addressing the 
countless decisions to be made in each situation. 
Some reflective questions which it is suggested could help formulate a model for 
a specific evaluation have been posed by (Guerra-Lopez, 2008, p. 44). These are: 
• What are the characteristics of the evaluation task? 
• What is the object of evaluation (the evaluand)? 
• At what stage of conception (planning, design, development, 
implementation, maintenance, evaluation) is the evaluand? 
• What are the limitations and constraints of the evaluation effort? 
• Which evaluation models best lend themselves to address these 
characteristics? 
• What are the pros and cons of each model with regard to the evaluation 
task? 
• Is blending these approaches to create a unique model for this situation 
more feasible and responsive to the evaluation task than using one of them 
as it stands? 
The objects of this research are the English training courses offered in the AED at 
W. G. Institute. These courses are continuing and have existed for some time. They have 
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not been previously evaluated and whilst this research is not the commission of any 
person or body and comes about entirely as my initiative it has nonetheless a potentially 
useful feedback function. The courses take place in a context, they are offered and taken 
up by a student body in the hope that they fulfil their needs and those whom they may 
wish to serve in due course, they have a process in their delivery and they have a 
product at their completion. So formulated the CIPP Model and its evaluation 
possibilities appears to be the most readily suited model to take the evaluation forward 
and produce, albeit within constraints of time, methodology and independent 
meta-evaluation, results that are worthy of consideration whether in terms of changes or 
amendment to the courses and their process method or further work and analysis that 
could be taken forward. 
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Chapter Four 
Research Methodology and Research Instruments 
The data collection methods considered most suitable to provide reliable 
information/data in relation to the research questions and upon which properly evidence 
based conclusions could be drawn are considered in this chapter. It comprises the 
following sections: 
a) A review of the overall research design 
b) The choice of instruments used in this research (questionnaire, interview, and 
written documents analysis) 
c) Preliminary study and fieldwork 
d) Validity of the research instruments 
e) Main field work and data collection procedure 
4.1 Overall Research Design 
This research was designed as a case study in which qualitative and quantitative 
methods would be used to collect data for use in the evaluation of the English training 
courses offered in the AED at W. G. Concurrent with this is the provision of information 
on matters which, if addressed, might assist in improving the courses. 
Although much debated qualitative. research can be a valuable research 
methodology. Denzin and Lincoln (2000, p.18) have categorized the current phase of 
the historical evolution of qualitative research as "a moment of discovery and 
rediscovery, as new ways of looking, interpreting, arguing, and writing are debated and 
discussed". A number of researchers consider that qualitative research is used 
predominantly as an umbrella term to depict research which is conducted in a natural 
setting in order to investigate a social or human issue in contrast to the opponent 
posi~ivist approach (Creswell, 1998, 2003; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Laney, 1993; 
Neuman, 2004). Qualitive research has also been used synonymously with the case 
study (Merriam, 1998). 
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What is a case study? Various researchers have their views and preferences. 
These are now considered. One way in which to review the array of views on case 
studies is to consider the functions that commentators and theorists have posited for 
them. To some, a case study can be seen as a specific instance that is frequently 
designed to illustrate a more general principle (Nisbet and Watt, 1984, p.72), and as 
such it has been described as "an umbrella term for a family of research methods having 
in common the decision to focus an inquiry around an instance (Adelman et al. 1977). 
In the same vein, Sturman (1994) defined it as follows: 
'Case study' is a generic term for the investigation of an individual, group 
or phenomenon. While the techniques used in the investigation nwy be 
varied, and nwy include both qualitative and quantitative approaches, the 
distinguishing feature of case study is the belief that hunwn systems develop 
a characteristic wholeness or integrity and are not simply a loose collection 
of traits. As a consequence of this belief, case study researchers hold that 
to understand a case, to explain why things happen as they do, and to 
generalize or predict from a single example requires an in-depth 
investigation of the interdependencies of parts and of the patterns that 
emerge. 
(p.61) 
A different approach to the function of a case study is taken by researchers who 
seek to understand how ideas and abstract principles can fit together since it provides a 
unique example of real people in real situations which will enable readers to more 
clearly understand ideas. To such theorists, the case study approach is a "focused, 
in-depth description, analysis, and synthesis of a particular program or other object" 
(Stufflebeam, 2000, p.53). Denscombe (2002) pointed out that a case study describes 
how things are, rather than how they will be, or how they should be, or even why they 
are as they are. Hammersly (1991) explained that a case study means the phenomena 
specifically located in place and time about which data were collected. 
A broader view has also been taken by some. Yin (2003, p.13) considers the 
essence of a case study as an enquiry in to a real-life context, as opposed to the 
contrived contexts of experiment or survey. He wrote that a case study is an empirical 
inquiry that: 
• investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, 
especially when 
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• the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident. 
He described the above as a technical definition but added that a case study 
inquiry: 
• copes with the technically distinctive situation in which there will be many 
more variables of interest than data points, and as one result 
• relies on multiple sources of evidence, with data needing to converge in a 
triangulating fashion, and as another result 
• benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data 
collection and analysis (Yin, 2004, p.14). 
The case study thus compnses, as a research strategy, of an all-encompassing 
method - covering the logic of design, data collection techniques, and specific 
approaches to data analysis. 
Some other theorists see case studies as potentially multi-functional. Stenhouse 
(1985, p.49) identified four broad styles of case study namely: ethnographic, evaluative, 
educational and action research. He described each in these terms: 
In ethnographic studies - a single case is studied in depth by participant 
observation supported by interview, after the manner of cultural or social anthropology. 
An ethnographic case study calls into question the apparent understandings of the actors 
in the case and offers from the outsiders' standpoint explanations that emphasize or 
show causal or structural patterns of which participants in the case are unaware. It 
does not generally relate directly to the practical needs of the actors in the case. 
In evaluative case studies a single case or collection of cases is studied in depth 
with the purpose of providing educational actors or decision makers (administrators, 
teachers, parents, pupils, etc.) with information that will help them to judge the merit 
and worth of policies, programs or institutions. 
An educational case study is where many researchers using case study methods are 
concerned neither with social theory nor with evaluative judgement, but rather with the 
understanding of educational action. They are concerned to emich the thinking and 
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discourse of educators either by the development of educational theory or by refinement 
of prudence through the systematic and reflective documentation of evidence. 
A case study in action research is concerned with contributing to the development 
of the case or cases under study by feedback of information which can guide revision 
and refinement of the action (Stenhouse, 1985, p.50). 
Some other theorists categorise multiple functions differently. Yin (1993) 
categorized three different forms of case study: (a) exploratory; (b) descriptive, and 
(c) explanatory. He described each form as follows: 
'.4n exploratory case study ...... is aimed at defining the questions and 
hypotheses of a subsequent (not necessarily) case study... A descriptive 
case study presents a complete description of a phenomenon within its 
context. An explanatory case study presents data bearing on cause and 
effect relationships - explaining which causes produced which effects. ' 
(p.5) 
Another view is to consider case studies as: (a) set in temporal, geographical, 
organizational, institutional and other contexts that enable boundaries to be drawn 
around the case; (b) defined with reference to the characteristics of the individuals and 
groups involved; and (c) defined by participants' roles and functions in the case 
(Hitchcock and Hughes, 1995, p. 319). 
According to Bell ( 1987) each organization has its common and its unique 
features and the case-study researcher aims to identify such features and to show how 
they affect the implementation of systems and how they influence the way an 
organization functions. 
My research is focused on the evaluation of English training courses and is thus 
in the nature of an evaluative case study. In the range of views about case study 
functions, it falls firmly within the group that sees them as performing an evaluative 
function. Case study design is particularly useful for evaluating. McDonough and 
McDonough (1997) stated that evaluation, needs analyses, and program design and 
development are the three categories which best fit the notion of 'case'. Quite a large 
amount of work has been done using case studies for evaluative purposes. Kiely and 
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Rea-Dickens published "Program Evaluation in Language Education" in 2005 where 
they presented seven evaluation case studies in which they analysed data with reference 
to concepts, frameworks and issues. The case studies did not all follow a similar 
format. Each illuminated different facets of the evaluation process and provided an 
opportunity to problematise the design and implementation of evaluations. 
Case studies therefore appear to have a distinctive place in evaluation research 
(Cronbach et al., 1980; Guba & Lincoln, 1981; Patton, 1990; U. S. General 
Accounting Office, 1990; Stake, 1986). Indeed the case studies detailed in their books 
reflect the major themes in the field; evaluation for accountability and development; 
internal and external evaluation; evaluation for learning within programs; evaluation as 
sense-making; and evaluation as evidence-based policy development. 
There has been some debate over the status of claims within case study research 
to it being 'qualitative'. Stake (2000, p.435) indicated that although the case study has 
become a common way to do qualitative inquiry, it might not be "essentially 
qualitative". Laney (1993) claimed, "case study does not adhere to the qualitative 
paradigm". Lincoln and Guba (1985) view case study not as a method of inquiry but 
as a form of writing or presentation for reporting the results of a naturalistic inquiry. 
Patton (2002) stated that qualitative designs are naturalistic to the extent that the 
evaluator does not attempt to manipulate the program or its participants for purposes of 
the evaluation. Naturalistic inquiry is particularly useful for studying variations in 
program implementation because what happens in a program often varies over time as 
participants or conditions change. Important programs or products implemented in 
many different locations will manifest important differences. Naturalistic inquiry is 
well suited to the researcher interested in focusing on unanticipated or unintended 
outcomes since the researcher is not locked into examination of predetermined 
variables. 
Qualitative research thus tends to be exploratory, collecting a lot of descriptive 
data, and taking an inductive approach to understanding the world. Rea-Dickens and 
Germaine (1992, p.73) explained that a descriptive data-based approach is concerned 
mainly with the gathering of new information with a view to forming new insights into 
aspects of language teaching and learning. Results expressed solely in quantitative 
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terms have limited value in this type of inquiry, whereas information that is qualitatively 
expressed, in the form of descriptive or explanatory statements, is potentially much 
more informative. This is necessary since the primary concern is to capture and 
understand the reality of what happens in, for example, the classroom in order to retain 
what works and identify what does not and possibly why. 
The main argument which is made against case studies is that they are limited in 
terms of generalizability given their inherent subjectivity and because they are based, 
most often, on qualitative subjective data (Yin, 2003, p.l 0-11 & Kennedy, 1976). They 
are thus, arguably, generalizable only to a particular context. I accept the force of this 
argument but for the purposes of my research and the use that may be made of it such a 
limitation or weakness does not compel me to regard any other research method as any 
more suitable or appropriate. 
In Chapter 3 pages 40-45 the evaluation model which I have adapted in this case 
study to assist in the evaluation of the courses is described in detail. It is Stufflebeam's 
CIPP model. A visual representation of the component parts and the associated 
research data obtained to address each was compiled by me and is visually represented 
in Figure 4.1. 
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A Descrintive Anal1:sis of the Current Program in the 
(1) Context AED with Particular Focus on and Regard to: 
• The research Site: an overview of the AED Evaluation program at W. G and its development 
(to address • A description of the present English Training 
Research Courses in the AED 
Question 1) • An overview of the initial mission of the AED - as determined from the Directors' interviews 
• Background to the English instructors, students, 
alumni, and employers 
• Setting, resources and facilities 
+ 
A Detailed Descrintion of the Current 20 English 
Training Courses with Particular Focus on and 
(2) Input Regard to: 
Evaluation • The 20 written syllabuses relating to the English 
(to address training courses, descriptions of the atms and 
Research objectives of the courses gathered through e-mail communication with the instructors, descriptions of Question 2) the course materials used and the assessment tools 
used. The courses are examined through 
consideration of four components namely, "course 
atms and objectives", "course contents and 
materials", " course conduct and teaching-learning 
process" and "assessment and student 
performance". 
~ 
(3) Process The Data Obtained Came from Four Sources 
Evaluation 
(to address Interview: 
Research • Directors and current language instructors in the AED Questions 3 
• Employers of alumni 
and 4) Questionnaire: 
• Current students in the AED 
• The 2006-2007 academic year alumni 
• (4) Product Data Obtained from those teaching2taking2 haven 
Evaluation taken and emnlol:ing alumni 
(to address • A drawing together of the descriptions of the current 
Research programs, the content, the additional data gathered from different parties, namely, directors, instructors, Question 5) students, alumni and employers together with my 
own experience and observations. 
Recommendations for change and improvement 
which emerged from the data. 
Figure 4.1 Evaluation and Improvement Research Design Based on the CIPP 
Model 
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As represented above: Firstly, data which is focused on the first research question 
and which informs the context evaluation component of the CIPP model is collected. 
Research Question 1: In what setting does the AED of W. G Institute take place? 
(In terms of its research site, the goals and the objectives of the AED, English 
training courses, people and facilities.) 
(1) Context Evaluation here consists of a descriptive analysis of the current programs 
in the AED with particular focus on: 
• the research site: an overview of the AED program at W. G. and the 
development of the program 
• a description of the present English Training Courses in the AED 
• an overview of the Initial Mission of the AED - as determined from the 
Directors' interviews 
• background to the English Instructors, Students, Alumni, and Employers 
• setting and resources (facilities) 
Secondly, data which is focused on the second research question which informs 
the input evaluation component of the CIPP model is collected. 
Research Question 2: What are the current English training courses that are 
offered in the AED of W. G Institute? Analysing the courses through the 
following components namely, "course aims and objectives", "course contents and 
materials", "course conduct and teaching-learning process" and "assessment and 
student performance", what do they consist of? 
(2) Input Evaluation here consists of a detailed description of the current 20 English 
training courses with particular focus on: 
• the 20 written syllabuses relating to the English training courses, describing 
the aims and objectives, the course materials and the assessment tools used 
in each. These were gathered through e-mail communication with the 
instructors. The English Training Courses are: English Listening (1-2), 
English Speaking (1-6), Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1-4), 
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English Writing (1-4), Grammar (1-2) and Grammar and Practice (1-2). 
Thirdly, data which is focused on the third and fourth research questions and 
which informs the process evaluation component of the CIPP model is collected. 
Research Question 3: How do those who have taught and those who have taken 
the English training courses, namely, the instructors, undergraduate students and 
alumni evaluate the courses through the four components, namely, "course aims 
and objectives", "course contents and materials", "course conduct and 
teaching-learning process" and "assessment and student performance"? 
Research Question 4: How do those who currently engage alumni in employment 
from W. G. Institute regard the appropriateness of the skills they have? 
(3) Process Evaluation here the data was obtained through questionnaires and 
interviews with five sources: directors (past and present), current language 
instructors in the AED, current students in the AED, the 2006-2007 academic year 
alumni and employers of alumni. 
Finally, data which is focused on the fifth research question and which informs 
the product evaluation component of the CIPP model is collected. 
Research Question 5: What suggested changes and improvements flow from the 
data generated from the three previous questions and the researcher's own 
deliberations? 
(4) Product Evaluation here the data consists of a drawing together of the 
descriptions of and the content of the current program, the content, the 
data gathered from different parties, namely, directors, instructors, 
students, alumni and employers together with the researcher's own 
experience and observations. 
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4.2 The Research Instruments which were Used 
The research instruments used in this research are described below. They 
comprise a combination of questionnaires, interviews and extant document analyses. 
I reviewed the strengths and weaknesses of using questionnaires in research. The 
strengths, very briefly, appeared to be that: (a) they are good for measuring attitudes and 
eliciting other content from respondents; (b) they are inexpensive to administer; (c) they 
can provide information about the respondents internal meanings and ways of thinking; 
(d) they are quick to administer and turnaround; (e) they can be administered to groups; 
(f) the perceived anonymity by respondents is likely to be high and thus encourage open 
and frank participation; (g) they are also generally considered to provide high 
measurement validity (that is high reliability and validity) where they are well 
constructed and validated; (h) closed-ended items can provide exact information needed 
by a researcher; (i) open-ended items are thought to provide opportunities for detailed 
information to be given in the respondents own words; (j) also closed-ended items can 
be easily analysed; and (k) they are generally regarded as useful for exploration 
purposes as well as confirmatory purposes. The weaknesses, very briefly, appeared to be 
that: (a) they need to be kept short and this brevity may militate against the gaining of 
all the needed information; (b) reactive effects may occur in that respondents may feel 
compelled to answer in what they regard as socially or contextually acceptable ways; (c) 
responses may be selective and not complete; (d) respondents may leave out or fail to 
recall important information; (e) open-ended items may reflect differences in written or 
verbal ability and thus obscure matters of interest and importance; and (f) data analysis 
for open-ended items may be very time consuming. On balance, I considered that 
questionnaires were most likely to best serve my research purposes in relation to the 
students and alumni given the large number of participants, the detailed matters to be 
covered, the time available to do it and the detailed analysis which would be required 
thereafter. 
In a case study such as this, paper trails can also guide the development of 
interview protocols and can serve to corroborate (or undermine) answers given by 
respondents. They can also shed additional light. The challenge for an evaluator, 
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however, is to, where possible, validate what is written, as paper trails can be used to 
obscure as well as to codify and clarify. Documentary analysis of educational files and 
records can prove to be an extremely valuable source of data (Johnson, 1984, p.23). 
Evaluation clarifies achievements of a language program's goals and objectives as well 
as its effectiveness. Additionally, 
"evaluation may be concerned with how teachers, learners, and materials 
interact in classrooms, and how teachers and learners perceive the 
programs goals, materials, and learning experiences." 
(Richards and Rodgers, 1986, p.J58) 
The following documents were reviewed by me in order to obtain data on different 
aspects of the English training courses: 
(1) The course syllabuses - these consisted of the outlines of the 20 English training 
courses describing in relation to each, such details as the course aims and objectives, 
skills to be developed, materials to be used and the tools to be used for assessment 
(Appendix Eat pages 186 to 219); 
(2) The materials (ie course books and supplementary materials) used in the courses 
(Appendix Gat pages 225 to 234); 
(3) The assessment tools and assessment criteria used in the Courses (Appendix Hat 
pages 235) 
(4) TheW. G. Institute website. 
The types of instrument used and the data sources are shown in the following table: 
Table 4.1 Data collection instruments and data sources 
Type of Instrument Data Source Appendix 
Questionnaires I. Undergraduates (Year I to Year 3) _Q_ (1:£.48 8-50 1) 
2.Aiumni R (pp_.502-513) 
Interviews 1. Directors of AED 0 (pp.482-483) 
2. Instructors of AED p (1:£.484-487) 
3. Employers of graduates s (pp.514-5l5) 
Written Documents I. Course syllabi E ~186-219) 
2. Description of the course materials G (pp. 225-234) 
3. Assessment tools and assessment H (p.235) 
criteria used in the English Training 
Courses 
4. The website ofW. G. Institute 
Given the questions to be addressed in this research, I considered that the best 
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relevant evidence that could be obtained would be collected through the use of a 
combination of quantitative and qualitative methods. Bell (1987 p.101) pointed out 
that case studies, which are generally considered to be qualitative studies, can combine 
a wide range of methods, including quantitative techniques. The methods used should 
be selected on the basis that they will provide the data required to produce a complete 
piece of research. 
Qualitative data was collected through interviews, document analysis, and open 
ended questions in the questionnaires, and quantitative data was collected through 
closed questions in the questionnaires (Nunan, 1992, p. 143). Bell (1987) emphasized 
the importance of using more than one method of data-collection. This multi-method 
approach is known as triangulation, and is described in the Open University course 
E811 as: 
Cross-checking the existence of certain phenomena and the veracity of 
individual accounts by gathering data from a number of informants and a 
number of sources and subsequently comparing and contrasting one 
account with another in order to produce as full and balanced a study as 
possible. 
(Open University course El 11 1988:54) 
Patton (1990, p. 244-246) stated that the use of multiple data resources such as 
interviews, observations and document analysis enables the researcher or evaluator to 
validate and cross-check findings. He also explained that the evaluator can build on 
the strengths of each type of data collection while minimizing the weakness of any 
single approach. The advantage of using different techniques, as Marshall and 
Rossman (1995) argued, is that "limitations in one method can be compensated for by 
the strengths of a complementary one" (p. 133). Similarly, according to Brannen (1992): 
A multi-method strategy ..... can serve as an exercise in clarification: in 
particular it can help to clarify the formulation of the research problem and 
the most appropriate ways in which problems or aspects of problems may 
be theorized and studied. 
(p.32) 
Cook and Richardt (1979) stated that there are at least three benefits in using a 
combination of qualitative and quantitative research techniques: 
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- Multiple purposes - a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods can make 
it possible to "satisfy the research needs" (p.21). 
- Each method building upon the other - each of the two methods has uses that are 
geared and best suited for certain purposes. 
Triangulation through convergmg operations - the use of both methods helps to 
reduce bias. It also contributes to the increase in the validity and reliability of the 
research instruments, for it allows cross-checking. By way of illustration, Denzin 
(1978) stated that triangulation "can take many forms, but its basic feature will be the 
combination of two or more different research strategies in the study of the same 
empirical units" (p.308). 
In this research I considered that, owing to time constraints and the need to collect 
a significant amount of information, questionnaires, interviews and extant documents 
were the most effective vehicles to collect relevant data. Although observation could 
usefully have been deployed (mainly with regard to observing teaching methods) I 
considered that because of the large number of participants, time constraints and also 
actually getting observers it was not feasible. But equally, it is worth observing that 
data gathered from observation would have been based on opinion and perception and I 
considered that the presence of an observer might well have influenced the patterns of 
behaviour of those who were being observed. Cohen et al. (2001) pointed out the 
dangers of 'going native' as a result of playing a role within such a group and also posed 
the question: "How do we know that observers do not lose their perspective and 
become blind to the peculiarities that they are supposed to be investigating?" (p.314 ). 
Also any observation can be expensive in terms of both time and money as it has to be 
carried out for significant (perhaps lengthy) periods of time. 
4.2.1 Questionnaires and the Population who Completed them 
According to Wiersma (1986), questionnaire instruments are defined as a: 
list of questions or statements to which the individual is asked to respond in 
writing; the response may range from a checkmark to an extensive written 
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statement. 
(p.J79) 
Researchers such as Gay and Airasian (2000), Slavin (1984) and McKernan (1991) 
have provided general guidelines to be taken into consideration when constructing a 
questionnaire. They suggest that a questionnaire should: 
• be as clear and simple as possible; 
• avoid questions that are too long; 
• ask only important questions which respondents can answer; 
• avoid questions with two parts; 
• follow a natural logic and order; and 
• in multiple choice questions, ensure that all the possibilities are covered. 
Gay and Airasian (2000) also pointed out that the questionnaire is a valuable 
means to collect "standardized, quantifiable information from all members of a 
population or sample" (p.280). As a technique of gathering data for social research, 
the questionnaire has a number of advantages which could be summarized as follows: 
• they are easy to distribute and complete; 
• they can be given to a large sample of respondents at the same time; 
• responses are easily quantified and tabulated (depending on the design of the 
instrument); 
• a written questionnaire provides a vehicle for expression without risk of 
embarrassment to the respondents; and 
• people in remote or distant areas can be reached 
(Gay and Airasian, 2000; Oppenheim, 2001; Cohen, et al., 2001) 
The participants who were asked to complete questionnaires m this study 
comprised of two groups, namely, undergraduate students and alumni. 
The Questionnaire for the undergraduates at W. G. was distributed to those taking 
the twenty English training courses in the AED during the 2007 (Autumn semester) -
2008 (Spring semester) academic year who were in the first, second and third years. 
Their knowledge and experience was invaluable as they had most recently been taught 
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the courses. Information on the number of students who participated is set out in Table 
4.2. Although the number of students in years one, two and three were respectively 35, 
28 and 27 it can be seen from Table 4.2 that the number of students participating in the 
questionnaires in respect of each course is greater than that. The reason for this is that 
in each year as well as the yearly intake there are additional students who are repeating 
courses from previous years. 
The Questionnaire for the W.G. alumni was distributed to those who graduated in 
2006 and 2007. The alumni were selected on this basis that they were relatively recent 
AED graduates and their experience of the courses they took would have been 
reasonably fresh in their minds. These alumni were considered to be a useful and 
informative source of data about the effectiveness of the courses since they had the 
perspective of being able to assess how well (or otherwise) the courses prepared them 
for their roles as children's English language teachers. The choice of alumni was 
further confined to only those who were currently employed as teachers in children's 
English language schools. It transpired that there was a predominance of females 
amongst these alumni not only because females tend to be employed as children's 
English language teachers but also because most of the male students were by this stage 
serving in the Taiwan army. Other alumni who were not engaged in teaching or other 
relevant jobs were not contacted as subjects. The choice was thus made in the 
knowledge that the sample was "derive[d] from [me] targeting a particular group in the 
full knowledge that it d[id] not represent the wider population; it simply represent[ed] 
itself ... [and] this is the heart of the case study style of evaluation or of illuminative 
evaluation." (Morrison, 1993, pp. 115-116). 
Table 4.2 Information on the number and gender of students who participated in 
th t d e s u 1y 
Number of 
Students Number of Students Rate of 
English Training Courses Enrolled in Participated in the Participation 
the Study (Gender) 
Courses 
English Listening Training (1) 34 27 (M =8, F =19) 79.4% 
English Listening Training (2) 31 28 (M = 9, F=l9) 90.3% 
English Conversation/Speaking ( l) 51 34 (M = 9, F=25) 66.7% 
English Conversation/Speaking (2) 43 36 (M=lO, F = 26) 83.7% 
English Conversation/Speaking (3) 30 27 (M = 9, F =18) 90% 
English Conversation/Speaking (4) 30 25 (M = 7, F = 18) 83.3% 
English Conversation/Speaking (5) 27 24(M=5,F=19) 88.9% 
English Conversation/Speaking (6) 28 27 (M = 5, F = 22) 96.4% 
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Vocabulary & Reading ComiJrehension ( 1) 42 32 (M =8, F = 24) 76.2% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) 41 37 (M = 13, F = 24) 90.2% 
Vocabulary & Reading ComiJrehension (3) 29 24 (M = 5, F =19) 82.8% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 4) 29 24(M=5,F= 19) 82.8% 
English Writing_ ( 1) 30 25(M=7,F=18) 83.3% 
English Writing (2) 29 25 (M =7; F =18) 86.2% 
English Writing (3) 27 23 (M = 5, F = 18) 85.2% 
English Writing (4) 25 23 (M = 5, F =18) 92% 
English Grammar (I) 35 33 (M =9, F = 24) 94.3% 
English Grammar (2) 50 40 (M = 14: F = 26) 80% 
English Grammar & Practice (3) 33 27 (M = 7, F = 20) 81.8% 
English Grammar & Practice (4) 44 36(M= 15,F=21) 81.8% 
Total 688 577 (M =162 , F =415) 83.9% 
4.2.1.1 Compilation of the Questionnaires 
The questionnaires for the undergraduates had to be separately designed for each 
of the twenty courses but the main sections, headings and components had considerable 
areas of similarity. A detailed consideration of the questionnaires is set out below but an 
example of the actual Questionnaire used is in (Appendix Q, p.488). 
The questionnaire was designed to gather data on each of four different course 
components, namely, "Course Aims and Objectives"; "Course Content and Materials"; 
"Course Conductffeaching-leaming Process" and "Assessment and Student 
performance" as well as gathering information on the student's own perceptions about 
the course in terms of what was good and what could or should be changed. 
Each questionnaire consisted of three parts with the second part subdivided into 
four sections. These parts can be summarized under the following headings: 
Part I. Personal and General information (RQ 1) 
Part II. Evaluation of the English Training Course 
a. Course Aims and Objectives; (RQ 2, 3, 4) 
b. Course Content and Materials; (RQ 2, 3, 4) 
c. Course Conductffeaching-leaming Process and (RQ 2, 3, 4) 
d. Assessment and Student performance. (RQ 2, 3, 4) 
Part III. General Questions/Comments (RQ 5) 
Part I consisted of 5 questions relating to the undergraduate's gender, his/her 
English proficiency and his/her current competence level in different English language 
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skills. 
Part II section A consisted of 3 questions focused on "Course aims and Objectives". 
All the questions were restricted-response type questions. In order to avoid bias, it is 
necessary "to ensure that respondents can give any answer without feeling that they are 
giving a wrong answer or a disapproved-of response" (De Vaus, 1996, p.83). 
Questions 1 and 2 were answerable on a scale of 1 to 4 where 4 stood for 'strongly 
agree', 3 for 'agree', 2 for 'disagree' and 1 for 'strongly disagree'. Question 3 was 
answerable on a scale of 1 to 4 where 4 stood for 'very competent', 3 for 'competent', 
2 for 'partially competent' and 1 for 'not competent'. These are the most commonly 
used scales in the research field (Robson, 1993). 
Part II section B consisted of 3 questions focused on "Course content and 
Materials". Question 1 was a restricted-response type question and was answerable on 
a scale of 1 to 4 where 4 stood for 'strongly agree'. 3 for 'agree', 2 for 'disagree' and 1 
for 'strongly disagree'. Questions 2 and 3 were open-ended asking the undergraduate 
for his/her opinions about the most useful course content and materials and the most 
unhelpful. 
Part II section C consisted of 5 questions focused on "Course 
conduct/teaching-learning Process". Question 1 asked undergraduates to respond to a 
number of statements in terms of their frequency of occurrence in the English training 
course under the headings 'always', 'usually', 'sometimes' and 'never'. Questions 2, 3, 
4 and 5 were open-ended and asked about the most useful/helpful teaching process that 
was used, what teaching-learning methodology should/could be used, the particular 
strengths of the teacher and any particular weaknesses of the teacher. 
Part II section D consisted of 3 questions focused on "Assessment and student 
Performance". Question 1 asked undergraduates to respond to a number of statements 
in terms of their frequency of occurrence in the English training course under the 
headings 'always', 'usually', 'sometimes' and 'never'. Question 2 asked 
undergraduates which assessment tools they thought were most effective in measuring 
their performance in the course. Question 3 asked undergraduates for any suggestions 
that they had as to assessment methods that could help measure their performance in the 
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course. 
Part III consisted of 9 "General questions/comments" which provided 
undergraduates with an opportunity to provide their own views on ways the course 
could be improved, whether it met their expectations and if not why they thought it did 
not, whether the course met their needs and if not the reasons as to why they felt it did 
not, whether the course should be designed to overlap or complement other courses, 
whether they were able to transfer skills from one course to another and finally any 
general comments they cared to make. 
The questionnaires for the alumni were designed to be essentially the same as 
those for the undergraduates but with differences mainly in Part II. An example of the 
Questionnaire used is in (Appendix R, p.502). 
Part II consisted of four sections focused respectively on, "Courses Aims and 
Objectives", "Courses Contents and Materials", "Courses Conduct and 
Teaching-Learning Process" and "Assessment and Student Performance" but in respect 
of all20 English Training Courses. 
Part II section A consisted of 1 Question but broken into 5 parts, namely, 
'Listening Skills', 'Speaking Skills', 'Reading Skills', 'Writing Skills' and 'Grammar 
Knowledge'. In respect of each part and considering all twenty courses the alumni 
were asked by reference to specific statements of capability to assess their competence 
both pre and post the courses using the restricted-response format on a scale of 1 to 4 
where 4 was 'Not Competent', 3 was 'Partially Competent', 2 was 'Competent' and 1 
was 'Very Competent'. Part II sections B, C and D were the same as for the 
undergraduates. 
Part III consisted of 7 "General questions/comments" asking alumni whether they 
regarded the skills and knowledge they had gained from the courses as having equipped 
them sufficiently for the job of their choice and if yes, how and in what ways, and then 
if they did not regard the courses as having sufficiently skilled them what they thought 
could or should be done through the courses which might assist, also whether they 
regarded the teachers as sufficiently expert and skilled in their teaching and the reasons 
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for the answers they gave, then what other content could or should be included in the 
courses which might assist in the future for other undergraduates, and whether they had 
any suggestions as to other ways the courses could be taught and finally what other 
changes or improvements they might suggest which could serve their needs as 
employees. 
4.2.2 Interviews and those who Participated in them 
In all the interviews I used open-ended questions as they are generally regarded by 
researchers as valuable in gathering detailed data in that they provide the respondents 
with the opportunity to freely express their points of view without restriction or limit. 
Cohen, Manion and Morrison (200 1) pointed out that open-ended questions which do 
not require answers from a given range of responses means that respondents can answer 
the questions in their own way and in their own words; that is the research is responsive 
to the participants' own frames of reference. Nachmias and Nachmias (1996) described 
the personal interview as: 
A face-to-face, interpersonal role situation in which an interviewer asks 
respondents questions designed to elicit answers pertinent to the research 
hypotheses. The questions, their wording, and their sequence define the 
structure of the interview. 
(p.232) 
They also pointed out several advantages of the interview scenario, viz: 
• it offered the opportunity for the interviewer to gather data in detail and in depth; 
• the interview yields a higher response rate; 
• the interview can be used with those who are illiterate or too young to read and 
write; and non-verbal as well as verbal behaviour can be noted in face-to-face 
interviews. 
The interviews with the directors of the AED at W. G.: two directors were 
involved here. Director A had been director for about one year and Director B is the 
current Director and had been in the AED for one semester at the time of the interview. 
The interviews with the instructors involved in teaching the courses in the AED at 
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W. G.: nine instructors were involved in teaching the English training courses during the 
2007-2008 Fall and Spring Semesters. Each instructor was responsible for designing the 
courses they taught which involved, setting the aims and objectives, selecting the course 
materials and deciding on and implementing the assessment tools. Each had an 
obligation to teach 12 hours per week. More details on the instructors are provided in 
Chapter 5 at section 5.5.1.1. 
The interviews with the employers: this involved employers who owned 
registered children's English Language schools and who, at the time of the interviews, 
employed alumni from W. G. There were seven such employers identified. Although 
twelve alumni were employed in children's English Language teaching in Taiwan such 
was the nature of their posts, for example, in Elementary school or they were in a 
management structure that did not lend itself to identifying someone who could be 
interviewed, that the interviews had to be confined to seven. 
To conduct the interviews with the employers I used telephone interviews as all 
seven had their schools located too far away from my home base to actually visit and 
speak to them face to face. The use of the telephone interview as a method of data 
collection has been commented on by various researchers. McCann et al. ( 1984) found 
that telephone interviews often got a better response rate, better answers to complex and 
sensitive questions and more complete recall of information. Frey (1983) stated that 
telephone interviews could be completed more quickly than either a mail survey where 
respondents may delay completing questionnaires or face-to-face interviews where a 
number of appointments may need to be scheduled. However, telephone interviews do 
have the disadvantage of the interviewer not being able to see the interviewee and gauge 
his/her reactions or generally observe their body language. 
4.2.2.1 Compilation of the Frameworks for the Interview Questions 
A copy of the actual Interview frameworks which were used with each group are 
provided in (Appendix 0, p. 482 ), (Appendix P, p. 484) and (Appendix S, p. 514 ). 
The interviews with the directors were divided into two sections. Section A 
consisted of three questions focused on their background and a general view as to what 
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they considered were the necessary competences for an effective director. Section B 
consisted of ten questions about the AED at W. G. and covered matters such as their 
mission or vision statement, their strategic imperatives for the AED, the strategic 
imperatives from W. G.'s perspective, how the needs of the students are ascertained, 
how teacher effectiveness is assessed and where found wanting how this is addressed, 
what involvement they have in considering the aims and objectives of the courses and if 
they do not consider them why not, their role as course co-ordinators, their engagement 
with stakeholders and any other general comments which they wished to add. The 
product from these interviews formed part of the data relevant to the context, input and 
process evaluation parts of CIPP. 
The interviews with the instructors were divided into six sections. Section A 
consisted of five questions focused on biographical details and background. Section B 
consisted of nine questions which were focused on course aims and objectives and 
covering matters such as how they decided on the aims and objectives, who they 
consulted, if anyone, whether they compared their aims and objectives with others, 
whether their settled aims and objectives were considered or approved by anyone else, 
whether they thought the students considered the aims and objectives as having been 
met from their perspective and what efforts they made to obtain feedback from the 
students. Section C consisted of six questions focused on course content and materials 
and covered matters such as whether they thought the course content was suitable and 
appropriate to the needs of the students, how they went about deciding on the best 
materials for use in the course, what extra course materials they used, if any, which 
materials they considered most effective and which they considered least effective and 
whether overall they attempted to design courses which were incremental and coherent 
in their structure. Section D consisted of six questions focused on course conduct and 
teacher-learning process and covered matters such as which teaching methods and 
classroom activities they found most effective, how much time they spent using English 
in the classroom and whether they thought they could use more, how they regarded the 
students behaviour in the classroom, in what ways they might change the conduct of the 
courses, what they found were the least effective teaching methods and what they 
regarded were their particular strengths and weaknesses. Section E consisted of five 
questions focused on assessment and student performance and covered matters such as 
which assessment methods they used, whether the assessment plans was clear from the 
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outset of the courses, how quickly they marked and returned homework and quizzes, 
what assessment criteria they used, whether they thought the assessment methods could 
be improved and how they went about providing feedback on performance to the 
students. Section F consisted of one question focused on general comments and 
provided the instructors with the opportunity to comment on any other aspect of their 
courses or other courses in the AED at W. G. The product from these interviews formed 
part of the data relevant to the context, input, process and product evaluation of CIPP. 
The interviews with the employers were divided into two sections. Section A 
consisted of two questions focused on general information about how long they had 
been engaged in children's English language school management and the ages of the 
children emolled. Section B consisted of eight questions focused on their perceptions 
of the English proficiency of the alumni from W. G. AED whom they employed and 
their expectations of alumni generally. The matters covered were what qualities they 
looked for in a good teacher, what qualities, from their experience, parents looked for in 
a good teacher, any suggestions they had for addressing any quality deficiencies which 
they found existed with W.G. alumni, what English proficiency competence level did 
they expect from the alumni, whether they regarded Wu Femg alumni as having reached 
the appropriate level of competency, what competence levels they considered best 
described the graduates currently working for them, how on a scale of one to ten, with 
ten being the highest, they rated their satisfaction with W. G. alumni and finally any 
general comments they wanted to make on W. G. alumni or W. G. Institute generally. 
The product from these interviews formed part of the data relevant to the context and 
product evaluation of CIPP. 
4.4 Preliminary Consideration of Relevant Literature on Case Studies 
and Fieldwork 
With the benefit of a review of the relevant literature I was able to set the case 
study objectives and compile the questionnaires and interview frameworks. Of 
particular relevance I found Halliday, Mcintosh and Strevens (1964, p. 222), Corder 
(1973, p. 155), Howatt (1974, p. 5), Perry (1976, p. 80), Strevens (1977, p35), Munby 
(1978, p. 28), Candlin, Kirkwood and Moore (1978, p. 191), Mackay (1981, p. 137) and 
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Richards and Rodgers (1982, p. 165) and Brown (1995) as well as those detailed in 
Chapters 2 and 3. These research studies focused on the following areas in language 
curriculum evaluation: 
1. needs analysis 
2. goals and objectives 
3. language testing 
4. materials development 
5. language teaching and 
6. program evaluation 
All of these areas were relevant to this evaluation research. As a first step in the 
design of the data collection instruments I had preliminary contact with the directors, 
instructors, some of the undergraduates, most of the alumni and some of the owners of 
children's English language schools who employed W. G alumni to discuss with them 
the nature and purpose of my research and to enlist their support and co-operation in the 
development of same. From my discussions with them and the views they expressed I 
was able to begin to formulate the shape and format of the data collection instruments, 
in particular, those best suited to interview and those to questionnaires. Also from my 
discussions general questions which I wanted to ask (either through interview or 
questionnaire) began to emerge. As I continued to think about the area of research and 
study the literature, together with deployment of my own experience and knowledge of 
W. G, more detailed questions were formulated and different sections compiled and 
there emerged the drafts of the instruments which were piloted, refined and eventually 
used in this study. 
4.4.1 Covering Letter 
Before usmg any of the questionnaires and before arranging the interviews I 
compiled relevant letters of introduction. These were designed to explain the purpose 
of the study, the importance of the topic being researched, the hope that recipients 
would positively engage but also allowing them the opportunity to decline and an 
assurance of confidentiality in relation to the information or data they may supply. No 
contributor would be identified. Cohen et al. (200 1) summarised the purpose of 
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covering letters thus: 
The purpose of the covering letter is to indicate the aim of the survey, to 
convey to respondents its importance, to assure them of confidentiality, and 
to encourage their replies. 
(p.97) 
4.5 Validity of the Research Instruments 
Validity is an important key to effective research and is a requirement for both 
quantitative and qualitative/naturalistic research (Cohen, Manion and Morrison, 2001, p. 
105). It is important for any successful research that valid instruments are employed. 
In order to determine the content validity of the questionnaires and the interviews I 
piloted the instruments with some members of the four groups of participants involved. 
However, to test the content validity even more and to compensate for the members' 
perhaps lack of expertise I asked a professor who is Dean in the College of Humanities 
from Kun Shan University and who is involved in the field of evaluation, language 
assessment, language teaching, language testing and linguistics to independently read 
and assess the instruments. He was generally affirmative stating that their composition 
and structure were appropriate. He made some suggestions as to their structure, shape 
and size all designed to maintain the interest and engagement of the respondents and to 
enhance their understanding of what was being sought. His suggestions were followed. 
As Gay and Airasian (2000) commented content validity can be achieved by expert 
judgement. He stated that: 
Experts in the area covered by the test are asked to assess its content 
validity. These experts carefully review the process used to develop the test 
as well as the test itself, and they make a judgement concerning how well 
items represent the intended content area. 
(p.164) 
4.5.1 Translation 
After receiving feedback from the Dean the next step was to translate each of the 
questionnaires and interview frameworks into Chinese. It was necessary to ensure that 
the translated versions of the research instruments were appropriate and accurate. Any 
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discrepancies between the English and the Chinese versions in terms of correspondence 
of language, accuracy, clarity and content had to be carefully considered. I took the 
steps detailed below to address this. First, I sought the help and advice of two experts 
in English-Chinese translation (the experts are English lecturers teaching in the Centre 
for Teaching Excellence at the National PingTung University of Science and 
Technology and specialize in translation between the English and Chinese Languages 
and both hold MA degrees in Translating and Interpreting from the University of 
Newcastle, UK) to translate the questionnaires and interview questions, together with 
the instructions relating thereto, from English into Chinese. Each expert independently 
translated the documents. Second, I met with the two experts to discuss their points of 
concern in the translations and in order to achieve an accurate and agreed translation. 
When the translation process was completed copies of the final draft were again shown 
to the same two experts who agreed that the translations were accurate. 
4.5.2 Pilot Study 
A pilot has several functions, principally to increase the reliability, validity and 
practicability of the questionnaire (Oppenheim, 1992; Morrison, 1993; Wilson and 
McLean, 1994, p.47). It can also be the pre-testing or 'trying out' of a particular 
research instrument (Baker, 1994, p.182-3). It is recommended in the research 
literature that research instruments should be piloted before undertaking the main 
fieldwork. In the words of De Vaus (1993, p.54) " ... do not take the risk pilot test 
first ... " . It is through the pilot study that flaws and deficiencies can be identified and 
remedied. It might also give advance warning about where the main research project 
could fail, where research protocols may not be followed, or where proposed methods 
or instruments are inappropriate or too complicated. Robson (1996) has commented: 
The first stage of any data gathering should, if at all possible, be a 'dummy 
run'- a pilot study. This helps you to throw up some of the inevitable 
problems of converting your design into reality. Some methods and 
techniques necessarily involve piloting in their use (e.g) in the development 
of a structured questionnaire or a direct observation instrument). An 
experiment or survey can and should be piloted on a small scale in virtually 
all circumstances. 
(p.301) 
The two questionnaires which were developed for the undergraduates and alumni 
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and the three interview frameworks which were developed for the directors, instructors 
and employers were all pilot-tested. As regards the undergraduates a set of 
questionnaires were provided to the instructors teaching each course and they were 
invited to choose a student to complete it on a voluntary basis. In total 10 students 
were chosen from years 1, 2 and 3 and 10 students from year 4. As regards the alumni 
I asked 2 alumni to agree to voluntarily complete the questionnaire which they did and 
to provide me with their comments in relation to same. As regards the employers I 
invited 1 employer of a W. G. alumnus, and 1 instructor in the AED to pilot test the 
interview framework with me. 
The pilot testing was helpful in that it highlighted a number of shortcomings and 
difficulties that were later remedied. Generally, it became clear that the questionnaires 
were too long, most were 12 pages and these were shortened to 6 and sometimes under. 
Respondents were likely to loose interest or concentration and thus possibly render the 
results less reliable. Also where it was possible to allow the respondent to offer an 
overall view this was done rather than a minute item by item menu which may have 
served to obscure an overall view altogether. For example, to pose the statement that a 
" ....... course fully met the stated aims of the course" and invite a view using the 
"Strongly Agree" down to the "Strongly Disagree" scale meant that the respondent was 
able to stand back and think of the whole course and reach an overall concluded 
assessment rather than getting hooked on an item by item consideration which would 
have involved the respondent having to decide in respect of each item. In one 
questionnaire there was a 17 item list for consideration. Also to have received that 
product would have meant that all 17 items would have had to have been considered 
and that may have resulted in a less clear overall result. Also the various statements 
which were offered in respect of some of the questions were shortened where possible, 
given a more logical sequence and were hopefully less ambiguous and thus, especially 
in translation, less susceptible to misunderstanding. Further, the portion originally 
headed "Others (please specify)" was removed from each list as it was thought this was 
not going to be used, was likely to delay the respondent in getting on with the 
questionnaire and thus loose the momentum of the task. Questions that were or could be 
regarded as repetitive were either removed or reworked to be more precise and defined. 
For example, instead of general, non-respondent specific statements, like, " ... the course 
materials were appropriate to our proficiency in English", this was changed to " ... the 
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materials covered were appropriate as regards, for example, pace, interaction pattern 
and sequence in acquiring language skills." Also questions like "Did the teacher replace 
unsuitable material in the course book" were not designed to be answered using the 
"Strongly Agree" to the "Strongly Disagree" scale. So these had to be reconsidered and 
changed to be congruent with the chosen answer grid or scale 
4.6 Data Collection Procedure 
The data collected in this study covered the period of time from the 2007 Autumn 
to 2008 Spring semesters. The following steps were involved in the data collection 
process: 
1. The interviews with the two directors and the nine instructors in the AED at W. G. 
were carried out by me in mid May 2008. I interviewed each director and 
instructor individually in the departmental library, the interviews were recorded with 
the interviewees' permission using "voice yepp" software. 
2. The questionnaires for the undergraduates were distributed to all the year 1, 2 and 3 
students at the beginning of each specific course. The procedure I adopted, with 
the permission of the Instructor, was that at the beginning of each course class I 
introduced myself (although the students knew me from my time teaching at W. G.) 
and explained the nature of the research I was doing and the purpose of the research. 
I handed out the questionnaires and invited the students to read the covering letter. I 
explained that they were entitled to refuse to take part and it was only if they were 
prepared to sign a consent form that they would be allowed to complete the 
questionnaire. The consent forms were distributed and, in fact, all the students 
consented and proceeded to complete the questionnaires. This procedure was 
repeated until all twenty courses had been covered. I retained and have available 
all the consent forms. 
3. TheW. G. alumni who were selected to receive questionnaires were located by me. 
I obtained the addresses and telephone numbers of the relevant alumni (that is those 
who graduated in 2006 and 2007) from the AED. I contacted each alumnus and 
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discovered that 13 were currently employed in children's English language schools 
in Taiwan. All 13 agreed to consider and complete questionnaires if I sent them to 
them. I sent the questionnaires with a covering letter to each and I received 12 
completed questionnaires in due course. 
4. The employers of the W. G. alumni who were selected to be interviewed were 
located by me from details provided by the alumni. I was able to locate and get the 
agreement of 7 owners of registered children's English Language schools to take 
part in the interview process. I explained that I would use the telephone interview 
method and this I completed between February and May 2008. I made notes of 
each telephone interview and I retain the notes. 
5. Documentation relevant to the English training courses, such as syllabuses, course 
materials and assessment tools were obtained from each of the course instructors. 
4.6.1 Data Handling 
The data obtained from the closed items in the questionnaires completed by the 
undergraduates and alumni were analyzed using descriptive statistics and are presented 
in terms of percentages of the entire population. For this analysis, Microsoft Excel 
2007 was utilized. 
The interviews with the directors were recorded with their permission using 
"voice yepp recorder" software. The recordings were transcribed and every effort was 
made to adhere as closely as possible to the words used in the responses. The 
transcribed material was then provided to the interviewees and they were asked to 
consider same and to make any changes they felt necessary in order to ensure that the 
final version of the wording was a valid representation of their views and did not 
include any information that they would prefer to be omitted. All changes suggested 
by the interviewees at this stage were incorporated into the final version of the text. 
When the final text was agreed in Chinese it was translated into English. 
As for the interviews with the instructors, all but two of the instructors agreed that 
these could be recorded using "voice yepp recorder" software. One of the instructors 
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indicated that he did not want the interview to be recorded mechanically but was content 
that I should take notes and another, because of time constraints, decided to respond to 
my interview questions by typing his answers and providing them to me. Whilst, as I 
have stated, most of the interviews were recorded I also took notes. Interview 
transcripts were prepared by me in Chinese and then translated into English. All paper 
versions were archived and transcriptions stored electronically. 
4.6.2 Time Scales and Organization of the Research 
The time scales and organisation of the research was as follows: 
- composing the questionnaires and interviews - 2 months 
- obtaining expert opinion - 1 month 
- piloting the questionnaires and interviews and finalizing them - 1 month 
- administering the questionnaires and seeking replies from the alumni - 3 weeks 
- administering the questionnaires with the undergraduates- 2 weeks 
- contacting the teachers and arranging times for interviews - 2 weeks 
- collecting the documents from the instructors throughout the 2007 - 2008 
semesters 
- analysing the completed questionnaires and interviews 3-4 months 
- writing up the results and completing the background reading 1 and a half 
years 
The product of the methodology presented in this chapter and the data collection 
instruments referred to and discussed are presented in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter Five 
Data Presentation 
5.1 Introduction 
The data is presented in this Chapter in such a way as to be congruent with the 
four evaluation components (that is context, input, process and product) of the CIPP 
evaluation model detailed in Chapter 3 and used in this research. 
Data and evidence relating to the first, second, third and fourth research questions 
is presented here and although there is some reference to the fifth research question and 
product evaluation this is not dealt with in detail but is more fully explored in Chapter 6. 
5.2 An Overview of How the Research Questions are Aligned with the 
CIPP Components 
The detail of how the research questions are aligned with the CIPP components 
has already been set out in Chapter 4 at pages 56 to 57. In this Chapter I draw together 
all the strands of data and present them under each research question together with or 
alongside the appropriate CIPP component(s). 
5.3 Research Question 1- Context Evaluation 
As has been drawn out in the literature review the purpose of context evaluation 
is to analyse the actual and desired situation of a program. Written documents were 
reviewed in order to gather data about the setting, the research site, the description of 
the present English Training Courses in the AED, the structure of AED and the goals 
and objectives. Interviews were also conducted with the previous and current Directors 
oftheAED. 
5.3.1 The Research Site 
The site used for evaluation in this study was the AED of W. G. A detailed 
overview of the AED program at W. G. and the development of the program is 
provided in Chapter One (p. 4 - 6) 
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5.3.2 A Description of the Present English Training Courses in the AED 
The main course is a 4-year course in Applied English. The English training 
courses comprise 20 compulsory courses taught during the first three years. Any 
students who fail in a course are accepted for further courses but at the same time have 
to repeat the course(s) they have failed. Emphasis is on development of the four 
language skills, namely: listening, speaking, reading and writing. The courses are 
designed to provide plenty of opportunities to extend the students' vocabulary and 
improve their pronunciation. Grammar knowledge is also included which helps students 
understand and apply the various parts of speech and grammar structures and also to 
develop an appreciation of how words are formed. As shown in (Appendix I, p.236), two 
hours per week are devoted to each English training course. In each year the same 
skills are taught at two different levels as the students who enrol often have different 
language proficiency levels. 
5.3.3 An Overview of the Mission of the AED - As determined from the content of 
the Directors' Interviews 
Semi-structured interviews, explained and discussed in Chapter 4 pages (67- 70) 
were conducted with 2 Directors who were involved in the management of the AED at 
W. G. Director A had been director for about one year and Director B is the current 
director who, at the time of the interview, had been in the AED for one semester. The 
interviews were wide ranging and comprehensive. A full synopsis is given in (Appendix 
J, p.237). 
5.3.4 Background to the English Instructors, Students, Alumni, and Employers 
A detailed description of the instructors, students, alumni and employers is 
provided in sections 5.5.1.1, 5.5.2.1, 5.5.3.1 and 5.5.4.1 under "Biographical Details/ 
Background". 
5.3.5 Facilities 
Students are provided with a particularly well equipped environment with ample 
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facilities to access information. The department building has its own language 
classrooms, computer labs and self-study learning resource center all equipped with 
computer networks, state-of-the-art video and audio equipment, and satellite program. 
In addition, language learning materials, books, magazines, and newspapers are 
provided as supplementary materials for teachers and students to maintain their learning 
effectiveness and to satisfy individual needs. 
The AED library where students borrow books is on the second floor of the AED 
building. The library supplies students with major books for the entire academic year. 
Any extra books students are welcome to order and they can borrow study books, 
dictionaries, journals and magazines. 
5.4 Research Question 2 - Input Evaluation 
The requirement of input evaluation is to analyse the extent to which the 
evaluator provides assistance in program design. This includes a review of activities 
such as a description of the program inputs and resources, an evaluation of the proposed 
design of the program, and an examination of what alternative strategies and procedures 
for the program should be considered and recommended. This provides information 
on the resources available and how they are used to achieve the set goals, including the 
quality of the teachers and the facilities available to them; and of the students 
themselves, their facilities, teaching aids, and the learning environment in general. 
This section seeks to explore the English Training courses in the undergraduate 
curriculum of the AED at W. G. The research obtained data from the course instructors 
including: (1) 20 written syllabuses relating to the English training courses (Appendix E, 
p.l86); (2) descriptions of the aims and objectives of the courses gathered through 
e-mail communication with the instructors (Appendix F, p.220); (3) descriptions of the 
course materials used (Appendix G p.225) and the assessment tools used as set out in 
Table 5.3 
5.4.1 Course Aims and Objectives 
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Aims are the general statements of educational intent for the subject and 
objectives are the more specific and concrete statements of what the students are 
expected to learn. They represent the steps that a teacher expects the students to take 
in order to meet the subject's aims. Addressing research question 2 and analysing the 
courses through the following components namely, "course aims and objectives", 
"course contents and materials", "course conduct and teaching-learning process" and 
"assessment and student performance", they consist of the following. 
The course syllabuses consist of a number of parts (Appendix E, p.186) 
including the courses aims and objectives. The researcher obtained the course syllabuses 
from each instructor. The researcher also read the contents, and organisation of the 
units descriptions of each of the course books in order to understand something of what 
the books and materials provided to the students were meant to assist them to learn. This 
served to add validity to the student questionnaire (Appendix G p.225). 
5.4.2 Course Content and Materials 
For each course there are a selection of three course books and other materials 
chosen by the curriculum committee and from which the course instructor can choose 
one. The choice is made based on the instructors' best perceptions of the course 
requirements and the students needs at the time. The actual course materials used in the 
current English training courses are shown in Table 5.1 below. The materials are shown 
under a selection of headings (Appendix G p.225). 
• Course material 
• Supplementary material 
• Description of the materials: 
• Description of the course content from the instructor's course syllabus 
T bl 5 1 M t ' I U d ' th E I' h Tr ' ' C a e . a ena s se m e ngliS ammg ourses 
E~ish Training Courses Course Material/Supplementary Material 
Eng I ish Listening Training (I) I. Developing Tactics for Listening 
English Listening Training (2) 3'd Edition, Jack C Richards, 
Oxford University Express (2003) 
2. Complete Guide to the TOEIC TEST 
3'd Edition, Bruce Rogers and 
Studio Classroom Magazine 
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English Conversation/Speaking ( 1) Interchange (2) 3'0 Edition, Jack C Richards 
English Conversation/Speaking (2) with Jonathan Hull and Susan Proctor, 
University Cambridge Express (2005) 
English Conversation/Speaking (3) Interchange (3) 3'0 Edition, Jack C Richards 
English Conversation/Speaking (4) with Jonathan Hull and Susan Proctor, 
University Cambridge Express (2005) 
English Conversation/Speaking (5) Person to person: Communicative speaking and listening 
skills (3rd ed.), Richards, J. C., Bycina, D., Wisniewska, 
I Oxford 
University Press (2007) 
English Conversation/Speaking (6) A Lee, Jack (2008) American English: 
Dialogue. W. G Hyde (Ed.). Chiayi, Taiwan 
ROC: Ming Dong Publishing 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( l) Active Skills for Reading Book (l ), Neil J. Anderson 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) (2007) 
l. The Phantom of the Opera, 
Gaston Lerous ( 1989) - first semester 
2. The Charlotte's Web, Holly Hartman (1952) -
second semester 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) Active Skills for Reading Book (2), Neil J. Anderson 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) (2007) 
l. Les Miserables, Victor Hugo (200 l) - first semester 
2. The Charlotte's Web, Holly Hartman 
(1952)- second semester 
English Writing ( l) Great Paragraph: An Introduction to Writing Paragraphs, 
English Writing (2) Folse S, Elena Vestri Solomon (2004) 
English Writing (3) From Great Paragraphs to Great Essays, Keith S. Elena 
English Writing (4) Vestri Solomon, & David Clabeaux (2007) 
English Grammar (l) Fundamentals of English Grammar, Betty Schrampfer 
English Grammar (2) Azar (2005), 
English Grammar & Practice (3) Prentice Hall 
English Grammar & Practice ( 4) 
5.4.3 Course Conduct and Teaching-Learning Process 
In Taiwan English teachers tend to use audio-lingual and grammar translation 
methods and some use the communicative approach rather than linguistic competence 
(Wang, 2000). This was borne out in W.G. Institute as from my discussions with the 
instructors it appeared that the difference in teaching language methods tended to stem 
from their background and teaching experiences (see Section 5.5.1.1, p.84). In the 
"Teaching Methodology" section of the course syllabuses it is never clearly stated what 
teaching methods are to be used and only brief descriptions are given, such as: 
discussion, praptice, instruction and presentation (Appendix E, p.l86). 
As part of the context evaluation, I looked at answers given by instructors 
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concerning their teaching methods and I looked at the key text they use in how to teach 
their syllabuses. From this examination of my data it emerged that instructors tend to 
use three teaching approaches above others, communicative, audio-lingual and 
grammar-translation. Furthermore, I noted that these were instructors from backgrounds 
where they graduated from English-literature courses but not from Language Teaching 
courses (for further discussion of this point, see final paragraph, p.1 05). 
5.4.4 Assessment and Student Performance 
The general regulations of the AED require students to attend classes for at least 
70% of the total number of the class hours in each semester. For example, since a 
semester consists of 18 weeks if a student does not attend class more than 12 times 
during the semester the teacher can fail the student or certify that he cannot take the 
exams. Therefore adequate attendance, which affects the passing grade, is strictly 
required and the instructors check the register every lesson. Most of the instructors set 
out the requirements of each English training course on a semester basis. Students 
have to take some quizzes, one mid-term exam and one final exam. The full score for 
the course is 100 points; 60 points is the passing grade. Participation, homework, 
presentation, class performance and attendance are scored and all contribute to the 
passing grade. Grades for make-up exams taken due to public service leave, sick leave 
or funeral leave are based on the actual grade given by the course instructor. If the 
score for the make-up exam is over sixty points it should be considered as a pass. If a 
student fails an English course, for example, conversation ( 1 ), he/she can take the 
conversation (2) course in the next semester but he/she also has to retake the 
conversation (1) during the next academic year. All this appears to be a reasonable and 
justifiable approach. 
The English exams are prepared by the instructors who are responsible for each 
course. The various assessment tools and assessment criteria used (with their weights) 
in the English Training courses are summarized in (Appendix H, p.255). To understand 
how the instructors design the items for their tests and exams it is important for them to 
realize that certain assessment methods are better suited than others for measuring 
particular learning objectives. Although there is a variety of assessment methods 
which instructors can use in their course(s), the content of the learning materials which 
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they use often dictate the best process and medium for the tests. For example, true/false, 
matching, multiple choice, short answer and essay. It is thus useful to be aware of 
sound pedagogic techniques in order to construct a useful assessment. 
5.5 Research Questions 3 & 4 - Process Evaluation 
Data on process was obtained from four sources through questionnaires and 
interviews. These involved the instructors, the year 1 to year 3 students, the 
2006-2007 alumni and employers. The data of the process evaluation stage of the 
study are presented with particular focus on research questions 3 and 4. The 
quantitative data is presented in terms of percentages. The section begins with an 
presentation of the data relating to resources. Each section has an introductory general 
information section on the respondents followed by a detailed analysis of the data 
through the four components, namely, "course aims and objectives", "course contents 
and materials". "course conduct and teaching-learning process" and "assessment and 
student performance". 
5.5.1 Interview with the Instructors in the Evaluation of the English Training 
Courses 
In this section, the researcher presents the instructors' answers to interview 
questions relating to their respective English training courses. (Appendix K, p.246: 
Interview with Instructors in the AED ofW. G Institute ofTechnology). 
5.5.1.1 Biographical Details/Background 
The 9 instructors who took part in this study are the instructors who were engaged 
in teaching the 20 AED compulsory English Training courses during the 2007 (Autumn 
semester) - 2008 (Spring semester) academic year. Some of the instructors taught more 
than one course. Amongst the group of instructors was a native English speaker from 
America and the others were all non-native speakers of English. The first five questions 
sought information concerning the teaching background and experience of the 
instructors and the received data is set out below. 
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Question 1 asked the number of years that the respondents had taught English. 
As shown in [Figure 5.1], 3 of the instructors had over 3 5 years experience of teaching 
English, 1 had over 18 years experience, 3 had over 10 years and 2 taught English for 
just over 6 years. 
4 .-------------------------------------------------
3 
2 
1 
0 
Over 35 years over 18 years over 10 years over 6 years 
Figure 5.1: Total Number of Years Experience Teaching English Including at W. G. 
Question 2 asked about the types of English courses they had taught before 
coming to the AED at W. G. Examples were: English for specific purposes and teacher 
training-related courses. English for specific purposes covered a wide range of areas, 
including English for business, English for journalism and the mass media, English and 
the internet and English for tourism. Five respondents stated "other" and these 
covered translation, literature, inter-culture and research writing. Eight responded that 
they had taught English related to training courses including: listening, speaking, 
reading, writing skills and grammar knowledge. 
Question 3 asked about the number of years that respondents had taught English 
at W. G. Institute. One has been teaching for more than 15 years, three for 10 years, one 
for five years, three for 3 years and one for one year See [Figure 5.2]: 
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3.5 
3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 
0.5 
0 
Over 15 years over 10 years over 5 years over 3 years over 1 year 
Figure 5.2: Number of Years Experience Teaching English at W. G. Institute 
Question 4 related to the types of English training course that respondents were 
cmTently teaching. Once again, they could record several entries 
Table 5.2 Number of Years Each Instructor Has Taught the Various Courses 
in theAED 
Instructor A Reading Course 1 year 
Instructor B Grammar Course 10 years 
Writing Course 10 years 
Instructor C Listening Course 3 years 
Instructor D Grammar Course 1 year 
Instructor E Grammar Course 1 year 
Instructor F Speaking Course 8 years 
Instructor G Speaking Course 8 years 
Instructor H Speaking Course 25 years 
Instructor I Writing Course 10 years 
Question 5 asked the respondents about their knowledge of the specific needs of 
the students. Instructors A, D and H assessed students needs based on their particular 
year of study. Instructors B, E, F and G normally did an informal survey of the students 
on the first day of the course. Instructors C, H and I set a placement like test at the 
beginning of each course to determine the students' general English knowledge. 
Instructors B, C, E, F, G and I tended to predict the students ' level based on their 
previous years of learning including their attitude and learning abilities. Instructors B, F 
and G also had informal conversations with their colleagues about the students' 
language proficiency and also about the books that might be suitable for the courses. 
Instructor B liked to talk with the students on their first day and she was able to 
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get information about their needs and what they wanted or expected from the courses 
and then she could decide what extra materials she could use to enhance the students' 
learning. Instructor E considered that the students in the class differed greatly from 
each other in terms of proficiency and he considered that this was probably because 
most of them did not major in English when they were in senior high school. 
Additionally the students grades on quizzes and tests clearly showed how proficient 
they were, especially in grammar. 
The data shows that there was a considerable amount of consistency in the 
responses that instructors provided in the interviews. (Appendix K, p.246) presents the 
instructors' information. 
5.5.2 Students Questionnaires on the Evaluation of the English Training Courses. 
The student responses to the 20 questionnaires which were gathered from the year 
1, year 2 and year 3 students are presented in this section. It starts by showing the 
numbers and gender of the participants are firstly shown in terms of percentages and the 
results are then analysed based on the four course components namely, "course aims and 
objectives", "course content and course materials", "course conduct and 
teaching-learning process" and "assessment and students performance" and finally a 
series of general comments are provided. The 20 courses were analyzed but the details 
relating to only one course is set out here as an example. The results of the other 19 
courses are presented in (Appendix L, p.293). 
5.5.2.1 Personal and General Information 
Table 4.2 indicates the gender distribution of the student population. The 
distribution of female and male students is uneven with many more female students than 
male. 
Table 5.3 shows the number of year 1 to year 3 students who have taken English 
proficiency tests/exams together with the level/score which they obtained. Very few of 
the studel{ts obtainedthe inte;m~d1;te ~r high-intermediate le~el.. 
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Table 5.3 Number of Students Who Have Taken English Proficiency Tests and the 
leveVscore they obtained 
Year 1 Year2 Year3 
Proficiency Test Level/band Students % Students % Students 
N=35 N=28 N=27 
General English Elementary 13 37.1% 6 22.2% 15 
Proficiency Test Intermediate 2 5.7% - - -
(GEPT) High-Intermedia - - - - -
te 
Test of English for 255-400 12 34.3% 4 14.8% 10 
International 405-600 6 17.1% 4 14.8% 5 
Communication 605-780 1 2.9% 
(TOEIC) 785-900 -
Test of English as a 400 and under 
Foreign Language 401-450 
(TOEFL) 451-500 
501-550 
Above 550 
International English Leve16 
Language TESTING 
SYSTEM (IELTS) 
NETPAW Elementary 1 
Table 5.4 shows that 51 students expected to achieve GEPT - Intermediate level, 
47 expected to achieve TOEIC with scores of 405-600, 17 expected to achieve TOEIC 
with scores of 605-780. These results tend to show an ambition and motivation level 
which is high with the students setting their goals high. Very few students expected to 
achieve TOEIC with scores of 785-900 and fewer still wanted to attempt TOEFL and 
IELTS. 
Table 5.4 Student Expectation in the English Proficiency Tests/Exams before their 
Graduation 
Year 1 Year2 Year3 
Proficiency Test Level/band Students % Students % Students 
N=35 N=28 N=27 
General English Elementary - - - - -
% 
55.6% 
-
-
37% 
18.5% 
3.7% 
% 
-
Proficiency Test Intermediate 18 51.4% 14 50% 19 70.4% 
(GEPT) High-lntermedia 2 5.7% - - - -
te 
Test of English for 255-400 - - - - - -
International 405-600 14 40% 15 53.6 18 66.7% 
Communication % 
(TOE I C) 605-780 4 11.4% 5 17.9 8 29.6% 
% 
785-900 2 5.7% 1 3.6% 2 7.4% 
·· 'TestofEnglisn·as a ·· "400 imd·under ----- ,;;.:,>. - 0 ···"~ --<'-' "". - .. , - I·· ., ___ ,<. , .. - -
Foreign Language 401-450 - - - - - -
(TOEFL) 451-500 2 5.7% - - 2 7.4% 
501-550 - - - - - -
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Above 550 - - - - - -
International English Level5.5 I 2.9% 2 7.1% 4 14.8% 
Language TESTING 
SYSTEM (IELTS) 
NETPAW Elementary - - - - -
In question 4, the students were asked to rate themselves in the listed English 
language skills. The results are set out in Tables 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. 
Table 5.5 Responses from Year 1 Students Rating themselves in the Listed English 
Language Skills 
Excellent Good Adequate Poor 
Listening 8.6% 37.1% 42.9% 11.4% 
Speaking 25.7% 54.3% 20% 
Reading and Vocabulary 28.6% 45.7% 25.7% 
Writing 11.4% 42.9% 45.7% 
Grammar 22.9% 48.6% 28.6% 
The most positive result is found in relation to listening where the average 
percentage, when the "Excellent" and "Good" results are totalled, is 45.7%. 
The least positive result was recorded in connection with writing where the 
average percentage of the "Adequate" and "Poor" columns was 88.6%. 
Table 5.6 Responses from Year 2 Students Rating themselves in the Listed English 
Language Skills 
Excellent Good Adequate Poor 
Listening 7.1% 50% 28.6% 14.3% 
Speaking 14.3%- 46.4% 32.1% 7.1% 
Reading and Vocabulary 3.6% 50% 39.3% 7.1% 
Writing 7.1% 14.3% 35,7% 42.9% 
Grammar 3.6% 28.6% 39.3% 28.6% 
The most positive result is found in relation to speaking where the average 
percentage, when the "Excellent" and "Good" results are totalled, is 60.7%. 
The least positive result was recorded in connection with writing where the 
average percentage of the "Adequate" and "Poor" columns was 78.6%. 
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Table 5.7 Responses from Year 3 Students Rating themselves in the Listed English 
Language Skills. 
Excellent Good Adequate Poor 
Listening 14.8% 40.7% 40.7% 3.7% 
Speaking 3.7% 18.5% 59.3% 18.5% 
Reading and Vocabulary 11.1% 29.6% 44.4% 14.8% 
Writing 11.1% 11.1% 44.4% 33.3% 
Grammar 11.1% 18.5% 51.9% 18.5% 
The most positive result is found in relation to listening where the average 
percentage, when the "Excellent" and "Good" results are totalled, is 55.6%. 
The least positive result was recorded in connection with writing where the 
average percentage of the "Adequate" and "Poor" columns was 77.8%. 
In question 5, the students were asked to indicate the level of difficulty, if any, 
which they experienced in class in language acquisition or in communicating in English. 
The results are set out in Tables 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. 
Table 5.8 Responses from Year 1 Students Indicating the Level of Difficulty, If Any, 
which they Experienced in Class in Language Acquisition or in 
C 't' 'E l'h ommumca mgm ngns 
No difficulty A little difficulty Some difficulty A lot of difficulty 
Listening 11.4% 42.9% 34.3% 11.4% 
Speaking - 31.4% 45.7% 22.9% 
Reading and Vocabulary - 34.3% 40.0% 25.9% 
Writing - 8.6% 40.0% 51.4% 
Grammar 5.7% 25.7% 42.9% 25.7% 
The most positive result is found in relation to "Listening Skills", where the 
average percentage, when the "No difficulty" and "A little difficulty" results are totalled, 
is 54.3%. 
The least positive result was recorded in respect of writing where the average 
percentage of the "Some difficulty" and "A lot of difficulty" columns was 91.4%. 
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Table 5.9 Responses from Year 2 Students Indicating the Level of Difficulty, If Any, 
which they Experienced in Class in Language Acquisition or in 
C . f "E l"h ommumca m gm ngJIS 
No difficulty A little difficulty Some difficulty A lot of difficulty 
Listening 7.1% 46.4% 28.6% 17.9% 
Speaking 10.7% 35.7% 42.9% 10.7% 
Reading and Vocabulary 3.6% 42.9% 46.4% 7.1% 
Writing 3.6% 7.1% 32.1% 57.1% 
Grammar 7.1% 10.7% 39.3% 42.9% 
The most positive result is found in relation to "Listening Skills", where the 
average percentage, when the "No difficulty" and "A little difficulty" results are totalled, 
is 53.6%. 
The least positive result was recorded in respect of writing where the average 
percentage of the "Some difficulty" and "A lot of difficulty" columns was 89.3%. 
Table 5.10 Responses from Year 3 Students Indicating the Level of Difficulty, If 
Any, which they Experienced in Class in Language Acquisition or in 
C . f. E l"h ommumca m gm ngns 
No difficulty A little difficulty Some difficulty A lot of difficulty 
Listening 14.8% 37% 48.1% -
Speaking 7.4% 22.2% 59.3% 11.1% 
Reading and Vocabulary 7.4% 33.3% 44.4% 14.8% 
Writing 11.1% 18.5% 55.6% 14.8% 
Grammar 11.1% 25.9% 44.4% 18.5% 
The most positive result is found in relation to "Listening Skills", where the 
average percentage, when the "No difficulty" and "A little difficulty" results are totalled, 
is 51.9%. 
The least positive result was recorded in respect of writing where the average 
percentage of the "Some difficulty" and "A lot of difficulty" columns was 70.4%. 
Presented below is an example of the analysis provided in respect of each language 
course. The other 19 are, as previous! y indicated, in (Appendix L, p. 2 9 3 ). 
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Listening Skills- English Listening Training (1) Course 
Twenty-seven students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. 
Their responses are here presented and analysed. 
5.5.2.2 Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 11.1% strongly 
agreed that it did, 74.1% agreed and 14.8% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various statements, 
the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in improving or 
developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in Table 5.11 
below. 
Table 5.11 Responses Indicating by Reference to the Various Statements 
whether the English Listening Training (1) Course Fulfilled its 
Objectives in Improving or Developing the Ability of the Students in 
the Listed Activities: 
I can ...... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Use a variety of listening strategies to understand texts and listen 22.2% 59.3% 11.1% 7.4% 
for information and gist 
2. Become familiar with the various types of listening tests 25.9% 48.1% 22.2% 3.7% 
including questions about pictures, dialogues, short conversations 
3. Listen and then describe the events detailed in short dialogues, 22.2% 66.7% 7.4% 3.7% 
articles and stories in sequence 
4. Identify a variety of different voices, situations and characters 14.8% 74.1% 11.1% -
from short dialogues, articles and stories 
5. Understand and note the stress, tone and intonation from a word 14.8% 70.4% 14.8% -
or a sentence 
6. Make short written comments on a text while I am listeniJ!g to it 7.4% 59.3% 33.3% -
7. Understand and respond to simple instructions and commands 7.4% 81.5% 11.1% -
8. Listen extensively to radio, TV stations, movies, songs, etc ... and 3.7% 55.6% 33.3% 7.4% 
understand them 
Average Percentage 14.8% 64.4% 18.1% 2.8% 
The overall average percentage showed that 64.4% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives" in the,·listed-activities,-14.8% strongly agreed,-18.1 %,disagreed··and··2·.8%· 
strongly disagreed. Statements 3, 4 and 7, viz, "Listen and then describe the events 
detailed in short dialogues, articles and stories in sequence", "Identify a variety of 
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different voices, situations and characters from short dialogues, articles and stories" and 
"Understand and respond to simple instructions and commands" elicited the most 
positive responses amounting to 88.9%, when the Strongly Agree and Agree results are 
added together. 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 79.2%. 
In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very Competent /3= Competent /2= Partially Competent /1= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.12 below. 
Table 5.12 Responses Indicating the Competence Level which Best Described 
the Respondents Competence Level Following their Completion of 
the Em!lish Listenin2: Trainini! (1) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 
1. Can you pass the listening section of the GEPT at the 7.4% 55.6% 29.6% 7.4% 
Elementary level 
2. Can you pass the listening section of the GEPT at the 3.7% 11.1% 59.3% 25.9% 
Intermediate level 
5.5.2.3 Course Content and Materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.13 below. 
Table 5.13 Responses Indicating by Reference to the Various Statements the Views 
of the Respondents on the English Listening Training (1) Course 
Content and Materials: 
SA A D 
4 3 2 
I. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, 11.1% 66.7% 22.2% 
lay-out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 14.8% 66.7% 18.5% 
know or to do 
SD 
I 
-
-
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards; for · 18.5%" '"'"63%·" ··-18.5%-·· .. -· --
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 11.1% 70.4% 18.5% -
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example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 7.4% 63% 25.9% 3.7% 
6. The content of the course materials were presented coherently 7.4% 55.6% 37% -
7. You had no difficulty in following the course materials 7.4% 44.4% 44.4% 3.7% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course-books - 55.6% 44.4% -
to improve your Iistenine skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were effective 11.1% 59.3% 25.9% 3.7% 
in improving your Iistenine; skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
the development of your English proficiency in the following 
areas: 
a. Listening 14.8% 74.1% 11.1% -
b. Speaking 3.7% 59.3% 37% -
c. Reading and vocabulary - 63% 33.3% 3.7% 
d. Writing - 25.9% 70.4% 3.7% 
e. Grammar - 29.6% 66.7% 3.7% 
Average Percentage 7.7% 56.9% 33.9% 1.6% 
The overall average percentage showed that 56.9% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 7.7% strongly agreed and 33.9% disagreed and 1.6% 
strongly disagreed. 
Statements 2, 3, 4 and 10, viz, "The course materials provided you with what you 
needed to know or to do", "The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in acquiring language skills", 
"The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for example, content and mood, 
source of cultural information" and "All the activities and materials used in class 
contributed to the development of your English proficiency in the following area a 
listening" respectively had the highest percentages of strongly agree and agree scores 
with over 80% being recorded against each. 
The least positive results were recorded against statements 7, 8 and 10 viz, "You 
had no difficulty in following the course materials", "The teacher replaced unsuitable 
material in the course-books to improve your listening skills" and "All the activities and 
materials used in class contributed to the development of your English proficiency in 
the following areas d. writing and e. grammar" where the combined strongly agree and 
agree scores amounted to 51.8%, 55.6%, 25.9% and 29.6% respectively. 
The overallaverage percentage of the-strongly agree and agree columns for. aU the 
statements was 64.6%. 
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In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the topics covered were very interesting and relevant to daily life and were thus easier to 
understand, remember and use (8, 29.6%) 
• the practice of listening on the audio CD was particularly helpful and pertinent (8, 29.6%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve our listening skills (5, 18.5%) 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice listening skills (3, 
11.1%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the content and materials were too dense and as a result the pace was too fast (8, 29.6%) 
• the teacher gave us too much to take in and it couldn't be absorbed (6, 29.6%) 
5.5.2.4 Course Conduct and Teaching- learning Process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements in 
terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities during 
the course using the l=Aiways/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The results 
are set out in Table 5.14 below. 
Table 5.14 Responses Indicating by Reference to Frequency of use the Views of the 
Respondents on English Listening Training (1) Course Conduct and 
Teaching-learning Process 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher used different ways to group students in 11.1% 51.9% 37% -
the classroom (pair work, group work, individual 
work and whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 3.7% 51.9% 44% -
3. I used only English in class - 29.6% 70.4% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 7.4% 55.6% 18.5% 18.5% 
5. The teacher checked the-students' lean:lin!(and made .-- 3.7% ·- - -74 .. 1%' 22.2% ·- '"--· ;.: ·.y -
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in 3.7% 66.7% 22.2% 7.4% 
the class 
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7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective 7.4% 66.7% 18.5% 7.4% 
in improving my Iisteninl! skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 7.4% 55.6% 25.9% 11.1% 
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence 11.1% 51.9% 37% -
in language learning 
I 0. When needed the teacher was available for 11.1% 51.9% 37% -
guidance and advice 
Average Percentage 6.7% 55.6% 33.3% 4.4% 
The overall average percentage showed that 62.3% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The results concerning statement 5, VIZ, "The teacher checked the students' 
learning to make sure all the students were taking part in the activities" was rated at 
77.8% when the always and usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statements 2 and 3, viz, "The teacher 
used only English in class" and "I used only English in class". Here the combined 
results for the always and usually columns amounted to 55.6% and 29.6% respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Listening Training ( 1) course which best 
served to improve their listening skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• online interactive learning (CD-ROMS) is very useful (8, 29.6%) 
e teacher teaches us songs, we think songs can improve our listening and vocabulary (7, 
25.9%) 
e the combination of the oral and listening is helpful (5, 18.5%) 
• watching movies (5, 18.5%) 
e the teacher teaches the Studio Classroom magazine as extra material. It is another resource 
which improves our listening skills (4, 14.8%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their VIews on which 
teaching-learning methodology should/could be used in the English Listening Training 
(1) course to the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their 
suggestions andwby_tt{!y t}l()\jgqt tllFYO_W~}l!~J?,~~ct.ya~!-~~~0~~·- _ 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
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• more TOEIC and GEPT practice was considered to be useful (9, 33.3%) 
• whole English classes should be used (9, 33.3%) 
• more practice with the teacher was regarded as something which would be advantageous (8, 
29.6%) 
• more use of visual materials (pictures, posters, charts, maps, Overhead projector (OHP)) 
would be helpful (4, 14.8%) 
• dictation was considered as a useful learning tool (3, 11.1%) 
• role play should be increased (3, 11.1 %) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (9, 33.3%) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (7, 25.9%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations of the contexts to the exercises and situations under 
study (5, 18.5%) 
• the teacher is well prepared (4, 14.8%) 
• the teacher provides a lot of information and extra material to enhance our listening skills ( 4, 
14.8%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher does not always follow the schedule properly and this can be disruptive (8, 
29.6%) 
• the teacher is sometimes not sufficiently understanding of the students limitations (7, 
25.9%) 
• the teacher does not always appreciate what students want or need to make the point of the 
lesson more understandable (6, 22.2%) 
5.5.2.5 Assessment and Student Performance 
The students were asked to indicate by reference to a series of statements 
concerning assessment and student performance and using the 
l=Aiways/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were 
assessed. The results are set out in Table 5.15 below. 
Table 5.15 Responses Indicating by Reference to the Various Statements the 
Views of the Respondents on How their English Listening Training (1) 
Course Lessons were Assessed: ' , -"'" ··--.-,.,, 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I 1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you 3.7% 63.0% 33.3% -
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had done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 3.7% 66.7% 25.9% 3.7% 
performance in the assignments/ quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 11.1% 74.1% 14.8% -
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 7.4% 51.9% 37% 3.7% 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 11.1% 70.4% 18.5% -
tests 
6. HW/assignments were relevant to the course aims 7.4% 74.1% 14.8% 3.7% 
7. Interaction between students was assessed 7.4% 59.3% 25.9% 7.4% 
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in 7.4% 70.4% 22.2% -
order to assess your listeninl! skills 
9. Your listening skills have been correctly evaluated 7.4% 63% 22.2% 7.4% 
in the course 
Average Percenta2e 7.4% 65.8% 23.9% 2.9% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 73.2%. 
Statement 3, viz, "The marking was fair" was recorded, in a combined total for the 
always and usually columns, as 85.2%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/ SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.16 below. 
Table 5.16 Responses Indicating the Views of the Respondents on the 
Effectiveness of the Various Assessment Tools used in Assessing their 
Performance on En2lish Listenin!! Trainin2 (1) Course 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Quizzes 7.4% 70.4% 18.5% 3.7% 
2. Mid-term Exam 11.1% 74.1% 7.4% 7.4% 
3. Final Exam 11.1% 77.8% 3.7% 7.4% 
4. Homework/Assignment 3.7% 77.8% 11.1% 7.4% 
5. Class performance 11.1% 77.8% 11.1% -
6. Participation and attendance 3.7% 70.4% 18.5% 7.4% 
7. Oral report 7.4% 70.4% 22.2% -
Avera2e Percenta2e 7.9% 74.1% 13.2% 4.8% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
.assessmenttoqls was _82~~ 
The students rated the assessment tools "Final Exam" and "Class Performance" as 
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equally effective at 88.9% when the strongly agree and agree columns for each are 
totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Listening Training (1) 
course and they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher could randomly ask students questions to assess whether they had gained 
sufficient from the lessons or the particular point in the lesson in order to assess how much 
they have learnt (7, 25.9%) 
• the interview method (l to I) conversation should be more widespread (7, 25.9%) 
• there should be more listening quizzes (5, 18.5%) 
5.5.2.6 General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the Advanced English Listening_ ( 1) course be im_Q!oved? 
• The teaching pace is too fast with insufficient emphasis on benchmarking progress and 
achievement. There is too much taught too quickly to allow students to sufficiently absorb the full 
point(s) of each lesson (6, 22.2%) 
• The Studio Classroom magazine is too difficult and should be either used more selectively or not 
used at all (5, 18.5%) 
• There should be better speaking and a greater emphasis on expressing ideas more fluently and 
accurately in English (5, 18.5 %) 
Question 2: Was the Advanced English Listening ( 1) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (74.1%) No: (25.9%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
e Our listening was undoubtedly improved • The pace and schedule is too fast (6, 22.2%) (8, 29.6%) • The teacher did not complete the whole book 
• Our vocabulary has been expanded, (7, (6, 22.2%) 
25.9%) 
• We can now understand and comment on 
thin~s we hear (5, 18.5%) 
Question 4: Doyou think the Advanced English Listening (l) course met _your needs? 
Yes: (66.7%) No: (33.3%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have _Qrovided at 4. above. 
• We are better able to understand the • Insufficient focus (5, 18.5%) 
teacher's instruction as our listening skills • The course book was too difficult (5, 18.5%) 
have improved (7, 25.9%) • We are still afraid to speak English (5, 18.5%) 
• We have undoubtedly gained more 
listening practice (7, 25.9%) 
• The teacher provided a lot of extra 
materials which we can use outside the 
classroom to continue to improve our 
listenin·g skills (6;-22.2%) ,. c · .• ~cc.•· 'c' ,,,_, ·· 
Question 6: 
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course be designed to overlap with or 
Yes: (70.4%) No: (29.6%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• We could transfer our knowledge and • We accept that the English courses are related 
understanding more readily between with each other m terms of knowledge, 
classes (6, 22.2%) information and skills but we consider that the 
• We could understand it better if it fitted topics and themes should not be the same 
better with the other courses (5, 18.5%) (3,11.1%) 
• Listening is related to speaking so both 
should be covered in classes which relate 
one to another (4, 14.8%) 
• English IS a whole language, all the 
courses are mixed up, hence it is not easy 
to separate them and it would be better if 
the whole language were planned and 
taught as a coherentproiect (3, 11.1 %) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
Advanced English Listening ( 1) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
1. English Conversation (3) 81.5% 18.5% 
2. English Writing (1) 25.9% 74.1% 
3. Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) 48.1% 51.9% 
4. English Grammar and Practice ( 1) 29.6% 70.4% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• The class should be divided into two levels of ability (8, 29.6%) 
• There should be more practice for TOEIC or GEPT during the course (6, 22.2%) 
• The teacher should more carefully follow the teaching schedule (6, 22.2%) 
• There should be more emphasis on in-class performance (2, 7.4%) 
• There should be peer teaching (2, 7.4%) 
5.5.3 Questionnaires of Alumni in Connection with the Evaluation of the 
English Training Courses. 
5.5.3.1 Personal Information 
The first three questions sought information on the gender, year of graduation 
(whether 2006 or 2007) the English proficiency tests or exams which the alumni had 
taken before their graduation from the AED at W. G. together with the level/score they 
obtained. The information is set out in Table 5.127 below. 
Table 5.127 Alumni's Personal and General Information 
Information 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
1 
11 
100 
8% 
92% 
Year of Graduation 
2006 9 75% 
2007 3 25% 
Obtained English Proficienc:y 
Tests and Exams 
GEPT-Intermediate Level 5 36% 
GEPT-Elementary Level 4 29% 
TOEIC-675 2 14% 
TOEIC-615 2 14% 
TOEIC-575 1 7% 
(Appendix M, p.458) presents the alumni's information and opinions. 
5.5.4 Employers' Perceptions of the Alumni and English Training Courses 
5.5.4.1 General Information 
The data presented here was collected from 7 owners of registered children's 
English language schools located in different areas in Taiwan. 
Question 1: For how long have you owned/run/managed an English Language school 
or a Kindergarten for children? 
Question 2: What ages are the children? 
(Appendix N, p.477) presents the employers' perceptions of AED's graduates' 
English Proficiency and Expectation. 
5.6 Summary 
In the following Chapter the data which has been presented is analysed and the 
indicative conclusions and findings which emerge from same are detailed and discussed. 
The structure of the analysis is in keeping with the CIPP model of evaluation. 
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Chapter Six 
Data Interpretation and Discussion of Findings 
6.1 Introduction 
The data collected by the research instruments, extant documentation and my own 
knowledge and experience serve to provide a multi-faceted view of the four CIPP 
evaluation components. In research parlance, the data is triangulated and whilst it has 
limitations which I consider in Chapter 7 it serves, I believe, to provide a sound 
evidential basis for the issues and matters which are discussed in this chapter. 
6.2 l'he CIPJ? Evaluation Model 
The CIPP evaluation model is capable of providing both summative and 
formative assessments of whatever has been evaluated depending on when and how it is 
applied to a program. If at the end it is summative. If as the program is ongoing it is 
formative. Either way it is capable of providing important information for decision 
makers; particularly in terms of what should be retained, what should be discontinued, 
what should be varied or changed in some way. The outcome for this study is no 
different. Consideration continues in this chapter under the context, input, process and 
product evaluations. 
6.2.1 Context Evaluation 
The first research question, as set out in Chapter 1 section 1.6, chimes most 
closely with the matters which are normally assessed in context evaluation. Hence the 
data collected here is most pertinent to context evaluation. The detailed components of 
context evaluation are set out in Chapter 4 at 4.1. Brown (200 1) noted that the 
institutional context within which a language is learnt plays an important role in 
effective teaching. The sqcce.~s co( lang~ag~ tea~hing is heayily int1~en.c;~d by !.he 
context within which it takes place. Clark (1987, xii) reflected the same importance of 
context or situation. He commented: 
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"A language curriculum is a function of the interrelationships that hold 
between subject-specific concerns and other broader factors embracing 
socio-political and philosophical matters, educational value systems, theory 
and practice in curriculum design, teacher experiential wisdom and learner 
motivation. In order to understand the foreign language curriculum in any 
particular context it is therefore necessary to attempt to understand how all 
the various influences interrelate to give a particular shape to the planning 
and execution of the teaching/learning process. " 
(p.7) 
From the data collected, which consisted mainly of a review of the written 
documents relating to the current courses in the AED curriculum, which comprised the 
course syllabuses, course materials especially text books, documents detailing the 
development of the AED program, general information and documents showing the 
setting and resource facilities at W. G., and the background to the directors, instructors, 
students, alumni and employers, the full operative context of the AED was examined. 
Klinghammer (1997, p.64) provides a useful tool for the consideration of the 
strategic planning function in effective language programs which is useful to keep in 
mind when considering the data. He identified six possible elements of a good strategic 
plan: 
• Vision - a statement of where a language program is going in the long term 
and what its members hope to accomplish 
= Values - the principles that guide the conduct of a program, i.e. in terms of 
the responsibility to students, teachers and other stakeholders 
• Purpose- the basic reasons for the institution's existence 
• Mission - a description of the institution's vision in terms of specific goals 
that it seeks to achieve, usually within a particular time period. This is 
expressed in form of the mission statement 
• Goals - specific steps that relate to each aspect of the mission, such as 
increasing student enrolments, developing teaching materials or providing an 
environment where teachers can carry out classroom research 
• Strategies - the methods and activities that will be used to attain the goals 
From the website and literature provided by W.G Institute together with my own 
knowledge and observation of the set up it is clear that the teaching and learning 
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facilities, and the resources in the AED all clearly meet the societal standards and 
quality expected of a modem educational institution. There is a student friendly 
supportive campus with modem buildings, including a very well equipped gymnasium, 
landscaped grounds, big well lit, air-conditioned classrooms and modem well equipped 
language laboratories, a well stocked library, student common rooms and catering 
facilities with dormitory accommodation for the boarding students, together with well 
equipped and resourced administration blocks and teacher office facilities. The whole 
campus is networked to the internet through wireless connection. 
From the interviews with the directors (for which see Appendix J, section B, 
questions 4 to 12 at pp. 238-243) it was possible to gain their views on their mission or 
vision for the AED. Both spoke to developing an AED where commitment to student 
need and continuous improvement were the key objectives. Both recognised the needs 
of the students in the job market but there appeared to be little by way of concrete 
evidence of research or contact having been made with the market in order to list or 
refine those needs. This may however be developed with the current director when he 
has the time and opportunity to do so. Both, but one more than the other, recognised 
the limitations of the planning and development of the curriculum. It was recognised 
as being haphazard, with little co-ordination between instructors and none with the 
director. The main effort seemed to be focused on getting the syllabuses prepared at 
all. The product from the curriculum committee was no more than a list of 
recommended text books which some instructors did not follow. There was an 
acknowledgement that the curriculum committee could be made a much more effective 
body with a co-ordinating, moderating, monitoring and more relevant role. Both were 
keen to focus on teacher ability, teacher methodology and teacher feedback which at the 
moment is confined to the students filling in evaluation sheets at the end of each 
semester. Both had ideas as to how this might be developed with teacher observation, 
staff feedback and a three hundred and sixty degree feedback concept emerging as a 
constructive way forward. 
The goals and strategies are all very much forward looking. The needs of the 
students have tobe"capfured tlfrol.(gfi coiisultati()ri with''the- sttiderits'-themselves, hearing-
from alumni and how they fared or were faring in the job market, speaking with, 
visiting and inviting stakeholders to address the students so that a clearer picture of 
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what is required in terms of English proficiency is well known from all sides. 
Thereafter the goals and aims of the courses can be, if needs be, refocused and set in a 
direction which is beneficial to all. The level of English proficiency is very much at 
the forefront of all concerned and a variety of methods for improving this was being 
tried by the now retired director but may be taken forward with the new director. This 
has included such things as extending teacher availability outside the classroom so that 
when students study on campus there is a teacher around whom they can consult. Also 
there is a drive and determination to have the instructors upskill and keep up to date 
with new trends in teaching and also through attending conferences and training courses 
together with their own research and development. 
Concerning the instructors, the data showed (for which see section 5.5.1.1, 
questions 1 to 5, pp. 84-87) that they were generally regarded as good, effective and 
dedicated. There is also an acknowledgement that good instructors can often 
compensate for any deficiencies in the curriculum by the materials, or the resources they 
make use of in their teaching and by their teaching methodology. Some concerns were 
expressed about the experience of some of the instructors in the AED. In particular, 
that some were engaged in teaching courses in which they had only one or two years of 
experience and thus may not know the particular difficult learning points for students 
which they may need to go over at a slower pace or reemphasise. Also on the opposite 
side of this concern, and since practical English language training is the primary aim of 
the English training courses, the classes need to be taught by well-trained committed 
English-language teachers with sufficient practical experience, not by professors who 
specialize in language or literature research which does not adequately match the needs, 
abilities or ambitions of the students. 
Concerning the students, the data showed (for which see section 5.5.2.1, 
questions 1 to 5 at pp. 87-91) that the student body in the AED is made up of students 
aged between 18 and 22 years old and who have, in the main, come from the vocational 
track of education. As has been mentioned in section 5.5.2.1, the distribution of 
female and male students is very uneven there being many more female than male. 
·"The scores~ in ··the English' proficierity~tests/exams obtained by- the Year + to "Year 3 
students showed that very few obtained the intermediate or high-intermediate level thus 
the overall English proficiency level does not appear to be good enough. Students 
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expectations in English proficiency appeared high but this did not appear to be being 
realised. There is a question as to whether the students expectations are unrealistic but it 
is nonetheless encouraging that they should have this ambition or expectation but it is 
hoped that they will not be discouraged by not always attaining what they hope for. 
As regards difficulty experienced in language acquisition the students from Year 1 
to Year 3 indicated that they experienced greatest difficulty in their writing skills. 
Their least difficult experience was in listening and understanding English. 
The results set out in table 5.4 show that year 1 (51.4%), year 2 (50%) and year 3 
(70.4%) indicated that they were determined to achieve an intermediate level in 
language skills before graduation. Additionally, according to the results, they are, in the 
AED expecting their future careers to be related to English teaching or professional jobs 
involving English thus they recognise that it is necessary to achieve the desired 
proficiency level. It appears that their motivation to learn English is good and they 
understand that reaching a high proficiency level depends on their own involvement and 
dedication to their learning. 
Concerning the alumni, the data showed (for which see section 5.5.3.1, questions 
1 to 3 at pp. 100-101) that the alumni who graduated in 2006 and 2007 and who are 
currently employed as children's English language teachers consist of 11 females and 1 
male. Table 5.127 shows the English proficiency tests or exams which the alumni had 
taken before their graduation from the AED together with the scores they obtained. It 
would appear that the GEPT intermediate level and TOEIC (over 605) is currently 
considered a sufficient qualification to be an effective children's English teacher in 
some cram schools. 
Concerning the employers, the data showed (for which see Appendix N, questions 
3 to 10 at pp. 477-481) that the employers who were contacted provided some useful 
data concerning context in that they clearly stated their expectations for a successful 
cram scnool teacher and these included particular emphasis on good English proficiency, 
~especfally pronunciatidh, i('caring friendly disposition and-- an ability to ~hold and 
maintain the children's attention in class. 
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6.2.2 Input Evaluation 
The data collected with reference to research question 2 as set out in Chapter 1 
section 1.6 consisted mainly of a drawing together and review of syllabuses relating to 
all 20 English Training Courses. There was little uniformity between the style and 
format of each syllabus but the basic content was the same. There was reference in 
some to the aims of the courses, nearly all had reference to the objectives, the learning 
points, the course materials to be used and the method of assessment. There is quite an 
array of styles and these are set out in (Appendix E, pp. 186-219). Perhaps the most 
obvious deficiency is in the methodology section. Here the instructor is expected to 
set out in some detail both for themselves and the students the teaching method which 
will be used to teach the particular topic. It may be that this lack of information has 
come about because the syllabuses appear to be living documents in that instructors 
have indicated that they change them as they proceed into each semester depending on 
the standard and level of ability of the students. In other words whilst the instructor 
may have, in abstract, a fairly full syllabus sketched out he/she may have had to 
severely amend this after they have had some experience of the students and this may 
also account for the sketchy methodology in that again dependent on level of ability 
different methods may have to be used. Flexibility appears to be necessary. It may 
not be the most satisfactory way to prepare and present syllabuses but the circumstances 
appear to require this. Thus syllabus compilation appears to be often ex post facto, 
liable to change and rarely accurate. In order to meet students' needs, expectations and 
also to give them sufficient information about the courses, especially those which are 
elective, the course syllabuses may need to be re-designed. As discussed in Chapter 2, 
both the curriculum and syllabus are important. Ediger (2000) explained that it is vital 
to state each objective carefully, so that teachers and learners can understand what is to 
be achieved. Later Parkes & Harris (2002) stated that a syllabus is the basic document 
developed by instructors to reflect their planning for a course. Syllabuses differ in two 
fundamental areas - the apparent reason or purpose for writing the syllabus and the 
material that it contains. The purpose should always drive the decision as to what 
content to include .. 
Another important aspect of input evaluation are the course books and materials 
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used in the courses. I reviewed all the course books which were mentioned in the 
syllabuses, reading the introductions, the contents and the pertinent chapter or sections 
referred to in the syllabuses. Full details are set out in Chapter 5 section 5.4.2. The 
curriculum committee are involved in recommending appropriate books for the 
respective courses but some instructors have indicated that they do not follow the 
recommendations. Also some instructors pick and choose ·from the recommended 
books and this may entail the students having to buy expensive books which are only 
partially used. There appears to be a lot of scope for the development of the 
curriculum committee and how it should operate. There appears to be a need for more 
feedback on the course books and materials focusing on what worked and what did not. 
Also the curriculum committee members should perhaps have more involvement with 
the book fares and publishers so that the available market is scanned and new texts are 
known about and considered. 
6.2.3 Process Evaluation 
Data collected in connection with research questions 3 and 4 as set out in Chapter 
1 section 1.6 provided information germane to the process evaluation part of the CIPP 
model. The data was collected from the directors, through interviews, from the 
undergraduate students, through questionnaires and from alumni, through questionnaires. 
Employer data is not pertinent here as they have insufficient knowledge of the English 
training courses to be able to make any sort of informed assessment. The data is 
analysed below under each grouping and is considered under 4 separate subheadings, 
namely, course aims and objectives, course content and materials, course conduct, 
teaching-learning process and assessment and student performance. 
6.2.3.1 Directors 
Course Aims and Objectives 
From the interviews with the directors (for which see Appendix J, section B, 
questions 4 and~I3 ·atpp: 238 and~244) ,As .. part of.the.interviews carried .,out with .. tht: 
directors some of the information given in their replies to questions or as general 
comment touched on the aims and objectives of the courses. Their main focus, 
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common to both, was that the aims and objectives needed to firstly, be properly 
compiled by each instructor; secondly, needed to have a greater emphasis on improving 
language proficiency; and thirdly, be taught through lessons that were interesting, 
challenging, relevant and stretching but in an incremental way. The directors 
recognised that this was not all happening as well as it could or should. 
Course Content and Materials 
From the interviews with the directors (jar which see Appendix J, section B, 
questions 4, 5 and 13 at p. 238, 239 and 244) there was a recognition by both directors 
of the need for a better evaluation of the needs and requirements of the students so that 
instructors could tailor their courses and, in particular, the materials used in the courses, 
to meet the identified needs. The directors were aware that the students were not 
achieving good, or as good as they could get, marks in exams such as GEPT and TOEIC. 
They considered that there should be a more concerted effort on this as it would serve 
both student needs and would be a better, perhaps more accurate assessment of the 
students level of ability. The courses needed to consist of mixed methodology and 
materials to best improve the students English proficiency. One method fits all was 
not considered the most effective way to advance and consolidate the students English 
proficiency. Some parts of English language learning, such as pronunciation and 
speaking generally, needed to be practised, rehearsed and repeated to gain most effect 
and this called for topical themes to catch and maintain interest, friend! y encouragement 
to get students to speak and not be afraid of speaking together with supportive, 
non-critical correction and repetition. This all needed careful instructor management 
and organisation of the courses and a judicious selection of the most interesting, useful 
materials. Course books needed to be carefully selected and augmented by fresh, 
contemporary material where possible, such as, newspapers, magazines, song lyrics and 
such like. 
Course Conduct and Teaching - Learning Process 
Ffoin tlie interview with"the directors (jar which see Appendix J, section B, 
questions 4, 5 and 8 at pp. 238-241) displayed an acute awareness of the need to 
employ and retain the most gifted instructors. Whilst evaluation of instructor 
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effectiveness was very basic it did help to identify poor instructor performance from a 
student perspective and whilst this was but one perspective it was enough to cause, 
where it was considered appropriate, enquiry or investigation to be made and remedial 
steps taken. Director A was particularly concerned about the limited evaluation and 
was keen to promote a 360° model of evaluation. Also she was keen to have 
developed observation of instructor performance. All this evaluation product she felt 
would identify not just those instructors who may be less effective but it would equally 
highlight the good and the positive aspects of their work could be recognised and 
utilised to best advantage. Instructors also needed to be encouraged and supported in 
carrying out research and in attending conferences and seminars so that fresh thinking 
and new ideas are developed, shared and used to the benefit of the AED. Neither 
director was complacent and of the view that all was well and could not be improved. 
Both were very aware of the need for continuous improvement and development not 
only in instructor methodology but in student management. Students, they considered, 
should be graded and taught in classes where their peers had more or less the same 
proficiency level. There should also be the prospect of changing levels as proficiency 
improved so that students are progressing at an appropriate and measured pace with 
enough stretch to keep engagement but not too much lest it lead to despondent 
disheartened students who were more likely to miss class, misbehave, disengage and 
generally be unlikely to progress. 
Assessment and Student Performance 
From the interviews with the directors (for which see Appendix J, section B, 
questions 4 and question 13 at pp.238 and 244) accepted that proper and effective 
assessment was important to proper student development. The bland tests or exams 
strategically set in the courses were not felt to be enough. There was a recognition that 
more benchmarked, staged testing or assessment was perhaps appropriate so that 
students who did not understand a part of a course could be identified early and this 
addressed so that they can be kept up with their class peers. Also it was considered 
that practical aspects to the courses were to be encouraged especially children's English 
·school teaching practice; ··This developed teaching·skills; gave a flavour of worklife"as· 
a teacher and the administrative and general issues associated with teaching. Thus 
assessment it was felt, has many forms and it is important to pick the assessment 
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method which best suited the course and the students. Too much emphasis on mid 
term tests and end of term tests may not be the best assessment methods and they 
appeared to be too readily accepted by the instructors as the easiest to administer and 
record. 
6.2.3.2 Instructors 
Course Aims and Objectives 
Concerning the instructors, the data showed (for which see Appendix K, section A, 
questions 1 to 9, pp. 246-256) that they prepared their course aims and objectives in 
whatever way they considered appropriate. There was no template to follow and no 
minimum of information to be included. Each instructor tended to leave preparation 
quite late sometimes even after the course had started. This was because the 
instructors were not really sufficiently aware of the ability or proficiency of their 
students and what may have been proper course aims and objectives for a class of 
students with average or above average ability maybe quickly had to be re-designed. 
Some instructors had discussions with their fellow instructors about particular class 
abilities and tried to factor that information into their preparation, others carried out an 
impromptu test on the first day of class to enable them to gauge ability a little more 
accurately, and the result meant that a perhaps very mixed ability class all had to be 
catered for in the one course. It was evident that the preparation of the aims and 
objectives was difficult to judge. Added to this is the lack of uniformity and the fact 
that there is no moderation of all the aims and objectives. With such a large number of 
courses, often covering the same language facet, for example, conversation, it would 
seem helpful if there was someone carrying out a moderation function at least to make 
sure that there was a cumulative impact in design and achievement. Further it would 
be useful for someone else to review and discuss the aims and objectives with the 
respective instructors if only as an additional reviewer who might be able to provide 
useful and helpful suggestions for inclusion. 
It was difficult" for the instructors to be able to state wh-ether" the students chad 
achieved all the aims and objectives as eventually set because as the courses went on 
some aims and objectives were changed and were thus different from those settled at the 
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outset and some were actually left out as the class were not able to progress as quickly 
and effectively as had been hoped. The data showed that some instructors set out to 
evaluate whether the students had achieved the course objectives by homework, quizzes 
and tests. But with vague aims and objectives and possibly not clear assessment 
methods it becomes hard for instructors to positively and clearly state that the students 
have achieved the objectives from the courses. 
It was evident from the interviews that most of the instructors did not get or seek 
feedback from their students. Most were curious as to how the students perceived their 
courses and how they had been affected by them but took no steps to satisfy this 
curiosity nor did they lobby the directors to do so. 
Course Content and Materials 
Concerning the instructors, the data showed (for which see Appendix K, section B, 
questions 1 to 6, pp. 256-268) that the process whereby course books were selected for 
the courses was shown, through the data obtained from the interviews, to be less than 
satisfactory. The curriculum committee which has been mentioned previously 
considers the books which may be used in the courses and draws up a list of what they 
regard as appropriate texts. However, the curriculum committee does not have 
sufficient nexus to the students and their abilities to be able to do this with sufficient 
knowledge. It is at least one step removed from the students and unable to adjust their 
consideration in the light of, for example, pre-course tests or assessments of some 
nature. There is no real benchmark for the Committee to work to. Their resultant list 
of course books is thus arguably inappropriate from the outset or maybe only partially 
appropriate. Indeed some instructors stated that they either disregard the list or if they 
use course books from it they either use only parts of the book or augment heavily with 
their own materials. Some of the comments from the students show that in some 
courses the course books are too difficult for their particular standard. 
In connection with course books, Brown (2001) acknowledged that "the most 
· ··obvious and most common form of material support for language instruction comes 
through textbooks" (p.136). From the data provided in the interviews it has been 
shown that the instructors do not appear to make the best use of the textbooks 
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recommended but, as stated above, there may well be an explanation for this. 
Rowntree (1997, p.92) stated that good materials do many of the things that a 
teacher would normally do as part of his or her teaching. They should: 
• arouse the learners' interest 
• remind them of earlier learning 
• tell them what they will be learning next 
• explain new learning content on them 
• relate these ideas to learners' previous learning 
• get learners to think about new content 
• help them get feedback on their learning 
• encourage them to practice 
• make sure they know what they are supposed to be doing 
• enable them to check their progress 
• help them to do better 
It may be that it is necessary to design the courses from scratch, piloting materials 
and allocating the course books or materials more carefully. This issue could be much 
more fully considered by the instructors. 
Course Conduct and Teaching-Learning Process 
From the interviews with the instructors (for which see Appendix K, section C, 
questions 1 to 6 at pp.268-279) showed that the teaching methods and classroom 
activities detailed below were found to be the most effective with the students. 
Some instructors had the students listen to stories and then had them describe and 
act out what they had heard. They also used grammar translation method, 
communicative teaching approach, theme based, topic based, communication games and 
.ciiss:ussion a<;tivitie,s altci_esign~d !O ~11courage the students to speak English. Students 
..• .-.. -- ·---~--- ---·-----~- ····"-·· -- ·-~.- ... -_.,., -~ .,., •• :-..: ~ ., . .:·--·.,_.,.' .:;,. -" ··.· -·------~- ·-:......, .•. .,_._:..1:-.. ; __ .· 
were also required to write their own conversations and act out dialogues. It was 
considered an effective way for the students to become familiar with the content and 
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usage of vocabulary and tended to get them involved in the subject topics. Particularly 
in the grammar courses, the students were required to make presentations about 
assigned grammar points often aided with power-point. The instructors felt that this 
was a most effective way to enhance students' grammar knowledge as they can hear, 
observe and be in a position to assess how much knowledge the students had acquired 
through their preparation work. 
With regard to how much of the time in class the instructors used English it 
appears from the data that most of the instructors did not predominantly use English in 
the classroom. This is unfortunate in that the whole ethos of the AED should be the 
learning and use of English and every opportunity to use the language should be utilised. 
The students probably do not get a lot of opportunities to use the language outside the 
Department. 
With regard to the ways the instructors would like to change the conduct of the 
courses in future. The instructors supported changes to the textbooks, the use of a 
wide variety of methods and activities in the lessons, doing more practice to enhance 
students' learning such as: presentation, discussion, video viewing, dictation, and use 
of visual materials (pictures, posters, charts, maps and overhead projector (OHP). 
Some instructors also suggested that there be fewer students in the classroom and more 
homework assignments and task-based activities. More error analysis by the students 
was thought useful where the students can analyse the errors made by their fellow 
students in writing, reading and speaking and suggest the correction. 
The instructors are key figures in the English learning process. Their influence 
is fundamental to their students' progress or lack thereof. To achieve the desired result 
in teaching English, which is guiding students to its successful acquisition, teachers 
have to be aware of and adhere to certain essentials. They need to take into account 
crucial factors such as classroom atmosphere, classroom management, tolerance, 
patience, passion and other aspects. 
. Assessment and Student Performance 
From the interviews with the instructors (jar which see Appendix K, section D, 
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questions 1 to 5 at pp.279-289) it was shown from the interviews that the instructors 
had different views on the assessment of student performance. That they tried 
different assessment methods to help students' learning. But some of the assessment 
methods may not have been planned well or scoring or criteria measurement was not 
appropriate and this may have caused the students to complain about the tests and that 
the exams results did not reflect their actual proficiency or ability to use English. 
More often they gave the impression that the students were better than they actually 
were. Different assessment methods have different strengths and weaknesses and 
some are more suited to the evaluation of certain types of learning outcome. The focus 
needs to be on making the results more reliable. For example, instructors can use 
assessment tools like writing tasks, project work, presentation and communication tasks 
to measure grammar knowledge indirectly. It is necessary to have a detailed 
knowledge of the students and the extent of their learning so that this knowledge and 
understanding can be used to their benefit. 
In addition, the results showed that some of the instructors did not assign 
homework to their students. Homework should reinforce and make definite something 
learnt or explored in class. Homework also helps the students to prepare for activities 
that will occur in the classroom. They must also be able to apply previous learning to 
enable them to complete these assignments which again adds to their knowledge. 
6.2.3.3 Students 
Course Aims and Objectives 
Concerning the students, the data showed (for which see section 5.5.2.2, question 1, 
p. 92 and Appendix L, question 1, pp. 294, 303, 312, 321, 330, 338, 347, 356, 364, 373, 
382, 391, 399, 408, 417, 426, 434, 442 and 450) the following table provides a brief 
summary of the results of the students' questionnaires. The students were asked to 
indicate whether the 20 courses fully met the stated aims of the course and whether the 
20 courses fulfilled the objectives of developing their ability in the listed activities. 
The overall average percentages shown "in Table 6,1 arec the results -obtained.when "the 
"Strongly Agree" and "Agree" columns were added together. 
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Table 6.1 A summary of the responses showing whether the students considered 
the 20 courses fully met the stated aims of the course and fulfilled the 
b. . fd I . h . bT h r d o »Jechves o eve opmg t e1r a 1 Ity m t e 1ste skills. 
Skills English Training Courses Percentage Percentage 
SA and A SA and A 
(Aims) (Objectives) 
Listening Courses English Listening Training ( l) 85.2% 79.2% 
English Listening Training (2) 92.9% 83.5% 
English Conversation/Speaking ( l) 94.1% 93.1% 
English Conversation/Speaking (2) 91.7% 90.5% 
English Conversation/Speaking (3) 85.2% 75.9% 
Speaking Courses English Conversation/Speaking (4) 96% 82% 
English Conversation/Speaking (5) 96% 67.3% 
English Conversation/Speaking (6) 88.9% 67.2% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (l) 93.8% 94.4% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) 94.6% 91.9% 
Reading Courses Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) 90.6% 92.5% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 4) 91.7% 94.2% 
English Writing (l) 80% 78.4% 
Writing Courses English Writing (2) 84% 79.2% 
English Writing (3) 100% 76.1% 
English Writing (4) 100% 81% 
English Grammar (l) 72.7% 77% 
Grammar English Grammar (2) 100% 94.6% 
Courses English Grammar & Practice (3) 96.3% 89.4% 
English Grammar & Practice (4) 94.4% 87.3% 
Concerning the students, the data showed (for which see section 5.5.2.2, 
question 2, pp. 92-93 and Appendix L, question 2, pp. 294-295, 303-304, 312-313, 
321-322, 330-331, 338-339, 347-348, 356-357, 364-365, 373-374, 382-383, 391-392, 
399-400, 408-409, 417-418, 426, 434-435, 442-443 and 450-451) that the majority of 
the students expressed a very positive view on the course aims and objectives. The 
less positive responses appear in the courses mentioned below against the listed 
statements. For example: 
Listening Courses: "Listen extensively to radio, TV stations, movies, songs, etc ... 
and understand them" students regarded this as the least achieved objective in the 
English Listening ( 1) course. 
Speaking Courses: "Speak at a normal speed, without hesitation, repetition or 
self-correction, and with smooth use of connected speech" and "Feel confident when 
_speaking English tQ J?tl:}.ers'' ,~lis:J~e_Q the_ Jea~t a<::hi~ye,d objec:~iv,e _ _in th~ ~ll~li§h 
conversation (5) and (6) courses. Similarly in the English conversation (3) and (4) 
courses, "Engage in conversation with people whose native language is English" 
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elicited the least achieved objective. 
Writing Courses: "Write a draft of a paragraph" elicited the least achieved objective 
in the English writing (3) course. 
When the students were asked to select a competence level, the data showed (for 
which see section 5.5.2.2, question 3, p.93 and Appendix L, question 3, pp. 295, 304, 
313, 322, 331, 339, 348, 357, 365, 374, 381, 392, 400, 409 and 418) which they 
considered best described their competence level following their completion of the 20 
courses they responded most positively in respect of achieving the Elementary level of 
GEPT but felt markedly less competent at Intermediate level. The results when the 
Very Competent and Competent scores are added together are set in Table 6.2 the 
question was: "Can you pass the following skills of the GEPT at Elementary level or 
at Intermediate level?". 
Table 6.2 A summary of the responses indicating the competence level as 
measured at Elementary or Intermediate level of GEPT which best 
described the respondents competence level following their completion 
0 fth 20E r h e ng11s courses 
Skills English Training Courses Percentage Percentage 
VCandC VCandC 
(Elementary Level) (Intermediate Level) 
Listening Skills English Listening Training (1) 63% 14.8% 
English Listening Training (2) 64.3% 25% 
Eng I ish Conversation/Speaking ( 1) 58.8% 14.7% 
English Conversation/Speaking (2) 63.9% 16.7% 
English Conversation/Speaking (3) 63% 14.8% 
Speaking Skills English Conversation/Speaking ( 4) 64% 16% 
English Conversation/Speaking (5) 62.5% 20.8% 
English Conversation/Speaking (6) 63% 22.2% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) 65.5% 18.7% 
Reading Skills Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) 62.2% 18.9% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) 66.7% 20.8% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 4) 66.7% 20.8% 
English Writing (1) 48% 12% 
Writing Skills English Writing (2) 48% 12% 
English Writing (3) 52.2% 13% 
English Writing (4) 56.5% 21.7% 
The least positive results were recorded against writing skills - English writing 
cOurses - (1 ), (2), (3) -and-( 4) -where -the combined VC ~ (very competent) and 
C (competent) scores amounted to only 48%, 48%, 52.2% and 56.5% in the 
"Elementary Level" column. The writing courses appear to be the most difficult for 
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the students. All the results in the "Intermediate Level" column tend to show that the 
students have a very limited confidence in their overall English proficiency. 
Course Content and Materials 
Concerning the students, Table 6.3 (for which see section 5.5.2.3, question I, 
pp.93-94 and Appendix L, section B, question I, pp. 295-296, 304-305, 3I3-3I4, 
322-323, 33I-332, 339-340, 348-349, 357-458, 365-366, 374-375, 38I-382, 392-393, 
400-40I, 409-4IO, 4I8-4I9, 427-428, 435-436, 443-444 and 45I-452) shows a brief 
summary of the questionnaire responses obtained from the students. In question one the 
students were asked in regard to all 20 English training courses to indicate their views 
on the courses content and materials by reference to a series of statements. The grid 
SA- Strongly Agree/ A- Agree/D - Disagree/SO - Strongly Disagree was used. 
Table 6.3 A summary of the students responses indicating by reference to various 
statements the views of the respondents on the 20 English training 
courses content and materials when the Strongly Agree and Agree 
I dd d t th co umns are a e oge er. 
Skills English Training Courses Percentage 
SA and A 
Listening Courses E{lglish Listening Training ( 1) 64.6% 
English Listening Training (2) 78.3% 
E{lgl ish Conversation!~eaki{lg ( 1) 92.4% 
English Conversation/Speaking (2) 88.5% 
E{lglish Conversation!~eaki{lg (3) 72.5% 
Speaking Courses English Conversation/Speaking (4) 76.9% 
E{lglish Conversation/S_IJ_eaking_ (5) 74.4% 
English Conversation/Speaking (6) 67.5% 
Vocabulary & Readin_g_ Com_Qrehension (I) 80.1% 
Reading Courses Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) 81.8% 
Vocabulary & Readi~!S_ Com_IJrehension (3) 69.6% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 4) 70.8% 
English Writing (1) 76.9% 
Writing Courses English Writing (2) 77.4% 
E{lglish Writing (3) 73.9% 
English Writing (4) 76.1% 
E{lglish Grammar (1) 66.9% 
Grammar Courses English Grammar (2) 84.8% 
English Grammar & Practice (3) 77.3% 
English Grammar & Practice ( 4) 78.4% 
The. majority of students were very positive in the views they expressed on 
cou-rs-es~ c(;fi!ent and 'inaterials~ . Te-ss"posittve 'responses Were recorded~ in respecfof ilie 
listed statements in some courses. For example: "The students had difficulty in 
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following the course materials", "The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the 
course-books to improve our listening skills" and "All the activities and materials used 
in class contribute to the development of my English proficiency in the same language 
areas" the students did not agree so positively with these statements in the listening (1) 
and (2) courses. The same less positive result was revealed in other courses such as: 
speaking, reading, writing and grammar. 
When asked to specify the course content and materials which they found most 
unhelpful and to indicate why they found them unhelpful the following is a summary of 
some of the students responses: (for which see section 5.5.2.3, question 3, p. 95 and 
Appendix L, section B, question 3, pp. 297, 306, 315, 324, 333, 341, 350, 358, 367, 
375-376, 385, 394, 342, 411, 420, 428, 436, 444 and 452) 
Listening Courses: "The content and materials were too dense and as a result the pace 
was too fast". 
Speaking Courses: "The content and materials were focused on American culture, 
I hope we can learn more things about our own culture, such as: festival etc", "The level 
of the course book is too easy" and "We are now third year students, we are supposed to 
develop formal presentation skills". 
Reading Courses: "The teacher didn't bring other authentic materials to improve our 
reading skills", "I don't like the questions and answers in the book they tend to be 
boring" and "The stories were boring they were not related to daily life themes". 
Writing Courses: "The teacher gave us too much to take in and it couldn't be 
absorbed". 
Grammar Courses: "we were only taught 3 units for a whole semester", "The content 
and materials were too difficult I think it wasn't right for my level", "The materials did 
not allow for sufficient opportunity to practice grammar knowledge", "Explanations 
proviOed in the book were riot detailed" and "The teacher gave us too much 'tO take in 
and it couldn't be absorbed". 
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In the grammar (1) course the students indicated that they were taught only 3 units 
for a whole semester. They also indicated that a new instructor was brought in to teach 
the course during the semester. It meant that the course objectives were not as 
coherent as they could or should have been. The course book for grammar (1) and (2) 
courses was considered too difficult for year 1 students. In the interview with the 
grammar (1) course instructor it was stated that the course book is probably more 
suitable to be taught to students who are in their year 2. It appears that there should be 
more communication tasks in the courses which would enable the students to learn what 
grammar is, since exploration and the learning of language systems tend to get the 
students to develop language awareness. 
Also it was found that a number of the students considered that the content and 
materials were too dense, the pace was too fast and as a result they could not absorb the 
content of the lessons. Yet in speaking skills, the students indicated that the course 
books were too easy. The students recommended that the instructors should seek to 
improve their discussion skills, argument skills, and their ability to use classroom 
language not just for developing their presentation skills. They should have the 
students engage in natural conversations and different kinds of communication activities. 
In terms of writing skills, the results revealed that some students could not write various 
types of paragraph or indeed understand the various writing strategies. 
In respect to course books, Cunningsworth (1995, p.7) summanzes the role 
materials (particularly course books) play in language teaching as: 
• a resource for presentation materials 
• a source of activities for learner practice and communicative interaction 
• a reference source for learners on grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, and 
so on 
• a source of stimulation and ideas for classroom activities 
• a syllabus (where they reflect learning objectives that have already been 
determined) 
• a support for less experienced teachers who have yet to gain in confidence 
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Overall the results tended to show that the students thought the course books 
provided did not have sufficient content for language skills development. They also 
expressed a need for more interesting topics based learning with events taken from daily 
life situations. Topics should be related to their own culture, daily life routine and 
customs they felt. 
- Course Conduct and Teaching-Learning Process 
Table 6.4 provides a summary of the responses from the students to the 
questionnaires on course conduct and teaching-learning process. In the first question 
the students were asked to indicate in terms of the frequency of occurrence what stated 
teaching techniques and activities took place during the 20 English training courses. (for 
which see section 5.5.2.4, question 1, p. 95 and Appendix L, section C, question 1, pp. 
297-298, 306-307, 315-316, 324-325, 333-334, 341-342, 350-351, 359-360, 367-368, 
376-377, 385-386, 394-395, 402-403, 411-412, 420-421, 428-429, 436-437, 444-445 
and 453-454) 
Table 6.4 A summary of the student responses indicating, in terms of frequency of 
occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities, the views of the 
students on the conduct and teaching-learning process of the 20 English 
t dd' th I d II It rammg courses - a mg_ e a ways an usua y resu s. 
Skills English Training Courses Percentage 
Always and Usually 
Listening Courses English Listening Training ( 1) 62.2% 
English Listening Training (2) 68.9% 
English Conversation/Speaking ( 1) 86.8% 
English Conversation/Speaking (2) 83.1% 
English Conversation/Speaking (3) 72.2% 
Speaking Courses English Conversation/Speaking (4) 73.2% 
English Conversation/Speaking (5) 64.6% 
English Conversation/Speaking (6) 67.4% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 1) 60.3% 
Reading Courses Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) 64.3% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) 65.8% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 4) 70.4% 
English Writing (1) 65.6% 
Writing Courses English Writing (2) 68% 
English Writing (3) 74.3% 
English Writing ( 4) 72.2% 
English Grammar (I) 52.7% 
Grammar English Grammar (2) 76% 
Courses English Grammar & Practice(3) ·- 79.3% 
English Grammar & Practice ( 4) 72.2% 
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It can be seen that the majority of the students expressed positive results towards 
the course conduct and teaching-learning process questions. Less positive percentage 
scores were recorded against the following statements: 
- the teacher used only English in class 
- I used only English in class 
- the teacher used different ways to group students in the classroom (pair work, 
group work, individual work and whole-class work 
- the teach set up rules and routines were clear 
- the teacher checked the students' learning and made sure all the students were 
taking part in the activities 
- the teacher presented tasks in an interesting and enthusiastic way which made the 
tasks seem achievable to the students 
- the teacher increased the student' self-confidence in language learning 
- when needed the teacher was available for guidance and advice 
In the question 2 the students were also asked what they found was the most 
useful helpful teaching process used. The students generally expressed highly positive 
opinions about the teaching learning process. 
In the question 3 the students were also asked to indicate which teaching-learning 
methodology should/could be used and they indicated that practice (for example, more 
presentations, discussion and video viewing), teacher feedback, homework, class work, 
peer correction, use of visual materials, dictation, role play and whole English classes 
should be used or increased and that more TOEIC and GEPT practice would be 
considered useful. (for which see section 5.5.2.4, questions 2 and 3, pp. 96-97 and 
Appendix L, section C, questions 2 and 3, pp. 298, 307, 316, 325, 334, 342, 351, 360, 
368, 377-378, 386, 395, 403, 412, 421-422, 429-430, 438, 445-446 and 452) 
In the question 4 the students were also asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their instructors. The results showed that overall the quality of teaching 
was ihouglit to be good. For eX'ample: the ·iristruct()t is Very hard' working, -provides 
clear explanations of the contexts to the exercises and situations under study, is well 
prepared and provides a lot of information and extra material to enhance our English. 
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In the question 5 the students were then asked to comment on what they 
perceived as particular weaknesses of their teachers. Table 6.5 shows a summary 
report of the students' comments or perceptions of particular weaknesses of their 
teachers. (for which see section 5.5.2.4, questions 4 and 5, p. 97 and Appendix L, 
section C, questions 4 and 5, pp. 299, 307-308, 316-317, 326, 335, 343, 352, 360-361, 
369, 377-378, 386-387, 395-396, 403-404, 413, 422, 430, 438-439, 447 and 454-455) 
Table 6.5 A summary report of the students' comments on what they perceive as 
k · th · · t t r th 20 E r h t wea nesses m e1r ms rue ors rom e n_gJIS rammg courses 
1. the teacher does not always follow the schedule properly and this can be disruptive 
2. the teacher is sometimes not sufficiently understanding_ of the students limitations 
3. the teacher does not always appreciate what students want or need to make the point of the lesson 
more understandable 
4. there should be more quizzes 
5. the teacher is too serious. She should be more active 
6. the teacher needs to niake sure that we have completed our answers to the questions set in the course 
book 
7. the teacher needs to teach us more about actual reading rather than just reading and anaJysing text 
8. the teacher should give students more time to read the passages first before he eJSQlains the whole text 
9. the teacher is very nice but I suggest that he should be more strict and push students harder especially 
getting us to read outside materials 
10. suggest that the teacher can use of visual materials, such as pictures, posters, charts, maps or 
overhead projector (OHP) to enhance interest in our learnir~g_ 
11. the teacher did not complete the whole book 
12. reading comprehension is not emphasized 
13. the teacher should try to encourage us to speak more English in class 
14. teaching method in the classroom should be varied otherwise the same methods tend to become 
boring 
15. the teaching method is mainly book-based 
16. the teacher doesn't always correct our errors 
17. insufficient focus 
18. the teacher wasn't so organized to lessons 
19. the teacher was inpatient when we couldn't understand her __ guestions 
20. the criteria of quizzes and tests set too high and too strict 
21. the teacher is a man of moods 
22. the teacher does not always explain the content of the listening part when we listen to the CD 
23. the interaction between the students should be improved 
23. teachers need to provide comments or suggestions on students' presentation or speech, on the other 
hand, we should be told to get speak better and express our ideas more fluently and accurately 
Peregoy and Boyle (1997, p.102) stated on different teaching methodology: 
"Practice in any one process contributes to the overall reservoir of second 
/anguag!?-_. knowledge,. which is then. ~vailable for other acts. of listening, 
speaking, reading ~-,.-·writing~- ;For" thi/ reason, it is" iniporiani ·ro --provide 
abundant exposure to functional, meaningful uses of both oral and written 
language for all learners. " 
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- Assessment and Student Performance 
The data on the students evaluation of the assessment methods used in the courses 
demonstrated that the majority considered that the assessment methods were generally 
effective. (for which see section 5.5.2.5, question 1, pp. 97-98 and Appendix L, section 
D, question 1, pp. 299-300, 308, 317-318, 326-327, 335-336, 343-344, 352-353, 361, 
369-370, 378-379, 387-388, 396-397, 404, 413-414, 422-423, 431, 439-440, 447 and 
455) 
Less positive responses were recorded against some of the statements in some 
courses. The statements and courses referred to are set out below: 
"The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual proficiency in ability to use 
English", "The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had done and what you 
still needed to work on", "The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 
performance in the assignment/quizzes, exams", "The teacher chose different materials 
or activities in order to assess your language skills" and "your language skills have been 
correctly evaluated". (English Listening (1) course, English Conversation (3), (5) 
and (6) courses, English Reading (1), (2) and (4) courses, English Writing (1) and (2) 
courses and English Grammar (1) course.) 
When the students were asked about a number of assessment tools and whether 
they were effective in assessing their performance they responded as detailed in the 
following table showing in respect of each course the assessment tools they considered 
most effective. (jor which see section 5.5.2.5, questions 2, p. 98 and Appendix L, section 
D, question 2, pp. 300, 309, 318, 327, 336, 344, 353, 362, 370, 379, 388, 397, 405, 414, 
423, 432, 440, 447-448 and 456) 
Table 6.6 A summary report of the responses indicating the views of the students 
on the most effective tools for assessm_g_ their _l!_erformances 
English Training Courses Tools considered most effective 
English Listening Training ( 1) Midterm Exam, Einal Exam, Class _Q_erformance 
English Listening Training (2) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, Participation and 
~ . ~~ · --· ··· f· · ·· ~ •. - ·· .. ~ ·· ··. · • Attendance, Oral rtjl_ort- c-- - · .. -~ ,,. 
English Conversation/Speaking (I) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, Class performance, 
Participation and Attendance 
English Conversationl~eaking (2) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, ParticiQation and 
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Attendance 
English Conversation/Speaking (3) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, Class performance, 
Oral report 
English Conversation/Speaking ( 4) Midterm Exam, Final Exam 
English Conversation/Speaking (5) Class performance, Participation and attendance, 
Oral report 
English Conversation/Speaking (6) Class performance, Participation and attendance, 
Oral report 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, Participation and 
attendance 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, Oral report 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, Class performance 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 4) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, Class performance 
English Writing ( 1) Mid, Final Exam, Homework/assignment, 
Class performance 
English Writing (2) Final Exam, Homework/assignment, 
Class performance 
English Writing (3) Mid, Final Exam, Homework/assignment, 
Class performance and Participation and Attendance 
English Writing ( 4) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, Participation and 
Attendance 
English Grammar (1) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, Class performance 
English Grammar (2) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, Participation and 
Attendance 
English Grammar & Practice (3) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, Participation and 
Attendance 
English Grammar & Practice (4) Midterm Exam, Final Exam, Participation and 
Attendance 
The students were also asked what other assessment methods did they think could 
help measure their performance and in summary they commented as follows: (for which 
see section 5.5.2.5, question 3, p. 99 and Appendix L, section D, question 3, pp. 300-301, 
309, 318-319, 328, 336-337, 344, 354, 362, 370, 379, 389, 397, 405, 415, 424, 432, 440, 
448 and456) 
the teacher could randomly ask students questions to assess whether they had 
gained sufficient from the lessons or the particular point in the lesson in order to 
assess how much they have learnt 
- there should be more GEPT or TOEIC practice 
- there should be more quizzes 
- more homework, out of class tasks should be given 
- the teacher could do some co-operative learning activities to work together and 
complete some tasks 
- .the Jeacher .could. assign individual_students to take turns. fpr a sh()rt Ja)~ in the 
class 
- role play and drama and interview method (1 to 1) conversation should be more 
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widespread 
- peer evaluation in student assessment 
in-class performance should be taken into consideration more and during the 
speaking exams 
- each student can be given a topic to have a speech in class to assess whether 
he/she had gained sufficient from the lessons or the particular point in the lesson 
in order to assess how much they have learn 
- memorize a dialogue and act it out 
- reading aloud should be used as an assessment tool 
- ask students to think about how they read from the texts 
- the teacher could prepare some translation passages for us to translate; it might be 
a good way to assess our writing 
- there should be more picture writing practice 
- the teacher could assess how students explain grammar points and make sure they 
all understand. 
- the teacher could use writing tasks, project work or communicative type of tasks 
to measure grammar indirect! y 
- make a grammar point through a presentation 
- read newspaper articles or reading a passage to explain the grammar tenses 
- design more oral activities to test our grammar knowledge 
It emerged that the students were keen for the instructors to use a variety of 
assessment methods rather than sticking exclusively to the traditional mid or end term 
exams or both. 
The reference by the students to more multi-faceted assessment tools provides 
food for thought for the instructors who could explore more enriching more accurate 
and more probing assessment techniques. 
6.2.3.4 Alumni 
-- · Course Aims and Objectives 
The tables 5.128 to 5.132 in (Appendix M, section A, question 1, pp. 458-461) 
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show the perception which the alumni had of their competence levels in each of the four 
language skills assessed before and after they took the courses. The grid for assessment 
was "Very Competent", "Competent", "Partially Competent" and "Not Competent". The 
response was made in respect of a series of statements set out in the questionnaire. Table 
6.7 presents a synoptic summary of these perceptions when the "Very Competent" and 
"Competent" columns were totalled .. 
Table 6. 7 A summary of the perceptions of alumni on their competence levels in 
respect of the four English language skills before and after taking the 
English training courses when the very competent and competent 
I dd d t th co umns were a e oge er 
Courses Before Taking the After Taking the 
Courses Courses 
Listening Courses 25.2% 87.5% 
Speaking Courses 0% 75% 
Reading Courses 27% 85.4% 
Writing Courses 8.3% 60.4% 
Grammar Courses 12.5% 68.8% 
The results show that in the writing and grammar courses there was a perception 
of least improvement. The statements "write various paragraph types and be familiar 
with the strategies for doing so", "explain the form and use of a variety of grammatical 
structures" and "use a variety of grammatical structures correctly in writing and 
appropriately in verbal communication" elicited the least positive assessments in terms 
of improvement or competence. 
Course Content and Materials 
Concerning the alumni (for which see Appendix M, section B, questions 1 to 3, 
pp.461-465) generally expressed a positive response towards courses content and 
materials in all 20 courses. However, the data also supported the view that the course 
materials should be more aligned with the course objectives. Also that the content of the 
course materials should be presented in a more coherent way and that they should be 
more pertinent and appropriate as practice materials for the GEPT exams. Instructors 
were also urged to make sure that the courses content did not overlap so that the same 
material or topic was not replicated in different courses. The alumni also considered that 
the course materials should involve more task based activities in order to stimulate their 
English language learning and that the skill levels and knowledge awareness needed to 
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be carefully considered when course books were being chosen. 
The data results showed variant views among the alumni' concerning their 
perceptions on the course books used in the AED. It appears clear that some course 
books are considered as not sufficiently motivating and interesting to meet the needs 
and interests of the students. They hoped that the course books and materials could be 
more carefully chosen to help them in gaining communicative competency and the 
necessary language skills needed for their chosen careers. 
Course Conduct and Teaching-Learning Process 
Concerning the alumni (for which see Appendix M, section C, questions 1-5, pp. 
465-469) generally were satisfied with the instructors performance in connection with 
course conduct and the teaching-learning process in the 20 English training courses. 
They highlighted that the instructors were hardworking, creative and supportive and 
assigned them different tasks to enhance their speaking and listening. To a lesser 
extent their writing skills. The lessons stimulated their understanding in English, and 
the instructors used visual materials and generally created the English environment in 
which to encourage the students to learn English. 
Their views on teaching-learning methodology which should/could be used to the 
best advantage of the students in the English training courses included suggestions that 
there be more pairwork, groupwork and project work. That instructors needed to 
develop the students' discussion and argumentation skills. That they needed to use 
various forms of speech, for example, daily conversation, discussion, role-play, and 
presentation skills. All used with the aim of having the students speak in class and not 
be afraid to do so. This was highlighted as being particularly important as there was 
little opportunity for students to practice English outside and away from the classroom. 
They made clear that the instructors being proficient in English language was not 
enough as they had to have the additional ability, interest and teaching awareness to be 
able' to use appropriate· teaching techniques· for advancing ·the learning;· interest, ability 
and commitment of the students. Keeping the interest of the students in difficult 
language classes was important otherwise they were apt to disengage and not 
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concentrate. 
The result of the questionnaires showed that there was concern from a majority of 
the alumni in that they expected a whole English environment to be created. They 
expected English to be the whole language of the classroom but were disappointed that 
some instructors did not use English very much in the classroom which meant less 
exposure to the language in all its possible classroom contexts. For example simple 
tasks like asking the instructor for help, asking for something to be repeated, checking 
for comprehension were all lost opportunities for language use. Also they were lost 
opportunities for the students to gain further confidence in the use of the language. 
Assessment and Student Performance 
Concerning all the alumni (for which see Appendix M, section D, questions 1 to 3, 
pp. 469-471) expressed positive views on the assessment of student performance in the 
20 English training courses. 
Some alumni however went on to point out that "the quiz/exam results didn't 
demonstrate their actual proficiency in their ability to use English" and they felt that 
instructors perhaps needed to consider designing assessment methods which had the 
effect of providing a more student specific assessment at more frequent intervals so that 
gaps in knowledge or lack of understanding of particular parts of the syllabus were 
noted early and remedial action taken to bring knowledge up to the appropriate standard. 
It was further thought that the use of presentation and participation in the classroom 
worked to the benefit of students in that the students were actually speaking in class and 
could get high marks when they worked hard and prepared well. 
In the reading courses alumni indicated that they felt they did not get enough 
quizzes during the actual courses. They should have liked to have been given more 
quizzes and allocated more marks through these than through exams. The fact they 
passed the exams did not, they considered, reflect their actual English ability. 
On the writing courses the alumni tended to complain that the assessment criteria 
was too strict. For example, "I buy some fruits in the supermarket yesterday" here 
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they stated that if the tense was wrong the whole sentence was marked as wrong. They 
got no credit for the actual structure of the sentence. They felt that this strict approach 
affected their self-esteem and confidence and caused some of them to become even 
more reticent in their writing. 
Overall the alumni expressed a positive attitude towards the use of the Midterm 
Exam, Final Exam and Oral report assessments as a means of measuring their 
performance. 
As regards improvements the alumni put forward some suggestions such as: 
there should be more focus on individual student progress, each student could be 
assigned homework such as to translate part of an internet page, magazine or article 
from a newspaper, there could also be more weekly assignments and essays all of which 
they felt were probably better ways of measuring individual learning. Portfolio 
compilation was also considered a very useful way for the instructors to assess 
individual students' learning. The portfolio could be a collection of the student's work 
and could serve to assist the student and the instructor to make judgments about the 
student's learning progress. All in all the alumni considered that so long as the 
instructors could make assessment methods more appropriate for the particular learning 
outcomes that would be a better goal rather than one off, moment in time assessments, 
which may not provide all that is needed to be known about a students knowledge and 
which may not fairly reflect what they know. 
6.2.4 Product Evaluation 
In this section the data in respect of each group (directors, instructors, students, 
alumni and employers) is discussed There were a number of important issues from both 
the questionnaire and interview data which the respondents raised under the general 
questions/comments sections. 
6.2.4.1 Directors 
From the interview with the directors (for which see Appendix J, section B, 
question 13 at p. 244) were keen to show that their interest and concern for the AED 
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focused generally on having competent well-trained, methodology astute instructors 
who were able to compile proper syllabuses with a coherent, incremental course scheme. 
Also they were keen to foster and develop feedback mechanisms on the instructors and 
not just based on the evaluation sheets completed by the students but extending to, 
perhaps, observing the instructors and providing constructive feedback. 
6.2.4.2 Instructors 
From the interviews with the instructors (for which see Appendix K, section E, 
question 1 at pp.290-292) suggested that (1) students with different proficiency levels 
should not be put into the same class. They considered that there was a tension between 
the more proficient and the less proficient in that one group was waiting for the other to 
catch up and the course tended to move at the pace of the least able in the class which 
caused the more able to get bored and disinterested; (2) another instructor in the class 
would help to provide peer evaluation in student assessment which would be more 
beneficial to the students; (3) students needed to be more aware of and more alert to 
the transfer or knitting together of knowledge and information gleaned in one course to 
other courses. They needed to move away from compartmentalisation of knowledge and 
skills and understand that language acquisition is a whole exercise not component based; 
(4) it would be useful to pilot course materials before introducing them. That way it 
might be possible to avoid a waste of resources, money and time; and (5) students 
should make a better effort to be more active and participate in class. 
6.2.4.3 Students 
The following table shows (for which see section 5.5.2.6, question 1, p.99 and 
Appendix L, section E, question 1, pp. 301, 310, 319, 328, 337, 345, 354, 362, 371, 380, 
389, 398, 406, 415, 424, 432, 440, 448 and 457) in summary form the ways in which 
the students considered that the 20 English training courses might be improved. There is 
a fairly wide variety of views possibly explained by the varying ability and attitudes of 
the student body. Overall the views were more positive than critical. 
Table 6.8 A summary report of the ways in which the 20 English training courses 
could be improved 
I Listening Courses 
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1. the Studio Classroom magazine is too difficult and should be either used more selectively or not used 
at all 
2. there should be more speaking with greater emphasis on expressing ideas more fluently and 
accurately in English 
3. the teaching pace is too fast with insufficient emphasis on benchmarking progress and achievement. 
There is too much taught too quickly to allow students to sufficiently absorb the full point(s) of each 
lesson 
Speaking Courses 
1. the teacher could ask students to repeat what had been said, perhaps by saying it again and this would 
help learning when something is not clear or particularly complicated. 
2. there should be more speaking and greater emphasis on expressing ideas more fluently and accurately 
in English 
3. there should be more video viewing 
4. there should be more teacher corrections 
5. the teacher should be more active 
6. the teacher should use an easier way to explain instructions because we didn't understand him a lot of 
the time and were not confident to ask him to repeat 
7. I think students should be able to accomplish a task, such as conveying a telephone message obtaining 
information, or expressing an opinion, the lessons in this course are too easy 
8. the teaching method in the classroom should be varied, the same methods tend to become boring 
Readin!f Courses 
1. I would like the teacher to assess our reading ability by giving more quizzes, it might be a way to force 
students to study harder 
2. group work is a great idea to work as a team but some students don't contribute equally to their 
preparation. I think the teacher can try to single out these individuals 
3. the teacher should design more interesting activities to motivate the students' learning 
Writing Courses 
1. we would like the teacher to assess our writing ability by giving more homework or quizzes 
2. there is too much taught too quickly to allow students to sufficiently absorb the full point(s) of each 
lesson 
3. there should be more translation of passages 
4. the teacher should teach from simple to complex 
Grammar Courses 
1. the teacher didn't check students' learning 
2. the teacher could assess how students explain grammar points and make sure they all understand 
3. the teacher could use writing tasks, project work or communicative type of tasks to measure grammar 
indirectly 
4. the teacher could be more organized in teaching grammar points. Sometimes he forgets what he taught 
in the last lesson 
5. the teaching pace is too fast 
The students were asked a number of questions about whether the 20 English 
training courses were what they expected them to be (question 2), and whether they met 
their needs (question 4) and should the courses be designed to overlap with or 
complement each other (question 6). The resulting data is summarized in Table 6.9. (for 
which section 5.5.2.6, p. 99 and Appendix L, section E, pp. 301, 310, 319, 328, 337, 345, 
354~355, 363, 371, 380, 389; 398, 406;·415, 424, 433, 440=441, 448~449 and 457) 
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Table 6.9 A summary report of whether the 20 English training courses were 
what the students expected them to be; whether the courses met their 
needs; and whether the courses should be designed to overlap with or 
I t h th comp1emen eac 0 er 
Question 2 Question 4 Question 6 
English Training Courses Yes No Yes No Yes No 
English Listening Training (1) 74.1% 25.9% 66.7% 33.3% 70.4% 29.6% 
English Listening Training (2) 78.6% 21.4% 82.1% 17.9% 64.3% 35.7% 
English Conversation/Speaking (I) 94.1% 5.9% 88.2% 11.8% 64.7% 35.3% 
English Conversation/Speaking (2) 66.7% 22.2% 66.7% 22.2% 61.1% 38.9% 
English Conversation/Speaking (3) 87% 13% 87% 13% 65.2% 34.8% 
English Conversation/Speaking (4) 80% 20% 76% 24% 68% 32% 
English Conversation/Speaking (5) 75% 25% 79.2% 20.8% 54.2% 45.8% 
English Conversation/Speaking (6) 77.8% 22.2% 77.8% 22.2% 66.7% 33.3% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (I) 75% 25% 78.1% 21.9% 62.5% 37.5% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) 83.8% 16.2% 75.7% 24.3% 59.5% 40.5% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) 75% 25% 75% 25% 62.5% 37.5% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 4) 75% 25% 83.3% 16.7% 70.8% 29.2% 
English Writing ( 1) 76% 24% 80% 20% 68% 32% 
English Writing (2) 76% 24% 84% 16% 76% 24% 
English Writing (3) 87% 13% 87% 13% 65.2% 34.8% 
English Writing ( 4) 87% 13% 82.6% 17.4% 65.2% 34.8% 
English Grammar (1) 36.4% 63.6% 36.4% 63.6% 60.6% 39.4% 
English Grammar (2) 92.5% 7.5% 92.5% 7.5% 62.5% 37.5% 
English Grammar & Practice (3) 70.4% 29.6% 77.8% 22.2% 85.2% 14.8% 
English Grammar & Practice (4) 75% 25% 72.2% 27.8% 83.8% 16.7% 
The results support a mainly positive finding. The more negative comments are 
set out in summary form in Tables 6.10 and 6.11. (jor which see section 5.5.2.6, 
questions 3 and 5, p. 99 and Appendix L, section E, questions 3 and 5, pp. 301, 310, 319, 
328, 337, 345, 354-355, 363, 371, 380, 389, 398, 406, 415, 424, 433, 440-441, 448-449 
and 457). Again these show a mixture of views some of which may be connected with 
student ability and student/instructor issues. 
Table 6.10 A summary report of the students' "negative" comments on whether the 
20 English trammg courses were what they expected them to be? 
Listening Courses 
I. The pace and schedule was too fast 
2. The teacher did not complete the whole book 
3. The teacher tended to flit from book to book 
4. The lessons were somewhat boring 
Speaking Courses 
I. The teacher did not complete some parts of lessons or the whole book. 
2. I still can't pass the GEPT Elementary level 
3. The teacher used different books all the time 
4. I can't use appropriate vocabulary in its proper context 
5. I didn't improve my speaking skills 
6. I lacked interest in the course because I did not like the method followed i ___ , schedule is so s-to~ . ~ " : . . -- • ---~-. -. . . . . . - ·--
8. The courses didn't help us develop the ability to produce grammatically correct sentences 
9. I didn't improve my discussing skills 
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Readinl( Courses 
I. The exams don't help me learn better 
2. The seating plan is not appropriate 
3. The teacher did not complete the whole book 
4. There was no differing levels of ability catered for instruction was the same for all levels of ability in the 
class 
5. The lessons were somewhat boring 
Writinl( Courses 
I. I think the quizzes and tests don't reflect my ability 
2. the teacher doesn't speak in English all the time 
3. I can't identify mistakes when I write a paragraph 
4. the pace and schedule is too fast 
5. I can't use the correct forms to express the right tenses 
6. I can't put words together in correct word order 
7. we can't note down various ideas 
8. we can't use tenses correctly 
9. the course book was too difficult 
Grammar Courses 
I. the teacher did not complete the whole book 
2. it is not like a grammar course it is a translation course 
3. the lessons were not coherent and the teacher always skips to different sections. 
4. I don't think I learnt enough grammar knowledge from this course 
5. the lessons were somewhat boring 
6. the pace and schedule is too fast 
The various responses to questions 4 and 5 are set m summary report form in 
Table 6.11. 
Table 6.11 A summary report of the students' "negative" comments on - do they 
th · k th 20 E r h t t th · d ? lD e ngJIS rammg courses me e1r nee s.
Listeninl( Courses 
I. Insufficient focus 
2. The course book was too difficult 
3. We are still afraid to speak English 
Speaking Courses 
I. we are still afraid to speak English 
2. I think that the grades I got from the exams do not reflect the reality much. I think I need to improve my 
speaking skills 
3. I still can't put words together in correct word order 
4. I can't make clear to the listener the main sentence constituents, such as subject, verb, object, by whatever 
means the language uses 
5. I can't make the main ideas stand out from supporting ideas or information 
Readinl( Courses 
I. there was no differing levels of ability catered for instruction was the same for all levels of ability in the 
class 
2. didn't know very clearly the idea of the meaning map of the text. We should learn how to use different 
ways of getting to the ideas of a piece - how to read between the lines 
3. the teacher needs to set the capacity of vocabulary for students -- -
4. we should learn how to use different ways of getting to the ideas of a piece- how to read between the 
lines 
5. the mid and final exams seemed to be really easy to pass. I feel I am in the high school. 
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6. we can't recognize basic syntactic patterns 
Writim~ Courses 
l. the course book was too difficult 
2. we can't use tenses correctly 
3. we can't identify the mistakes from my sentences 
4. we can't make the main sentence constituents, such as subject, verb, and object, clear to the reader 
5. the course book was too difficult 
6. we can't use tenses correctly 
7. insufficient focus 
8. we can't note down various ideas 
9. we can't make the text coherent 
Grammar Courses 
l. we think the teacher's method has insufficient focus. She tends to teach translation and interpretation. I 
don't feel I am in the grammar class 
2. we don't know what grammar is and how to use it properly 
3. the teacher is sometimes not sufficiently understanding of the students limitations 
4. the teacher never discussed the homework 
5. the course book was too difficult 
The students were also asked to indicate whether each course should be designed 
to overlap with or complement the other English training courses. There were a wide 
variety of comments. A summary report of the students views is set out in Table 6.12. 
(for which see section 5.5.2.6, question 7, p. 100 and Appendix L, section E, question 7, 
pp. 301-302, 310, 319, 328, 337, 345, 355, 363, 371, 380, 389, 398, 406, 415-416, 425, 
433, 441, 449 and 457) 
Table 6.12 A summary report of the students views on whether courses should be 
d . d t I 'th I h h estgne o over ap WI or complement eac ot er. 
I. we could transfer our knowledge and understanding more readily between classes if they complemented 
2. we could understand better if learning in one course fitted better with the other courses 
3. listening is related to speaking so both should be covered in classes which relate one to another 
4. English is a whole language, all the courses are mixed up, hence it is not easy to separate them and it 
would be better if the whole language were planned and taught as a coherent project 
5. we can transfer and use vocabulary from one course to the other. 
6. there should be overlap because we are able to develop otherwise we would continue to make the same 
mistakes 
7. they should go from simple to complex 
8. we can't avoid some skills in one course, those skills have to be somehow recycled or used in other 
courses like in reading and in writing courses 
9. overlap is fine because I can practice more 
10. they should be related, because we do reading in all the courses and we should be able to understand 
what we read 
11. we think what is learnt will heiQ in other courses 
12. it should be parallel between two courses in terms of objectives, content, activities and tasks 
13. we could transfer our grammar courses to writing skills 
14. if I am aware of grammar points then I will be able to use English properly 
• -: _-_:o •• • ~-~. _,__ 
-. ' --- - ~ ~ ... 
---
-.. 
To review whether there was overlap between courses I analyzed each course 
syllabus. The results showed that, except for the relationship between Grammar ( 1) to 
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Grammar ( 4) courses which was more in the nature of repetition than continuity, there 
was little cohesion or overlap between them. 
From the instructors and students' responses there are marked differences of view 
between those who deliver the courses and those who take them. The instructors 
express greater satisfaction in this regard. However, I believe that the teachers should 
consider all the courses as a whole and create solid links among them. On the one 
hand, there should be a gradual increase in the level of difficulty from simple to 
complex and to aid and achieve this there should be parallelism established among the 
courses to best enable students to transfer skills. The instructors should come together 
periodically and design (or at least discuss) the courses together to establish links in 
terms of content and materials, ways of teaching and assessment. 
The students were also asked if they were able to transfer/use the skills and/or 
information they had learned from one course into any of the other courses. The 
results are summarised in terms of "Yes" or "No" answers in Table 6.13. (for which see 
section 5.5.2.6, question 8, p. 100 and Appendix L, section E, question 8, pp. 302, 310, 
319, 328-329, 337, 347, 355, 363, 372, 380, 390, 398, 406, 416, 425, 433, 441, 449 and 
457) 
Table 6.13 A summary report of whether the students were able to transfer/use the 
skills and/or information they have learned from one course into any of 
the other courses 
En2lish Trainin2 Courses Yes No 
English Listening Training (I) 46.3% 53.7% 
English Listening Training (2) 47.3% 52.7% 
English Conversation/Speaking (l) 67.6% 32.4% 
English Conversation/Speaking (2) 70.8% 29.2% 
English Conversation/Speaking_ (3) 57.4% 42.6% 
English Conversation/Speaking ( 4) 53% 47% 
English Conversation/Speaking (5) 45.8% 54.2% 
English Conversation/Speaking (6) 40.7% 59.3% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( l) 54.7% 45.3% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) 48.6% 51.4% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) 51.0% 49% 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) 51% 49% 
English Writing ( l) 65% 35% 
English Writing (2) 68% 32% 
,English Writing (3), o.··.· .. · ' 
. "~~- ' ',-,-. ~ "'" ,<" .. 56.5% ·-· .... 43.5% . 
English Writing (4) 60.9% 39.1% 
Eng! ish Grammar ( l) 50% 50% 
English Grammar (2) 50% 50% 
English Grammar & Practice (3) 61.1% 38.9% 
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I English Grammar & Practice (4) 56.9% 143.1% 
The results show that in 6 courses over 60 percent of the students thought that 
they were able to transfer/use the skills and/or information they have learned from one 
course into others. The results identify and tend to show that there is a lack of 
harmony and communication among instructors teaching different courses. This would 
seem to support a move towards more coherent course presentation in order to get 
students to transfer skills and information among them. The courses could be designed 
together to establish better links between them. 
Table 6.14 presents a summary report of the students general comments on the 20 
English training Courses. They reflect a wide variety of views and also highlight a 
number of matters which could easily be addressed and changed. (for which see section 
5.5.2.6, question 9, p. 100 and Appendix L, section E, question 9, pp. 302, 311, 320, 329, 
337, 346, 355, 363, 372, 380, 390, 398, 406, 416, 425, 433, 441, 449 and 457) 
Table 6.14 A summary report of the students' general comments on the 20 English 
t rammg courses 
L. The classes should be divided into two levels of ability 
2. There should be more practice for TOEIC or GEPT during the course 
3. There are too many students in the classroom and these should be decreased because in crowded 
classes students do not have equal opportunity to talk 
4. Daily issues, and newspapers should be introduced so that we can gain the habit of reading newspapers 
5. The teacher should more carefully follow the teaching schedule 
6. There should be more emphasis on translation passage practice 
7. There should be more magazine reading activity 
8. Daily issues and newspapers should be discussed and used so that we can gain the habit of speaking 
English 
9. Suggest more reading aloud and more practice for pronunciation skills 
LO. Whole English classes should be used 
ll. The teacher could teach us grammar points through English songs 
12. The teacher could provide more clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study 
13. The teacher should provide some error interpretation of the articles for assignments. It can improve our 
grammar knowledge 
14. There should be peer teaching 
15. There should be more emphasis on in-class performance 
16. Need to learn more about skimming to get the main idea or scanning for specific information 
17. The teacher should design communication tasks which can get us to learn how to use grammar, 
whereas learning tasks may enable us to learn what grammar is 
18. The teacher should make sure that all the st.udents' arelearning 
. 19. The.teacher should.provide more feedback during the lessons 
20. The teacher should provide more assignments to do 
21. The classroom setting is not good for us to carry out the speaking 
activities. 
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I 22. There is not enough focus 
Two particular responses, viz, "The class should be divided into two levels of 
ability" and "There should be more practice for TOEIC or GEPT during the course" 
were most frequently made. It supports the view that students should probably be 
grouped on the basis of their level of English ability. This would help eliminate the 
difficulties or problems which arise during teaching-learning processes where there too 
great a disparity of ability in the one class. Also there would appear to be a need and 
desire on the part of the students for more emphasis on TOEIC and GEPT practice and 
preparation. 
There were also some negative views in relation to teaching methodology in 
general. The instructors in the AED should probably consider the introduction of 
different methods of teaching in order to make the courses more appealing and 
hopefully productive. 
The students also reflected specific complaints about the setting in some of the 
language classes. The classrooms are not set up for the variety of activities including 
informal discussion, direct instruction, student presentations, group work or pair work 
which take place there. This issue could be considered and addressed. 
6.2.4.4 Alumni 
Concerning the alumni (for which see Appendix M, section E, questions 1 to 7, 
pp.472-476) considered that they gained a lot of skills and knowledge from the courses, 
especially speaking and listening skills which are very important in their current jobs in 
teaching English to young learners. Also good clear pronunciation is the key thing 
employers look for. As for their suggestions on improvement of the courses including 
what other content could be included and taught they identified 7 main issues: (1) some 
of the AED teachers need to attend more teaching seminars to get more ideas on up to 
date methodology and be able to adopt a variety of teaching methods in order to best 
motivate students' learning. They also need to design and incorporate into their 
~ ·. ~ - . ·--': -· .. - . -· --
lessons more interesting activities or tasks taking the topics from daily life situations, 
such as newspapers, magazines, novels and role play. In other words, courses should 
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be designed to be more relevant to current trends and current society needs; (2) the 
instructors need to prepare and use more relevant English proficiency materials so that 
students can use them to practice for GEPT and TOEIC and thereby enhance their 
chances of passing theses tests at the appropriate levels; (3) whole English classes 
should be used and the instructors should also speak English outside of the classroom; 
(4) the classrooms in the AED should be redesigned to help or aid in class activities; 
(5) the instructors need to plan their lessons well and they need to select the right books 
and materials; (6) the classes should be divided by English skill levels and this way 
everyone would have a better opportunity to learn at the appropriate pace and the 
appropriate degree of difficulty most suitable to them; and (7) peer teaching should be 
adopted in the classroom. 
6.2.4.5 Employers 
From the interviews with the employers (for which see Appendix N, section A, 
questions 3 to 10 at pp. 477-481) they were keen to express the expected proficiency 
level in English which they preferred from their employed teachers. They considered 
that a successful AED program should seek to facilitate the students in obtaining or 
reaching a good proficiency level in English speaking. They indicated that whilst AED 
students should be competent in all aspects of English language they should be 
especially so in speaking and listening. They reported that they were generally content 
with the graduates' general ability in the language but they tended to chose the most 
qualified graduates from the universities for their work requirements. As well as a 
good command of practical English the employers also sought in graduates a caring 
friendly disposition combined with the teaching ability to capture and maintain the 
children's attention and concentration. Reputation was also highly important to the 
employers with them all wanting to maintain their good reputations through employing 
good, competent and caring staff who would be popular with both children and parents. 
In general employers considered that the competence in English of the alumni 
was good. The data also indicated positive views among the employers regarding 
alumni's performance in teaching English to be "good" or "very good". The 
employers feedback is very important for the improvement of the English training 
courses at W. G. The employers have a direct relationship with alumni and as such their 
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comments should be particularly. They should be a good indicator for the future needs 
of the English training courses. A good command of English with good attitude and 
personality appeared to be the essence of a good children's English teacher. 
6.3 Summary 
Overall the data provides evidential support for the view that the AED at W. G. is 
largely achieving its goals. The students and alumni are generally supportive of the 
courses and instructors. They consider that goals are met through course content and 
materials. They regard instructors as generally proficient and dedicated. They also 
highlight important issues about the coherence of the courses, the less than practical 
aspects of some of the courses, the use of English in some classes, the mix of language 
abilities in one class, the layout of the classrooms and some course teaching aspects and 
they also suggest some improvements or changes that could be made. 
The instructors and employers are also positive. Some of the instructors criticise 
the students in terms of their very mixed ability, their lack of activity and engagement in 
class and sometimes their lack of application. The employers highlight what they look 
for in employees teaching English to children and it is evident that they are generally 
satisfied with the alumni graduating from W. G. and are supportive of receiving more. 
alumni. 
The matters highlighted in this Chapter and the possible recommendations for 
improvement and change are considered in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter Seven 
Conclusions, Discussion and Recommendations 
The purpose of this research was to examine, through an evaluative process, the 
English training courses in the AED at W. G. Further, through an analysis of the 
resultant data, to determine what, if any, issues emerged which might merit discussion 
and consideration and possibly support recommendations for augmentation, alteration 
or complete change. With acknowledgement of the limitations of this research I 
consider that what is discussed below can be reasonably and properly regarded as 
supported evidentially by the collected data. 
The five research questions set out in Chapter One and which formed the core 
focus of this research have been variously addressed in Chapters Five and Six through 
the presentation and analysis of the data. However, research question 5, viz, "what 
suggested changes and improvements flow from the data generated from the three 
previous questions and the researcher's own experience, observations and deliberations" 
falls to be most closely considered in this Chapter and is a synthesis of all that has gone 
before. 
7.1 Emergent Recommendations 
The CIPP model employed in this research has served to provide a comprehensive 
framework for the evaluation of the English training courses and which, through the 
data collection instruments, has amassed information from all comers of the program. 
Drawing all this together I sifted for viable and helpful recommendations which I 
consider can usefully be fed back to the W.G. Institute and which may serve to make a 
useful and helpful contribution to the work of the AED. 
7.1.1 Needs Analysis 
A solid useful foundation for any program which seeks to serve its students must 
be the ascertainment and addressing of the students needs. Richards (1983) helpfully 
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formulated the three main purposes that needs analysis should serve: (1) it should 
provide a means of obtaining wider input into the content, design and implementation of 
a language program; (2) it should be used in developing goals, objectives and content; 
and (3) it should provide useful data which will assist in the review and evaluation of an 
existing program in order to measure how the identified needs and the program as 
presented match up. 
At present the needs analysis which is carried out in the AED at W. G. does not 
appear to comprehensively address these purposes. There is an understanding and 
views from students as to what they require in terms of a program but that does not 
appear to be sufficient. It is hardly adequate for students to be asked as they enter the 
courses what they think they need to get from them. They may well have ideas and 
answers but whether they match what the job market may require and what future 
employers may require is not tested and it is perhaps a best guess guide that is applied. 
This would seem to suggest that something more planned, comprehensive, inclusive and 
considered is required. Planned, in the sense that a devised methodology would seem 
necessary and appropriate to draw all the strands together. Comprehensive, in that it 
should seek to extend to all parts of the constituency of interest in the program. 
Inclusive, in that students, alumni, instructors, potential employers and local 
stakeholders should be engaged where possible. Considered, in that however and 
whenever the information from the interested parties is drawn together the main points 
of learning for the program and the delivery of it are distilled and brought to program 
planning in the most effective way possible. In the end the courses which are offered 
should be those that present the best fit between identified needs, both present and 
future, and the students English language development. 
As a starting practical recommendation for needs analysis within the AED the 
following is suggested: 
A. An attempt at evaluation of the past and present situation in the department 
should be undertaken by consideration of a number of pivotal questions such 
as: 
• Does the department provide adequate support to English teaching and 
learning? 
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• Are the English teachers sufficiently skilled? 
• Is there a system in place that encourages the English teachers to attend 
workshops and courses in order to allow them to continue and improve their 
professional knowledge and skills? 
• Is there a system whereby the English teachers can share their experiences and 
new information with their colleagues? 
• Are the English teachers sufficiently well trained m order to foster and 
encourage students English learning habits? 
• Are sufficiently different kinds of English activities and programs held for 
students every year? 
• Did/do students participate sufficiently in the various English activities? 
• Were there enough books and other materials for the different levels of 
learners? 
• Do the English teachers cooperate or collaborate sufficiently with other 
organizations and outside schools in order to set up, cultivate and enhance the 
students' English teaching and learning opportunities? 
• Did/does the curriculum committee function sufficiently well within the 
department? 
• Were alumni asked to evaluate both individual instructors and the 
department's program? 
• Were the different levels of English ability considered, accommodated or dealt 
with in anyway within the department? 
B. A review of the functions of the curriculum committee should be undertaken 
The curriculum committee IS a representative body within the AED which 
reviews and approves all curriculum and program requirements. The Committee may 
recommend action to instructors and the head of the Department. It is recommended 
and would seem appropriate that the curriculum committee should also be given the 
following functions: 
1. Approval of-any major changes to existing courses, such as a change in 
course level or a significant change in course content. 
2. To consult with interested groups on curriculum issues. 
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3. To propose revisions to and resolution of any interdepartmental curriculum 
problems. 
4. To make recommendations concerning curriculum matters to the 
instructors and the head of the department. 
5. To hold regular curriculum committee meetings. 
6. To assess the instructors' course books, course syllabus, teaching 
methodology and assessment methods and moderate as they think 
appropriate. 
C. Compile information on new students as to proficiency and educational 
background 
At the start of each new semester new students are enrolled and it would seem 
appropriate that the department should at that stage take steps to ascertain their level of 
proficiency in each of the four English language skills. Also their educational 
background should be ascertained, recorded and evaluated and it is recommended that 
this information be deployed in class allocation. 
D. Conduct a pre-test of learners' English proficiency 
It would also seem useful for all students to be given an English proficiency test 
at the beginning of each year. This benchmark result could then be used for comparison 
purposes with the scores obtained from the mid and end of semester tests. The 
differences would serve to give some indication of improvement (or otherwise) in their 
English proficiency. 
E. Group learners' English ability 
Once the result of the students' pre-test come out it is suggested that classes be 
grouped together on the basis of English ability levels. This should serve to eliminate 
difficulties or problems encountered during the teaching-learning process which arise 
from- having students With different levels of ability in the same Classroom. 
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7.1.2 Course Aims and Objectives 
In relation to course aims and objectives the first requirement is the need for a 
well-designed and communicative skills based curriculum and syllabus for learning and 
teaching English. This requirement was reinforced by the data. To have such would 
serve to stabilize the teaching and learning process and would lend potential to 
increasing the knowledge level of the students. 
recommendations have emerged. 
A. Designing a course syllabus 
A number of practical 
The data collected in this research showed that the course syllabuses (i.e. course 
outlines) contained only very basic information. Some elementary details were missing, 
for example, contact details for the instructor, such as their office hours, times, location, 
email address and private department lines. 
On course description, which is a very important component in any course 
syllabus, the data showed that most instructors did not mention the course pre-requisites. 
The prior course requirements needed to be set out as well as the knowledge/skills 
needed to succeed in the course. Further there needed to be stated what the course is 
about: its purpose or rationale. The general topics or focus of the course. How the 
course fits with other courses offered or taught in the department. Why students might 
want to take the course and what they would expect to learn. How the major topics are 
organized. How the course is structured. It appears that only the overall aims of the 
courses are stated and there are no other written documents which list and explain the 
course objectives in detail. For example: (1) what students will expect to know or be 
able to do after taking the course and (2) what competencies/skills/knowledge students 
will be expected to be able to demonstrate at the end of the course. 
It is therefore recommended that it would be useful and informative if in addition to 
aims or goals, the learning objectives of each English training course was specified in 
"detail. 
The course syllabuses also appeared to be devoid of information about the methods 
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of instruction or so called instructional approaches. For example, the kind of 
instructional approaches which would be used and which are regarded as being the most 
conducive to helping students accomplish the set learning objectives. How the 
classroom interactions will be facilitated. What kind of instructional interactions will 
need to occur, for example, teacher-student, student-student or student-peer tutor. 
The Materials, that are to be used should be set out so that not only are students 
aware of them but that there can be co-ordination of the courses between directors by 
them checking to make sure that their courses were moving on and progressing vis-a-vis 
other courses and not just going over the same ground. 
It is recommended that there should be coordination and joint planning between 
the instructors and the director so that among the different levels of the same-subject 
courses there is a continuum of progression with each instructor being aware of what 
has been learnt or covered and they can chose then to either compound that or use what 
has been learnt as a basis for further progression. For example, grammar 1 to grammar 
2, in these particular courses there is little or no difference in terms of their aims and 
objectives but progressive leaning should be accommodated and encouraged. 
Another component which appeared not to be generally covered was the course 
requirements. Most of the instructors did not mention or describe these requirements 
at all. The instructors should set out what they expect the students to do in the course. 
In other words, what kind of skills do the students need to have or develop in order to 
successfully complete the course. 
Other resources and supplies, these are the extra materials that are going to be used 
during the courses and again these are often not addressed or mentioned in the course 
syllabuses. 
It is recommended that it would be an improvement if the course syllabuses were 
written as a collaborative effort between the course instructor, students, colleagues, 
directors. and·. administrators. Since the syllabuses facilitate decisions by students · 
regarding whether to join a particular Institute or a particular program the course 
syllabuses are important documents and should contain a lot more information than they 
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currently do. Syllabus is the sequentially presented course of study which is offered by 
an institution for its students, Johnson (1989). 
B. Course syllabuses should be reviewed by the curriculum committee: 
Once the course syllabuses have been drafted it is recommended that they be 
reviewed by the curriculum committee and the head of the department. This might 
better serve cohesion and coherence between the courses. 
C. Implementation of the courses syllabuses 
Once a course syllabus has been planned and organized, it has to be implemented. 
It is recommended that with proper planning and focus on the developmental aspects of 
the language program instructors can help create the most favourable conditions for the 
effective implementation/teaching of the courses and the carrying through of the course 
aims and objectives. 
D. Discussion and revision 
This would involve discussion about how the particular courses have gone. 
What has worked and what has not. It is recommended that there is a cycle of revision 
and review built into the process. This may result in course development and 
amendment carried out in response to feedback and noted changing needs. 
7.1.3 Course Content and Materials 
The focus and concern here is on gathering materials and course content which 
best promotes the development of the students English proficiency. Fundamentally, it 
is recommended that up-to-date course books should be considered and evaluated. 
These should aim to focus equally on all the language skills and should include 
everyday life situations as this would seem to best serve the needs and motivation of the 
students. This recommendation would be served through the following. 
A. Review of materials 
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Reviewing potential course materials is not as easy as it might at first appear. It 
is recommended that full advantage should be taken of the facilities and offers provided 
by the various book publishers who hold workshops in order to introduce and promote 
their books especially the newly published ones. This is an opportunity to share 
experiences in that instructors and directors can tell the publishers what works best. 
Students can also indicate what appeals to them as learning tools and collectively 
cognizance can be taken of this exchange of views and the best materials produced and 
implemented. 
There is also opportunity for the curriculum committee to be involved here. 
I would recommend that the Committee members should consider and decide upon the 
types of material which they regard as the most appropriate and useful for the respective 
courses. They could compile a list and each book on the list could be evaluated in that, 
as it is used, and as time goes on, it can be reviewed and, if it is thought appropriate, 
adjustments to the list could be made. It is suggested that the Committee should be 
particularly vigilant to make sure that the course books do not lose their contemporary 
relevance to the needs of the students and the courses. Students tended to bemoan the 
fact that many of the text books were focused exclusively on 'English' or 'American' 
culture. Whilst this may be useful and necessary it may need to be measured as 
exclusive focus on this could militate against student interest and application. It is 
further recommended that instructors should try to make sure that the materials have an 
appeal to and chime with the interests and needs of their students. This could be 
developed or supported by the selection of topics which are related to the EFL context. 
The students and alumni tended to consider the coverage of topics and themes which 
were relevant to their daily life or which provided contexts which they could readily 
recognise tended to motivate their learning better than abstract, slightly alien things. 
B. Adoption of materials 
After reviewing books it is recommended that the instructors test or experiment 
with their use, for example, by using them for one lesson or a small series of lessons. 
Tlie ·instruCtor would then 15e·oettei' placed to evaluate the books and 'judge whether they 
are suitable. One director in the AED commented that she encouraged students to 
attend the workshops held by the book publishers. She said it was a good opportunity 
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for the students to browse, consider and assist in evaluating the books and that way they 
could feel more involved and part of the selection process. The students know their 
needs from their perspectives and whilst they may not be truly aware of the linguistic 
worth of the books and their schemes of work nevertheless they will have views which 
they can raise with and discuss with instructors and Directors. The results of this 
research shows that, for example, the material used in grammar courses (1) and (2) was 
too difficult for the students and tended to demoralise and discourage their interest in 
the courses and in learning generally. It is recommended that the course materials 
appeal to the students' interests and needs whilst at the same time serving the course 
aims and objectives. 
C. Compile a report with a list of suggested materials 
When information which is the product of (a) and (b) above is collected and 
available it would then be possible for a report to be compiled for consideration by the 
curriculum committee. 
D. curriculum committee meeting 
It is recommended that the curriculum committee should hold a meeting with the 
course instructors so that the materials to be used in the respective courses can be 
considered and the factors for and against inclusion considered and agreement reached. 
Factors for consideration might include the age of the students, the cultural 
appropriateness, the methodology, the level of difficulty, the number and types of 
exercises and skills covered or engaged, the teacher's book, the variety, pace, personal 
involvement, and problem solving opportunities. Such a meeting could also serve as 
an opportunity to work towards coherence, consistency and incremental learning across 
the whole of the courses. The product or outcome from this meeting might be a list 
compiled by the curriculum committee of what is regarded as appropriate materials and 
which they would propose for (or impose on) the English training courses. The 
minutes of such a meeting or a report compiled from it should be made available to all 
th(dhstfuctors as it' could" form a valuable so\.lrce of information and -from which they 
could inform themselves about the other courses and the materials which are being used 
in connection with them. In the minutes or report each course book could be described 
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and reasons given as to why it is recommended (or imposed) for the particular course. 
E. Evaluation the course materials 
It is recommended that at the end of each semester the curriculum committee 
should organise the collection of feedback from the instructors and students on the value 
and worth of the course materials. This feedback would help to inform the decisions 
on the course materials to be considered for the next semester. This would be a 
continuing process. It should be kept up to date and where good materials have been 
found they can be reused if still relevant, augmented or adjusted and where materials are 
found to be less useful they can be abandoned and replaced. The reasons for their 
abandonment could usefully be noted as this might also serve to inform further 
consideration sessions. Also it might be useful to feed this back to the publishers who 
may want to be at least aware of the points. 
7.1.4 Course Conduct and Teaching-learning Process 
A further recommendation is that there should be consideration g1ven to 
in-service teacher training programs so that a culture of continuous professional 
development can be embedded. Skills once learnt can be honed, refreshed, changed with 
the current trends or at least an awareness of current trends can be made known. This 
recommendation could be served through the following. 
A. Teacher training 
Judging from the responses received from the directors it is recommended that the 
curriculum committee should be responsible for and should arrange to hold a number of 
teacher training events and seminars during each semester. These would serve to 
inform and enhance the instructor's teaching methodology or teaching-learning process. 
Additionally it could provide an opportunity for the instructors to gain special training 
so that they could use or more effectively use classroom equipment and any other 
suppfementary aids. These everi.iS'-iniglit also be a:n-oppdlti.niity for tlie' instructors to 
share experiences and to discuss what teaching methodologies have worked well and 
why and those which may not have worked so well and again why that was so. 
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B. Classroom observation 
Director A recommended that classroom observation should be encouraged and 
undertaken as it could provide important evaluative information. This would not 
simply be useful to find out about poor performance but would also be a means of 
finding out about and sharing the teaching methods used by good performers and would 
be an opportunity to assess why they are regarded as such. It would also be another 
opportunity to gather information on other aspects of teaching such as the 
appropriateness of course aims and objectives, materials and content, methodology of 
teaching and assessment methods used in the classroom. Observation is perhaps the 
best way to find out what the students are actually doing in the classroom and how they 
complete a learning activity and how they are interacting with the instructor. All this 
information would be for the positive use and guidance of the curriculum committee, 
the instructors generally and the directors. 
C. Teaching portfolios 
There is also some focus these days on the use of teaching portfolios as an 
evidential record of self assessment and understanding of individual instructors. It is a 
place where they may state their philosophy of teaching, their strategies and their 
objectives. Centra (1993) presented a useful study on portfolios and concluded that 
the teacher's reflections on some key areas were helpful to evaluators. The six areas he 
recommended that instructors should be encouraged to reflect on in their portfolios 
were: 
1. student motivation and how to influence it. 
2. their goals of instruction, both for individual courses and in general. 
3. their development of rapport with students as a group and individually. 
4. their assessment of various teaching strategies as they related to the 
instructional goals. 
s~ their role of disciplinary knowledge in teaching and how. students learn the. 
discipline. 
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6. their knowledge of recent innovations in the subject field and their effects 
on their teaching. 
A teaching portfolio can be a factual description of an instructor's major strengths 
and teaching achievements. As Seldin (1997) put it, it describes documents and 
materials which collectively suggest the scope and quality of a teacher's teaching 
performance. This may be putting its worth too high as instructors will no doubt 
reflect what shows them in the best light as opposed to a litany of failed lessons, 
initiatives and bad class discipline and motivation. It is nonetheless worthy of a 
recommendation for consideration and reflection. 
D. Sharing of good practice 
Data from the students tended to support the view that they considered that there 
should be more activities in the classroom. They wanted more opportunity to practice 
their speaking and to engage in a variety of tasks. They felt that the courses needed to 
present them with more variety in terms of task-based, theme-based and communicative 
language teaching approaches. Courses could perhaps be more focused and deploy 
more than simply the predominant grammar translation method. Schulz (1999) in a 
study identified that communicative language teaching often uses language functions or 
speech acts (e.g. asking questions, reporting, making requests), rather than pure teaching 
grammatical structures. He rightly identified that the variety of language use and 
purpose of use called for more than one tool of instruction. Its uses and the teaching 
possibilities are as varied as the imaginations and ingenuity of the instructors. In terms 
of the four language skills, it is likely that students' speaking skills can probably be 
enhanced by doing presentations, conversations or speeches; for reading courses, 
students should be guided and encouraged to read more widely using magazines, 
newspaper articles or internet resources. A careful encouragement in the right 
direction can lend to student interest being raised and raised interest is often the best 
motivator for self study and advancement. 
· Also since a great deal of excellent teaching and- the effectiveness thereof is 
known only to individual teachers it is recommended that the department should 
encourage instructors to report and share their positive teaching experiences. 
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Davidson and Tesh ( 1997, p. 190) set out an interesting menu of possibilities and on 
reading same it is easy to recognise the opportunities which have come and gone 
without anyone realising the potential for improvement that is there: 
• The teacher has given a presentation at a professional conference and can 
adapt that presentation for an in-service talk. 
• The teacher has attended a professional conference or workshop and can 
share what was learned. 
• The teacher has read a current publication in the field and can tell colleagues 
about it. 
• The teacher has a practical teaching strategy to share. 
• The teacher has developed audio, video, or written materials relevant to the 
language program curriculum and can provide a demonstration. 
• The teacher has used one of the textbooks on the booklist for the coming 
semester and can share ideas about what works and what does not work. 
• The teacher would like to lead a discussion concerning a particular 
curricular or program issue. 
E. Maintaining good teaching 
There are a umber of aspects of teaching that can be reviewed to ascertain how 
instructors are teaching the courses, what is working well or proving difficult, and what 
issues instructors need to consider. In particular, when feedback from the students or 
through informal discussion suggests that there may be issues in respect of teaching 
quality it is recommended that the teacher concerned is made aware of this, and is 
; :.. -.·:; 
provided with an opportunity to comment on same (lest the comments have some cause 
which is not known between the instructor and the students). If the criticism is 
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accepted then it is recommended that the instructor be given an opportunity to address 
same either through guidance or further training and development. It is important that 
the director has the opportunity to obtain information on teaching quality, and 
information that is reliable or endorsed from a number of quarters. This might include 
written reports, classroom visits, the teaching course syllabus, the materials and 
assignments and the assessment of student learning. Director A commented that 
teaching quality needs to be reviewed not only for the purpose of addressing any 
weaknesses but also for the purpose of ranking or comparing individuals within the 
profession for personnel decisions, for example, for bonus payments, promotion 
consideration, for additional duties which might serve to add to a teacher's experience 
and thus career development. 
Richards and Lockhart ( 1994) in their study emphasised the need for teachers to 
have regular opportunities to update their professional knowledge and skills. They 
usefully identified a number of ways or opportunities which could be used for this 
purpose. I gratefully adopt and recommend their list: 
• Conference participation: teachers can participate in professional 
conferences and seminars networking with other teachers and learning about 
trends, issues and practices. 
• Workshops and in-service seminars: specialists from outside the school or 
staff from the school can offer workshops and seminars on topics of interest 
to the staff. 
• Reading groups: teachers can put together reading groups and read and 
discuss articles or books of interest. 
• Peer observation: teachers can take turns observing each other's classes as a 
basis for critical reflection and discussion about teaching approaches. 
• Writing about teaching: teachers can keep a r-eflective diary or journal and 
share this with colleagues. 
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• Project work: teachers can be given the opportunity to develop projects such 
as classroom materials, videos and other teaching resources. 
• Action research: teachers can conduct small scale classroom research on 
their teaching. 
7.1.5 Assessment of Student Performance 
The assessment of student performance is particularly difficult to get right and the 
students and alumni seemed to agree that an undue reliance on midterm and end of term 
tests is not the most helpful and productive form of assessment for them. There needs 
to be, they suggest, a variety of ways to assess their proficiency and progress. 
Different assessment methods focus on different aspects of language learning and serve 
to assess different parts in different ways. The timing and regularity of assessment in 
whatever form it occurs can have a big effect on student learning. If difficult topics are 
assessed at the time, and reinforced if not properly learnt, this may help with the later 
part of a course in that early learning not properly understood might interfere with 
understanding what comes later in a course. 
A. General tests and designed assessment methods 
It would appear to be essential to be able to find out what students have leant 
from what they have been taught at different points in a course. Quizzes, mid and final 
exams, presentations, assignments and other homework can be used. In addition it 
would appear appropriate that the head of the department or the curriculum committee 
could provide suggestions for or indeed specify the assessment methods which should 
be used in particular courses and when they should be used. It would also be useful to 
have an explanation of each assessment method which is suggested for use. The 
comments from the students tended to suggest that the exam results did not accurately 
reflect their actual knowledge. I would recommend that the assessment tools be 
reviewed and enh~nc~d oand d1~ilgecr~h~re'necessary to fadfitate-mo~~~acc~racy and 
validity. Like so much else in language teaching assessment methods need to reviewed, 
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developed, changed and revised where expenence and knowledge, feedback and 
evaluation show such a need. 
B. Formative evaluation 
Director A, a former director in the AED at W. G., indicated that she tended to 
carry out informal interviews with individual students. She indicated that this was a 
good way to get to know the students, their views and opinions about their instructors' 
teaching and their course improvement. Interviews can provide a useful pool of 
information, unanticipated responses can be elicited, and there is opportunity for 
clarification of student satisfaction and concerns rather than perception which may be 
wrongly or inadequately based. Students are well placed to assess the effectiveness of 
teaching although it is well to remember that student views may vary depending on 
whether they like the subject, whether the instructor pushes them hard, and whether they 
are ambitious. All these factors might colour their comments so a wide range of views 
should be sought in a class. It is always useful to know if students have achieved 
certain goals or have enjoyed their experience. Their views whether correct or not will 
go out and may influence the thoughts of others who might consider being students at W. 
G. Students can give their views on whether instructors prepare their lessons well, 
whether they teach relevant content, whether the lessons are engaging, relevant and 
pitched at an appropriate level of difficulty. Additionally it is recommended that each 
of the instructors in the AED should be encouraged to measure whether his/her own 
course is meeting its objectives in terms of outcomes. In the interviews with the 
instructors it was found that most of the instructors did not seek any feedback from the 
students. The current director confirmed that he did not require instructors to carry out 
the before course, mid-course and periodic student feedback in the department. It is 
recommended that the instructors would be well served to have feedback from students 
throughout the term as this would be particularly helpful in encouraging and aiding 
teaching improvement. They could, I suggest, ask students to provide informal 
assessments of their teaching effectiveness at or before mid-semester by means of 
focus-group interviews with teaching consultants or through the use of student rating 
forms or, throughout the term instructors could periodically invite students to comment 
informally by email or by writing short evaluations at the end of a class period. 
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C. Summative assessment of students' English proficiency (GEPT or TOEIC): 
Another recommendation which may be worthy of consideration is that the AED 
implement the pre, mid and post GEPT during a semester. The outcome of these tests 
could be looked at in parallel with or combined with the students' grades obtained in the 
quizzes and exams etc in their courses. That way it would be possible to compare and 
measure their level of attainment. All this information could be a useful source of 
knowledge in order to check and manage the students development in the four language 
skills and assist in preparing them for formal GEPT examinations. At the same time it 
would be an opportunity for the instructors in the AED to be able to explain and 
emphasis just how important success in the English proficiency exams is for their future 
careers. 
D. End of course rating forms and written comments 
It was clear from the data that the instructors tended to rely on the end of course 
questionnaires completed by the students as a measure of their teaching effectiveness 
and thus as a basis by them for consideration for improvement. The questionnaire 
consisted of 15 questions each to be answered using a five-point scale, ranging from 
"strongly agree 5" to "strongly disagree 1 ". The questionnaire did not include 
open-ended questions hence there was no opportunity for students to write comments 
outwith the stated questions. It would appear that an opportunity for useful 
information gathering is lost and it is recommended that if the questionnaire be retained 
that it be amended to allow for comments or for answers to open-ended questions to be 
given. It would be useful if the outcome of the questionnaires in whatever form they 
are used be seen by school administrators, directors, instructors and the curriculum 
committee. The previous director considered that a teaching improvement consultant 
should be engaged to discuss the evaluation results with individuals in order to help 
them interpret the scores, provide encouragement, and suggest teaching improvement 
strategies. The director did not have sufficient time in the AED to develop this idea 
but it is recommended that it be considered. 
E. Discuss, compare and revise the initial implementation 
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By the end of the semester when all the processes and activities are done it is 
recommended that it would be useful to have a review and renewal exercise. It might 
serve to identify strengths and weaknesses and suggest or flag up areas where 
improvements could be brought about; consideration could be given to whether the 
objectives and syllabus content are appropriate; whether the materials and methodology 
are appropriate, diagnose any student problems and language needs; and provide 
guidance and support. 
7.2 Limitations of the Research 
There are inevitably time constraints and limitations on any research project such 
as this, which is conducted in large part in a foreign country. There is limited 
opportunity for the planning and execution of the project. I am however particularly 
grateful to those directors, instructors, students, alumni and employers who gave of their 
time and knowledge to assist me. As well, of course, to the Chairman of W. G. who so 
generously allowed me to conduct my research in the AED at W. G. 
As has been stated this research was developed and executed as an evaluative 
study using the CIPP model. To fully and completely deploy that model would require 
another step to take place which is meta-evaluation. Stufflebeam advocated this step 
as a sequel (or indeed parallel step) to any CIPP evaluation as it serves as an 
independent check to any possible prejudices or views of the evaluator. In other words it 
reinforces validity and accuracy. Inevitably in most CIPP evaluations it is, most times, 
an expensive add on but nonetheless has an important check and balance function. No 
such meta-evaluation was carried out in this research for reasons of (a) timing; 
(b) expense and (c) the somewhat loose adherence to the CIPP model. Were there to 
be a full blown CIPP evaluation I would certainly recommend that meta-evaluation be 
carried out as that way it provides less opportunity for criticism and challenge from 
those who may be evaluands and who may have disquiet or disagreements with any 
contentious outcomes. 
Other specific limitations I would acknowledge are (i) that it would have been 
interesting and beneficial to have compared the English Training Courses in the AED 
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with other such courses in other institutions in the area. This would have better served 
the impact evaluation strand of the CIPP model; (2) that it would also have been 
beneficial and valuable to have interviewed former instructors of the English training 
courses; (3) that it would have been helpful and instructive to have interviewed or have 
had questionnaire answers from the fourth year students who had taken the English 
Training Courses in the previous years; ( 4) that it would have been useful to have had 
interviews with alumni who, although not currently teaching English, had graduated 
during 2006-2007 to find out what other career paths they had chosen or were embarked 
on and whether any had found the AED courses of use to them; and (5) the use of other 
data collection instruments may have materially added to the value of the data actually 
collected. For example, one such major data instrument which would have enhanced the 
outcome would have been the deployment of instructor observation. This could have 
yielded rich qualitative data which may have served to support, augment or indeed show 
contra information to that collected from the interviews with the instructors. 
7.3 Future Research Recommendations 
The recommendations for future research stem, in part, from a recognition of the 
limitations of this research and, in part, from issues emerging from it. 
First, the present research focused solely on the evaluation of the 20 English 
training courses and not on any other courses in the curriculum of the AED. For future 
evaluation studies it might well be useful to evaluate the whole AED curriculum. The 
results from any such a comprehensive evaluation research could serve to provide 
recommendations for the improvement of the overall English learning for AED students 
and not just for those interested in teaching English to children as a career choice. 
Secondly, while the analysis and discussion in the present research is focused 
only on the evaluation of English training courses in the AED at W. G. it is suggested 
that this could be usefully extended and further evaluation studies could be undertaken 
at different institutes of technology, universities and other high schools in which English 
are being taught oso that it would "be possible to compare-and contnist findings and that 
way useful generalizations may prove possible. 
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Thirdly, in this research triangulation data collection methods were used in order 
to get data from different points and angles. As part of this, data from employers and 
alumni helped provide specific information on the English training courses program 
from a perspective outside the study area. In any future studies data sources could be 
extended to encompass yet more outside stakeholders. 
7.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion this research has, I consider, helped establish the view that there is 
general consensus and feeling amongst students and alumni that the courses and the 
AED generally tends to serve them well. They refer to a dedicated faculty, well 
resourced language learning facilities, a comfortable campus and a mission and vision 
which is set to best improve their career paths and choices. That said, like any 
institution, when its component parts are evaluated and dissected there is room for 
change, improvement, amendment and review .. 
There are views and indications that the institutional structure could be changed 
to bring a greater prospect of success and fulfilment to the courses and instruction 
generally. The post of Director appears to be pivotal and the incumbent is required to 
have an overarching yet all pervading presence. It requires someone with a wide 
experience of teaching and management and someone with creative ideas and the ability 
to steer change in the organisation. Stability in the post is a must. The incumbent has 
to be there long enough to make a difference. New ideas and new ways of doing 
things take time to gestate, and embed and have to, in many cases, be driven. 
Alongside the Director is the curriculum committee. Its composition should 
reflect a broad church with the ability to attract worthwhile views from whatever quarter. 
Its significance could be greatly enhanced: (a) as a serious receiver of the collective 
understanding of the needs of the student body in its broadest requirements; (b) as the 
moderating forum for course syllabuses, (c) as the decider on course books and 
::- ~-~· . . 
materials but such decisions taken after full careful analysis and after proper 
consideration of feedback and study; (d) as the perpetual forum for constant review, 
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revision and amendment of text books, materials and teaching techniques and course 
content. There should hardly ever be a period of stillness. Whilst it is good and 
appropriate to consolidate positions that can be done alongside review which may 
affirm the status quo or point to minor or sometimes major changes. In summary the 
curriculum committee has a vein of untapped uses and much to commend it. 
The teaching and teacher aspects of the study support a view that teaching staff 
are dedicated, hard working and committed. That does not however allow for a 
complacency which may suggest that no new initiates are worthwhile or doable to 
improve the AED. It seems tolerably clear that there needs to be some overall control 
over course syllabus compilation to make sure (a) that is done in a timely, consistently 
formatted way, (b) has a fulsome aspect to it, fully providing what the course will 
consist of, what teaching methodology will be used, what types of assessment will be 
deployed and a time line so that students can make a full and informed choice of doing 
the course if it is in the elective category .. and (c) that instructors either themselves or 
through the curriculum committee or the Director are guided as to how their particular 
courses mix and match with the other courses so that overlap and double learning is 
kept to a minimum and student time is used to best advantage. 
Instructors should also be committed to constant review and the gathering of 
feedback from students and any other source they deem useful to inform and improve 
their teaching. There should also be particular focus on teaching learning processes 
and assessment. The usual timing and methods of assessment should be critically 
examined so that instructors can satisfy themselves that they continue to best serve the 
students. It now appears to be widely accepted that in language learning different 
aspects of learning need to be assessed in different ways so that the best advantage is 
given to the students and their learning is incremental and embedded. 
As regards instructor retention and appreciation it would appear useful to develop 
a system whereby best practice and successful practice is recognised and recorded and 
where the focus is not mainly on finding poor performance. Where good practice is 
noticed it should be valued. Ars-o there woUld prOfitably be a value in taking forward 
an ethos of continuous professional development. Herein, each instructor would have 
an obligation, but more importantly, the opportunity to avail of developmental training. 
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This could be co-ordinated with the director. There would be a mutual obligation on 
the instructor and director to make this type of initiative work. 
Finally, there would appear to be value in placing a much greater reliance on, and 
a seeking out of the views and opinions of employers of AED alumni and generally the 
stakeholders and policy makers of the area. To have the views of what the job market 
requires in terms of language graduates can be nothing but useful. This research 
focused on but one small comer, that is the owners of some children's English language 
schools. They certainly have their views about the type of graduate they want to 
employ as teachers. Their views must be known and recognised if they are to look to 
W.G. for its graduates. It is very useful and supportive to know that the employers who 
have and do actually employ alumni from W. G. are generally content with them. This 
is not just on the basis of their language skills but in their teaching ability, their 
methodology, their motivational and interest drawing techniques all of which were 
taught at W. G. 
It is not insignificant to record that W. G., for all its potential for change and 
improvement, would seem to move forward from a current position of merit and 
achievement and that it is rightly recognised in the area as an institute where the student 
body is well served. 
As a final word, this thesis will contribute to the future development of the AED 
at W.G. The Chairman has requested it in order to give him the information he needs to 
encourage progress and constructive development. 
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APPENDIX A 
The Undergraduate Curriculum of the Applied English Department at W.G. 
I ft t fT h I ns 1 u eo ec no ogy 
The Department offers a four-year program leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree in Applied English. 
Students should complete a minimum of 132 credits. 
Breakdown: 
Core Requirements (Common Compulsory and General Education) Credits 29 
Compulsory Credits for Department 69 
Elective Credits 36 
Core Requirements for all school students 
A) Freshman B) Sophomore 
Wu-Feng Seminar Modern English Reading 
Labor and Social Service Basic English Writing 
Chinese Communication Skills Physical Education (3-4) 
Appreciation of Literature 
Safety Education Other Fields of Core Requirements and Electives 
Military Education ( 1-2) Arts 
Physical Education (1-2) Social Sciences Fields 
Listening comprehension Humanities 
Communication Skills in English Mathematics and Natural Sciences 
Departmental Requirements 
A) Freshman C) Junior 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1-2) English Conversation (5-6) 
English Conversation (1-2) English Writing (3-4) 
English Grammar (1-2) Techniques and Principles in Language Teaching 
English Pronunciation ( l-2) Introduction Materials and Methodology in 
Principles of Accounting ( l) Language Teaching 
Marketing International Trade and Practice (l) 
Research Methodology (l) 
Graduation Project (1) 
B) Sophomore D) Senior 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3-4) Graduation Project (2) 
English Conversation (3-4) Material Development & The Structure of 
Grammar and Practice (1-2) Activities in Language Teaching 
Advanced English Listening Training (1-2) English speech and communication ( 1-2) 
English Writing (1-2) Translation Method (1-2) 
Introduction to Linguistics (l-2) Business English Presentation 
Cultural Diversity Management Business Seminar 
English for Tour Guides 
Departmental Electives 
The Departmental Electives in the AED Curriculum are organized under the five 
categories: 
1. Language 
2. Tourism 
3. Business 
4. Literature and Linguistics 
5. Children English Teaching 
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APPENDIXB 
ng11s rammg E l'hT '' C ourses 
Language Training Courses 
Listening Courses AED 01631 Advanced English Listening Training (1) 
AED 01255 Advanced English Listening Training (2) 
AED 01621 English Conversation (1) 
AED 01248 English Conversation (2) 
AED01630 English Conversation (3) 
Speaking Courses AED01254 English Conversation ( 4) AED 01636 English Conversation (5) 
AED 01384 English Conversation (6) 
AED01620 Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) 
AED01246 Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) 
Reading Courses AED01628 Vocabulary & Reading Comgrehension (3) AED 01252 Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 4) 
AED 01629 English Writing (1) 
Writing Courses AED 01253 English Writing (2) 
AED01640 English Writing (3) 
AED 01386 English Writing (4) 
AED01622 English Grammar (1) 
Grammar Knowledge AED01247 English Grammar (2) 
AED 01632 English Grammar & Practice ( 1) 
AED 01256 English Grammar & Practice (2) 
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APPENDIXC 
c ourses o fCh"ld I ren E l"hT ngJis eac h" p mg rogram 
Required 
Domains Courses or 
Elective 
Theory-Oriented Techniques and Principles in Language Teaching Required 
Instructional Materials for use in the Methodology of Teaching Required 
English to Children 
Lesson Plan Design together with Teaching Method and Activities Required 
Teaching Observation Required 
Second Language Acquisition Elective 
Language Assessment Elective 
Children Language Development Elective 
Skill-Oriented Methodology of Teaching Children English Pronunciation Elective 
Methodology of Teaching Children English Reading Elective 
Methodology of Teaching Children English Grammar Elective 
Teaching Practice Elective 
Methodology of Teaching Children English Songs and Chants Elective 
Methodology of Teaching Children English Games Elective 
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APPENDIXD 
Explanation of the Key Terms 
(1) Cram School 
Cram schools are specialized schools that train their students to meet particular 
goals, most commonly to pass the entrance examinations of high schools or universities. 
The English name is derived from the slang term "cramming," meaning to study hard or 
to study a large amount of material in a short period of time. Cram schools are more 
common in non-English speaking countries, especially in Asian countries. 
Cram schools are usually privately owned. They are prevalent in East Asia, where rote-
memorisation education plays a greater part in adolescent life. In fact, there are so many 
cram schools in Japan, mainland China, Taiwan, South Korea, and Hong Kong, that 
they have become a de facto parallel educational system, and high school students may 
need to attend cram schools after regular school to master certain important courses, like 
English, mathematics or natural sciences. 
Cram schools usually specialise in a particular subject or subjects. Cram schools that 
prepare students for high school and university entrance examinations are also 
frequently specialised to particular schools, and the staff may have access to previous 
years' examinations. Special cram schools that prepare students who have failed their 
entrance examinations (known as ro nin in colloquial Japanese) to take them the 
following year are also common. Such students may spend up to eighteen hours a day 
studying to retake their tests. Students who attend regular after-school cram schools 
may study four hours or more. 
As the name suggests, the aim of a cram school is to impart as much information to its 
students as possible in the shortest period of time. The goal is to enable the students to 
"parrot," that is, to unthinkingly repeat, information that is deemed necessary for 
particular examinations. Cram schools are sometimes criticised, along with the 
countries in which they are prevalent, for the lack of training their students receive in 
critical thinking and analysis. 
Cram schools in Taiwan are called buxiban and are not necessarily cram schools in the 
traditional sense. Almost any kind of extracurricular academic lesson could be termed 
buxiban, such as music, art, math, and science, even if students do not attend these 
classes specifically in order to pass an examination. It's a traditional belief that parents 
should send their children to all kinds of cram schools in order to compete against other 
talented children. Therefore, most children in Taiwan have a schedule packed with all 
sorts of cram school lessons. But when they study English, often with a "Native Speaker 
Teacher", they are actually studying at a private language school. Furthermore, since 
this study is ongoing, they are not "cramming" in the traditional sense of the word, and 
therefore, these language schools should not be called Cram Schools. 
(Resource get from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia) 
In this research study, there are two phrases, namely, "English Training Courses" 
and "Children's English Teaching Program" which are used most frequently and which 
merit definition at the outset: 
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(2) English Training Course: 
This focuses on the development of the four language skills, namely: listening, 
speaking, reading and writing and which also provides plenty of opportunities to widen 
the range of students' · vocabulary and improve their pronunciation. In addition, 
grammar knowledge is also included which gets students to function and apply various 
parts of speech, grammar structures and an appreciation of how words are formed. 
English Training Course in W.G. AED consists of 20 courses in the first three 
years of the undergraduate curriculum. The English Training courses are described (See 
Appendix C) 
In the AED there are some required and some elective elements in the curriculum 
which can be regarded as English Training Courses, but the researcher does not propose 
to evaluate these courses in the scope of this study. These courses are as set out below: 
- School Core Requirements: All students in W.G. Institute of Technology in their 
first and the second academic years are required to take four English courses 
(Listening comprehension, Communication Skills in English, Modem English 
Reading and Basic English Writing) 
English Pronunciation ( 1) (2): These courses help students with their pronunciation 
and emphasize the practice of meaningful utterances that can be used outside the 
classroom in real communication. 
English speech and communication: This course offers basic exercises for 
improving the vocal command of the English language, but also explores the crucial 
factors that inhibit and limit voice projection in front of an audience. 
Translation Method (1) (2): These courses provide an introduction to translation 
theories and strategies. The purposes are to help students develop their competence 
for language analysis with a contrastive study of English and Mandarin Chinese in 
order to enhance their skills in literary translation. 
- Preparation for GEPT ( 1-4 ): These courses are all part of the General English 
Proficiency Test (GEPT), the aims of which are to enhance students' language 
proficiency and prepares the AED students for the Elementary and Intermediate 
levels. Each level incorporates listening, reading, writing aqd speaking components 
which provides a fair, valid and reliable gauge for each level of English ability. The 
test is also used by hundreds of public and private schools as an admissions, 
placement or graduation criterion. 
Oral Training in English: The course aims are to provide advanced and practical 
training in English speaking and listening abilities. 
(3) Courses of Children English Teaching 
This component is divided into a number of sub-components, such as 
methodology, micro-teaching, and practice teaching, focusing on the development of 
prospective and trainee student-teachers who would like learning and exploring English 
in the teaching of English to young learners as preparation for their future career. The 
goal is for student teachers to become children's English teachers through instruction in 
various language teaching theories, approaches/methods, and techniques. 
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The course aims are to (1) develop student teachers knowledge and understanding 
of English structures and usages; (2) learn how to design teaching materials and lesson 
plans; (3) apply practical and effective strategies for teaching language skills and (4) 
learn the efficacy and appropriateness of various methodologies and approaches used to 
teach English in EFL classrooms. More details (see Appendix D) 
( 4) English Proficiency Tests 
GEPT (General English Proficiency Test) 
The General English Proficiency Test (GEPT) is a test of English language 
proficiency that was commissioned by Taiwan's Ministry of Education in 1999. The 
GEPT was developed by the Language Training and Testing Center in Taipei, Taiwan 
and was first administered in 2002. 
There are four levels of the test currently being administered: elementary, 
intermediate, high-intermediate, and advanced. A fifth level, the superior level, was 
administered only once and then suspended, pending further need. With the exception 
of the advanced level of the test, which is only conducted in Taipei at the LTTC 
headquarters, the GEPT is administered at sites located around the island of Taiwan. 
(From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia) 
TOEIC (Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC) 
Test of English for International Communication (TOEIC) measures the ability of 
non-native English-speaking examinees to use English in everyday workplace activities. 
The Test of English for International Communication™ (TOEIC) is "an English 
language test designed specifically to measure the everyday English skills of people 
working in an international environment." It is a two-hour multiple-choice test 
consisting of 200 questions divided into 100 questions each in listening comprehension 
and reading comprehension. Each candidate receives independent scores for written and 
oral comprehension on a scale from 5 to 495 points. The total score adds up to a scale 
from 10 to 990 points. The TOEIC certificate exists in five colours, corresponding to 
achieved results: 
orange ( 10-215) 
brown (220-465) 
green (470-725) 
blue (730-855) 
gold (860-990) 
(From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia) 
TOEFL (The Test of English as a Foreign Language) 
The Test Of English as a Foreign Language (or TOEFL, pronounced "toe-full") 
evaluates the potential success- of an individual to use and understand standard 
American English at a college level. It is required for non-native applicants at many US 
and other English-speaking colleges and universities. The TOEFL is the product of the 
Educational Testing Service (ETS), which is contracted by the private, non-profit firm, 
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the College Board to administer the test in institutions in the US; they also produce the 
SAT. 
(http:/ /secure. vee. be. ca/whatistoefl.cfm) 
IEL TS (International English Language Testing System) 
IELTS (International English Language Testing System) is an international 
standardised test of English language proficiency. It is jointly managed by University of 
Cambridge ESOL Examinations, the British Council and IDP Education Australia, and 
was established in 1989. There are two versions of the IELTS: the Academic Version 
and the General Training Version: 
The Academic Version is intended for those who want to enroll in universities 
and other institutions of higher education and for professionals such as medical doctors 
and nurses who want to study or practice in an English-speaking country. 
The General Training Version is intended for those planning to undertake non-
academic training or to gain work experience, or for immigration purposes. It is 
generally acknowledged that the reading and writing tests for the Academic Version are 
more difficult than those for the General Training Version, due to the differences in the 
level of intellectual and academic rigour between the two versions. IELTS is accepted 
by most Australian, British, Canadian, Irish, New Zealand and South African academic 
institutions, over 2,000 academic institutions in the United States, and various 
professional organisations. It is also a requirement for immigration to Australia and 
Canada. This has been criticised in Canada, because the English accents employed in 
the Listening section of the IELTS are far removed from typical Canadian accents. 
An IELTS result or Test Report Form (TRF- see below) is valid for two years. 
In 2007, IELTS tested over a million candidates in a single 12-month period for the first 
time ever, making it the world's most popular English language test for higher education 
and immigration. 
(From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia) 
NETPAW (the National English Test in Proficiency for All on the Web (NETPAW) 
The National English Test in Proficiency for All on the Web (NETPAW) in 
Taiwan based on the E-era Manpower Development Project, one of 10 projects under 
Challenge Year 2008- Important Projects for National Development. The 
Ministry provided a grant to the Republic of China Multimedia English Language 
Instruction Association (ROCMELIA) to design online English proficiency tests with 
the project of NETP A W. The integration of testing with online computing makes the 
integration of testing and instruction both easier and more efficient. ROCMELIA, the 
multimedia English learning and instruction association in Taiwan, offered five national 
English listening and reading proficiency tests on the World Wide Web 
before NETP A W, and started to offer the first NETP A W on 6 November 2004. There 
have been three first-stage and three second-stage tests held so far. The first-stage test 
consists of listening and reading tests, while the second-stage test includes 
speaking and writing tests. The Ministry of Education also supports the potential and 
current efforts for computer-assisted English testing. In March 2002, the Ministry of 
Education drafted a call for proposals in which any institute in Taiwan could submit a 
proposal to build the national English proficiency test on the Web for Taiwan. 
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ROCMELIA obtained a grant. This means that ROCMELIA has to shoulder the 
responsibility to offer more professional English proficiency tests to people in Taiwan. 
Their plan is to offer tests in all the four language skills of listening, reading, 
speaking and writing. For the NETP A W test, there are already five levels of proficiency 
tests created, namely: 
•Beginner; 
•Basic; 
• Low-intermediate; 
• Intermediate; 
• High-intermediate. 
The advanced and professional levels will be added to the NETP A W test in the near 
future 
(http://www .eng.monash.edu.au/uicee/worldtransactions/W ordTransAbstracts Vol6No2/ 
37 Chang26.pdf 
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Appendix E 
Written Documents of 20 Course Syllabus of English Training Courses 
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!Required textbook: ~D~veloping Tactics for Listening (2nd ed.) Author(s): Jack C. Rtchards Oxford University Press 2003 
[Textbooks for additional reading: I 
[Note: -, 
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!Department: Applied English Department 
Academic Year: 2007(Autumn Semester) 
Course Code: 01631 
Course: English Listening Training (I) 
Instructor: ************ 
Year of study: 
Semester: 
Credit: 
IYeM2 Autumn Semester 
(l) 
!course Requirements: 
Course Objectives: (l) knowledge: To promote students' listening comprehension (2) skill: To take notes 
while listening (3) Attitude: To understand the interactive nature of listening so that students will take 
initiatives to ask for clarifications when a message is not clear to them (4) Others: To use listening as a tool to 
obtain new information 
Week I Chapter/Content I Teaching Methodology I Note 
1 'II-ntr--od_u_c_t-io_n ________________________ ,, _____________ In_s_tr_u_c_ti_o_n ____________ l 
2 !warm-up activit._ie_s_a_n_d_P_r_e_v-ie_w_o_f_U_n-it_1_l·------·-----D-is_c_u-ss-i-on _______ l ______ _ 
3 jHoliday: No class I 
4 jThe~~k;.;ct&-t~~-r-ta-t-io_n ________ .-___________ P_r-ac_t_ic_e _______ l ____ _ 
5 jcar rental and parties I Instruction and Practice !quiz 1 
-----· -----------------.-----
6 Restaurants and Shopping 
Instruction and Practice a brief 
lesson on 
an English 
song may 
be 
included 
l 7 jAir travel and illnes;-········-· I Instruction and Practice ~~2-----
I 8 jwork and Fitness .-1 -----------------1 Instruction and Practice 
~- 9 jinvitations and small talks 
I I 0 !Mid-term exam 1,-,--F 
I Instruction and Practice -~----
.----------------
Instruction, Discussion and Practice 
Review 
mid-term 
exam 
I 12 !shopping and hotels ----,..-----In-s-tr_u_c-ti_o_n_a~d P;:;;~tl~~------..------
1 13 'IM __ o_vl-. e_s_a_n_d_~-ea_r_s _______________ l Instruction and Practice jquiz 4 
.------------------·----------.-----------------------,-----
A brief 
14 Telephone messages and sightseeing Instruction and Practice 
,-1-5--·IAirports and hotel check-in ~--fu~~: Discussion and Practice 
I 16 .!Traffic and roommates I Instruction, Discussion and Practice 
[17 !Travel I Instruction, Discussion and Practice 
I 18 ~~F-in-al_e_x-am ____________ ~ 
I 19 !Final Review I Instruction, Discussion and Practice 
lesson on 
an English 
song may 
be 
included 
!quiz 5 
lquiz6 
!Assessment Methods: !Mid-term: 25% Final: 25% Quiz and GEPT listening pr. ac .. t. i .. c .. e .. test .. s: . . 145% Attendance: 5% 
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!Department: Applied English Department 
Academic Year: 2008 (Winter Semester) 
Course Code: 01255 
Course: English Listening Training (2) 
Instructor: ******* 
Year of Study: 
----------------
Semester: lYe" 2 Wmter Semester 
Credit: (1) 
!course Requirements: 
.---------------------------------------------------------
I 
I 
I 
Course Objectives: knowledge: To promote students' listening comprehension; (2) skill: To take notes 
while listening; (3) Attitude: To understand the interactive nature of listening so that students will take 
initiatives to ask for clarifications when a message is not clear to them (4) (Others): To use listening as 
a tool to obtain new information 
Week I Chapter/Content I Teaching Methodology I Note 
1 !Introduction I Instruction I 
2 IHow to use the magazine and MP3 I Instruction I 
13----~port;nce of vocabulary in listening I Instruction 
-···-·-f·---,·-r 4 ITOEIC: sentences about photographs r- Practice quiz 1 
I 5 f[oEIC: Stimuli-Responses I Instruction, Presentation, Practice I 
I 6 ITOEIC: Stimuli-Responses I Instruction and Practice lquiz 2 
I 7 ITOEIC: Short conversations I Instruction, Presentation, Practice I 
8 ITOEIC: Short conversation I Instruction and Practice lquiz 3 
9 IMid-term exam I I 
!Authentic listening materials I I 
.,. 
10 Instruction and Practice 
11 !Notes-taking skill training I Instruction and Practice lquiz 4 
12 !Dictation I Presentation I 
13 !Films as a way for listening training I Practice lquiz 5 
I 14 !Listening training through games I Presentation and Practice lquiz 6 
I 15 !Authentic listening training I Presentation and Practice lquiz 7 
I 16 !Notes-taking skill training I Presentation and Practice lquiz 8 
I 17 
rr------------·,·--·--'··-·-'-·-
Dictation [-------·Presentation and Practice I 
I 18 !Final exam r--- I 
!
Assessment Methods: [quiz: 40% presentation: 10% mid-term exam: 20% final exam: 20% 
Jparticipation: 10% 
I rC_o_u_r-se_R_e-qu-i-re_m_en_t_s_: _____ l 
I Required Textbook: 'IT_a_c-tic_s_~_o_r_L-is-te_n_i-ng--A-u-t-ho_r_(_s )-: -Ja_c_k_C __ R-ic_a_hr_d_s_O_x~-o-rd--2-0_0_3_ 
.--------------------
Textbooks for additional [studio Classroom Author(s): Doris Brougham Studio Classroom 
reading: J2008/03 
,--------------------r----------------------------------------1 
INote: I 
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[Department: Applied Engiish Department 
-
Academic Year: 2007 (Autumn Semester) 
Course Code: 01621 
Course: English Conversation( l) 
Instructor: ***** 
Year of Study: 
Semester: 
Credit: 
IYea' I Autumn Semester 
(l) 
-----·--------·----------
/course Requirements: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Course Objectives: This course is designed to develop and enhance students' abilities in speaking. It also 
introduces the grammar that students should learn in making their sentences correct and meaningful. By the 
end of this first semester, the students should be able to ask and answer questions, initiate and respond to 
simple statements. The specific topics included in this semester are: I. giving your personal background; 2. 
talking about the transportation and transportation problems in your own city/country; 3. describing positive 
and negative things, talking about life style change; 4. talking about food, expressing likes and dislikes. The 
emphasis is on training students' accuracy to be able to carry on basic situational conversation and test to 
intermediate level. Course Description: Students will learn what to say in particular situations; how to begin to 
think critically; to be exposed to more ideas through opening them up to different subjects. 
Week I Chapter/Content I Teaching Methodology I Note 
I /Introducing the syllabus of this semester I Instruction I 
2 /Unit One: Talking about your personal background I Instruction and Discussion I 
3 /Unit One: exchanging personal information; I Instruction and Discussion /seminar 
~-~~hapter One: exchanging personal information; talk I 
about childhood; Grammar: past tense, (used to ... ) Instruction and Discussion I 
I 5 /Double Ten Holiday I Instruction and Discussion I 
I 6 /Unit Two: Caught in the rush I Instruction and Discussion ,-
I 7 /Unit Two: Caught in ~e rus~ I Instruction and Discussion /seminar 
I 8 /Unit one and Unit two--Review I Instruction and Discussion I 
~ ~~id term test: Listening comprehension and oral 
test (l) I I 
I lO /Mid term exam: Oral test (2) I I 
ll /Unit Three: Time for a change! I Instruction, Discussion and Practice / 
12 /unit three: Time for a change! I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
13 /Unit 3: Time for a change I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
14 /Unit 4: I've never heard of that! / Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
15 /Unit 4: I've never heard of that! / Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
16 /Unit 5 Going places: Travel; vacations; plans I Instruction and Discussion I 
17 /Unit 5 Going places: Travel; vacations; plans I Instruction and Discussion I 
18 /Final test I I 
19 I I I 
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See above 
!Assessment Methods: !class performance: 15% Attendance: 15% Mid-term 30% Final40% 
I
IC R 0 . . I;Stude. nts ar.e required. to: 10 participate class activities; 2o do the homewo. rk and ourse eqmrements: 0 0 pre-readmg; 30 take m1d-term and final test. 
. - i;rt~~~-;;-~g~i 3ni''Ectit.-io-n--A-u-th_o_r-(s_)_: _J_a_c_k_C_o_R_i-ch_a_r-ds-w-ith--J--o--n·a_t_h __ an--H-~ll and -· 
uired Textbook: Susan Proctor UCP 2005 
change 2, 3rd Edition Jack C. Richards with Jonathan Hull and Susan Proctor 
r------------
!Textbooks for additional 
!reading: 
[Note: 
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)Department: Applied English Department 
~odemic Yea<o 2008 (Winte< Sem.,te<) 
ourse Code: 01248 
ourse: English Conversation(2) 
structor: ***** 
~~~~-----
-··· 
Year of Study: Year I 
Semester: Winter Semester 
Credit: (1) 
)course Requirements: 
Course Aims: The course aims to help students improve their communication ability and confidence when 
engaging in English conversation. Students will be exposed to a variety of real-life language and activities to 
develop speaking and listening skills. A communicative approach is focused in the course; besides, vocabulary 
and grammar will be incorporated in to the course. As the course progresses, students are expected to improve 
their conversational ability and communicate more fluently in English. 
---------·-·-----
I Week I Chapter/Content I Teaching Methodology I Note 
I 1 )course Introduction I Instruction and Discussion j2·--[N~ C~ss -Holiday I 
I 3 )No class - Holiday I Grouping 
I 4 )unit 1 discussion I Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
I 5 !unit 5 Going places I Instruction, Discussion and Grouping 
I 6 )unit 6 conversation I Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
create a ~I No cia'<-- Holidoy conversation 
(pair work) 
~--8--- ~nvers~tion role plays, Unit 6 Common Instruction, Discussion, Presentation and ,----·-·--Complamts Grouping 
I 9 )Midterm Exam _____________ \ )oral test 
I )Midterm oral test [ ----· ~-10 
I 11 )unit 7 Inventions! I Instruction, Discussion and Grouping 
~!unit 8 Let's Celebrate! Instruction, Discussion, Presentation and I Grouping 
~~Unit 9 Good Book terrible movie! Instruction, Discussion, Presentation and I Grouping 
~ iunit13 , presentation of a movie/ book Instruction, Discussion, Presentation and I Grouping 
~~~nit 101 don't mind working on I Instructio~, Discussio~, Presentation and !mini 
weekends Groupmg role-plays 
~-~R · u · . 7 ;~---~~-------rns-tru~t~~:· Dis~ussion, Presentation and I ev1ew : mts - , conso 1 at1on G · roupmg 
I 17 \play presentation [ Presentation 
r--.-8--)play present~ti~n I Presentation 
,,Assessment Methods: 
particiaption, attendance, assignment--- 40% Midterm Exam---- 30% Play 
Course Requirements: 
· ( groups )--- 30% 
!.Students are required to attend the classes regulary and prepare mini role-plays in 
advance. 2. Class participation is very important. 
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Required Textbook: 
Textbooks for additional 
reading: 
!Note: 
Interchange, Book 3 Author(s): Jake Richards Cambridge Univ. press 2005 
Interchange, Book 2 Author(s): Jake Richards Cambridge Univ. press 2005 
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!Department: Applied English Department 
,----------------------------------------------------
Academic Year: 2007 (Autumn Semester) 
Course Code: 01630 
Course: English Conversation (3) 
Instructor: ***** 
Year of Study: 
Semester: 
Credit: 
reM2 Autumn Semester 
(I) 
jcou~se Requirements: 
Course Objectives: The course aims to help students improve their communication ability and confidence when 
engaging in English conversation. Students will be exposed to a variety of real-life language and activities to 
develop speaking and listening skills. A communicative approach is focused in the course; besides, vocabulary 
and grammar will be incorporated in to the course. As the course progresses, students are expected to improve 
their conversational ability and communicate more fluently in English. 
I Week I Chapter/Content I Teaching Methodology I Note 
I 1 !course Introduction I Instruction and Discussion 
I 2 !unit 1 That's what friends are for I Instruction, Discu~sion and Grouping 
~-3--jNo class - Holiday I -Grouping 
I 4 junit 1 discussion j Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
I 5 junit 2 Career Moves, I 
--
Instruction, Discussion and Grouping I 
I 6 junit 2 conversation I Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
~--r:i,l-2 review and conoolidotion create a Instruction, Discussion and Grouping conversation 
(pair work) Is !conversation role plays, Unit 3 Could you do 
me a favor? 
Instruction, Discussion, Presentation and I 
Grouping 
~-----jMid-t~rm Exam ---- roral test 
I 10 jMidterm oral test 
I 11 junit 4 What a story! I Instruction, Discussion and Grouping 
~ Junit 4 , finishing a story based on pictures Instruction, Discussion, Presentation and I Grouping 
I 13 junit 5 crossing cultures I Instruction, Discussion, and Presentation 
~~Un~t5 •. presentation of the country you'd like 
to hve m I Instn:tion.- Discussion, and Presentation I 
~I unit 6, What's wrong with it? -Instruction, Discussion and Grouping mini 
role-plays 
~!Review : Units 5-6, consolidation Instruction, Discussion, Presentation and I Grouping 
I 17 jfinal oral test 
r···----~-8-jfinal oral test 
!Assessment Methods: particiaption, attendance, assignment--- 40% Midterm Exam---- 30% Final Exam 
--- 30% 
ii,_c_o_u_r-se-R-eq_u_i-re_m_e-nt_s_: -- !.Students are required to attend the classes regulary and prepare mini rolecplays in _ 
advance. 2. Class participation is very important. 
!Required Textbook: !Interchange, Book 3 Author(s): Jake Richards Cambridge Univ. press 2005 
194 
Textbooks for additional 
reading: 
'IN-o-te-: -------.----· 
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!Department: Applied English Department _____ _ 
Academic Year: 2008 (Winter Semester) 
Course Code: 01254 
Course: English Conversation (4) 
Instructor: ***** 
IYear 2 
Winter Semester 
(1) 
Year of Study: 
Semester: 
Credit: 
!course Requirements: 
,------·-----------------·----------------·-------·---
Course Aims: The course aims to help students improve their communication ability and confidence when 
engaging in English conversation. Students will be exposed to a variety of real-life language and activities to 
develop speaking and listening skills. A communicative approach is focused in the course; besides, vocabulary 
and grammar will be incorporated in to the course. As the course progresses, students are expected to improve 
their conversational ability and communicate more fluently in English. 
I Week Chapter/Content 
I 1 jcourse Introduction 
'I --2--IUnit 5 Crossing Cultures 
I 3 ru;;-it s 
'I --4--lunit 6What's wrong with it? 
.-1 -5--lunit 6, pp.39-41 
I 6 lunit 8 Lifelong learning 
Teaching Methodology Note 
Instruction and Discussion 
Instruction, Discussion and Grouping 
Instruction and Discussion 
Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
Instruction, Discussion and Grouping ~---
,-------------------------Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
I 
create a 
7 i-u_n_i_t _8 _____________ ,_l_n_str_u_c_t-io_n_._D_i_sc_u_s_s_io_n_a_n_d_G_ro_u_p_i_ng __ conversation 
r ( pair work) 
1:-- con~ersation role plays, Unit 9 At your 
I 0 service 
,--1 -9--IMidterm Exam 
I I 0 !Midterm oral test 
I 11 lunit 9-10 Progress check 
~ ~nit 4 , finishing a story based on 
I 1 .:. pictures 
·~--13--IUnit 5 crossing cultures 
~ Unit5 , presentation of the coutry you'd 
I 1 '+ like to live in 
~\unit 6, What's wrong with it? 
Jl6·-IReview: Units 5-6, consolidation 
I 17 !final oral test 
I 18 lfinal oral test 
Instruction, Discussion, Presentation and 
Grouping 
.-----------------------
~truction~-Dl~~~~n and Grouping 
Instruction, Discussion, Presentation and 
Grouping 
Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
Instruction, Discussion and Grouping 
i-------------------------Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
loral test 
mini 
role-plays 
---·---------·----.. ·-------' 
\Assessment Methods: particiaption, attendance, assignment--- 40% Midterm Exam ---- 30% Final Exam--- 30% 
!.Students are required to attend the classes regulary and prepare mini Course Requirements: 
role-plays in advance. 2. Class participation is very important. 
I 
r-~-e_q_u-ir_e_d_T_e_x-tb_o_o_k_: ____ Interchange, Book 3 Author(s): Jake Richards Cambridge Univ. press 
2005 
196 
Textbooks for additional 
reading: 
~te: -----~ 
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~-·-·----------------------·····-·-·-··-·--·----·-------1 
!Department: Applied English Department 
Academic Year: 2007 (Autumn Semester) 
Course Code: 01636 
Course: English Conversation(5) 
Instructor:***** 
Year of Study: 
Semester: 
Credit: 
reocJ Autumn Semester 
(I) 
[course R~qui~ements: 
Course Aims: To assist students in acquiring vocabulary and speaking skills necessary to initiate and have 
conversations in English. 
Course objectives: 
To develop confidence when speaking to others 
To assist with participating in conversations 
To learn how to participate in group discussions 
To learn how to collect and use material(s) to assist the student in making conclusions 
To enhance and strengthen the students ability to speak by using the English language 
Week Chapter/Content 
lfutro_duction to the instructor and the course ---~ 
lreqmrements 
---------------------~ 
Teaching Methodology 
Discussion 
~--2------IDescribing characters ,---- i-~7t"r~tio-;--------~ 
I 3 [Geography and Weather Instruction I 
14--[Unit 3 Everyday activities and life experience .------In-s-tr.uction I 
I 5 [school subjects and at school Instruction I 
I 6 [Phone messages and Favors and requests Instruction I 
I 7 [wishes and Opinions Instruction I 
I 8 [Midterm Discussion I 
I 9 '[M-id-te_r_m ________ ·---------,------D-i-s-cu_s_s-io_n_ I 
I l 0 [customs and Events & Celebrations Instruction I 
I ll [Jobs and work Instruction and Discussion I 
I 12 [Recent activities and Leisure activities Instruction and Discussion I 
I 13 [Describing people and everyday habits Instruction and Discussion I 
I 14 [stories and In the news Instruction and Discussion I 
I 15 [Before you travel Instruction and Discussion I 
~--i6--Wa~1 experiences Instruction and Discussion ~-
[ 17 [Final Discussion I 
fl8-[.-F-in_a_l ______ ··--··--·- Discussion I 
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!Assessment Methods: !.Assignments and notes - 10% 2.Attendance and participation- 20% 3.Midterm- 35% 4.Final- 35% Total= 100% 
lcou"e Requi<ements: 
1. All readings should be completed before class 2. Attendance is expected 3. 
Participation in class discussions 4. Preparing and presenting individual 
speeches 
!Required Textbook: Talk time: Everyday English conversation Author(s): Stempleski, S. Oxford University Press. 2007/ 
-""'"""·-···-
Person to person: Communicative speaking and listening skills (3rd ed.). 
Textbooks for additional Author(s):Richards, J. C., Bycina, D., Wisniewska, I Oxford University 
reading: Press. 2007/ Talk time: Everyday English conversation Author(s): Stempleski, S. 
Oxford University Press. 2007/ 
!Note: 
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Department of Applied English 
Classroom 101 Course # 01384 
Class English Conversation (6) 
Time 10:20-12:10 I Period 3-4 
Teacher xxxxxxxxxxxxxx I 
Goal To develop students speaking abilities so that they become confident and 
comfortable when having an English conversation. 
Week Date Teacher ChaJ!ter/Content Method 
I 02/21/08 Hyde Introduction to the course Discussion 
and instructor Verbalization 
Resources See note:* 
Homework 
2 02/28/08 No class 
3 03/06/08 Hyde Lessons 1, 2, 3, 4 Instruction 
Alphabet, name, Discussion 
numbers, questions Verbalization 
Resources See note:* 
Homework 
4 03113/08 Hyde Lessons 5 & 6 Instruction 
Colors and basic lines Discussion 
Resources See note:* Verbalization 
Homework 
5 03/20/08 Hyde Lessons 7 & 8 Instruction 
Class talk and Discussion 
conversation Verbalization 
Resources See note:* 
Homework 
6 03/27/08 Hyde Lessons 9 & 10 Instruction 
School talk and time Discussion 
Resources See note:* Verbalization 
Homework 
7 04/03/08 Hyde Lessons 11 & 12 Discussion 
Calendar and horoscope Verbalization 
Resources See note:* 
Homework 
8 04/10/08 No class 
9 041117/08 Midterm test 
10 04/24/08 Hyde Lessons 13, 14, 15 Instruction 
Weather, holidays, family Discussion 
Verbalization 
Resources See note:* 
Homework Review for midterm 
11 05/01/08 No class - Seminar 
12 05/08/08 Hyde Lessons 16, 17, 18 Instruction 
Body aliments, money Discussion 
and clothing Verbalization 
Resources See note:* 
Homework 
13 05/15/08 Hyde Lessons 19, 20 Instruction 
Food and shopping Discussion 
Resources See note:* Verbalization 
Homework 
14 05/22/08 Hyde Lessons 21 & 22 Instruction 
Markets and restaurants Discussion 
Resources See note:* Verbalization 
200 
Homework 
15 05/29/08 Hyde Lessons 23 & 24 Instruction 
Sports/hobbies and Music Discussion 
Verbalization 
Resources See note:* 
Homework 
16 06/05/08 Hyde Lessons 25, 26, 27 Instruction 
Animals, plants and Discussion 
directions Verbalization 
Resources See note:* 
Homework 
17 06/12/08 Hyde Lessons 28, 29, 30 Instruction 
Transportation, housing Discussion 
and other places Verbalization 
Resources See note:* 
Homework 
18 06/19/08 Hyde Final exam Discussion 
Verbalization 
This is a guide to the semester and is subject to change. 
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Note: 
Required textbook: 
Lee, Jack (2008) American English: Dialogue. W. G. Hyde (Ed.). Chiayi, Taiwan ROC: 
Ming Dong Publishing. 
Textbooks for additional readings: 
ISBN: 13:978-0-07-110414-2 
Gram, N. (2008). Soundwaves: Developing listening and speaking skills. New York, NY: 
McGraw-Hill Companies Inc. 
ISBN: 9789194392938 
Stempleski, S. (2007). Talk time: Everyday English conversation (Student book 3). 
Taipei, TW: Oxford University Press. 
ISBN: 0-13-177644-4 
Saslow, J. (2003). Ready to go 2: Language, lifeskills, civics. White Plains, NY: Pearson 
Education. 
Course Objectives: 
To develop confidence when speaking to others 
To assist with participating in conversations 
To learn how to participate in group discussions 
To learn how to collect and use material(s) to assist the student in making conclusions 
To enhance and strengthen the students ability to speak by using the English language 
Course requirements: 
Attendance/Participation (100 points each): Attendance in this class is required. You will be expected 
to come to class each day and participate in the activities. This includes participating in discussions and 
other exercises. Excessive absents will reduce the overall grade (e.g., three absents days will reduce the 
grade by 10% and so on). 
Written Exams (100 points each): There will be two exams in the course, a midterm exam and a final 
exam. Exams may include true/false, matching and multiple-choice questions. There may also be a short 
essay question on the exam. Exams will cover the information that we discuss in class as well as 
supplemental readings. 
The following is a breakdown of the points possible: 
Attendance 25% (100 points) 
Participation 25% (100 points) 
Midterm exam 25% (100 points) 
Final exam 25% (100 points) 
100% 400 points 
This means that there will be a total of 400 points possible for the semester and it is your responsibility 
to collect as many points as possible from the total available. 
Class date 
02/21/08 
02/28/08 
03/06/08 
03/13/08 
03/20/08 
03/27/08 
04/03/08 
04/10/08 
04/17/08 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Weekly Schedule 
English Conversation 
Week 
1. Introduction to the course, instructor, syllabus, requirements 
and getting ready for the semester 
No class 
Alphabet, name, Numbers and questions 
Colors and basic lines 
Class talk and classroom conversation 
School talk and time 
Calendar and horoscope 
No class 
Midterm 
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(Lessons 1, 2, 3, 4) 
(Lessons 5 & 6) 
(Lessons 7 & 8) 
(Lessons 9 & 10) 
(Lessons 11 & 12) 
04/24/08 
05/01/08 
05/08/08 
05115/08 
05/22/08 
05/29/08 
06/05/08 
06112/08 
06119/08 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Weather, holidays and family 
No class 
Body ailments, money and clothing 
Food and shopping 
Markets and restaurants 
Sports/hobbies and Music 
Animals and plants, directions 
Transportation, housing and other places 
Final Exam 
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(Lessons 13, 14, 15) 
(Lessons 16, 17, 18) 
(Lessons 19 & 20) 
(Lessons 21 & 22) 
(Lessons 23 & 24) 
(Lessons 25, 26, 27) 
(Lessons 28, 29, 30) 
fo~partment: A.PP!i.ed Engli~hDeP;rtment 
Academic Year: 2007 (Autumn Semester) 
Course Code: 01620 
Course: Vocabulary and Reading(!) 
Instructor: ***** 
lYe" I Autumn Semester 
(2) 
Year of Study: 
Semester: 
Credit: 
jcourse Requirements: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
This course aim is designed to help students develop their English vocabulary and reading. 
Course Objectives: The emphasis is on improving the actual reading process, meaning construction, 
metacognitive knowledge and strategies. Specially, class activities involve word identification and 
vocabulary knowledge, reading attitudes, habits and ownership. II. Reading Materials I. Expository texts 2. 
Novels III. Learning Targets (Adapted from Michigan Reading Association, 1984 and LTTC for GEPT 
Tests, 2007): 1. to read and understand short dialogues, articles and stories 2. to construct a statement of a 
central purpose or theme 3. to identify main ideas/events and supporting information within and across texts 
4. to identify the story grammar in a novel, such as main characters, major events, and settings 5. to make 
personal responses to texts, such as feelings, thoughts, and interpretation 6. to use a variety of reading 
strategies and contextual clues to understand texts and recognize vocabulary, such as scanning, skimming, 
and guessing meaning from context 7. to boost reading speed 8. to develop positive reading attitudes and 
voluntary reading habits IV. Vocabulary Capacity: 3000 words V. Suggested Evaluation I. Written tests 2. 
Written assignments with scoring rubrics 
Week I Chapter/Content Teaching Methodology I Note 
l !Introduction Discussion I 
2 junit I, Chapter I Discussion I 
3 junit I Chapter I Discussion I 
4 junit I Chapter I Discussion I 
5 junit 2 Discussion I 
6 I unit 2 Discussion I 
7 junit2 Discussion I 
8 junit 3 Discussion I 
9 junit 3 Discussion I 
10 !Mid-term Exam I I 
ll junit 3 I I 
12 jReview l Discussion I 
13 lunit4 Discussion I 
14 junit4 Discussion I 
15 junit4 Discussion I 
16 junit5 Discussion I 
l7 junit 5 Discussion I 
18 junit6 Discussion I 
19 junit6 Discussion I 
!Assessment Methods: 
!course Requirements: 
jMid-term 40% Final 40% Attendance l 0% In-class Performance l 0% 
I 
!
Active Skills for Reading: Book l Author(s): Neil J. Anderson Thomson 2007/ Required Textbook: 
I~T_e_x-tb_o_o-ks-fo_r_a_d_d-it-io_n_a_l IThe Phantom of the Ooera Author( s) : Gaston Lerous. adaot Kate McMullan 
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!reading: !Random House 1989 
1,--N-o-te-: -----
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!Department: Applied English Department 
Academic Year: 2008 (Winter Semester) 
Course Code: 01246 
Course: Vocabulary and Reading(2) 
Instructor: ***** 
Year of Study: Year 1 
Semester: Winter Semester 
Credit: (2) 
!course Requirements: 
-· 
Course Objectives This course is designed to help students develop their English vocabulary and reading. 
The emphasis is on improving the actual reading process, meaning construction, metacognitive knowledge 
and strategies. Specially, class activities involve word identification and vocabulary knowledge, reading 
attitudes, habits and ownership. Build upon students' achievement in the first year, this course seeks to 
reinforce and enhance their reading proficiency in an enjoyable and cumulative manner. II. Reading 
Materials 1. Expository texts 2. Novels 3. Magazines III. Learning Targets (adapted from Michigan Reading 
Association, 1984 and LTTC for GEPT Tests, 2007): 1. to read and understand a broad range of texts 2. to 
evaluate and react critically to texts 3. to integrate information within a text 4. to be aware of contextual 
factors (e.g., prior knowledge, interest and purpose) 5. to boost reading speed 6. to develop positive reading 
attitudes and voluntary reading habits 7. to evaluate their own progress in English vocabulary and reading 
proficiency 8. to locate, use, clarify and synthesize a variety of English reading information IV. Vocabulary 
Capacity: 4000 words V. Suggested Evaluation I. Written tests 2. Written assignments with scoring rubrics 
3. Projects with scoring rubrics 
I Week I Chapter/Content I Teaching Methodology I Note 
Multiple 
choice 
1 Mob logging Discussion exercise 
after 
scanning 
the text 
I 2 !oral Presentation I Instruction 
creating a 
word web 
3 Moblogging Instruction and Discussion as a means 
of 
expanding 
vocabulary 1-open di"ussion of intemet ,mfing Oral presentation Discussion on Chapter 
ii of Stuarat 
Little 
l-IThe Olympic' 
I 
open 
discussion 
Discussion and 
exercise on 
p. 70 
~~Choosing the Olympic City I Instruction and Practice Learning suffixes 
J 7 .jstuart I,.ittle, Chapter III, pp. 13-16 I Presentation and Practice [s Unu,u•l Olympic Spo'"· pp. 74-75 I Doing Practice exercises on the basis 
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I I of scanning 
I 9 !stuart Little, Chapter IV, pp. 17-20 I Presentation r- grouping of Reading and Vocabulary comprehension words to & Vocab. Skill build up 
vocabulary 
I II [Stuart Little, Chapter V, pp. 21-25 I Presentation and Practice 
~ I teaching Money-Saving Tips, pp. 80-82 Instruction reading skills (cf. 81) 
~ Stuart Little, Chapters VI & VII, pp. 
26-46 I Presentation and Practice I 
~-- Cell Phone and Internet Dangers, pp. I 83-84; Selecting the Olympic Sports, pp. Instruction and Practice 85-86 
~ ·~·-··---·-·--Stuart Little, Chapter VIII, pp. 47-56; The World's Oldest University, pp. Discussion, Presentation and Practice 88-91 
open ~-~6-·-· 21st Centucy Wonden;of Engineedng, discussion pp. 92-96; Stuart Little Chapter IX, pp. Instruction and Practice on spare 
57-66 time 
activities 
~-~ I Which English Will We Speak?, pp. 17 98-101; Sign Language, pp. 103-105; Discussion, Presentation and Practice Stuart Little, Chapter X, pp. 67-71 
~Festivals and Celebrations, pp. 107-111; 
Stuart Little, Chaper XI, XII, pp. 72-82 I 
l ~ssessment Methods: IMid-term test: 40% Final test: 40% Oral Presentation (on Charlotte's Web): 10% !Attendance and class performance 10% 
r-----------------
1, ~Apart from the two tests, attendance is mandatory. Extensive exercises are also 
1
course Requirements: required in class. 
r---------------------------------------------------------f:Re~i-red Textbook: !Active Skills for Reading (I) Author(s): Neil J. Anderson Thomson 2007 
!'
Textbooks for additional ~·L-~t 1 .. d . tuart 1 t e Author(s): E.B. White Longman 988 rea mg: 
r---------------------------------------------------------1 
!Note: I 
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[Department: Applied English Department 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Academic Year: 2007 (Autumn Semester) 
Course Code: 01628 
Course: Vocabulary and Reading(3) 
Instructor: ***** 
Year of Study: 
Semester: 
Credit: 
1Yw2 Autumn Semester 
(2) 
Course Aim: This course is designed to help students develop their English vocabulary and reading. The 
emphasis is on improving the actual reading process, meaning construction, metacognitive knowledge and 
strategies. Specially, class activities involve word identification and vocabulary knowledge, reading attitudes, 
habits and ownership. Build upon students' achievement in the first year, this course seeks to reinforce and 
enhance their reading proficiency in an enjoyable and cumulative manner. II. Reading Materials I. Expository 
texts 2. Novels 3. Magazines III. 
Learning Targets (adapted from Michigan Reading Association, 1984 and LTTC for GEPT Tests, 2007): I. to 
read and understand a broad range of texts 2. to evaluate and react critically to texts 3. to integrate information 
within a text 4. to be aware of contextual factors (e.g., prior knowledge, interest and purpose) S. to boost reading 
speed 6. to develop positive reading attitudes and voluntary reading habits 7. to evaluate their own progress in 
English vocabulary and reading proficiency 8. to locate, use, clarify and synthesize a variety of English reading 
information IV. Vocabulary Capacity: 4000 words V. Suggested Evaluation I. Written tests 2. Written 
assignments with scoring rubrics 3. Projects with scoring rubrics 
Week I Chapter/Content I Teaching Methodology I Note 
1 [Introduction I I 
2 [unit I I Discussion I 
3 [unit 1 I Discussion I 
4 [unit 1 I Discussion ,-
s junit 1 I Discussion I 
6 [unit2 I Discussion ,-
7 .lunit2 I Discussion I 
8 [unit2 ,- Discussion I 
9 [unit 3 I Discussion I 
10 lunit 3 I Discussion I 
II [Mid-term Exam I Discussion I 
12 jReview I Discussion I 
13 junit4 I Discussion ~-
14 [unitS I Discussion I 
[unitS---·· -- ~------- --·--~-1S Discussion 
16 [unit6 I Discussion I 
17 [unit6-··-- ,--- Discussion I 
18 [Final Exam r I 
[Assessment Methods: [Mict-t~rm Test: 40% Final Test: 40% Oral Presentation: 10% Attendance: 10% 
~----------[course Requirements: 
required ~extbook: Active Skills for Reading: Book 2 Author(s): Neil J. Anderson Thomson 2007 
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fTextb;oks·f~r additi~~;:;J-
Ireading: ~--------------------------1 
!Note: 
Miserables Author(s): Victor Hugo Random House 2001 
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!Department: Applied English Department 
, __ 
Academic Year: 2008 (Winter Semester) 
Course Code: 01252 
Course: Vocabulary and Reading(D) 
Instructor: ***** 
.. ,. 
·-···-
Year of Study Year2 
Semester: Winter Semester 
Credit: (2) 
!course Requirements: 
--·~-
Course Aim: This course is designed to help students develop their English vocabulary and reading. The 
emphasis is on improving the actual reading process, meaning construction, metacognitive knowledge and 
strategies. Specially, class activities involve word identification and vocabulary knowledge, reading 
attitudes, habits and ownership. Built upon students' achievement in the first year, this course seeks to 
reinforce and enhance their reading proficiency in an enjoyable and cumulative manner. II. Reading 
Materials 1. Expository texts 2. Novels 3. Magazines III. 
Learning Targets (adapted from Michigan Reading Association, 1984 and LTTC for GEPI' Tests, 2007): 
1. to read and understand a broad range oftexts 2. to evaluate and react critically to texts 3. to integrate 
information within a text 4. to be aware of contextual factors (e.g., prior knowledge, interest and purpose) 
5. to boost reading speed 6. to develop positive reading attitudes and voluntary reading habits 7. to 
evaluate their own progress in English vocabulary and reading proficiency 8. to locate, use, clarify and 
synthesize a variety of English reading information IV. Vocabulary Capacity: 4000 words V. Suggested 
Evaluation 1. Written tests 2. Written assignments with scoring rubrics 3. Projects with scoring rubrics 
---~~. 
Chapter/Content Teaching Methodology Note 
llntmduction 
On I 
administrati 
ve details I 
Reading and Vocabulary Comprehension; JPract~ce Vocabulary Skills 
Exercises 
Beyond the Body's Limits, pp. 64-65; Discussion, Presentation and on the basis 
Charlotte's Web, Chapter I Practice of 
scanning 
Reading & Vocab. Comprehension and I Vocabulary Skills, pp. 66-67; Charlotte Web, Presentation and Practice Chapter II 
Leisure and Hobby, pp. 68-69; Charlotte, Instruction, Presentation and Practice 
making pie Chapter 3 Practice 
charts 
Scrapbooking, pp. 7073; Charlotte's Web, Instruction, Presentation and I Chapter iV Practice 
Work Hard, Play Hard? pp. 74-75; Charlotte's Instruction, Presentation and -~~canning 
Web, Chapter V Practice Skills 
··~·---~-··"""'"'"" ------- ,-Review Unit 2, pp. 79-82; Charlotte Web, Instruction, Presentation and 
Chapter VI Practice 
I I Meet Freddy Adu, pp. 83-84; Charlotte's Instruction, Presentation and 
Web, Chapter VII Practice 
Combining New and Old Medicine, 84-86; Instruction, Presentation and 
I Charlotte's Web, Chapter VIII Practice t World of Music, pp. 87-91; Charlotte's Instruction, Presentation and I Web, Chapter IX Practice 
-----
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~ The Hot World of Salsa, pp. 92-93; ~ i~n. Presentation and ,-
Charlotte's Web, Chapter X e 
,,~ Reading & Vocab. Comprehension, Vocab. Instruction, Presentation and I Skills, pp. 94-95; Charlotte's Web, Chapter Practice XI 
Discussion ~ Ca<eec Path, pp. 96-97; Chadotte, Chaptec Instruction, Presentation and on pictures 
XII Practice of different 
career 
people 
~~Be Your Own Boss, pp. 98-101; Charlotte's Instruction, Presentation and ~ Web, Chapter XII Practice ~ The Right Job for your Personality, pp. Instruction, Presentation and 102-102-103; Charlotte's Web, Chapter XIV Practice 
~Reading and Voo.b. Compcehension, Vocab Instruction, Presentation and ~-~ Skills, pp. 104-105; Charlotte's Web, Chapter Practice XIV 
~The Story of Chocolate, pp. 106-107; Instruction, Presentation and I Charlotte's Web, Chapter XV Practice 
Fssessment Methods: Mid-term Test: 40% Final Test: 40% Oral Presentation: 10% Attendance: 10% 
Apart from the two tests, class attendance is mandatory. There will be 
Course Requirements: extensive exercises in class in addition to an oral presentation on The 
Stuart Little. 
!Required Textbook: Active Skills for Reading (2) Author(s): Neil J. Anderson Thomson 2007 
Textbooks for additional 
reading: 
I Note Supplementary Reading: 
E.B. White, Charlotte's Web (Taipei: Bookman, 1988). 
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[Department: Applied English Department 
r~;;de~ic Year: 2007 (Winter Semester) ourse Code: 01629 ---------------------------ourse: English Writing ( 1) structor: ***** YearofStudy: 'IY_e_a_r_2 _____________________________________________ _ 
Semester: Winter Semester 
Credit: (2) 
[course Requirements: 
Course Objectives: 1. The ability to make correct sentences. 2. The basic structure of writing a paragraph. 3. 
Learn to write topic sentences, support sentences and concluding Sentences 
[ Week [ Chapter/Content [ Teaching Methodology [ Note 
[ 1 i-[In_tr_o_d_u_c_t-io_n_a_n_d_t_h_e_r_e-gu_l_a....:.ti_o_n_s -o-f -th_e_c_l-as-s-. -----~i--------Instruction [ 
[r--2--[Unit one What is a Paragraph? [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice I'[ ---
[ 3 [unit one What is a Paragraph? [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice 
[ 4 [unit one What is a Paragraph? [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice [ 
[r--5--[Unit 2 D~veloping Ideas for Writing a Paragraph [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice '[ ---
[ 6 [unit 2 [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
[ 7 [unit 3 The topic Sentence 38 [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice 1.---
[--8--FnJt3__________ [ lnstr~ction, Discussion and Practi~e-[ 
9 [Mid-term examination I _1.---
1 0 [unit 4 Supporting and Concluding Sentences [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice [ 
11 [unit 4 Supporting and Concl~ding Sentences [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice ~-
12 [unit 4 Supporting and Concluding Sentences [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice _I 
13 [unit 5 Paragraph Review [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice [.---I 
14 [unit 5 Paragraph Review [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
[-i5 ___ [Unit 5 Paragraph Review [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice Ii----I 
[ 16 [unit 5 Paragraph Review [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
[ 17 [paragraph analysis [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice I.---I I 18 rf'ina~~--a-m_i_n-at-io_n ________________________________ ~---· 1 
.----1 
[ 19 [Review [ Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
c=· M th d ---~Attendance 10%2. assignments 15%3. t~sts 15%4. Mid-term examination 30% 
11-\:s:st::s:suu:nt e 0 s: j5. Final examination 30% 
jl. Attend the class on time. 2. Hand in the assignments on time. 3. Be active in 
Course Requirements: _!group discussion. 
,-----------------------------------------------------------1 
!
Required Textbook: [Great Paragraph: Author(s): Folse S. Folse, April Muchmore-Vokoun, Elena 
IVestri Solomon Cave bookStore 2004 
Textbooks for additional I 
readings: jNote: ,.-------------=--'---"-'=---:_:_:_ _ _;__ ____ _ 
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/Department: Applied English Department 
----
Academic Year: 2008 (Autumn) 
Course Code: 01253 
Course: English Writing(2) 
Instructor: ***** 
Year of Study: Year 1 
Semester: Autumn Semester 
Credit: (2) 
/course Requirements: 
Course Objectives: I. Review topic sentence, supporting sentence, and concluding sentence. 2. Learn 
different types of writing an English paragraph. 3. Learn to distinguish difference between different types of 
paragraph. 4. Learn to write different types of paragraph. 5. Learn to use transition words. 6. Learn to use the 
structure of a paragraph. 
I Week I Chapter/Content I Teaching Methodology I Note 
I 1 /Course Introduction and regulation I Instruction I 
I 2 /Unit 5 Paragraph review I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
3 /Unit 5 Paragraph review I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
4 /Unit 7 Process analysis I Instruction, Discussion and Practice ~------
/Unit 7 Process analysis 
---·--~ 
I 5 Instruction, Discussion and Practice 
6 !unit 7 Process analysis I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
7 /unit 7 Process analysis I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
8 /Appendix 5 Unit I to 4 ·---, Instruction, Discussion and Practice ,-
9 !Mid-term examination I I 
/Unit 9 Opinion 
"""" ____ ,_, ______ 
I 
--
I 10 Instruction, Discussion and Practice 
11 /Unit 9 Opinion I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
I 12 /unit 9 Opinion I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
I 13 /unit 9 Opinion I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
I 14 /Paragraph writing I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I lis·--·--- [unit 11 Paragraphs in an essay I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
I 16 /Unit 11 Paragraphs in an essay I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
I 17 /unit 11 Paragraphs in an essay I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
I 18 !Final examination I I 
!Assessment Methods: 
l. Attendance 10% 2. assignments 15% 3. tests 15% 4. Mid-term examination 
30%5. Final examination 30% 
l. Attend the class on time. 2. Hand in the assignment on time. 3. Be active in 
the class. !course Requirements: 
------·-1---------------------'--------
Great Paragraph Author(s): 
April Muchmore-Vokoun, Elen Required Textbook: 
Great Paragraph Author(s): Folse S. Folse, 
Cave 
Textbooks for additional -~ ---------------------
reading: I 
!Note: -----·--,------- -------···-·---------
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Course: English Composition 3 
Instructor: xxxxxxxxx phone: 226-7125 #61115 e-mail: xxxxxxx@ms12.hinet.net 
Class: [ill;ji 3 A 
Textbook: From Great Paragraphs to Great Essays 
W Course Description: 
This course provides a variety of important writing skills for college students at the intermediate level. 
Students are guided to understand the writing process of generating, developing, organizing ideas and 
finally producing a composition of 1-3 paragraphs . Also, through a lot of grammar practice and writing 
activities, this course aims to target the specific writing and grammatical difficulties so that students learn 
to solve the problems in English writing and express themselves effectively in English. 
II) Course Requirements: 
1. Preview. Before class you are required to go through the given material and look up new words in the 
textbook. So your preview job is to look up new words and find out the usage of those words. Each of 
you will take turns reading the paragraph and answering questions in class. 
2. Class Participation and Pre-writing Activity. Always bring English-English, English-Chinese or 
bilingual dictionaries in my class. It is very important that you take notes and write on your own in order 
to practice the writing skills you have learned. Please keep notes and sentences in your journal for the 
whole semester. Hand in the writer's journal before midterm and final week. 
3. Paragraph Writing. You are required to hand in typed assignments with peer-editing (find yourself a 
partner to do peer-editing) and revision every other week. Avoid plagiarism. 
W Grading: 
1. assignments 30% 2. attendance and in-class participation 10% 
3. quiz and writer's journal 20% 4. midterm 20% 5. final 20% 
W Course Schedule 
Week In-class Tasks 
I Introduction to this course 
2 unit 1 What is a paragraph? 
3 unit 1 
4 unit 2 Five Elements of Good Writing 
5 unit 2 
6 unit 2 
7 unit 3 Types of Paragraphs 
8 A review of unit 1-3 writer's journal 
. 
9 Midterm writer's journal due 
10 unit 3 
II unit 4 Moving from Paragraph to Essay 
12 unit 4 
13 unit 4 
14 unit 4 
15 unit 4 
16 unit4 
17 A review of unit 3-4 writer's journai due 
18 final 
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Syllabus 
Course: English Composition 4 
Instructor: xxxxxxxxxx phone: 226-7125 #61115 e-mail: xxxxxxxx@ms12.hinet.net 
Class: ll!l15z 3 A 
Textbook: From Great Paragraphs to Great Essays 
W Course Description: 
This course provides a variety of important writing skills for college students at the intermediate level. 
Students are guided to understand the writing process of generating, developing, organizing ideas and 
finally producing a composition of l-3 paragraphs . Also, through a lot of grammar practice and writing 
activities, this course aims to target the specific writing and grammatical difficulties so that students learn 
to solve the problems in English writing and express themselves effectively in English. 
ill Course Requirements: 
l. Preview. Before class you are required to go through the given material and look up new words in the 
textbook. So your preview job is to look up new words and find out the usage of those words. Each of 
you will take turns reading the paragraph and answering questions in class. 
2. Class Participation and Pre-writing Activity. Always bring English-English, English-Chinese or 
bilingual dictionaries in my class. It is very important that you take notes and write on your own in order 
to practice the writing skills you have learned. Please keep notes and sentences in your journal for the 
whole semester. Hand in the writer's journal before midterm and final week. 
3. Paragraph Writing. You are required to hand in typed assignments with peer-editing (find yourself a 
partner to do peer-editing) and revision every other week. Avoid plagiarism. 
W Grading: 
2. assignments 30% 2. attendance and in-class participation l 0% 
4. quiz and writer's journal 20% 4. midterm 20% 5. final 20% 
W Course Schedule 
Week In-class Tasks 
l Introduction to this course 
2 unit4 Moving from Paragraph to Essay 
3 unit 4 
4 unit 5 Compare-Contrast Essays 
5 unit 5 
6 unit 5 
7 unit 5 
8 unit 6 Cause-Effect Essays D writer's journal due 
' 
9 midterm 
10 unit 6 
ll unit 6 
12 unit 6 
13 unit 7 Classification Essays 
14 unit 7 
15 unit 7 
16 unit 7 
17 A review of unit 6-7 Dwriter'sjournal due 
18 final 
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r/D_e_p_a-rt_m_e_n-t:_A_p_p_l-ie_d_E_n_g_h_. s_h_D_e_p_a-rt_m_e_n_t ---------------------------
Academic Year: 2007 (Autumn Semester) 
Course Code: 01622 
Course: Grammar (I) 
Instructor: ******** 
.----------------.-----------------------------
I
Year I Year of Study: 
Semester: 
Credit: 
/course~~~-e-n-t-s·-. ---
Autumn Semester 
(2) 
The aim of the course is to teach students how to use English grammar properly. 
The objectives of the course are designed to help students develop their English grammar proficiency. After 
this course, they are able to use tenses correctly, and identify and distinguish what simple sentences and 
complex sentences are. 
/Week / Chapter/Content Teaching Methodology Note 
~--1---- [l~~duction. Instruction 
/ 2 /1-1, 1-2 present tense Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
/ 3 /1-3, 1-4, 1-5 present tense Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
/ 4 /1-6, 1-7, present tense Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
5 /review and test Instruction and Discussion 
6 /2-1, 2-2, 2-3, past tense Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
7 [~5:-i~~p;;t~~e----------------~ Instruction, Discussion and Presentation ~----
8 /2-7, 2-8, 2-9, past tense I Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
9 /2-10, 2-11, past tense I Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
10 /review, test I Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
11 /Midterm 
12 /12-1, 12-2, relative clause I Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
13 /12-3, 12-4, relative clause I Instruction, Discussion and Presentation r----
14 fl2-7, review, test I Instruction and Discussion 
15 /14-1, 14-2, noun clause I Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
16 /14-3, 14-4, noun clause I Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
17 /14-5, revi~w, test I Instruction, Discussion and Presentation 
~~s-fFi-;;~----- r--------- ~---
/Assessment Methods: /Participation (20%), tests (30%), midterm (25%), final (25%) 
r/C_o_u_r-se-R-eq_u_i-re-m-en_t_s_: --/Preview and group discussion are required. 
!
Required Textbook: Fundamentals of English Grammar Author(s): Betty Schrampfer Azar Caves 
2005 
Textbooks for additional 
reading: 
/Note:--
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[Department: Applied English Department 
Academic Year: 2008 (Winter Semester) 
Course Code: 01247 
Course: Grammar (2) 
Instructor: ***** 
Year of Study: Year I 
Semester: Winter Semester 
Credit: (2) 
[course Requirements: 
This course aims to help students understand grammatical rules and enable them to apply the rules to the four 
language skills, especially writing and speaking 
I Week I Chapter/Content I Teaching Methodology I Note 
I I [course Introduction I Instruction I 
~~:ense (1/2): simple present, simple past and future I I tr . D' . d p . 
· ns uct10n, Iscussion an ractice 
tense I 
I 3 [Tense (2/2): progressive and perfect aspects I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
~--4·-- [Qu~stion formation ( 1/2): wh-questions I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
I 5 [Question formation (2/2): yes-no questions I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
I 6 [Noun and pronoun I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
I 7 [Modal Auxiliaries I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
I 8 [conjunctions I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
I 9 [Mid-term Exam I I 
10 [Making comparisons I Instruction, Discussion and Practice J 
II [Passive voice I Instr-;:.ction, Discussion and Practice ~---
12 [countable and uncountable; articles I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
13 [Adjective clause I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
14 [Gerund and infinitives I Instruction and Discussion I 
15 [Noun Clauses I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
16 [Review and Practice ( 1) I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
17 ~view and Practice (2) I Instruction, Discussion and Practice I 
18 [Final Exam I ,---
[Assessment Methods: [Attendance 10% Quizzes 40% Mid-term 25% Final 25% 
r~::~~uiremen~ "-"·-·---""·--·--·---Students are required to attend the class regularly. Absence without acceptable excuses will be noted and cause deduction of the attention score. Students are expected to preview and review the learning units before taking the quizzes. 
Students need to ensure that they have a basic grasp of the grammatical points 
covered during a period of time. 
[Required Textbook: 
·1:extbooks for additional 
reading: F - ··---Required textbook: 
. Azar, B.S. (2004). Fundamentals of English grammar (3rd ed.). Pearson 
Education Taiwan & Caves Books: Taipei, Taiwan. 
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Syllabus 
Course: English Grammar and Practice (l ndsemester) 
phone: 226-7125 #61115 
Class: [!ltt 2A 
Grammar 
liJ Course Description: 
Instructor: xxxxxxx 
E-mail: xxxxxxx @ms 12.hinet.net 
Textbook: Fundamentals of English 
This one-year course gives a comprehensive introduction of grammar for English learners at the 
intermediate level. In the first semester students are provided with a quick review of all the tenses. The 
structure of questions, the usage of nouns and pronouns, and modal auxiliaries are also included. It aims 
to lead students with clear explanation and a lot of practice and exercises so that they can build accuracy 
and fluency in using grammatical structure and further develop a natural sense of how spoken and written 
English are used in real life. 
lil Course Requirements 
1. Preview. Before class you are required to go through the units in the textbook. So your preview job is 
to look up new words and find out the usage of those words. 
2.Always bring an English-English or English-Chinese or a bilingual dictionary in my class. Moreover, 
you are required to finish the homework and be prepared to ask questions and respond to what we have 
discussed in class. 
3. Regular attendance, punctuality, and active in-class participation will be expected. 
4. Divide your class into 4 groups and work together for a twenty-minute presentation. Each group will 
report on the assigned reading based on the grammar points we have studied. Please present your report 
in a clear, interesting way. 
lil Grading 
I. Attendance and in-class participation 25% 
3. quizzes 15% 4. midterm 25% 
liJ Course Schedule 
week In-class Tasks 
I. Introduction and a review of present tense 
2. chapter 2 Past Tense 
3 chapter 3 Future Tense 
4. chapter 4 Present Perfect 
5 holiday 
6. chapter 4 Past Perfect I group 1 report 
7. chapter 5 Asking Questions I group 2 report 
8. chapter 51 a review of chapter 1-5 
9 midterm--written exam 
10. chapter 6 Nouns and Pronouns 
11. chapter 6 I group 3 report 
12. chapter 6 I group 4 report 
13 chapter 7 Modal Auxiliaries I group 5 report 
14. chapter 7 I group 6 report 
15 chapter 7 I group 7 report 
16. chapter 7 I group 8 reoprt 
17. a review of chapter 6-7 
18. fianl--written exam - -
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2. Oral report 10% 
5. final 25% 
Syllabus 
Course: English Grammar and Practice (2°dsemester) 
phone: 226-7125 #61115 
Class: l1:9it 2A 
Grammar 
!il Course Description: 
Instructor: xxxxxxxx 
E-mail: xxxxxxx @ms 12.hinet.net 
Textbook: Fundamentals of English 
This one-year course gives a comprehensive introduction of grammar for English learners at the 
intermediate level. In the first semester students are provided with a quick review of all the tenses. The 
structure of questions, the usage of nouns and pronouns, and modal auxiliaries are also included. It aims 
to lead students with clear explanation and a lot of practice and exercises so that they can build accuracy 
and fluency in using grammatical structure and further develop a natural sense of how spoken and written 
English are used in real life. 
!il Course Requirements 
I. Preview. Before class you are required to go through the units in the textbook. So your preview job is 
to look up new words and find out the usage of those words. 
2.Aiways bring an English-English or English-Chinese or a bilingual dictionary in my class. Moreover, 
you are required to finish the homework and be prepared to ask questions and respond to what we have 
discussed in class. 
3. Regular attendance, punctuality, and active in-class participation will be expected. 
4. Divide your class into 4 groups and work together for a twenty-minute presentation. Each group will 
report on the assigned reading based on the grammar points we have studied. Please present your report 
in a clear, interesting way. 
!il Grading 
I. Attendance and in-class participation 25% 
3. quizzes 15% 4. midterm 25% 
!il Course Schedule 
week In-class Tasks 
1. Introduction and a review of tenses 
2. chapter 6 Nouns and Pronouns 
3 chapter 6 
4. chapter 8 Conjunction 
5 chapter 8 
6. chapter 10 Passive form 
7. chapter 10 
8. chapter 10 
9 midterm 
10. chapter 12 relative clause 
11. chapter 12 
12. chapter 12 
13 chapter 13 gerund and infinitives 
14. chapter 13 
15 chapter 14 Noun clause 
16. chapter 14 
17. chapter 14 
18. Final Exam 
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2. Oral report 10% 
5. final 25% 
group 1 report 
group 2 report 
group 3 report 
group 4 report 
group 5 report 
group 6 report 
group 7 report 
Appendix F 
Description of the aims and objectives of the courses through e-mails from 
the instructors 
English Listening Training (1) English Listening Training (2) 
Aim: to improve students' listening skills. Aim: to improve students' listening skills. 
Objectives: Students are able to: Objectives: Students are able to: 
• Use a variety of listening strategies to • Use a variety of listening strategies to 
understand texts and listen for information understand texts and listen for information 
and gist and gist 
• Understand the contents of the text book. • Understand the contents of the text book. 
• Take notes while listening. • Take notes while listening. 
• Identify different voices and pronunciation • Identify different voices and pronunciation 
from the speakers in the listening practice. from the speakers in the listening practice. 
• Understand the interactive nature of • Understand the interactive nature of 
listening and take initiatives to ask for listening and take initiatives to ask for 
clarifications when a message is not clear clarifications when a message is not clear 
to them to them 
• Listen extensively to radio, TV stations, • Listen extensively to radio, TV stations, 
movies and songs movies and songs 
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English Conversation/Speaking (1) 
Aim: to develop and enhance students' abilities 
in speaking. 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
• Ask and answer questions, initiate and 
respond to simple statements 
• Make their sentences correct and 
meaningful. 
• Participate in discussions and in role-play 
such as, real-life events and situations. 
• Carry on basic situational conversation and 
test to intermediate level. 
English Conversation/Speaking (3) 
Aim: to help students improve their 
communication ability and confidence when 
engaging in English conversation. 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
English Conversation/Speaking_ (2) 
Aim: to help students improve their 
communication ability and confidence when 
engaging in English conversation. 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
• Expose to a variety of real-life language 
and activities to develop speaking and 
listening skills. 
• Make correct sentences 
• Use conversational ability and 
communicate more fluently in English . 
English Conversation/Speaking (4) 
Aim: to help students improve their 
communication ability and confidence when 
engaging in English conversation. 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
• Expose to a variety of real-life language • 
and activities to develop speaking and 
listening skills. 
Expose to a variety of real-life language 
and activities to develop speaking and 
listening skills. 
• 
• 
Make correct sentences • Make correct sentences 
Use conversational ability and • Use conversational ability and 
communicate more fluently in English. 
• Engage in conversation with people whose • 
native language is English 
communicate more fluently in English. 
Engage in conversation with people whose 
native language is English 
English Conversation/Speaking (5) English Conversation/Speaking( 6) 
Aims: to assist students in acquiring vocabulary Aims: to develop students speaking abilities to 
and speaking skills necessary to initiate and have that they become confident and comfortable 
conversations in English. when having and English conversation. 
Objectives: Students are able to: Objectives: Students are able to: 
• Develop confidence when speaking to • Develop confidence when speaking to 
others others 
• Assist with participating in conversations • Assist with participating in conversations 
• Learn how to participate in group • Learn how to participate in group 
discussions discussions 
• Learn how to collect and use material(s) to • Learn how to collect and use material(s) to 
assist the student in making conclusions assist the student in making conclusions 
• Enhance and strengthen the students ability • Enhance and strengthen the students ability 
to speak by using the English language to speak by using the English language 
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Vocabulary & Reading_ Comprehension {1) 
Aim: to help students develop their English 
vocabulary and reading. 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
• Read and understand short dialogues, 
articles and stories 
• Construct a statement of a central purpose 
or theme 
• Identify main ideas/events and supporting 
information within and across texts 
• Identify the story grammar in a novel, such 
as main characters, major events, and 
settings 
• Make personal responses to texts, such as 
feelings, thoughts, and interpretation 
• Use a variety of reading strategies and 
contextual clues to understand texts and 
recognize vocabulary, such as scanning, 
skimming, and guessing meaning from 
context 
• Boost reading speed 
• Develop positive reading attitudes and 
voluntary reading habits IV. Vocabulary 
Capacity: 3000 words V. Suggested 
Evaluation 1. Written tests 2. Written 
assignments with scoring rubrics 
Vocabulary & Readin2 Comprehension {3) 
Aim: to help students develop their English 
vocabulary and reading. 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
• Read and understand short dialogues, 
articles and stories 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) 
Aim: to help students develop their English 
vocabulary and reading. 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
• Read and understand short dialogues, 
articles and stories 
• Construct a statement of a central purpose 
or theme 
• Identify main ideas/events and supporting 
information within and across texts 
• Identify the story grammar in a novel, such 
as main characters, major events, and 
settings 
• Make personal responses to texts, such as 
feelings, thoughts, and interpretation 
• Use a variety of reading strategies and 
contextual clues to understand texts and 
recognize vocabulary, such as scanning, 
skimming, and guessing meaning from 
context 
• Boost reading speed 
• Develop positive reading attitudes and 
voluntary reading habits IV. Vocabulary 
Capacity: 3000 words V. Suggested 
Evaluation 1. Written tests 2. Written 
assignments with scoring rubrics 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) 
Aim: to help students develop their English 
vocabulary and reading. 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
• Read and understand short dialogues, 
articles and stories 
• Construct a statement of a central purpose • 
or theme 
Construct a statement of a central purpose 
or theme 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Identify main ideas/events and supporting • 
information within and across texts 
Identify the story grammar in a novel, such • 
as main characters, major events, and 
settings 
Make personal responses to texts, such as • 
feelings, thoughts, and interpretation 
Use a variety of reading strategies and • 
contextual clues to understand texts and 
recognize vocabulary, such as scanning, 
skimming, and guessing meaning from 
context 
Boost reading speed • 
Develop positive reading attitudes and • 
voluntary reading habits IV. Vocabulary 
Capacity: 3000 words V. Suggested 
Evaluation I. Written tests 2. Written 
assignments with scoring rubrics 
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Identify main ideas/events and supporting 
information within and across texts 
Identify the story grammar in a novel, such 
as main characters, major events, and 
settings 
Make personal responses to texts, such as 
feelings, thoughts, and interpretation 
Use a variety of reading strategies and 
contextual clues to understand texts and 
recognize vocabulary, such as scanning, 
skimming, and guessing meaning from 
context 
Boost reading speed 
Develop positive reading attitudes and 
voluntary reading habits IV. Vocabulary 
Capacity: 3000 words V. Suggested 
Evaluation 1. Written tests 2. Written 
assignments with scoring rubrics 
English Writing (1) 
Aim: to improve students' writing skills 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
• Make correct sentences. 
• Understand the basic structure of writing a 
paragraph 
• Write topic sentences, support 
and concluding sentences 
English Writing (3) 
Aims: to target the specific writing and 
grammatical difficulties so that students learn to 
solve the problems in English writing and 
express themselves effectively in English. 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
English Writing (2) 
Aim: to improve students' writing skills 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
• Write topic sentence, supporting sentence, 
and concluding sentence. 
• Use different types of writing an English 
paragraph. 
• Distinguish difference between different 
types of paragraph. 
• Write different types of paragraph. 
• Use transition words. 
• Use the structure of a paragraph. 
En1dish Writing (4) 
Aims: to target the specific writing and 
grammatical difficulties so that students learn to 
solve the problems m English writing and 
express themselves effectively in English. 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
• Use sentences, controlling ideas, • Use sentences, controlling ideas, 
brainstorming, supporting sentences, 
concluding sentences 
• 
• 
• 
brainstorming, supporting sentences, 
concluding sentences 
Use active and passive voice, conciseness • 
and wordiness, variety, parallelism, as well 
as coherence and continuity 
Combine two sentences into one by using • 
adverbial conjunctions: also, however, 
even so, therefore, for example, next, 
finally, then, mostly. 
Understand basic writing skills, such as: • 
organization of ideas, grammar knowledge, 
sentence structures and punctuation 
• 
• 
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Use active and passive voice, conciseness 
and wordiness, variety, parallelism, as well 
as coherence and continuity 
Combine two sentences into one by using 
adverbial conjunctions: also, however, 
even so, therefore, for example, next, 
finally, then, mostly. 
Understand basic writing skills, such as: 
organization of ideas, grammar knowledge, 
sentence structures and punctuation 
Write various paragraph types and am 
familiar with the strategies for doing so 
Write a compare and contrast 
paragraph/passage and write a cause and 
effect paragraph/passage 
English Grammar (I) 
Aim: to improve students' listening skills. 
Objectives: Students are able to: 
English Grammar (2) 
Aims to help students understand grammatical 
rules and enable them to apply the rules to the 
four language skills, especially writing and 
speaking 
• Use a variety of listening strategies to 
understand texts and listen for information • 
and gist 
Produce correct sentences by using simple 
present tense and simple past tense, future 
tense and present perfect tense • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Understand the contents of the text book. 
Take notes while listening. • 
Identify different voices and pronunciation • 
from the speakers in the listening practice. • 
Understand the interactive nature of 
listening and take initiatives to ask for • 
clarifications when a message is not clear 
~~m • 
Listen extensively to radio, TV stations, 
movies and songs 
English Grammar and Practice (1) 
Use gerund and infinitives 
Use adjective clauses and noun clauses 
Make countable and uncountable nouns 
sentences 
Learn sentence patterns through practical 
contexts 
Use the function of the parts of speech, for 
example: Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, 
Adverb, Conjunction 
English Grammar and Practice (2) 
Aims: to lead students with clear explanation and 
a lot of practice and exercises so that they can 
build accuracy and fluency in using grammatical 
structure and further develop a natural sense of 
how spoken and written English are used in real 
life. 
Aims: to lead students with clear explanation and 
a lot of practice and exercises so that they can 
build accuracy and fluency in using grammatical 
structure and further develop a natural sense of 
how spoken and written English are used in real 
life. 
The objectives of the course are as follow: The objectives of the course are as follow: 
• Distinguish between and understand the • 
• 
function of the eight parts of speech, for 
example: Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, 
Adverb, Conjunction and Interjection 
Make a presentation on grammar points to 
a~~ • 
• Produce correct sentences by using simple 
present tense and simple past tense, future 
tense and present perfect tense 
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Distinguish between and understand the 
function of the eight parts of speech, for 
example: Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, 
Adverb, Preposition, Conjunction and 
Interjection 
Appendix G 
Description of the Materials Used in the English Training Courses 
English listening Training (1) and (2) 
Course Material: Developing Tactics for Listening 3ra Edition, Jack C. Richards, Oxford University 
Express, (2003) 
Supplementary Material: newspaper and magazines (first semester) 
Complete Guide to the TOEIC TEST 3'd Edition, Bruce Rogers and Studio Classroom Magazine 
(second semester) 
Description of the Materials: Tactics For Listening is a comprehensive, three level listening series 
(High-Beginner to Intermediate) that features high interest topics to engage and motivate students. 
The text book of "Developing Tactics for Listening" is taught in this course. 
The teacher's book with audio CD includes guidelines for each activity; the Midterm and Final tests 
with CD; vocabulary lists and tapes scripts for the audio program and photocopiable worksheets; 
optional extensions; and an answer key. The book features: Natural-sounding recordings that reflect 
everyday situations. Easy-to-use, task-based activities. Optional conversation activities in each unit. 
There is an emphasis on listening for list and content which is good for Asian students to realize they 
don't have to understand every word. 
The book is comprised 24 chapters: 
I. The weekend 
2. City transportation 
3. Renting a car 
4. Parties 
5. Restaurants 
6. Shopping 
7. Air travel 
8. Health problems 
9. Work and jobs 
10. Keeping fit 
11. Invitations 
12. Small talk 
13. Hobbies and pastimes 
14. Shopping problems 
15. Hotel service 
16. Movies 
17. Fears 
18. Telephones messages 
19. Touring a city 
20. Airports 
21. Hotels 
22. Traffic 
23. Roommates 
24. Travel 
Description of the course content from the Instructor's course syllabus: This book series 
provides good contextual listening situations. There is an emphasis on listening for content which is 
good for students to realize they don't have to understand every word. This book lacks of 
pronunciation exercises, but otherwise it is an outstanding high interest listening text. This text is 
well suited for beginning and low intermediate learners but may not be challenging enough for high 
students. 
Note: The course book is consisted of 24 units. The instructor taught two semesters she used 
other extra materials during the courses. 
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English Conversation (1) and (2) 
Course Material: Interchange (2) 3ra Edition, Jack C. Richards with Jonathan Hull and Susan 
Proctor, University Cambridge Express (2005) 
Supplementary Material: newspaper and magazines 
Description of the Materials: Third Edition is a four-level series for adult and young adult learners 
of English from the beginning to the high-intermediate level. The book features contemporary topics 
and a strong focus on both accuracy and fluency. Its successful multi-skills syllabus integrates 
themes, grammar, functions, vocabulary, and pronunciation. The book is designed 
The book builds on the foundations established in level 1 for accurate and fluent 
communication, extending grammatical, lexical, and functional skills. Topics such as travel, 
childhood, customs, personality, and predicaments are presented in unique ways using interesting 
real-life information. 
Each book contains 16 teaching units, frequent Progress Checks that allow students to assess 
and monitor their own learning, and a listening self-study section. Included is a Student Audio CD 
that contains the Conversation, and self-study section from the Student's Book. 
Key Features of Interchange Third Edition 
• A proven multi-skills syllabus 
• A focus on accuracy and fluency 
• Contemporary, real-world topics 
• Natural, conversational language 
• Grammar in communicative contexts 
• Task-based listening activities 
• Fun, personalized speaking activities 
• An updated pronunciation syllabus 
• Frequent learner-centered progress checks 
• A new self-study listening section 
Description of the course content from the Instructors' course syllabus: 
Instructor (1): 
The course content consists of the following class activities involve: (1) g1vmg your personal 
background; (2) talking about the transportation and transportation problems in your own 
city/country; (3) describing positive and negative things, talking about life style change and (4) 
talking about food, expressing likes and dislikes. In addition, the students will learn what to say in 
particular situations; how to begin to think critically; to be exposed to more ideas through opening 
them up to different subjects. 
Instructor (2): 
The course content consists of the following class activities involve: The students were exposed to a 
variety of real life language and activities to develop speaking and listening skills. A communicative 
approach is focused in the course; besides, vocabulary and grammar will be incorporated in to the 
course. 
The book is accompanied with activities similar to the student's book, two tape cassettes for the 
listening exercises and a video cassette with episodes of documentary and story-line short extracts. 
Note: The course book is consisted of 16 units which is used for two semesters 
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English Conversation (3) and (4) 
Course Material: Interchange (3) 3'0 Edition, Jack C. Richards with Jonathan Hull and Susan 
Proctor, University Cambridge Express (2005) 
Supplementary Material: newspaper and magazines 
Description of the Materials: Third Edition is a four-level series for adult and young adult learners 
of English from the beginning to the high-intermediate level. The book features contemporary topics 
and a strong focus on both accuracy and fluency. Its successful multi-skills syllabus integrates 
themes, grammar, functions, vocabulary, and pronunciation. The book is designed 
The book builds on the foundations established in level 2 for accurate and fluent 
communication, extending grammatical, lexical, and functional skills. Topics such as relationship, 
the media, self-improvement, business and advertising, and controversial issues are presented in 
unique ways using interesting real-life information. 
Each book contains 16 teaching units, frequent Progress Checks that allow students to assess 
and monitor their own learning, and a listening self-study section. Included is a Student Audio CD 
that contains the Conversation, and self-study section from the Student's Book. 
Description of the course content from the Instructor's course syllabus: The course content 
consists of the following class activities involve: The students were exposed to a variety of real life 
language and activities to develop speaking and listening skills. A communicative approach is 
focused in the course; besides, vocabulary and grammar will be incorporated in to the course. 
The book is accompanied with activities similar to the student's book, two tape cassettes for the 
listening exercises and a video cassette with episodes of documentary and story-line short extracts. 
Note: The course book is consisted of 16 units which is used for two semesters. 
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E l'hC ngJIS r onversa Ion (5) 
Course Course material: Person to person: Communicative speaking and listening skills (3rd ed.), 
Richards, J. C., Bycina, D., Wisniewska, I Oxford University Press (2007) 
Supplementary Material: Textbooks for additional readings: 
ISBN: 9789194392938 
Stempleski, S. (2007). Talk time: Everyday English conversation (Student book 3). 
Taipei, TW: Oxford University Press. 
Description of the Materials: 
This book is designed for a speaking and listening course for adults and young adults to develop 
conversational fluency. The sections of the each unit is covered 7 parts: 
l. Conversations 
2. Give it a try 
3. Listen to this 
4. Let's talk 
5. Consider This, 
6. Pronunciation focus and 
7. Person to person. 
The book is comprised 12 units: 
Unit 1: Nice to meet you Could I have your name, please? 
Unit 2: Tell me about your family What does it look like? 
Unit 3: Do you know where it is? What does it look like? 
Unit 4: See you then How do I get there? 
Unit 5: How do you like the city? I love sight-seeing 
Unit 6: How about coming with us? Why don't we meet there? 
Unit 7: Could you help me? This weather is more stylish 
Unit 8: And what would you like? Would you care for any dessert? 
Unit 9: Could I borrow that? Could you change my room? 
Unit 10: Where are you from? How long did you do that? 
Unit 11: Have you ever been to Japan? Which city did you like better? 
Unit 12: What are you going to do? What do you want to do? 
Description of the course content from the Instructor's course syllabus: Students learn how to 
participate in group discussions and also learn how to collect and use materials(s) to assist the 
students in making conclusions. 
Note: The course book is consisted of 12 units, the instructor used this course book for teaching 
a semester 
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English Conversation (6) 
Course material: Lee, Jack (2008) American English: Dialogue. W. G. Hyde (Ed.). Chiayi, Taiwan 
ROC: Ming Dong Publishing. 
Supplementary Material: Textbooks for additional readings: 
ISBN: 13:978-0-07-II0414-2 
Gram, N. (2008). Soundwaves: Developing listening and speaking skills. New York, NY: 
McGraw-Hill Companies Inc. 
ISBN:9789I94392938 
Stempleski, S. (2007). Talk time: Everyday English conversation (Student book 3). 
Taipei, TW: Oxford University Press. 
ISBN: 0-13-I77644-4 
Saslow, J. (2003). Ready to go 2: Language, lifeskills, civics. White Plains, NY: Pearson 
Education. 
Description of the Materials: This book is designed for students to have more chances to first 
master the fundamentals of basic vocabulary words and to build upon their basic conversational 
skills. Students have to learn how to crawl before they can walk and run. 
The book is comprised 30 lessons: 
l. Alphabet 2. Name. 3. Numbers. 4. Questions 5. Colors. 6. Basic 18 lines of English conversation 
7. Class talk 8. Classroom conversation 9. School talk 10. Time 11. Calendar 12. Horoscope 13. 
Weather 14. Holidays and vacations 15. Family 16. Healthy body 17. Money 18. Clothing 19. Food 
20. Shopping 21. Markets 22. Restaurant 23. Sports & hobbies 24. Music 25. Animals 26. Flowers 
and tress 27. Directions 28. Transportation 29. Housing 30 Post office and banks. 
Description of the course content from the Instructor's course syllabus: Students learn how to 
participate in group discussions and also learn how to collect and use materials(s) to assist the 
students in making conclusions. 
Note: The course book is consisted of 30 lessons but the instructor used this course book for 
teaching a semester 
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Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) and (2) 
Course Material: Active Skills for Reading Book (I), Neil J. Anderson (2007) 
Supplementary Materials: The Phantom of the Opera, Gaston Lerous ( 1989) -First semester 
The Charlotte's Web, Holly Hartman (1952)- Second semester 
Description of the Materials: The book is mainly used thematically organized non-fiction reading 
passages to teach reading comprehension and vocabulary skills. The aims to carefully develop 
students' reading skills by incorporating pre-reading activities, vocabulary development exercises, 
timed readings, and opportunities to increase students' reading rate. High-interest topics such as 
sports, culture, and technology help students connect the materials to their lives outside the 
classroom, while texts ranging from charts to interviews solicit the diverse skills of scanning, 
predicting, and summarizing. The book includes vocabulary and skill indexes. Each five-page unit 
follows a similar framework of exercises: Before you Read (questions centered around photographs), 
Reading Skill (the reading), Reading Comprehension (post-reading tasks), Vocabulary 
Comprehension, What Do You think? (pairwork discussion questions, and Real Life Skill (measuring 
units, dictionary usage, job hunting tips, and more!). 
The book is comprised 12 units: 
1. Our Changing Diet 
2. Inventions 
3. Studying Abroad 
4. Money and Budgets 
5. Our Modern Lifestyle 
6. The Olympics 
7. Human Achievements 
8. Language and Communication 
9. Festivals and Celebrations 
10. Growing Older 
11. Look into the Future 
12. Fold Tales and Hoaxes 
Description of the course content from the Instructor's course syllabus: The course content 
consists of the following class activities involve: word identification, vocabulary knowledge, variety 
of reading strategies and contextual clues to understand texts and recognize vocabulary, such as 
scanning, skimming, and guessing meaning from context. In addition, the instructor trains the 
students how to identify the story grammar in a novel, such as main characters, major events, and 
settings. Thus the students can make personal responses to texts, such as feelings, thoughts, and 
interpretation. 
Note: The course book is consisted of 12 units. 6 units are taught in each semester. 
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Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) and (4) 
Course Material: Active Skills for Reading Book (2), Neil J. Anderson (2007) 
Supplementary Material: Les Miserables, Victor Hugo (2001) 
The Charlotte's Web, Holly Hartman (1952)- Second semester 
Description of the Materials: The book is mainly used thematically organized non-fiction reading 
passages to teach reading comprehension and vocabulary skills. The aims to carefully develop 
students' reading skills by incorporating pre-reading activities, vocabulary development exercises, 
timed readings, and opportunities to increase students' reading rate. High-interest topics such as 
sports, culture, and technology help students connect the materials to their lives outside the 
classroom, while texts ranging from charts to interviews solicit the diverse skills of scanning, 
predicting, and summarizing. The book includes vocabulary and skill indexes. Each five-page unit 
follows a similar framework of exercises: Before you Read (questions centered around photographs), 
Reading Skill (the reading), Reading Comprehension (post-reading tasks), Vocabulary 
Comprehension, What Do You think? (pairwork discussion questions, and Real Life Skill (measuring 
units, dictionary usage, job hunting tips, and more!). 
The book is comprised 12 units: 
1. Exam Time 
2. Going Abroad 
3. Movie Makers 
4. Sports Heroes 
5. The Amazing Human Body 
6. Leisure and Hobbies 
7. A World of Music 
8. Career Paths 
9. The Story of Chocolate 
10. The secrets of Advertising 
11. Eating for Health 
12. Saving the Enviroment 
Description of the course content from the Instructor's course syllabus: The course content 
consists of the following class activities involve: word identification, vocabulary knowledge, variety 
of reading strategies and contextual clues to understand texts and recognize vocabulary, such as 
scanning, skimming, and guessing meaning from context. In addition, the instructor trains the 
students how to identify the story grammar in a novel, such as main characters, major events, and 
settings. Thus the students can make personal responses to texts, such as feelings, thoughts, and 
interpretation. 
Note: The course book is consisted of 12 units. 6 units are taught in each semester. 
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English Writing (1) and (2) 
Course Material: Great Paragraph: An Introduction to Writing Paragraphs, Folse S, Elena Vestri 
Solomon (2004) 
Supplementary Material: 
Description of the Materials: The second level of a three-book series, Great Paragraphs introduces 
students to the process of paragraph writing and teaches them how to generate, develop, and organize 
their ideas. The variety of exercises include group and pair work as well as relevant study of reading 
skills, grammar, punctuation, and capitalization, providing comprehensive practice in writing process 
and development. Model sentences and paragraphs on a range of topics provide solid examples of 
paragraph organization and cohesion. Each model paragraph includes brief pre- and post-reading 
questions that focus on features such as structure and rhetorical patterns. Sentence-level work helps 
students understand different lengths and types of construction and gives them practice combining 
shorter sentences into longer, cohesive ones. A final writing task in each unit asks students to practice 
paragraph writing in any rhetorical style on an assigned topic (throughout Part I) or adhere to the 
mode featured in the unit (Part 2). Part 2 also features five additional writing assignments on a 
variety of topics. 
• Writer's Notes present brief strategies that help students write effectively. 
• Language Focus introduces grammar topics related to the type of writing practiced in the unit. 
• Proofreading sections offer a variety of exercises that help students look for grammatical errors 
and correct their own compositions. 
• Sequencing activities provide practice using writing devices that connect or act as a transition 
between words and phrases. 
• Copying exercises ask students to practice paragraph form, helping them become familiar with 
the flow of sentences and transitional elements. 
• Analyzing a Paragraph takes students through a series of questions that help them fully 
understand the different elements of a paragraph. 
• Peer Editing Sheets use specific questions to guide students through their classmates' work and 
teach them how to constructively comment and offer suggestions for improvement. 
Description of the course content from the Instructor's course syllabus: 
The instructor is to enhance students' ability to make correct sentences. Thus they are able to 
understand the basic structure of writing a paragraph. They also learn how to write topic sentences, 
support and concluding sentences. 
Note: The course book is used for two semesters. 
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English Writing (3) and (4) 
Course Material: From Great Paragraphs to Great Essays, Keith S. Elena Vestri Solomon, & David 
Clabeaux (2007) 
Supplementary Material: Student Book 
Description of the Materials: The book is designed to guide intermediate students through the 
process of writing paragraphs and developing essays. It equips students with the necessary training to 
ultimately produce a well-structured 700-word essay. The book is supplemented by a website with 
additional quizzes that complement the topics studied in every unit. y organized non-fiction reading 
passages to teach reading comprehension and vocabulary skills. 
The textbook provides and extensive and clear table for contents. It lists every topic heading 
within every unit. Similarly, the index at the end of the book offers easy and direct access to specific 
information. The book comprises two comprises two complementary parts: 
Part l focuses on the basic process of writing a body paragraph. There are three units devoted to 
composing such a paragraph. The first introduces the components of paragraph writing (topic 
sentences, controlling ideas, brainstorming, supporting sentences, concluding sentences). The second 
unit concentrates on paragraph purpose, clarity, unity, audience, and coherence. Unit 3 introduces 
four types of paragraphs: description, compare-contrast, cause-effect, and classification. The section 
provides students with the tools to write correct paragraphs. 
Part 2 concentrates on forming specifics essays out of these types of paragraphs. Unit 4 serves as a 
translation between paragraphs and essays by comparing the two. The authors emphasize the similar 
order and organization in a paragraph and an essay. Then they go on to say that the essay provides 
additional detailed information about the topic, with each paragraph within the essay elaborating the 
essay's focus. The next three units focus on various types of essays: compare-contrast, cause-effect, 
and classification. This section shows students how to select and develop the appropriate essay type 
for their subject. 
Description of the course content from the Instructor's course syllabus: The course content 
consists of the following class activities involve: students are guided to understand the writing 
process of generating, developing, organizing ideas and finally producing a composition of l-3 
paragraphs. Also, through a lot of grammar practice and writing activities, so that the students learn 
to solve the problems in English writing and express themselves effectively in English. In addition, 
the students have to keep notes and sentences in their journal for the whole semester. Hand in the 
writer's journal before midterm and final week. 
Note: The course book is used for two semesters. 
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English Grammar (1), (2) and En~lish Grammar and Practice (1) and (2) 
Course Material: Fundamentals of English Grammar, Betty Schrampfer Azar, (2005), Prentice 
Hall 
Supplementary Material: reading articles 
Description of the Materials: The book of Fundamentals of English Grammar, Third Edition, 
combines communicative methods with the direct teaching of grammar. While retaining its 
characteristic clarity and simplicity in grammar instruction, this edition is enriched by a wide variety 
of language-learning activities for the classroom. Key features of the Third Edition: 
• Numerous real communication opportunities using the students' lives as context. 
• More interactive work in pairs and groups. 
• Error-analysis exercises in every chapter. 
• New exercises on form and meaning. 
• Open-ended tasks for both speaking and writing. 
• Additional passages using target structures in extended contexts. 
• Two Appendices, one with phrasal verbs, one with preposition combinations. 
• Workbook devoted solely to self-study exercises. 
• Student Book available with or without Answer Key. 
The book is comprised 14 chapters: 
• Present Time 
• Past Time 
• Future Time 
• The Present Perfect and the Past Perfect 
• Asking Questions 
• Nouns and Pronouns 
• Modal Auxiliaries 
• Connecting Ideas 
• Comparisons 
• The Passive 
• Count I Noncount Nouns and Articles 
• Adjective Clauses 
• Gerunds and Infinitives 
• Noun Clauses 
Two Appendices : one on phrasal verbs, and one on preposition combinations 
Description of the course content from the Instructor's course syllabus: 
Instructor (1): 
The course content consists of the following class activities involve: The students identify and 
distinguish what simple sentences and complex sentences are. 
Instructor (2): 
The course content consists of the following class activities involve: The students identify and 
distinguish what simple sentences and complex sentences are. The students are expected to preview 
and review the learning units before taking the quizzes. 
Instructor (3) and (4) are the same instructor: 
In the first semester students are provided with a quick review of all the tenses. The structure of 
questions, the usage of nouns and pronouns, and modal auxiliaries are also included. It aims to lead 
students with clear explanation and a lot of practice and exercises so the second semester that they 
can build accuracy and fluency in using grammatical structure and further develop a natural sense of 
how spoken and written English are used in real life. 
Note: The course book is consisted of 14 units. The four instructors all taught this book for the 
grammar courses. 
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Appendix H 
Assessment Tools and Assessment Criteria used in the English 
T C ratning ourses 
English Training Quiz/ Mid Final Homework Class Participant Oral Report/ 
Course Journal Exam Exam Assignment Performance and Presentation 
Attendance 
English Listening 45% 25% 25% - - 5% -
Training (l) 
English Listening 40% 20% 20% - - 10% 10% 
Training (2) 
English Conversation - 30% 40% - 15% 15% -
(l) 
English Conversation - 30% 30% 20% - 20% -
(2) 
English Conversation - 30% 30% 20% - 20% -
(3) 
English Conversation - 30% 30% 20% - 20% -
(4) 
English Conversation - 35% 35% 10% - 20% -
(5) 
English Conversation - 25% 25% - - 50% -
(6) 
Vocabulary and - 40% 40% - 10% 10% -
Reading 
Comprehension ( 1) 
Vocabulary and - 40% 40% - - 10% 10% 
Reading 
Comprehension (2) 
Vocabulary and - 40% 40% - - 10% 10% 
Reading 
Comprehension (3) 
Vocabulary and - 40% 40% - - 10% 10% 
Reading 
Comprehension (4) 
English Writing (l) 15% 30% 30% 15% - 10% -
English Writing (2) 15% 30% 30% 15% - 10% -
English Writing (3) 20% 20% 20% 30% - 10% -
English Writing (4) 20% 20% 20% 30% - 10% -
English Grammar (l) 30% 25% 25% - - 20% -
En_glish Grammar (2) 40% 25% 25% - - 10% -
English Grammar (3) 15% 25% 25% - - 25% 10% 
English Grammar (4) 15% 25% 25% - - 25% 10% 
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Appendix I 
E l"hT ngJIS ra1mng c ourses S h d I . th AED c e u e1n e 
Year of Number Total number 
Study Semester English Training Courses of hours of hours per 
per week Semester 
Autumn Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 1) 2 36 
SpJing Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) 2 36 
Autumn English Conversation/Speaking (1) 2 36 
Year 1 Spring English Conversation/Speaking (2) 2 36 
Autumn English Grammar (1) 2 36 
Spring English Grammar (2) 2 36 
Autumn Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) 2 36 
Spring Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 4) 2 36 
Autumn English Conversation/Speaking (3) 2 36 
Spring English Conversation/Speaking (4) 2 36 
Year2 Autumn English Grammar and Practice ( 1) 2 36 
Spring English Grammar and Practice (2) 2 36 
Autumn English Listening Training ( 1) 2 36 
Spring English Listening Training (2) 2 36 
Autumn English Writing (l) 2 36 
Spring English Writing (2) 2 36 
Autumn English Conversation/Speaking (5) 2 36 
Year3 Spring English Conversation/Speaking (6) 2 36 
Autumn English Writing (3) 2 36 
Spring English Writing (4) 2 36 
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Appendix J 
The Semi-Structured Interviews with the 2 Directors 
A. Biographical Details/Background 
Question 1 
How long have you been Director of the AED at W.G.? 
I was Director for about one year. 
(Director A) 
This is my first semester as Director in the AED. 
(Director B) 
Question 2 
Have you had Directorships in other Institutions? If yes, where? 
Question 3 
No, I have not held Directorships in any other Institutions before 
W.G .. 
(Director A) 
Yes, I was a Director in the Department of Special Needs Education 
at the National Chiayi University. 
(Director B) 
What do you think are the necessary competences of an effective Director? 
I think the essential competences for an effective Director could be 
summarised as follows: (I) to maintain and enhance the teaching 
quality of the courses and programs; (2) to create a productive, 
accessible and well regarded learning environment for the students; (3) 
to be able to communicate effectively with colleagues; (4) to 
construct and maintain adequate and appropriate methods for 
consultation and decision making within the Department; (5) to 
provide adequate and timely briefing to the staff and students of the 
Department on upcoming special activities and events so that they 
have adequate time to prepare and take part as necessary; (6) to 
ensure that all the responsibilities of the staff are adequately met. 
(Director A) 
I think an effective Director has to: (I) be able to plan the long and 
short term goals for the department's future; (2) know what the 
students need and what they want and be able to plan the courses and 
programs so that these are best met; (3) plan for the important 
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events in the AED year such as students' competitions; (4) 
communicate and effectively discuss whole department issues with 
colleagues and provide feedback; and (5) analyse the strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities and threats to and of the department. 
(Director B) 
B. Specific Question about the AED at W.G. 
In this section the two Directors were interviewed using an interview framework. 
A copy of the interview framework is in Appendix K. 
Question 4 
Do you have a Mission Statement or Vision Statement for the AED? If yes, what 
is it? 
I was the Director for only one academic year. That was from August 
2006 to January 2007 and then from August 2007 to January 2008. 
Between February 2007 and August 2007 I was away in the United 
States of America and another director was substituted in my position. 
As regards a Mission Statement I think I would roughly describe that 
from my own experience as being along the following lines. I did not 
have a formal Mission Statement as such. 
The most important things I was concerned to ensure were: (I) that all 
the teaching staff were well qualified and that there was appropriate 
emphasis on high quality research and research outputs. Also that 
teaching methods were continually improved so that different 
teaching methods were used in a whole range of different ways in 
order to improve the students English proficiency achievements; (2) 
that help was provided to the students in order that they were able to 
obtain the benchmark of GEPT before graduation; (3) that 
collaboration with local children's English language schools and 
kindergartens was promoted so that the students could develop their 
teaching skills and also be able to understand and appreciate the 
administrative requirements and issues involved in running a cram 
school; (4) that the students were provided with the opportunity to 
carry out teaching practice with young learners in the Elementary 
schools and thus had a chance to put into practice some of the skills 
they had learnt in the courses. 
(Director A) 
This is my first semester as Director in the AED. I know that the 
goals of the AED at W.G. are set out in the Institute website and are 
stated to be: ( l) to train learners to obtain a basic level of English 
language proficiency in all four .language skills; (2) to facilitate 
learners to become professionals in children's English language 
Education; (3) To teach learners to become professionals and 
knowledgeable in the Tourism and Catering industries; (4) to assist 
learners to become proficient in basic business writing and handling 
skills; (5) to hold certificate examinations in language proficiency 
tests, commercial software, and other computer related tests. 
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Question 5 
The following is however my own mission for the AED since I 
became Director. My mission is to (1) organize a strong faculty 
team so that they can design better curriculums and help address the 
students professional needs and so ensure that they receive solid 
training in the four English language skills (i.e., speaking, listening, 
reading, and writing); (2) assist the graduates through the courses 
provided to be able to easily find jobs and be effective in the field of 
children's English language education or any other career fields 
where proficiency in English language ability is required; and (3) 
require students before they graduate to demonstrate their English 
proficiency by obtaining the following levels of performance in any 
of these schemes: TOEFL (PBT) = 457, TOEFL (CBT) = 137, IELTS 
= 4.0, TOEIC = 550, GEPT Intermediate Level, NETPAW 
Intermediate Level. 
(Director B) 
What, from your perspective, are the strategic imperatives for the AED? 
Question 6 
I am not now currently a director in the AED but last year I 
encouraged all the English teachers to sit the GEPT, IELTS or TOEIC 
exams and other related licensing exams or tests, for example, those 
involved in tourism. My purpose in doing this was twofold, first, as 
a means to retest the English proficiency of the teachers and secondly, 
to allow those teachers who teach the English training courses an 
opportunity to know about the current proficiency exams 
requirements and thus be able to explain the requirements to the 
students and to assist them in preparing for the exams and thus reach 
their benchmark goals. I also encouraged the teachers to attend 
more conferences and workshops in order to get more ideas to 
improve their research skills and update their teaching methodologies. 
This was all aimed at improving the most important thing which is the 
students English language proficiency. 
(Director A) 
I am still learning in the AED but I am sure it is possible to improve 
the English language proficiency gains of all the students. Thus it is 
important to let the students know what our expectations are of them 
and be able to let them know how they are performing in relation to 
these expectations. Where the performance is not as good as it 
could be to identify with the student any particular difficulties and 
seek to address them. 
(Director B) 
What, from the perspective of the Institute, are the strategic imperatives for the 
AED? 
Both Directors considered that this question was really more for the 
Chairman and Senior members of staff at the Institute rather than 
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Question 7 
them. It was in essence how the AED fitted within the Institute as a 
whole rather than from the perspective of the AED personnel. 
How do you, or the Institute, assimilate information on the educational needs of 
the students in order to enable you and the other instructors to compile courses 
that address these needs or at least to be able to incorporate into the courses some 
components or methods that address these needs? 
Question 8 
During the year that I was the director I had some informal talks with 
the students in the classes which I taught in order to hear about their 
needs and expectations from the courses. Also when the semester 
came to an end the tutors would carry out a class survey whereby the 
students were given the opportunity to elect those courses which best 
met their needs for the next semester. During the summer time 
I arranged a meeting with the curriculum committee in order to 
discuss the results from the survey. After the meeting, the 
curriculum committee proceeded to select the course books for the 
elected courses and also provided to the teachers a list of optional 
books which they could also use. After the new semester started the 
teachers wrote their course syllabuses and uploaded them to the 
school website. 
(Director A) 
The previous Director had implemented a remedial plan which is still 
working in the AED. This plan consisted of each teacher having to 
carry out 8 hours office work per week. The 8 hours office work 
was intended for the individual teachers to be at the Institute and 
available to assist the students in their out of class learning. Thus 
when the students encounter a learning difficulty they can consult 
with the teacher either in the teacher's office or in the computer 
media room. In the computer media room, students can do 
self-study, surf on the internet, use online learning resources or ask 
any questions to the on duty teacher. Students also have another 
option to study English in the 'English Corner' which is a classroom 
with a TV, DVDs, sofa, tea and a few computers provided. Students 
can enjoy their time there for studying, watching films or singing with 
Karaoke. Each individual teacher is assigned two hours each week 
to be in the English Corner and again an opportunity is given for the 
teacher and students to interact and assist in the students learning. 
(Director B) 
How do you measure or assess the effectiveness of the teachers in the AED? 
Where do you get feedback from? What is the nature of this feedback - is it 
through questionnaires or "happy sheet" etc? How do you remedy or deal with 
what may be assessed as poor performance? 
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Question 9 
The W.G. Institute website provides students with an end of course 
online questionnaire. The questionnaire has 15 questions asking 
about the effectiveness of the teaching and each question has to be 
answered using a five point scale ranging from "Strongly Agree" 5 to 
"Strongly Disagree" 1. Once the evaluation process is done, school 
administrators, directors and teachers can see the evaluation results. 
Indeed, as a Director I made a point of collecting all the teachers 
feedback from the students online questionnaires and considering the 
results. 
As regards the question about how to remedy or deal with what may 
be assessed as poor performance: during the time when I was a 
director I did receive calls from students complaining about their 
course teachers in relation to such issues as teaching methodology or 
the course schedule. Most of time the students would discuss their 
issues with their tutors first and the tutors would then talk to the 
course teacher. If the problem wasn't sorted out I might then get 
involved. I would note the details of the complaint from the student 
and then discuss these with the teacher concerned and try and find a 
solution. 
The Personnel Department are, I know, planning to deal with any 
poor performing teachers in the future. The AED tends to keep the 
evaluation results for 3 years. If the average mark from the 
evaluations fall below 70 during the three years then their needs to be 
some suggested teaching improvements and retraining may be needed 
or refresher courses. I personally agree with the evaluation system 
but it should be used not only to identify the poor performers and 
hence lead to remedial action but it should equally be used to identify 
the good teachers and they should be praised for the positive feedback 
and their methodologies considered and emulated where possible or 
appropriate. 
If I were to be the Director again I would endeavour to assess the 
effectiveness of the teachers in a variety of ways and from a variety 
of sources so that a more rounded picture is available. I would study 
the students' evaluation forms, I would listen to the students talk and 
I would obtain the tutors views. As well as this I would like to 
implement observation of teaching in the AED. This I think would 
be a good way to evaluate the teachers' weaknesses and strengths in 
teaching for myself and not just rely on the judgement of the students. 
(Director A) 
In the AED the teachers are evaluated in several ways, such as by the: 
end of course online questionnaires and the teacher's self evaluation 
forms. As a director I also evaluate the teachers' research work, for 
example: projects, publications, research papers etc. In addition I 
note their contribution at meetings, at school activities, workshops 
and conferences. 
(Director B) 
Do you view and consider the aims and objectives of all the courses? If yes, why 
do you do this? If not, why do you not do this? 
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Question 10 
In the AED the teachers have to write their own course syllabuses. 
During my time as a director I didn't look at their course syllabuses 
but my mission was to make sure all the teachers had in fact written 
them Once the teachers completed their course syllabuses they 
uploaded them onto the school website for students to download or 
for checking purposes. I personally consider that the curriculum 
committee needed to examine the teachers' course syllabuses and 
give their advice and opinion on each. Some of the teachers do not 
have a TESOL background and so do not know the paradigm or the 
guidelines for constructing a course syllabus. In fact I had a meeting 
with the curriculum committee about this and some ideas were 
emerging but none were implemented before I left. The curriculum 
committee only actually provide advice to the teachers on the text 
books which they should use. They do not carry out any work on 
checking the teachers' course syllabuses fof consistency and 
coherence. If it could be done the courses might be more coherent 
and compliment each other and this might serve to improve teaching 
effectiveness. 
(Director A) 
I do not look at the course syllabuses prepared by the teachers. I 
believe every teacher knows how to teach and how to be professional. 
(Director B) 
What do you do (if anything) to satisfy yourself that the courses amount to a 
coherent whole? If you do not do anything are the courses therefore separate 
courses with no effort made at co-ordination? 
Question 11 
I know that this is not just an issue in the AED but I am sure in every 
university there is the same problem with coherence amongst the 
courses. When I became Director I organised some committees 
each consisting of a few teachers and each dealing with a specific 
language skill area. The purpose of the committees was to 
encourage co-operation and a sharing of ideas for syllabuses in their 
respective language skill areas amongst the teachers who taught that 
particular language skill in their courses. I do not consider that the 
problem was solved but it was a step in the right direction and which 
could be built on given time and commitment. 
(Director A) 
Director B had no comments to make on this issue apart from the fact 
that he did recognise and acknowledge that more work had to be 
done. 
Do you have co-ordinators for your courses? 
If yes, does having a co-ordinator for the course help make it more 
effective in your opinion? 
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If no, do you think it would help make the course more effective? 
If some, does the course have a co-ordinator? 
Question 12 
I do not think that the curriculum committee idea has worked well so 
far but as I have indicated it has potential and could work well given 
some perseverance. The main part of my plan was to have 
committee meetings at the beginning, middle and end of each course. 
The purpose of the meetings would be to evaluate the course books 
which were used, assess what should be changed and analyse what 
should be changed so that the books are the most suitable for the 
students learning ability. Also during the time I was Director I 
organized a few book fairs so that publishers could introduce and 
present their new text books to the teachers and students in the AED. 
It was a good opportunity for the students to provide their comments 
on what they regarded as suitable books for use in their courses and 
what they thought were the most helpful to their learning. 
(Director A) 
Director B had no additional comments to make in response to 
this question. 
Do you ever meet with the others interested stakeholders of the AED, for example, 
parents, employers or local representatives, who have an interest in the education 
of the children of the area? 
In the AED we didn't really have contact with student's parents. 
But when students had learning behaviour or attitude difficulties their 
parents may have been asked to or they may of their own choice have 
attended at the Institute. I personally thought that it would be useful 
to invite the parents to come to the AED when their children 
presented their projects in English. It would have been a good 
opportunity for the parents to get a favourable impression of their 
children's learning and to understand what they had gained from the 
courses. 
With regard to the employers, I once did invite a director from a local 
kindergarten to give a talk about how to run the school and the issues 
and problems that can arise. She also talked about the qualities which 
they looked for in their teachers and the qualifications which they 
expected them to have. I thought it was a good way for the students 
to get an understanding of the current job market. 
(Director A) 
I met some local Elementary school Principals in order to set up some 
co-operative ventures with the schools and the Institute in order that 
the AED students could have an opportunity to carry out their 
teaching practice. Also every year at the Institute anniversary 
celebrations we invite alumni back to talk about their working 
experiences. We also invite some job representatives to talk from 
different fields such as tourism and hospitality in order that the 
students get an understanding of the different job fields. 
(Director B) 
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Question 13 
Do you have any other comments you wish to make on your vision for the future of 
the AED or on any other aspect of the AED? 
I think that some issues have already been identified but in particular 
I would refer to the following: (1) The English proficiency test scores 
show that the language ability of the AED students is not as good as it 
should or could be. Thus the AED needs to work on and try to 
increase the students' English proficiency; (2) Establish appropriate 
criteria for the courses and the evaluation thereof so that it is possible 
to show whether the program ultimately benefits the students' 
learning. In other words courses should be specifically designed so 
that they more appropriately fit the particular levels and needs of the 
students; (3) There needs to be a more focused effort on the students' 
English ability and the enhancement thereof. English proficiency is 
a major factor to be considered by potential employers and it is vital 
to the students in finding a job in the teaching sector. It will also 
help the Institute to increase the recruitment of students; ( 4) There 
should be a classification of the students' ~nglish language 
competence at the beginning of the course so that the students can be 
divided into perhaps two levels and the students with more or less the 
same level of competence can be taught together which will be 
beneficial to all. Possible methods of classification might be to use 
tests such as GEPT or TOEIC. Then, at the end of the course, 
another test could be carried out and students could then move 
between levels and this might serve to create motivation for students 
in their studies; (5) Class size: the average number of students in each 
course is about 35. Last semester in the Conversation ( 1) course 
there were about 50 students, which is too big a class for the proper 
conduct of language teaching. It prevents teachers from paying 
attention to every student in the class and it prevents the students 
from participating in communication activities. There should thus 
be a reduction of the number of students in any one class. The ideal 
number would be up to about 20 but for speaking, writing and 
listening courses no more than 15 students per class would be ideal 
and (6) Teaching quality: teachers need to be further encouraged to 
do more research into their subjects and to update the information 
they have about the trends of English language teaching so as to keep 
up to date and improve the quality of their teaching. 
(Director A) 
I am the current Director of the AED and whilst my thoughts for 
improvement are ongoing I think the following are those which come 
immediately to mind: (1) Carry out a survey of alumni and establish a 
database of the jobs they have held and which they presently hold; 
(2) Use a more efficient assessment process in order to evaluate more 
accurately whether and how well students are reaching important 
milestones in their learning; (3) Establish a greater network of 
connections and communication with employers in the local area in 
order to determine the various job market requirements and needs 
and be aware of these when planning the courses; (4) Promote more 
scholarships, conference participation, and workshops; (5) Evaluate 
our English language programs in relation to proficiency targets; 
(6) Encourage teachers to attend more conferences and workshops to 
improve their research skills and teaching methods; (7) Revise the 
AED handbooks and schemes of work. 
(Director B) 
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From the two Directors there is a common recognition that there is 
work to be done in the AED. Some of it is fundamental root and 
branch reform and some more superficial. It will take time and a 
committed Director who will be there long enough to initiate, embed 
and reap the benefit of his/her innovations. 
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Appendix K 
Interview with the Instructors in the Evaluation of the English 
Training Courses 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
Question 1 
How did you decide what the aims and objectives of the course would be? 
I asked colleagues what text books they used and the students' 
learning attitude. Then I was able to decide what aims and objectives 
to put in my course syllabus. I do not really know the students' 
language proficiency. 
(Instructor A) 
When I decide the course objectives and aims, I normally look at the 
course books first, I read through what contents are covered. After 
this I will be able to decide what aims and objectives can be set in my 
course syllabus and attempt to presume how much the students need 
to learn from the course. 
(Instructor B) 
I normally set out the course aims and objectives before the new 
semester starts but I always change and adjust the course aims and 
objectives three weeks later. The reason is that I need to know the 
students' learning ability or level. I also check out the previous 
teachers' course syllabi in our department. They can be good 
references to know what aims and objectives can be put in the course 
syllabus. In addition, I taught this class before when the students 
were year one. So it is easy for me to decide the course aims and 
objectives 
(Instructor C) 
The course is a grammar course, and it is not hard to decide what 
grammatical topics to cover. The textbook has been chosen by the 
previous teacher, and the students' proficiency is not hard to gauge. 
My aims are simple: "teaching and learning from the basic" in simple 
ways. I would like them to feel, at least, grammar is not so terrible 
as they experienced in high school. 
(Instructor D) 
It depends on what course books I use. 
(Instructor H and E) 
With regard to the aims and objectives, I would look at the course 
books first and select which book is appropriate to the students' 
language proficiency. 
(Instructor F) 
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Question 2 
In our department, we have a written proposal about what the English 
training courses shall be. It covers the aims and objectives of each 
course. We actually have a curriculum committee but most of the 
teachers ignore their views and decide what aims and objectives 
should be in their own course. 
(Instructor G) 
According to my teaching experience I am aware of our students' 
learning ability. In accordance with their background, I personally 
set out appropriate and comprehensive aims and objectives to their 
needs. Otherwise they won't be able to absorb what they learnt. 
(Instructor I) 
Did you consult anyone? If yes, who and what was the outcome of your 
consultation? 
I didn't have to consult any teachers in our department. 
I never consult anyone. My confidence is based on my 
understanding of students' needs. 
(Instructor B) 
(Instructor D) 
Similarly, the other seven instructors stated variously to the effect that: 
Question 3 
They didn't consult anyone when they set the course aims and 
objectives. 
Did you compare the aims and objectives of your course with the aims and 
objectives of other English Training courses within the AED to see how, or if, they 
overlap or complement the other courses? 
Three instructors expressed the same views: 
We look at the previous instructors' course aims and objectives. 
The course syllabi are kept in the file of the AED. 
Other instructors stated: 
No, we didn't compare the aims and objectives. 
Question 4 
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If yes, what did you discover of interest? 
I would like to consult the previous teachers who taught the same 
course before. It is necessary to know how the English training 
courses could be more coherent and how students could be able to 
transfer knowledge and information from one course to the other. 
(Instructor B) 
Yes, I am able to know how successful their material has been and 
whether or how much the students gained the appropriate skills and 
knowledge from it. 
(Instructor F) 
I think it is very important to compare other teachers' course aims and 
objectives. Because I can understand what the students can do on 
completion of their learning. For example: continuity between or 
among different levels of the same-skill courses (grammar (1 ), (2), (3) 
and (4)). 
(Instructor G) 
Other instructors stated: 
We have no comments on it. 
Question 5 
If not, do you think comparison of course aims and objectives should be 
undertaken? 
Five instructors expressed the same views: 
It should be undertaken because we can understand the relationship 
between the courses. 
(Instructors A, B, E, G and F) 
Two instructors stated: 
We think it is necessary to compare the course aims and objectives. 
We can get information about how coherent the English training 
courses are. 
(Instructor C and H) 
I don't think so, for the two reasons below: (1) unless the faculty 
members as a whole can agree to make a concerted effort to 
harmonize the objectives of each individual course, I don't think 
comparison of objectives across different courses on a personal basis 
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Question 6 
will be fruitful and (2) the course titles reveal much about what a 
course is supposed to cover, although student characteristics may be a 
very crucial factor contributing to variations in "how" the course is 
implemented. 
(Instructor D) 
I am able to understand what students will be able to do and how 
achievement will be recognized. 
(Instructor I) 
When you settled the course aims and objectives did you have to have them 
approved or agreed with anyone in the AED? If yes, who? Why did you have to 
have them agreed? 
Four instructors expressed particularly the same views: 
No, I didn't have to have anyone approve or agree when I settled the 
course aims and objectives. 
(Instructor A) 
I didn't have to get approval or agreement with anyone in the AED. 
I only have to upload my course syllabus to the school's website. 
(Instructor C) 
I've never discussed with anyone about how the objectives/aims are 
to be determined. 
(Instructor D) 
I do not need to show my course syllabus and consult my director. 
As from my teaching experience I think I can decide what course 
aims and objectives shall be. I know we have a curriculum 
committee in our department but they don't really implement and 
check the instructor's syllabi. I don't really know when I should 
consult them and what job duties they deal with and whether they are 
responsible for handling all the issues about the courses. 
(Instructor E) 
No, I didn't have to. 
(Instructor F) 
One of the instructors indicated that: 
I have taught in our department for 10 years. During the past few 
years we had to submit our course syllabus with two versions, one is 
English and the other one is Chinese version to our department. 
English version is kept in the department. Once the secretary 
collected all the instructors' Chinese version of course syllabi she 
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gave them to the office of academic affairs for students to search and 
look up. Indeed we didn't have to get the approval or agreement of 
anyone. 
(Instructor B) 
One instructor complained: 
I am a new teacher. The first semester, I mean last year I didn't get 
any help and none of them told me that I should upload the course 
syllabus to the school website. I thought someone would check my 
syllabus once I completed it. So now I realize and I consider that I 
don't need to get it approved by anyone in the department. 
(Instructor H) 
Two of the instructors gave the same views albeit in different interviews, stating: 
Question 7 
The leadership is very important. With regard to the department 
director, since 2002, we have changed several directors. That is why 
the policy and rules have been changed. We don't have a clear 
direction to guide what we should do and what we can do. 
Therefore we don't really know whether the course syllabus should 
be agreed and approved by anyone or the director. 
(Instructors G and I) 
How did you explain the aims and objectives for the lessons to the students? 
I didn't explain the aims and objectives for the lessons to the students. 
(Instructor A) 
The interviews generally demonstrated a similar response pattern. 
The preliminary day I mean the ftrst day, I distributed the course 
syllabus and then explained what the aims and objectives will be in 
the course. 
(Instructors B and H) 
Generally speaking I settled the course aims and syllabus after a few 
weeks after the new semester starts because I can't presume students' 
learning ability. So I might change a bit after a few lessons. Then 
I will be able to write my course aims and syllabus. So I don't really 
explain my aims and objectives I only told them what they are going 
to learn. It should be flexible. 
(Instructor C) 
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I didn't explain the aims and objectives to the students because I sub 
this class for only a month. 
(Instructor D) 
I didn't explain the aims or goals to my students. The only thing I 
have stressed in class is, for example, 'these are all the things you 
should have acquainted yourself with when you were in high school. 
This class is to help you learn what you should have learned well'. 
(Instructor E) 
I didn't explain the aims and objectives of the course but I told 
students about what units will be taught and what each unit was 
about. 
(Instructor F) 
Two of the instructors however stated that: 
Question 8 
They usually explain the course aims and objectives from the course 
syllabus to the students at the first day. 
(Instructors I and G) 
Do you think the students who took the course achieved the objectives you had set 
for the course? If yes, how did you measure this? If not, why not? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
The objectives of the advanced level listening course provide plenty 
of exercises involving intensive listening to speech in various 
authentic and simulated situations, strategy training for a variety of 
listening tasks and note taking practice. But I have to admit that 
after I taught the listening course (I), I realized that I made a big 
mistake. The text book I taught in the class was designed for use 
over an academic year but I used it for a semester. That is why I 
found that my students couldn't absorb what I had taught them from it 
and when I marked their tests and quizzes or interacted with the 
students I did notice that they couldn't follow my pace and the 
schedule. So if you ask me do the students achieve the objectives 
from my course I only can answer that I can see how much they know 
or have learnt from the tests and quizzes I set. 
In the course (2), the objectives were to enhance students' TOEIC 
competency. The course was designed for students to sit the TOEIC 
exam. She emphasized again that I can measure whether the 
students achieve the objectives from the tests and quizzes. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation Course (1) 
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I think the course should be described more realistically in relation to 
the students' needs and abilities. What the course wants to achieve 
and how the students can achieve those objectives. But in the course, 
I think some students have achieved and some haven't. The only 
way is to evaluate their ability by mid and final exams or the 
classroom students' interaction. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Coures 
Actually it is not easy to tell how much they have achieved from the 
course objectives. Students have acquired more and less from my 
courses. But there are two possible ways to evaluate their learning. 
One is the learning process and classroom performance during the 
course and the other way is to get the results from their quizzes, 
mid-term and final term exams. Then I will be able to know how 
much they have achieved from the course. I also changed the aims 
and objectives during the semesters. I think it is very flexible to 
change the objectives and I think it is just a plan. I personally 
considered that course syllabus can be focused on students' learning 
process or it can be learning outcome. I am concerned more on 
students' learning process so that is why I would change and skip 
some lessons or units whey they are not very attentive or not 
interesting. I would find more productive materials to replace the 
ones I skipped. So it would be different from what I set from my 
course syllabus. Thus I could not say whether they have achieved 
my course objectives. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
I think our students like more bookish kind of language and they need 
to be exposed to more real authentic language in order to be able to 
communicate in real life situations. I would say 50 percent of 
students achieved my courses. I think they need more English input 
in order to have the English to express themselves. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1-4) Courses 
I don't really know how much the students have achieved from the 
course objectives. I just teach my lessons. Objectives are not easy 
to measure. But I hope our students should read more and read 
different pieces of any reading articles and resources. Because I 
think they don't read enough. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
I can't say all of them have achieved my course objectives. Because 
each student's English proficiency differs to each other. I need to 
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arrange my time to do some remedial lessons to those who need more 
help. I know how much students have achieved of my course 
objectives by their homework, quizzes and mid and final exams. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
I can evaluate by their quizzes, assignments, journals, and exams. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
The objectives of the course are designed to help students develop 
their English grammar proficiency. After this course, they are able 
to use tenses correctly, and identify and distinguish what simple 
sentences and complex sentences are. With regard to this course, I 
didn't like the text book used in this class. I have to claim that I 
substituted the previous instructor only for a month. This instructor 
taught this class for the first two months but she was sick so I had to 
take over her lessons. I suspect that she didn't select the right book 
and right level for this class. As I know this course book should be 
used when the students are year 2. Anyway I think some students 
have achieved the course objectives from what they have learnt from 
my lessons but some others have not. Because some students still 
don't know how to make simple present tense sentences and some 
even don't understand the third person singular and other basic 
grammar knowledge. Anyway I only tested the students from the 
parts which I taught so I can hardly say whether they have achieved 
all the objectives from the course. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
In general, this class has achieved its central goals from the grammar 
course (2): familiarizing students with the basic grammatical 
knowledge and helping them get rid of their fear of grammar. Most 
of the students have completed the activities, assignments, and tests 
with some success. And as expected, there are a few for which class 
instruction can hardly work well. All these can be inferred from 
their performance on those activities, assignments and tests. I 
personally feel sorry to the students as I didn't follow up the course 
syllabus which I set. At the beginning of the course, I planed to 
teach this class all units from the text book but I only taught them 3 
units in this semester. I think I didn't plan well so I think the 
students only achieved some of the objectives. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
The structure of questions, the review of all tenses and the usage of 
nouns and pronouns, and modal auxiliaries were included in the 
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Question 9 
objectives of the courses. There were about 30 students in my 
grammar (3) and (4) courses. To be honest it is not easy to evaluate 
whether they have achieved the objectives. But from the students' 
presentations and reports I can tell how much that students have 
prepared and worked on them. As for with the quizzes and tests, I 
can tell how much students have learnt from the courses. I have to 
admit that I didn't follow what I set in my course syllabus. The 
reason is that every student's learning attitude and proficiency is 
different from each other. Sometimes I spent too much time on the 
same unit. So that is why I didn't teach all the units and all the 
pages. Thus I have to select the important parts from each unit and 
try to complete the whole parts. Otherwise they won't get to the 
points. 
(Instructor B) 
Did you receive any feedback from the students? If yes do you propose to change 
the course aims and objectives in anyway? If yes, can you describe what you 
propose to change and why? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
I don't get feedback from the students. As a teacher, I define the 
course aims and objectives in the course syllabus, that is what I have 
to know what I want to teach and why I want to teach. Otherwise I 
am unlikely to achieve my aims. I think students they have to push 
themselves harder and learn more. But I would like to make 
changes to some parts of the course, for example: time management. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation (1) Course 
I didn't get feedback from my students but by the end of the course, 
the students evaluate each instructor's course. So I received the 
feedback from the W.G. website. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
I don't get any formal feedback from students and I didn't do any 
survey. But I do have some informal talk with students out of the 
classroom. I probably can get some feedback and their views on the 
courses from them. It is a very indirect way to get the feedback. 
But I rely on the end evaluation form from school website. That 
formal evaluation form is for students to evaluate instructors' 
teaching at the end of the course. I found out that the students were 
at a very poor level of English and the achievement of the objectives 
were hampered by the abilities of the students rather than by the way 
that I tried to achieve our goals. 
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(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
I did get some feedback from the students by my own questionnaire. 
But I think it is not easy to say whether they have achieved my 
objectives because the students' English ability is very different. It 
is hard to change. I as a teacher I can only follow my ways to 
enhance their English ability. They have to be more aggressive 
students. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1-4) Courses 
I sometimes asked them in an informal way about my teaching pace 
whether goes fast or slow and whether they understand from the 
content of the lesson units. I feel a bit negative or upset about the 
course in terms of achieving the stated objectives, and I think I shall 
revise the course. Of course the students still need to work quite a 
lot in this course to make improvement and changes. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
I don't get feedback from them but I have to say if students do work 
and do some extra work, I think they benefit from it. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
During the courses I asked them whether they were really happy with 
what they have learnt, I got some positive response from my students. 
They said that they know how to write a sentence and a paragraph. 
I believe that the course met students' expectations because they 
realized that they were achieving something and they were getting 
better in their writing skills. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
The students have not yet given any explicit feedback concerning 
how this course should go. But I can tell, from their behaviour and 
responses in class, whether I need to change the way this class is 
delivered. But it never occurs to me that I have to change my aims 
or objectives. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
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No, I didn't get feedback from the students. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
I had some informal talk with my students in classes. The students 
were very happy about the grades, they were successful because they 
obtained good grades in grammar. But in terms of the students use 
of this grammar properly in writing or speaking, I am not very 
optimistic. I believe the students achieved my course objectives but 
not in teaching them how to speak or use it properly. 
(Instructor B) 
B. Course Content and Materials 
Question 1 
Do you think the content of the course was suitable and appropriate to the needs of 
the students? If yes, why do you think this? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
I considered that the course book 'Developing Tactics for Listening 
3rdEdition' was too easy, the content is not appropriate. The reason 
is that the exercises are focused on listening skills but speaking skills 
are not covered sufficiently for the students to speak out. Thus I 
provided some extra materials to replace the unsuitable parts from the 
course book and I also used the book 'Complete Guide to the TOEIC 
TEST 3rdEdition' for the second semester. It is a good opportunity 
to help to prepare students' TOEIC test. Because I don't want my 
students just to learn only from the course book. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation Course (1) 
I think the text book "Interchange" which I chose is a bit too high 
level for students. So I think only a few students achieved my 
course objectives. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and ( 4) Courses 
"Interchange" is the text book which I used for all three courses. 
The text book "Interchange (2)" is for course (2) and the text book 
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"Interchange (3)" is for courses (3) and (4). These two books cover 
four language skills and were selected by the curriculum committee. 
I normally skip the reading parts and writing parts from the text book. 
I prefer students to practice more on the listening parts. Because 
they learn what they hear and what they should speak out. In 
addition, grammar points were also covered in the text book. I think 
the exercises, activities, stories and drills are all very useful and 
helpful for students. This book also provides the self-study pages 
set at the end of the book. So students can listen to the CD and 
answer the questions from the CD at home. As a teacher I have my 
own teacher's book so I provided some exercises from it for students 
to practice. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
The course book of 'Person to Person: Communicative speaking and 
listening skills (3rd ed.)' I used for the course (5) was too easy. 
Thus I replaced some extra materials during the course. As for course 
(6), the course book of 'American English: Dialogue' was used. I 
was satisfied about the content. Although it is basic, the organization 
of the content is clear. I was the second author of this book. The 
topics master the fundamentals of basic vocabulary words and build 
upon their basic conversational skills. Students have to learn how to 
crawl before they can walk and run. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
I think I am content to use the texts books of "Active Skills for 
Reading (1) and (2)" used for year 1 and year 2 students. There 
were a lot of pre-reading activities, vocabulary development exercises, 
time readings, and opportunities to increase students' reading rate. 
The topics such as sports and culture help students connect the 
materials to their lives outside the classroom. But students think the 
course books are too difficult but I consider that the level of the 
course books need to be more challenging. Students should not 
remain of their current level they need to surpass these levels. This 
is my teaching philosophy and they are undergraduates. If the 
course books are too easy they would never progress. But I would 
suggest that the content of the course books can focus more on our 
culture and things that happen in Taiwan and students are thus able to 
use and apply them in their daily life. The books I currently use are 
more like ESL. Although the books are not designed in EFL content 
but I think this series of books are well designed. The interaction, 
exercises, activities are very useful for students to learn. As I am an 
instructor I don't need to design the activities or exercises. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
So far I am OK about the course books I used for the two courses. 
Originally! thought the course (1) should be taught by only basic 
sentence patterns. But the curriculum committee coordinated the 
course books. They decided the course (I) should be taught 
paragraph first. Students only have their text book but this series 
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does not provide the work book for students to practice. I also use 
some other extra materials for the students. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
I like this book very much that is "From Great Paragraphs to Great 
Essays ". The content of the book is to help students to understand 
the writing process of generating, developing, organizing ideas and 
finally producing a composition of 1-3 paragraphs. Students 
practice a lot of grammar and writing activities. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
The instructor complained about the course book because she 
substituted this class only for a month. So she doesn't really like 
what the previous instructor had selected. She thinks this is not a 
suitable book and is not appropriate level for the students to learn. 
But she expressed her teaching philosophy that a university student 
should know how to prepare and how to study. They are English 
majors thus they should know how to force themselves. Students 
have to respect the teachers' choice and content of the course book. 
If the course book is not appropriate to students, the teacher has the 
responsibility for choosing other extra books to enhance the students' 
learning, for example: good articles and good materials. In other 
word, the teachers should know how to get a good article to illustrate 
grammar points. Don't just follow from the text book. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
The instructor stated that: I took over this course from one of my 
colleagues. She chose a textbook that students might find they have 
to overreach themselves to catch up with the standards set by that 
textbook. It's not "level-appropriate", and it contains too large an 
amount of "drills." This book should be used for the year 2 students. 
This runs counter to my personal beliefs: grammar is used and is best 
learned in context. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
The instructor taught these two courses, last and this semester. She 
pointed out that the level of the book is appropriate to the students. 
The book has its two levels, red is for year 1 and black is for year 2. 
The vocabulary is not hard. The exercises provided in the text book 
were useful and helpful for them-to understand the grammar points. 
I am also confident to say that because I have used this book for many 
years I know how much the students should learn from it. 
(Instructor B) 
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Question 2 
How did you go about deciding upon the textbooks and other materials you would 
use in the course? Did you decide this yourself? If not, who else did you consult 
and why? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
I taught the two courses. I admit that I didn't follow the direction 
from the curriculum committee. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation Course (1) 
I did have a look at the text book "Interchange ( 1 )" before the course 
started but I considered it was more suitable for beginner level. 
I was concerned that they are all university students so their level 
should be expected to be higher. So I then chose the text book 
"Interchange (2)". Although it could be a bit higher level my 
teaching pace can go slowly. They can learn more new things and 
bigger words. But students in my class felt level 2 is a bit difficult 
for them. Actually I have taught the series of Interchange text books 
to the previous year's students and they were content about it. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and ( 4) Courses 
In the department the instructor can choose the books from the 
options set out from the curriculum committee. I pick an example, 
when I teach conversation course. I may have four options of books 
which I can use for conversation. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
The course book is chosen by the department 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
I followed the curriculum committee's suggestion and they provided 
a series of reading comprehension text books. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) (2) Courses 
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I looked at the list of the course books from the committee's 
suggestion. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) (4) Courses 
The answer is as the same as the grammar course (3) and (4). 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
A good teacher should know what students want and need. Even if 
you give a good book to teach, if a teacher doesn't know how to use it, 
it means nothing to him/her. A good teacher can teach good English, 
play a good role and direct students in a good way. The instructor E 
said it again that she substituted the class so she can't decide what 
books to use in this class but she knows the department has its 
curriculum committee for choosing the text books. But the 
committee members do not implement this properly. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
The instructor E illustrated that if I am entitled to select a textbook for 
this course, I will select one that focuses on "grammar in context." 
For example, it may contain a short reading, a section for target 
grammatical points, and a paragraph-writing exercise. Learning 
grammar in isolation is not a sensible direction for us to follow. I 
have mentioned earlier that I took over this course from one of my 
colleagues. We actually have a curriculum committee to decide 
what books shall be used in the courses. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
Question 3 
The instructor B pointed out that our department has a curriculum 
committee to deal with the courses in terms of the four language kills. 
I am the leader of this committee. Each committee is responsible for one 
language skill. When the committee meet we discuss a set of course 
books which can be used in the courses and the instructors can select what 
text books should be used in the class. We do hope that the instructors 
respect what we choose for them. But some other teachers don't follow up 
our rules. Thus it will lead to a lack of coherence and lack of consistency 
between the courses. 
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Did you use any extra course materials during the course? If yes, why did you do 
this? What did you use? Also in what ways did you consider the extra material 
was appropriate and useful to the needs of the students? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
I did try to use English songs and the Studio Classroom Magazine to 
train their listening comprehension. For example: I use songs to do 
the song prediction. I think students like it because they can learn 
song lyrics and can practice on listening. As for the magazine, it is a 
good way for them to practice at home and distinguish from the 
English native speakers' speaking. In the course (2) I tried to train 
students' listening comprehension by showing them pictures. They 
can listen from what they heard and describe to their classmates. In 
order to enhance students' speaking skills I also asked them to do a 
presentation. But I didn't really construct this well. I realized that 
all the extra materials should be more consistent and coherent to each. 
They also have to be relevant to my course aims and objectives. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation (1) Course 
I didn't use any extra materials in my course because I think the 
topics, exercises and activities provided in the text book were enough 
for them. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
I like to compare other similar conversation text books and I also like 
to search some newspaper articles and magazines to match my 
objectives. It is kind of stimulation to get more teaching ideas. 
Some exercises and activities I can adopt to replace parts of my 
textbook. Students get more opportunities to practice on more and 
relevant materials. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
I found some articles from Taipei Times and some relevant articles to 
combine with the lessons. Students need to get more vocabulary and 
get to know more current issues then they will be able to talk. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
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As for the courses I used the novels to expand their vocabulary and 
students can identify the story grammar, such as main characters, 
major events, and settings. Students are also required to make a 
presentation. The novels I used for the following courses are: The 
Phantom of the Opera, Gaston Lerous ( 1989) - course (I), The 
Charlotte's Web, Holly Hartman (1952)- course (2), Les Miserables, 
Victor Hugo (2001) - course (3) and The Charlotte's Web, Holly 
Hartman (1952) - course (4). In addition, I also showed the films 
about the novels so that the students could preview and do their 
presentation more easily. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
I searched some relevant extra materials, then I made a powerpoint 
slide to present the topics. I think it is a good way to emphasize the 
appropriate points. In other words, they can learn different writing 
styles through different articles. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
I only use the course books. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
As I mentioned before this book is too difficult for the students to 
understand. The vocabulary is so difficult and the sentences too 
complicated. I don't want them to look up the dictionary to find out 
the meaning of the word. It is time consuming. I think the purpose 
of this course is to understand the usage of grammar. So they only 
need to know how to use the tenses and the structure of the sentences 
properly. I prefer to find a easy text book to illustrate the grammar 
points so students will be able to understand the usage of the grammar 
points. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
No, the textbook itself is too much. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
I use a workbook combing with the text book. The reason is that 
students can practice more grammar exercises as their homework. 
When students complete their homework I provide the answers and 
discuss itwith them. I normally evaluate students' learning by 
g1vmg quizzes. If they get good marks that means they have 
practiced on the student book. I also provide some reading materials 
to illustrate the grammar points. The text book is good but the 
exercises provided from the book are not enough. Some parts of the 
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Question 4 
exercises are not appropriate or not suitable for students to 
understand. 
(Instructor B) 
Which course content and materials did you consider were the most effective? 
Why do you think this? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
I think the course content and materials I used were very effective. 
Students enjoy all the topics and themes which relate to daily life 
issues. But I think my pace went too fast, therefore the students 
couldn't absorb well enough from the course (1). As for the course 
(2), the TOEIC tests are quite useful. Students can practice and 
prepare for the tests. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation Course (1) 
The model conversations provided in the text book were very 
effective for students to learn new sentences and vocabulary. For 
example, students had to apply the new words to talk about the air 
pollution topic. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
I really like the listening parts from the text book. This is designed 
on a task based way so that students can listen and complete the 
charts. After they complete tasks they are asked to do more oral 
practice. The reason I like to get students to practice more on 
listening parts provide more practical and daily conversation. 
Although they are only listening tasks they can be extended into more 
activities. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation Course (5) and (6) Courses 
I think the topics and themes are very interesting in the courses (5) 
and (6). Students can learn new words and apply them to use in 
their daily life. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
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The series of books provide effective reading skills, for example: 
skim and scan skills. The vocabulary section is also provided in 
each unit. I am very satisfied about the content of the course books. 
But I think the students should build up their own reading habits out 
of the classroom. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing Course (1) and (2) Courses 
The exercises provided in the text book were very useful and 
effective for students to learn. But I would like the course book to 
provide more grammar point explanations. Although the paragraph 
exercises are numerous, grammar structures are lacking. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing Course (3) and (4) Courses 
The content of the course provided a lot of exercises for students to 
practice. I think students need to realise the more they practice on 
writing the more they get the points. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
I didn't find anything interesting from the text book. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
I didn't do but If I could I would select one that focuses on "grammar 
in context." For example, it may contain a short reading, a section 
for target grammatical points, and a paragraph-writing exercise. 
Learning grammar in isolation is not a sensible direction for us to 
follow. If a textbook cannot interest the teacher, how can we expect 
it to interest the students? 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
Question 5 
The most effective aspect of course content and materials is how you 
teach and how you conduct your lessons. Students were required to 
preview every lesson before class and they were also asked to bring 
their own dictionary. So I think this is the most effective way. 
(Instructor B) 
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Which course materials did you consider were the least effective? Why do you 
think this? 
Advanced English Listening (1) and (2) Courses 
I am satisfied with the text book. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation Course (1) 
I am happy about the course book. I have no comments on it. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
I particularly don't like the grammar parts in the text book. 
Students get bored and don't seem to be interested in them. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
In my conversation classes, I used the text book 'American English: 
Dialogue'. I wrote this book. So I am familiar with the content of 
the book and it is easy for me to conduct the lessons. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
My only concern is that the topics and themes in the course books can 
be more focused and relate to EFL context. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing Course (1) and (2) Courses 
I think the course book is fine but the students complained about the 
course book, it didn't provide explanations on topic sentences. 
(Instructor I) 
- - - ---
English Writing Course (3) and (4) Courses 
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I am content with the text book. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
As I mentioned earlier I preferred to find articles to illustrate the 
grammar point. So I have no suggestion on the course book. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
I only selected three units to teach during the semester. The book 
level is not appropriate to the students' ability so I think the course 
materials were least effective. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
I taught this book for years. I like this book. 
(Instructor B) 
Question 6 
Was it your intention to design the course content and the materials used in 
connection with same in such a way as to form a coherent incremental course? If 
yes, why do you think this was important or necessary to achieve? Do you think 
you achieved this? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
The courses which I taught were not coherent and incremental to 
each. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation (1) Course 
Each unit has a topic and is very coherent to each other. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and ( 4) Courses 
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All my lessons in the courses were carefully designed. I always try 
my best to help students' learning. I have mentioned in my previous 
questions any extra materials such as newspaper, magazine articles or 
some other handouts were all related to my objectives. I never want 
to give anything over their learning ability. They might not able to 
absorb. So I think students have learnt a lot from me. I am very 
positive. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
I was trying to do my best as the students' ability is very different to 
each other. I always research some relevant articles to combine with 
the course book. I would like students to apply the words in 
speaking not just in the text book. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
The themes and topics differ to each other so it is not easy to say 
whether it forms a coherent incremental course. I think the 
organization and the design are very good. The amount of 
vocabulary in each unit and the grammar structure are all appropriate 
for students' learning. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
As I know the process of learning to write is that students should have 
a good range of vocabulary and understand basic grammar rules. 
Thus they will be able to write a correct sentence and then construct a 
good paragraph. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
My course is to help students learn how to construct an essay. I 
have encountered difficulty in teaching them because some of them 
are quite weak in grammar. So during the course I didn't ask them 
to write a long essay. My way is to make sure they can write a good 
short paragraph. It is hard to design a coherent internal structure. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
I think it is very important but I wasn't able to choose the course 
book. 
(Instructor D) 
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English Grammar (2) Course 
I don't believe there is a coherent internal structure. Which part 
should come first and which should come later? Is relativzation 
more difficult than tenses? Not necessarily. So there are no fixed 
orders for teachers to follow. As I'm involuntarily using this 
textbook, the best thing I can do is to identify the possible 
"problematic areas" for students, and focus on those areas. This 
course is certainly incremental in some senses, it is incremental in 
how one grammatical point is presented - from guided exercises to 
less guided ones. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
I think the coherent internal structure is very important. For 
example: If a student is not aware of what simple present tense is how 
can he/she understand the structure or formulation of simple present 
perfect tense. 
(Instructor B) 
C. Course Conduct and Teaching-learning Process 
Question 1 
Which teaching methods and classroom activities did you find were the most 
effective with the students and why do you think they were effective? 
Advanced English Listening (1) and (2) Courses 
I like students to listen to a paragraph or a story. Sometimes I 
prepare a picture with several items in it. They can try to listen and 
describe what they have heard. I tend to use a situational teaching 
approach. They can be familiar with the topic and learn more 
vocabulary and sentences. Students also like listening and acting out. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation Course (1) 
I mixed different teaching methods in the course, such as: grammar 
translation method when I needed to explain the content or sentence 
grammar structure. But when I want students to practice more 
English I changed the communicative teaching approach in order to 
encourage their speaking. Before the lesson started, students were 
not allowed to read or look at the unit. For example: if I teach the 
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topic "air pollution" I would illustrate some issues to get into the 
points and then they did some brain storming to tell me the words 
which were related to the topic. Then I would teach them how to 
use make a sentence in a context. Then after they got involved with 
the topic I asked them to open the book at the unit. I think it is more 
like a theme based or topic based teaching approach which serves to 
attract students' attention. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
Basically the text book design is good. I teach vocabulary, sentence 
pattern and the content first. When students are familiar with the 
content and the usage of the vocabulary, it is easier to get involved in 
the topics. I also designed at least two activities for every lesson. 
Students might participate in pairs or group work. They can discuss 
and co-ordinate their learning/doing tasks together. Acting from a 
script is also a most effective way of improving their speaking skills. 
Students act out dialogues they have written themselves. This 
frequently involves them coming out to the front of the class. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
I did use some communication games in the courses. Students have 
to talk to the class or a group of students in order to solve a puzzle, 
for example: describe and draw, put things in the right order or find 
similarities and differences between pictures. I also like discussion 
activities as well but I found students were reluctant to give an 
opinion in front of the whole class, particularly if they cannot think of 
anything to say. I prepared some activities for students to predict 
the content of a reading text and to talk about their reactions to it after 
they have read it. This helps to quicken their conversation. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
I use grammar translation method to teach in class. I expect students 
to do pre-reading before the lesson. In class I select important 
sentences from each paragraph. I encouraged them to take notes and 
understand the context. Of course if they had pre-reading at home 
then I can be more efficient, but I found most of students are passive. 
They don't bring their dictionary to look up the words. Thus I had 
to explain new words to them. Thus my schedule became slow. 
Sometimes I may not able to follow my schedule. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
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Because this is a writing course, I deploy grammar translation method 
in the courses. I like students to express their ideas and write a 
paragraph by reading an article. I found the most effective way to 
improve their English is when I want them to write a paragraph. 
I normally want them to discuss and I note down various ideas. 
After this I check their language use, for example: grammar, 
vocabulary and linkers. I also check their punctuation and layout. 
Finally when they have done the first draft I try to check their 
unnecessary of repetition words or information. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
My way is ascertain what they have learnt from the courses and see 
how they can apply it to write good work. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Courses 
I like to prepare a story to illustrate the grammar points. It is the 
most effective way to attract and keep the students' attention. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Courses 
To present the grammatical points clearly, it is useful to show them 
on PPT slides, even when you would like students to answer the 
questions in the textbook. The "orders" seem better conveyed with 
PPT slides than they are given only verbally by the teacher. 
Because it gets them to do something. In addition to presentation 
and guided practice, I tend to get them to work on their own or work 
in pairs to complete some of the exercises in the textbook. They 
know that their answers will be marked and their scores will be noted 
down by the instructor. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
Question 2 
In my courses, the students are required to make a presentation about 
the assigned grammar points. So I divide the class into a few groups. 
I think this is the most effective way to enhance students' grammar 
knowledge as I can observe and assess how much they acquired from 
their preparation work. Team work also can motivate their learning. 
(Instructor B) 
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How much of the time in class did you use English? Would you like to use more? 
If yes how or why do you think this would help with the course? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
I don't use much English in the courses. If I speak too fast the 
students wouldn't understand. After a few lessons I decided to use 
more Chinese in teaching them listening. I do grammar translation 
method to teach them. I think they feel more comfortable. 
Probably I explain too much in Chinese. So that is why students 
rarely speak English in my courses. I hope the students can 
understand some simple commands and instructions in English. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation (1) Course 
I did use more English after the midterm. In class the first period 
I used part of Chinese but in the second period they became more 
familiar with the context. They had more confidence to express 
themselves in English. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
I used 90% of English in class. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
I am an English native speaker. So I used 100% English. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
In class, I only used 30% of English and the rest of the time I 
explained the context in Chinese. Because this is a reading course 
not a speaking course I think it is better to instruct in Chinese, for 
example: explain the grammar points or translate the sentences. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
This is a writing course so I used mostly of Chinese in instruction. 
It is not easy to apply whole English to teach in the course. If I use 
English all the time they might not be able to understand what I say. 
Because I need to explain the grammar points and the organization of 
a paragraph. 
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(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
I illustrate the writing process in Chinese. I would say I use 50% in 
English. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
I used 90% of English in class. I think they are English major they 
shall use more English. I don't speak broken English so I think the 
students have to practice more even though it is a grammar course. 
They have to make accurate English sentences when they speak out. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
Grammar is torturing enough. Using English to explain grammatical 
points is even more torturing. I'd be glad to speak more English if I 
taught grammar in context, e.g. reading. Even so, I would do that 
only when I try to talk about the "content" of readings, not grammar. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
Question 3 
I explain grammar rules in Chinese. I don't really use English when 
I teach grammar. But I provide more opportunities for the students 
in using English when they do their exercises. 
(Instructor B) 
How would you assess the students' behaviour in class? Were they attentive? If 
not, what did you do to gain and hold their attention? How did you find the 
students learnt best? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
I can hold and gain students' attention by asking questions. Prepare 
more interesting activities and practice with groups. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation Course (1) 
In class I like to ask students to answer my questions. I can make 
sure whether they pay attention or understand the context. I also 
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like to assign pairs to practice conversation then I can hold their 
attention. I think if a student can apply what he/her has learnt from 
the lessons that is the best way for them to learn. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
Class attendance and performance is about 40% in my criteria. Mid 
and final exams are about 30 each. As for the mid-term and final 
term, I designed some questions for students to answer. I like my 
students to create a dialogue and act out as a theme based idea. 
Question and answer: I make some questions which are related to 
what they have learnt during the course. Every week I ask the 
students to do pair works to. I assign each pair of students to have a 
dialogue for mid term and final term exams. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
Pose questions and wait students' responses. If students are 
involved more in tasks and activities they pay more attention. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
I didn't assess students' behaviours in class. I assessed students' 
behaviour by mid and final terms. Students also did a lot of 
exercises in class in order to enhance their reading skills. But I 
don't really check their answers. I think they are undergraduates 
and they should know how to be aggressive learners. If students 
can't understand the exercises I may skip to the next section. I don't 
want students to feel frustrated in learning. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
I easily know their behaviour in class and when they pay attention to 
the exercises or engage in some activities. The best way to attract 
their attention and learn best is to give out quizzes. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
When I ask questions, give quizzes, involve activities or get students 
to present they pay attention. The best way is to assess them by 
questions and know how much they have learnt from the lessons. 
(Instructor B) 
_English Grammar (1) Course 
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I try to do activities related to grammar and to ask students questions 
or do some exercises. As I like to expand the grammar points by 
speaking and making sentences I like to draw students' attention to 
different topics and newspaper articles to illustrate the grammar 
points. I think they can understand more in context. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
In an early-afternoon class, staying awake is not easy for students. 
I'm glad that many of the students look attentive. But in the second 
period, it's not uncommon to find some sit back and let their mind 
wander around. One of my typical strategies is give some job for 
students to complete. Another strategy is to pick those who seem to 
lose much of their attention and they won't be able to answer my 
question, but doing this is enough to let others know what I'm 
expecting of them, i.e. "be attentive!." Students' eyes and their 
scores will tell the whole story about how well they are learning. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
Question 4 
I assess students' behaviour on their presentation because they can 
work as a team. It is also a good way to assess individuals when 
they do their presentation. I can assess whether they prepare well or 
understand the grammar points. 
(Instructor B) 
In what ways would you change the conduct of this course in the future? Why 
would you make these changes? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
I would like to change the text books ifl could because the text books 
were too easy for the advanced level. So I wish I could change to a 
higher level to stimulate their learning motivation, for example: new 
words, new sentences, and new topics. I would also like to carry out 
some activities to enhance students' learning such as: dictation, and 
use of visual materials (pictures, posters, charts, maps and overhead 
projector (OHP)). 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation Course (1) 
It would be better to have a small class as that way I could pay more 
attention to the few pairs and engage more activities and they would 
also get more opportunities to practice more in class. 
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(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
I would like to search for more interesting activities to enhance and 
motivate students' learning. It could be task-based or assignment, 
students could work as a team with three or four. The purpose of 
this is to make the class focused on students. Not all the tasks can 
be used in ni.y class, so I have to carefully search more teaching 
resources to fit my students' learning. I like to attend some 
workshops to gain more teaching idea and information. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
Assign more homework, assignments and some more tasks. Try to 
design more speaking activities for students to practice. Try to ask 
students to create dialogues and perform them. This will help them, 
to push themselves, with more creative speaking activities. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
It depends on externalism, students' English competence and their 
learning attitude. So if I want to change I will follow the three 
factors which I mentioned above. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Course 
When they are doing exercises I check their work, and I think it is 
more direct to understand students' learning. I would like to do 
more error analysis. Students can analyze the errors made by 
students in writing and reading and speaking. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and ( 4) Course 
I think I would use different ways to do brainstorming activities to 
stimulate their ideas. Once they understand the content I will then 
be able to teach them how to get involved in the main topics. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
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If I could change the text book I would know how to change the 
conduct of this course. It is not at an appropriate level for the 
students. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
Grammar is in all aspects of language skills. Why do we have to 
bother to teach it in isolation. I don't think grammar is a "language 
skill." I am also proposing to cut down the class size. I hope this 
will benefit the students more in the future. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
Question 5 
The size of the class is too big. When I divide the class into pairs it 
is not easy to manage. When I check students' understanding or 
practice with them, it takes too much time to go around them. So I 
suggest the class size should be cut. 
(Instructor B) 
What did you find were the least effective teaching methods you used? Why do you 
think this was so? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
I didn't manage my course syllabus well. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation Course (1) 
The one thing I would like to change is to cut down the number of 
students. The reason is that when I arrange pair work in class I need 
too much time to check their practice. 
(Instructor 
F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
The size of the class is too big. When I check students' understanding 
or practice with them, it takes too much time to go around them. 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
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Sometimes students don't like to be asked questions. Probably the 
questions are not very interesting. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to ( 4) Courses 
I consider reading is more like self-study. If students are not active 
in learning they will never achieve. I think in those classes students 
tend to be more passive. For example, when I post out 3 questions 
to a student, he/she might not be able to answer. I always have to 
give him/her a hint. Because students didn't do pre-reading at 
home. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Course 
When students are asked to translate sentences or short paragraphs, 
because some students are a bit weak on vocabulary and lack 
grammar knowledge. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Course 
I think some students are a bit weak on vocabulary and lack grammar 
knowledge. Sometimes I feel it is very difficult to teach them. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
The text book is too difficult for them 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
I'll get a better textbook with integrated skill training. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
I think I am content with my teaching methods. 
(Instructor B) 
Question 6 
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What do you think are your particular strengths (and weaknesses, if any,) of you 
as a teacher? 
Advanced English Listening (1) and (2) Courses 
I think my classroom management is my weakness. The interaction 
is not good between students and I in the class so I think I also need 
to improve my methodology to stimulate students' learning. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation (1) Course 
I think my strength is to create a great classroom atmosphere by using 
my voice and facial expression to attract their attention. When I 
want to teach a topic or theme I know how to bring in a situational 
approach to get to the lesson points. The lessons are well planned. 
I think the class size is too big so it is not easy to check student's 
learning. So the classroom management is probably my weakness. 
The size of the class is too big. When I divide the class into pairs it 
is not easy to manage them. It takes too much time to go around 
them all. So I suggest the class size should be smaller. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
I am full of confidence and say that I am a very active teacher and the 
lessons are all very well prepared. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
I should know more about students' learning culture and learning 
style. My expectation should not be high and I have to measure in 
different ways as I am from America. It is my first year to teach 
here. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
I am not a tough person. I am not strict with them. I don't want to 
make my class in a bad atmosphere. So that is why students were 
not forced to learn. That is my weakness. I should check students 
comprehension while reading and when the reading task is completed. 
I also think that I need to emphaized vocabulary development. 
(Instructor A) 
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English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
The size of the class is too big and their English ability is different. 
It is not easy to arrange the group works due to students' learning 
ability. Originally I wanted to deploy co-operative learning but I 
couldn't do it. It might be my weakness. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
I think my strength is to give clear instructions in class and the 
lessons are well prepared. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
My strength is that I know how to use different ways to explain grammar 
points. I give clear instructions in class. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
My strength is that students can easily tell from my facial expressions 
that I am serious about their learning. I also believe that it's my job 
to make my instruction better, although not necessarily enjoyable. I 
have more commitment as a teacher now than I had before. 
My weakness is that I'm not kind enough and open-minded enough 
towards those who show little interest in learning. I should do more to 
get close to them - although they might try their best to avoid meeting 
me. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
I have been teaching grammar courses for years. I am told that I am 
too serious in class. But I think it is my strength in that I follow my 
course syllabus and am well prepared in class. 
(Instructor B) 
D. Assessment and Student Performance 
In this section the methods of assessment used in the English training courses are 
presented and explained. The data analysis is of the course syllabus, instructor 
interviews, and exam papers provided. 
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Question 1 
Which assessment methods did you use for this course? Do you think the overall 
understanding of the class assessment plan was clear from the beginning of the 
course? 
Advanced English Listening (1) and (2) Courses 
The students' assessment included: writing a conclusion by watching 
movies, expressing opinions by looking at pictures or on a given topic. 
True and false short answer questions. I also like students to take 
notes and I select some students to express their work. The course 
(2) students were also asked to do more exercise on TOEIC. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation Course (1) 
I do role play, vocabulary tests and listening comprehension tests. 
As for the mid and final term, each student was asked to come to my 
office and was tested on 10 questions from what they have learnt. 
All in all, my assessment plan was clear. But the only thing I am 
really concerned about is mid and final term test questions. I mean 
if I can test them all at the same time it would be more accurate as the 
rest of students would not get to know and predict what questions 
would be asked. It means they can ask their classmates what 
questions have been asked. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
In my conversation classes, I assign students to do assignment every 
week or every second every week. The assignment is to ask 
students to create their own conversation which is related to the topic 
they have been taught. They have to work in pairs and then submit 
their conversation the next lesson. I correct and give them feedback. 
Then I choose two or three pairs to do the role play and act out in 
class. Each student has to perform at least three times during a 
semester. Students are asked to express their opinions on a given 
topic. In the presentation, students talked about a topic given to 
them and then answered questions asked by their partners. In pair 
work two students were supposed to discuss with each other a 
problem to reach a consensus. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
I did plan my assessment methods very well from the beginning of 
the-courses but I have to say that I changed -the -methods during the 
courses. Because the students' English ability might affect my 
schedule thus the assessment tools might be changed as well. 
(Instructor H) 
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Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
My assessment methods were focused only on mid and final exams. 
I never gave students' quizzes in class. As for the methods, in the 
midterm and final exams, I provided reading passages related to the 
articles or stories they had read in the course books. In order to 
check students' comprehension I designed true/false items and short 
questions. I also tested students' vocabulary by using matching 
items and gap filling. I don't really want to frustrate students' 
self-esteem so in the exams students also included multiple choice 
items for comprehension check. As for the presentation, students 
were working in groups and were required to make and outline a 
summary of the text in the PPT by supplementary reading. It was 
for students to share the readings they did. I also gave them marks 
on the presentation. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
I gave students' quizzes more often in order to attract their attention. 
For example when I want my students to do the exercises but they 
appear to be more lazy and not paying attention to me then I will test 
them. There were several types of assessment. The mid term and 
final term included: topic sentence recognition, paragraph writing, 
look at the pictures and write a paragraph. In the writing (2) course, 
the assessment methods were similar but the students were tested 
about supporting and concluding sentences. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
The purpose of this course is to teach students how to understand the 
writing process of generating, developing organizing ideas and finally 
producing a composition of 1-3 paragraphs. Thus the assessment 
methods in the mid and final exams included: the Vocabulary (fill in 
the blanks), identification of pronouns, transition recognition 
(conclusion; in addition; but; however; therefore; moreover; so), 
analysis of a paragraph and paragraph writing. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
I did some quizzes and one final exam during the time I substituted 
the teacher's lessons. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
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Frequent quizzes and in-class exercises (most of which are collected 
and graded) are the primary means of assessment in my class. Yes, I 
think the assessment plan is clear, and it should be clear at the outset. 
I have 48 students in my class. So it's impractical to obtain in-depth 
understanding of individual students. I took an efficiency-based 
approach - "progress tests" administered frequently. It helps 
"understand" and "track" students' progress. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
Question 2 
Yes, my assessment plan was very clear. I followed up what I set in 
my course syllabus. I assessed my students' grammar knowledge by 
a variety of item types which include: error identification (true/false), 
gap filling (fill in the right verbs), sentence completion, 
transformation, question, answer and rewriting. 
(Instructor B) 
How quickly do you feel homework and quizzes should be marked and returned to 
the students? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
I marked their quizzes because they might mark incorrectly. 
returned the quizzes the next lesson. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation (1) Course 
I didn't assign them any homework. But there are some reading parts 
in the text book, I did ask them to read them at home before class. 
When they come to class next time they will be asked to answer what 
they have read. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
They do have homework with the exercises in the textbook. I only 
check their work but I don't mark them. It depends on their learning 
habit. The more they practice the more they gain. The more they 
do the more marks they can get from the mid or final exams. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
I didn't assign any homework. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) to (4) Courses 
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I don't give students' homework and quizzes so I can't answer how 
quickly I returned their marks. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
As soon as I can, I normally gave their marks the following lesson. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
I collected students' homework and returned it to them in a week. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
I returned their marks in a week. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
I usually give simple homework, i.e. sentence-level exercises, as this 
is the dominant form of exercise in the textbook. I circle but don't 
correct the errors. Their assignments will be given back and we'll 
have a brief discussion after which the students correct their errors. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
Question 3 
It depends on the types of assessment. As for the yes or no 
questions on quizzes, students can mark them immediately but if the 
quizzes are about sentences, grammar structures I mark them. I 
provide the answers and discuss them with them when I distribute the 
quizzes back. It only takes me a week to mark then give them back. 
(Instructor B) 
What assessment criteria did you use to mark your student's work? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
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My assessment criteria is set from my course syllabus which includes: 
mid-term: 25%, final: 25%, quiz and GEPT listening practice tests 
45%, attendance 5%. As can be seen the quizzes are important, the 
percentage is higher than mid and final exams. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation Course (1) 
The assessment criteria is explained m my course 
syllabus. 
(Instructor E) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
I followed my assessment plan from the course syllabus. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
The assessment criteria listed in the course syllabus were: 
assignments and notes 10%, attendance and participation 20%, 
midterm 35% and final 35%. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1-4) Courses 
As for the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension courses ( 1) to ( 4 ), 
these were taught by the same instructor. Each course's assessment 
criteria is the same and is specified in the course syllabus, the 
assessment criteria is as follows: mid-term 40%, final 40%, 
attendance 10%, in-class performance 10%. 
(Instructor A) 
English writing (1) and (2) Courses 
In the course syllabus, the criteria is set as follows: attendance, 
assignments and tests 40%, mid-term examination 30% and final 
examination 30%. The English writing (2) course is similar to (I). 
(Instructor I) 
English writing (3) and (4) Courses 
The assessment criteria is as follows: assignments 30%, attendance 
and in-class participation 10%, quiz and writer's journal 20%, 
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midterm 20% and final 20%. The marks given to students is flexible, 
if a student cannot get good marks on quizzes or exams I assess their 
assignments, attendance and participation more carefully. I think 
learning attitude is also important to me. The assessment method in 
the English writing 4 was similar to (3). 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
Refer to the course syllabus. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
As I use sentence-level exercises, the marking criteria are 
straightforward, that is, right or wrong. When students practice 
writing a whole sentence, the marking criterion will be that students 
are evaluated in terms of how well they can do the target grammatical 
items. I usually use "how much can you get" form when doing 
grading; I rarely subtract points from a perfect score. As for the 
evaluation criteria in my course, I stated the following in the course 
syllabus: attendance 10%, quizzes 40%, mid-term 25% and final 
25%. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
Question 4 
With regard to the assessment criteria, I followed my course syllabus. 
They are specified as follows: attendance and in-class participation 
25%, oral report 10%, quizzes 15%, midterm 25% and final 25%. 
But I sometimes adjust the criteria, for example, when a student 
doesn't get good marks on their mid and final tests this student could 
be failed but I would evaluate his/her attendance, presentation or 
classroom performance more carefully. In the English Grammar & 
Practice ( 4) course, the percentages of the criteria were the same. 
(Instructor B) 
Do you think you can improve your assessment methods? If yes, how would you 
improve them and with what hoped for result? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
I am satisfied about my current assessment methods. But I would 
love to try one thing that would involve the whole class. For 
example, select a pair of students to the front to make their own 
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dialogue. The rest of the students would note down what they have 
said and the students and I would pose questions. Others such as: 
identifying which speakers say what, following directions on a map 
and identifying the correct house or place. I mean I should try more 
varied tasks to enhance students' English. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation Course (1) 
If we had one more teacher (one scorer) during the speaking exams, it 
would be more benefit to the students. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and ( 4) Courses 
I am quite satisfied about the assessment methods. I explained the 
assessment criteria to my students so I think they are happy about the 
results of my assessment plan. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
I think I should give students assessment scales which is a way of 
specifying scores that can be given to productive skills work to create 
predefined descriptions of performance. For example, uses words 
wrongly, no sign of any grammatical understanding or the student is 
able to transmit only very basic ideas using individual words rather 
than phrases or fuller patterns of discourse. That would help me and 
the students to know how they can gain the most marks. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1-4) Courses 
Some methods I would love to try are: matching written descriptions 
with pictures of items, or procedure which they describe. 
Transferring written information to charts, graphs, maps, etc, I also 
think I should give more quizzes to students. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
I was assessing them on everything they did, nothing was left out. 
But I would like to carry out some other assessment methods in class, 
for example: require students to bring their dictionaries and get them 
to write a set of instructions for some common tasks and also some 
newspaper articles about recent events. Write information leaflets 
about a place. But I would be c~mcerned about the relevance of the 
topics to my course aims and objectives. 
(Instructor I) 
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English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
I would love to try other methods if they can evaluate much better, for 
example: students can write a story, newspaper type articles about a 
recent event. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
What I mentioned earlier. I think students need to study hard. I 
don't think I want to change my assessment methods. I think if they 
can transfer their knowledge of grammar into other fields they would 
be more effective. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
There is much to be done with respect to the assessment methods in 
my class. To the extent that it is practical, I may have students write 
a short paragraph in which the target grammatical forms tend to occur. 
Sentence-based exercises may cause them to believe that grammar is 
all about sentences. I'd like them to know that use of certain 
grammatical items, such as tenses, has much to do with the textual 
context as well as the situational context. I may use more pair work 
to make learning/teaching more effective; the better students can do 
something for me to help those who need help after class. The class 
time is limited. By taking advantage of the time after class, and the 
cooperation among classmates it is more possible to extend 
instruction beyond the classroom. I may work out ways to turn my 
tests/quizzes into a tool that satisfies not only the diagnostic function 
but also a remedial function. In other words, my aim is not only to 
know how well students are learning grammar I also hope to help 
them improve themselves and get more from my tests. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
Question 5 
I would like to try different assessment methods. As long as it can 
help students' learning. It is important to know how well my 
assessment methods properly evaluate how much the students have 
learnt from my course. 
(Instructor B) 
How do you provide feedback on performance to the students? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
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I like to assign pairs of students to go on the front. They do role 
play to practice their conversation. The rest of the students have to 
note down what they said. As for the feedback, I always explain and 
analyze what I provide. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation (1) Course 
I would like to have an English native speaker to evaluate or test my 
students' learning then I would be able to assess how much the 
students have learnt from my course. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and (4) Courses 
I show students their marks in quizzes and mid and final terms. 
I talk to individual groups or whole class to analyze what they can do 
better. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
I provide feedback when students have talk or individual conversation, 
such as: individual word pronunciation, clarity (a function of speed), 
correctness of grammar usage during speech and flow (continuity) of 
speech. 
(Instructor H) 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1-4) Courses 
I need to improve more on the feedback. For example: students' . 
pronunciation, usage of appropriate words, reading skills. I would 
like my students to do certain tasks for a semester. It would be good 
for students to expand their vocabulary and reading skills by 
summarizing the main points in a text and then reflect on the text. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
I have a few ways to do the feedback. First I ask students to write 
their assignment. Then I ask them to do peer editing. Then I 
discuss their assignments and then I collect them back and mark them. 
The comments covered would be usage of grammar, tenses, 
coherence and spelling. Students can also debate with me about 
their marks. 
(Instructor I) 
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English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
My philosophy about teaching writing is that I would like students to 
have more imagination in free writing. If you correct their grammar 
points too much they would be afraid to write. They could lose their 
confidence and self-esteem. I might use three coloured pens to mark 
their writing. I sometimes don't correct their writing. Each colour 
represents different meaning. For example: red (there are a few 
mistakes in the sentence), yellow (a good sentence) and blue (this 
sentence can be amended better). I choice some examples to 
illustrate the writing in class before I give the feedback to the students. 
I think it is a good way to teach them how to do conduct a good 
writing. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
I like to assess students' grammar knowledge by asking them questions. 
If they make mistakes I will try to help them to make accurate sentences 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
My principle is 'Til give you more than one chance until you 
understand it." I have tried to pay attention to students who tend to 
do poorly on the quizzes. I ask them to come to see me (with their 
papers) in my office hours and discuss with me the items they did 
wrong. I also long to give them a second, or even a third chance to 
take make-up quizzes with similar questions. 
(Instructor E) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
I provide feedback to students and they can see their weaknesses and 
strengths. I always discuss with each of them one by one. They 
may come to my office anytime when they encounter learning 
problems or they can debate with me the feedback I have provided. 
(Instructor B) 
The assessment tools and assessment criteria used in the English training courses 
are summarized in Table 5.2. This shows that in the English training courses 
evaluation was not based solely on the mid-term and final exams but that various 
methods of assessment were used in all the courses. 
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E. General Comments 
Do you have any other comments you would like to make about your course, the 
other courses or the AED in general? 
English Listening Training (1) and (2) Courses 
I should be careful in my selection of input sources so that they are 
interesting, varied and challenging. I also need to design some 
creative tasks for students to activate their own knowledge and 
experience and to monitor what they are doing. As for the class size 
I hope the classes could be divided into two levels of ability. That 
way there would not be the same tension between the more proficient 
and the less proficient. To teach always to the weaker students is 
not helpful. 
(Instructor C) 
English Conversation (1) course 
I had more than 45 students. It was very difficult to give special 
attention to all of them. I would normally choose a maximum of 15 
students and give more attention to them and be more helpful in both 
practicing English with them and correcting their English. 
Sometimes I felt that I was not efficient because I need to check 
around the whole classroom. It would be better to have less students 
with more interaction with them. Another suggestion is that if we 
can have another instructor to involve peer evaluation in student 
assessment it would be more beneficial to students. 
(Instructor F) 
English Conversation (2), (3) and ( 4) Courses 
The course materials input should come in the form of both visual 
audio form and oral form. The books should provide the students 
with some presentation models in the form of videos. I am 
concerned that there are too many students in the classroom. These 
should be decreased because in crowded classes students do not have 
equal opportunity to talk. 
(Instructor G) 
English Conversation (5) and (6) Courses 
If I could teach again I would ask students to read something I assign 
at home. In order to check whether students have done it I would 
ask them individually to come to the front and assess them. I think 
it would be a good way to force them to study and speak more in 
class. The class should also be divided into two levels of ability.-
(Instructor H) 
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Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1-4) Courses 
The students should learn how to get the main idea of the whole text 
and different parts of the text. They should have clear ideas of what 
the meaning map of a text is, for example: how to get and how to use 
different ways of getting ideas and how to read between the lines. 
The students should be more aggressive. But of course our students 
can't compare themselves with national university students. They 
don't read newspapers and read other English magazines. Thus their 
vocabulary is limited. I think the department has to decide what we 
want to achieve and how to improve students in the GEPT certificates, 
we might also change the text book relating to reading for GEPT. It 
might be better. 
(Instructor A) 
English Writing (1) and (2) Courses 
Students with different proficiency levels should not be put into the 
same classroom. In other words; it would avoid the gap between 
good and less proficient students and consequently enable us to have 
better teaching-learning processes in the classroom. 
(Instructor I) 
English Writing (3) and (4) Courses 
As for the course materials, we have to pilot the materials before 
introducing them. That means when we use the course book we 
normally cover one third or fifty percent of the materials. I think it 
is a good way to pilot some parts, or a chapter. It might take one or 
two weeks. Otherwise students would compliant about the books 
and prices. It would be kind of a waste of time, resources and 
money. 
(Instructor B) 
English Grammar (1) Course 
In order to check the efficiency of grammar use I would like to design 
tasks to measure exactly how efficiently they use grammar. To 
design writing tasks and speaking tasks to measure this output might 
be better. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar (2) Course 
Grammar should not be taught in isolation. The students in our 
department are expected to embark on a two-year study of grammar 
when they first arrive. That's devastating to students' interest and 
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motivation. Grammar is in the language, and the language is used 
for communication. Students can read, write, speak, and listen while 
paying attention to grammar at the same time. But I don't think it is 
sensible to offer self-contained grammar courses. 
(Instructor D) 
English Grammar & Practice (1) and (2) Courses 
I hope our students can transfer or put the knowledge or information 
they gain from one course in to the other courses. Learning 
grammar, they should be able to transfer it to other subjects in terms 
of the four language skills. 
(Instructor B) 
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AppendixL 
Course Evaluation Questionnaires - Undergraduate with Data 
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English Listening Training (2) Course 
Twenty-eight students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly 
Agree/A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 10.7% 
strongly agreed that it did, 82.1% agreed and 7.1% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.17 below. 
Table 5.17 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
English Listening Training (2) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving or 
d I th bTt fth t d t ' th I' t d . 'f eve opmg ea I Hy 0 es u en sm e IS e activ1 1es: 
I can ...... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 l 
l. Use a variety of listening strategies to understand texts and listen 21.4% 71.4% 7.1% -
for information and gist 
2. Become familiar with the various types of listening tests 28.6% 53.6% 17.9% -
including questions about pictures, dialogues, short conversations 
3. Listen and then describe the events detailed in short dialogues, 21.4% 60.7% 17.9% -
articles and stories in sequence 
4. Identify a variety of different voices, situations and characters 14.3% 71.4% 14.3% -
from short dialogues, articles and stories 
5. Understand and note the stress, tone and intonation from a word 14.3% 71.4% 14.3% -
or a sentence 
6. Make short written comments on a text while I am listening to it 3.6% 71.4% 25% -
7. Understand and respond to simple instructions and commands 7.1% 78.6% 14.3% -
8. Listen extensively to radio, TV stations, movies, songs, etc ... and 3.6% 75% 21.4% -
understand them 
Average Percentage 14.3% 69.2% 16.5% 
-
The overall average percentage showed that 69.2% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 14.3% strongly agreed and 16.5% disagreed. 
Statement 1, viz, "I can 'use a variety of listening strategies to understand texts and 
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listen for information and gist" elicited the most positive response amounting to 92.9%, 
when the Strongly Agree and Agree results are added together. 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 83.5% 
which is higher than that recorded in respect of course ( 1 ). 
In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very CompetenU3= Competent /2= Partially CompetenU1= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.18 below. 
Table 5.18 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the English Listening 
Trainin2 (2) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 
1. Can you pass the listening section of the GEPT at the Elementary 10.7% 53.6% 28.6% 7.1% 
level 
2. Can you pass the listening section of the GEPT at the 3.6% 21.4% 50% 25% 
Intermediate level 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree!D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.19 below. 
Table 5.19 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on En2lish Listenin2 Trainin2 (2) Course content and material s: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay- 10.7% 71.4% 17.9% -
out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 10.7% 75% 14.3% -
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 14.3% 71.4% 14.3% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiringlanguage skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 10.7% 82.1% 7.1% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 7.1% 67.9% 21.4% 3.6% 
6. The content of the course materials were presented 7.1% 64.3% 28.6% -
coherently 
7. You had no difficulty in following the course materials 7.1% 46.4% 42.9% 3.6% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course- - 75% 25% -
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books to improve your listenine. skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 10.7% 75% 10.7% 3.6% 
effective in improving your listenine. skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
a. Listening 17.9% 78.6% 3.6% -
b. Speaking 10.7% 71.4% 17.9% -
c. Readin_g_ and vocabulary - 85.7% 14.3% -
d. Writing - 60.7% 39.3% -
e. Grammar - 64.3% 35.7% -
Average Percentage 7.7% 70.6% 20.9% 0.8% 
The overall average percentage showed that 70.7% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 7.7% strongly agreed and 20.9% disagreed and 0.8% 
strongly disagreed. 
Statements 4 and 10, viz, "The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, content and mood, source of cultural information" and "All the activities and 
materials used in class contributed to the development of your English proficiency in 
the following area a. listening." respectively had the highest percentages of strongly 
agree and agree scores with over 90% being recorded against each. 
The least positive results were recorded against statement 7, viz, "You had no 
difficulty in following the course materials" where the combined strongly agree and 
agree scores amounted to 53.6%. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 78.3% which is higher than that recorded for course (1). 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to 
practice listening skills (3, 10.7%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve my listening skills (6, 21.4o/~) - -- . - - . . .. 
• the topics covered were very interesting and relevant to daily life and 
were thus easier to understand, remember and use (5, 17.9%). 
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• the practice of listening on the audio CD was particularly helpful and 
pertinent (2, 7.1%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the content and materials were too dense and as a result the pace was 
too fast (6, 21.4%) 
• the teacher gave us too much to take in and it couldn't be absorbed (4, 
14.3%) 
• the materials did not allow for sufficient opportunity to practice 
pronunciation (3, 10.7%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements 
in terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities 
during the course using the l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The 
results are set out in Table 5.20 below. 
Table 5.20 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Listening Training (2) Course conduct and teaching-
learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 14.3% 53.6% 32.1% -
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 7.1% 46.4% 46.4% -
3. I used only English in class - 32.1% 53.6% 14.3% 
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 7.1% 78.6% 14.3% -
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 3.6% 82.1% 10.7% 3.6% 
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 3.6% 82.1% 10.7% 3.6% 
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 7.1% 60.7% 25% 7.1% 
improving my listenine skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 7.1% 67.9% 17.9% 7.1% 
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 7.1% 60.7% 25% 7.1% 
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 10.7% 57.1% 25% 7.1% 
and advice 
Average Percentage -6.8% 62.1% 26.1% '5.0% 
The overall average percentage showed that 68.9% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
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The results concerning statements 4, 5 and 6, viz, "The teacher set up rules and 
routines were clear", "The teacher checked the students' learning to make sure all the 
students were taking part in the activities" and "The teacher gave equal attention to all 
students in the class" respectively were each rated at 85.7% when the always and 
usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statements 2 and 3, viz, "The teacher 
used only English in class" and "I used only English in class" respectively. Here the 
combined results for the always and usually columns amounted to 53.6% and 32.1% 
respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Listening Training (2) course which best 
served to improve their listening skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• online interactive learning (CD-ROMS) is very useful (7, 25%) 
• watching movies (4, 14.3%) 
• the combination of the oral and listening is helpful (5, 17.9%) 
• teacher teaches us songs we think songs can improve our listening 
and vocabulary (5, 17,9%) 
• the teacher teaches the Studio Classroom magazine as extra material. 
It is another resource which improves our listening skills (5, 17.9%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Listening Training (2) course 
to the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and 
why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• dictation was considered as a useful learning tool (4, 14.3%) 
• more practice with the teacher was regarded as something which 
would be advantageous (4, 14.3%) 
• more TOEIC and GEPT practice was considered to be useful (9, 
32.1 %) 
• more listen and write or look and listening exercises were thought to 
be beneficial (5, 17.9%) 
• role play should be increased (4, 14.3%) 
• whole English classes should be used (8, 28.6%) 
• more use of visual materials (pictures, posters, charts, maps, 
Overhead projector (OHP)) would be helpful (5, 17.9%) 
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In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (9, 32.1 %) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises 
and situations under study (5, 17.9%) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (4, 14.3%) 
• the teacher is well prepared (3, 10.7%) 
• the teacher provides a lot of information and extra material to 
enhance our listening skills (4, 14.3%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is sometimes not sufficiently understanding of the 
students limitations (7, 25%) 
• the teacher does not always appreciate what students want or need to 
make the point of the lesson more understandable (5, 17.9%) 
• the teacher does not always follow the schedule properly and this can 
be disruptive (6, 21.4%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series 
of statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the 
l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were 
assessed. The results are set out in Table 5.21 below. 
Table 5.21 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their English Listening Training (2) Course lessons were 
assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 3.6% 71.4% 25% -
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 10.7% 57.1% 28.6% 3.6% 
performance in the assignments/quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 7.1% 85.7% 7.1% -
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 7.1% 60.7% 28.6% 3.6% 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests 10.7% 78.6% 10.7% -
6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 3.6% 85.7% 7.1% 3.6% 
7. Interaction between students was assessed 10.7% 67.9% 14.3% 7.1% 
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in order 3.6% 78.6% 17.9% -
to assess your listenim! skills 
9. Your listenine skills have been correctly evaluated in the 7.1% 71.4% 14.3% 7.1% 
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course 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 80.1 %. 
Statement 3, viz, "The marking was fair" was recorded in a combined total for the 
always and usually columns as 92.8%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.22 below. 
Table 5.22 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on the English 
Listeninl! Traininl! (2) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
!.Quizzes 7.1% 71.4% 17.9% 3.6% 
2. Midterm Exam 10.7% 78.6% 7.1% 3.6% 
3. Final Exam 10.7% 78.6% 7.1% 3.6% 
4. Homework/Assignment 7.1% 78.6% 10.7% 3.6% 
5. Class performance 14.3% 71.4% 14.3% -
6. Participation and attendance 7.1% 82.1% 10.7% -
7. Oral report 10.7% 75% 14.3% -
Average Percentage 9.7% 76.5% 11.7% 2% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 86.2%. 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam", "Final Exam" and 
"Participation and Attendance" as equally effective at 89.3% when the strongly agree 
and agree columns for each are totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Listening Training (2) 
course and they were inviteg to_ make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
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• the teacher could randomly ask students questions to assess whether 
they had gained sufficient from the lessons or the particular point in 
the lesson in order to assess how much they have learnt (5 17.9%) 
• there should be more GEPT or TOEIC practice (5, 17.9%) 
• there should be more role play (4, 14.3%) 
• the interview method ( 1 to 1) conversation should be more 
widespread (7, 25%) 
• there should be more listening quizzes ( 6, 21.4%) 
E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the Advanced English Listening (2) course be improved? 
• The Studio Classroom magazine is too difficult and should be either used more selectively or 
not used at all (3, 10.7%) 
• There should be better speaking and a greater emphasis on expressing ideas more fluently and 
accurately in English (5, 17.9 %) 
• The teaching pace is too fast with insufficient emphasis on benchmarking progress and 
achievement. There is too much taught too quickly to allow students to sufficiently absorb the 
full point(s) of each lesson (5, 17.9%) 
Question 2: Was the Advanced English Listening (2) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (78.6%) No: (21.4%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2.above. 
• Our listening was undoubtedly improved • The pace and schedule is too fast (5, (8, 28.6%) 17.9%) 
• We can now understand and comment on • The teacher did not complete the whole 
things we hear (3, 10.7%) book (6, 21.4%) 
• Our vocabulary has been expanded, (5, • The lessons were somewhat boring (3, 
17.9%) 10.7%) 
Question 4: Do you think the Advanced English Listening (2) course met your needs? 
Yes: (82.1%) No: (17.9%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4.above. 
• The teacher provided a lot of extra • Insufficient focus (3, 10.7%) 
materials which we can use outside the • The course book was too difficult (3, 
classroom to continue to improve our 10.7%) 
listening skills (4, 14.3%) • We are still afraid to speak English (2, 
• We will be able to better prepare for our 7.1%) 
GEPT exam soon (3.10.7%) 
• We are better able to understand the 
teacher's instruction as our listening skills 
have improved (5, 17.9%) 
• We have undoubtedly gained more 
listening practice (4, 14.3%) 
Question 6: Should the Advanced English Listening (2) course be designed to overlap with or 
complement other English trainiJ!g courses 
Yes: (64.3%) No: (35.7%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer y_ou have provided at 6.above. 
• We could understand it better if it fitted • We accept that the English courses are better with the other courses (5, 17.9%)- - related · with each other iri · terms of 
• Listening is related to speaking so both knowledge, information and skills but we 
should be covered in classes which relate consider that the topics and themes should 
one to another (5, 17.9%) not be the same (7, 25%) 
• We could transfer our knowledge and 
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understanding more readily between 
classes (2, 7.1%) 
• English is a whole language, all the 
courses are mixed up, hence it is not easy 
to separate them and it would be better if 
the whole language were planned and 
taught as a coherent project (3, 10.7%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
Advanced English Listening (2) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
1. English Conversation ( 4) 75% 25% 
2. English Writing (2) 28.6% 71.4% 
3. Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) 50% 50% 
4. English Grammar and Practice (2) 35.7% 64.3% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• The class should be divided into two levels of ability (6, 21.4%) 
• There should be more practice for TOEIC or GEPT during the course (5, 17.9%) 
• The teacher should more carefully follow the teaching schedule (4, 14.3%) 
• There should be more emphasis on in-class performance (2, 7.1%) 
• There should be peer teaching (2, 7.1%) 
• There are too many students in the classroom and these should be decreased because m 
crowded classes students do not have equal opportunity to talk (5, 17.9%) 
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English Conversation (1) 
Thirty-four students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 44.1% strongly 
agreed that it did, 50% agreed and 2.9% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.23 below. 
Table 5.23 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
English Conversation (1) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving 
or d 1 · h b Tt f h t d · th r d r ·r eve opmg t e a 1 uy o t e s u ents m e 1ste ac lVI 1es: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Participate in discussions and in role-play such as, real-life events 35.3% 55.9% 8.8% 
and situations 
2. Pronounce words correctly 32.4% 67.6% 
3. Ask and respond to questions appropriately 23.5% 73.5% 2.9% 
4. Take part in conversation and participate in discussion in class 26.5% 70.6% 2.9% 
5. Engage in conversation with people whose native language is 11.8% 64.7% 23.5% 
English 
6. Transfer knowledge into practice, for example, by using learnt 20.6% 76.5% 2.9% 
words in appropriate contexts 
Average Percentage 25% 68.1% 6.9% 
The overall average percentage showed that 68.1% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 25% strongly agreed and 6.9% disagreed. Statement 
2, viz, "Pronounce words correctly" elicited the most positive response amounting to 
100%, when the Strongly Agree and Agree results are added together. 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 93.1 %. 
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In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very CompetenU3= Competent /2= Partially CompetenUl= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.24 below. 
Table 5.24 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the 
Em!lish Conversation (1) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 
1. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the 14.7% 44.1% 35.3% 5.9% 
Elementary level 
2. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the 2.9% 11.8% 35.3% 50.0% 
Intermediate level 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.25 below. 
Table 5.25 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the English Conversation (1) Course content and 
materials: 
SA A D 
4 3 2 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay-out ) in 23.5% 73.5% 2.9% 
the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to know 26.5% 73.5% -
or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for example, 20.6% 79.4% -
pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in acquiring language 
skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for example, 26.5% 70.6% 2.9% 
content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 26.5% 73.5% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented coherently 29.4% 70.6% -
7. You had no difficulty in followi!!g the course materials 2.9% 67.6% 20.6% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course-books to 20.6% 50% 26.5% 
improve your speakin2 skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were effective in 23.5% 70.6% 5.9% 
improving your sneakinl! skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to the 
development of your English~oficiency in the following areas: 
a. Listening 29.4% 70.6% -
b. Speaking 29.4% 70.6% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 17.6% 73.5% 8.8% 
d. Writin_g_ 11.8% 73.5% 14.7% 
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SD 
1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
8.8% 
2.9% 
-
-
-
-
-
e. Grammar 
The overall average percentage showed that 70.8% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 21.6% strongly agreed, 6.7% disagreed and 0.8% strongly 
disagreed. 
Statements 2, 3, 5, 6 and 10, viz, "The course materials provided you with what 
you needed to know or to do", "The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in acquiring language skills", 
"The materials corresponded to the course objectives", "The content of the course 
materials were presented coherently" and "All the activities and materials used in class 
contributed to the development of your English proficiency in the following area a. 
listening and b. speaking" respectively had the highest percentages of strongly agree 
and agree scores with 100% being recorded against each. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 92.4%. 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the topics covered were very interesting and relevant to daily life and were thus easier to 
understand, remember and use (7, 20.6%). 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice speaking and 
listening skills (6, 17.6%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve my pronunciation, grammar and 
vocabulary (6, 17.6%) 
• the practice of listening on the audio CD was particularly helpful and pertinent ( 4, 11.8%) 
• The course book is appropriate for my proficiency level ( 4, 11.8%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
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• The content and materials were focused on American culture, I hope we can 
learn more things about our own culture, such as: festival etc (4, 11.8%) 
C. Course Conduct and Teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements in 
terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities during 
the course using the l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The results are 
set out in Table 5.26 below. 
Table 5.26 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Conversation (1) Course conduct and 
teaching-learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher used different ways to group students in 29.4% 55.9% 14.7% -
the classroom (pair work, group work, individual 
work and whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 35.3% 55.9% 8.8% -
3. I used only English in class 32.4% 67.6% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 29.4% 64.7% 5.9% -
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 26.5% 64.7% 8.8.% -
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 29.5% 67.6% 2.9% -
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective 23.5% 70.6% 5.9% -
in improving my soeakinl! skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 29.4% 61.8% 8.8% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 26.5% 67.6% 5.9% -
language learning 
I 0. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 26.5% 70.6% 2.9% -
and advice 
Average Percentage 25.6% 61.2% 13.2% 
-
The overall average percentage showed that 86.8% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The results concerning statements 6 and 10, viz, "The teacher gave equal attention 
to all students in the class", and "When needed the teacher was available for guidance 
and advice" respectively were each rated at 97.1% when the always and usually 
columns were combined. 
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Less positive results were recorded against statement 3, viz, "I used only English in 
class". Here the combined results for the always and usually columns amounted to 
32.4%. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Conversation (1) course which best 
served to improve their conversation skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher speaks English all the time I think this has the advantage of improving my 
speaking and listening skills (8, 23.5%) 
• the teacher prepared a lot of activities and exercises it is a good way to motivate our 
learning (5, 14.7%) 
• the teacher pronounces words and sentences beautifully it inspired me to imitate her 
speaking (4, 11.8%) 
• the teacher grouped and paired students so we were provided ample opportunity to present 
our work (3, 8.8%) 
• the teacher encouraged us to speak English and corrected our sentences when we made 
mistakes (3, 8.8%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Conversation ( 1) course to 
the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and 
why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• more practice with the teacher was regarded as something which would be advantageous (6, 
17.6%) 
• more GEPT speaking practice was considered to be useful (5,14.7%) 
• role play should be increased (3, 8.8%) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (12, 35.3%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study (8, 23.5%) 
• the teacher is well prepared (8, 23.5%) 
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• the teacher has got a sense of humour ( 4, 11.8%) 
• when I don't get good marks on the tests I feel upset but her words are an encouragement to 
me (2, 5.9%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher didn't explain the listening parts when we listen to the CD. 
I would like to know what exactly the speakers said in the content (2, 
5.9%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series of 
statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the l=Always/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table 5.27 below. 
Table 5.27 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their English Conversation (1) Course 
lessons were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 17.6% 70.6% 11.8% 
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 17.6% 76.5% 5.9% 
performance in the assignments/quizzes/exams 
3. The markingreceived was fair 23.5% 67.6% 8.8% 
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 17.6% 70.6% 11.8% 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 23.5% 67.6% 8.8% 
tests 
6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 26.5% 64.7% 8.8% 
7. Interaction between students was assessed 26.5% 70.6% 2.9% 
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in 23.5% 70.6% 5.9% 
order to assess _your soeakine: skills 
9. Your speaking skills have been correctly evaluated in 20.6% 73.5% 5.9% 
the course 
Average Percentage 21.9% 70.3% 7.8% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 92.2%. 
Statement 7, viz, "Interaction between students was assessed" was recorded in a 
combined total for the always and usually columns as 97.1 %. 
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In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.28 below. 
Table 5.28 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the Ene:lish Conversation (1) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1.Quizzes 26.5% 64.7% 8.8% -
2. Midterm Exam 35.3% 61.8% 2.9% -
3. Final Exam 35.3% 61.8% 2.9% -
4. Homework/Assignment 29.4% 61.8% 8.8% -
5. Class performance 32.4% 64.7% 2.9% -
6. Participation and attendance 35.3% 61.8% 2.9% -
7. Oral report 23.5% 67.6% 8.8% -
Average Percentage 31.1% 63.4% 5.5% 
-
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 94.5%. 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam", "Final Exam", "Class 
performance" and "Participation and Attendance" as equally effective at 97.1% when 
the strongly agree and agree columns for each are totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Conversation (1) course 
and they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher could do some cooperative learning activities to work together and complete 
some tasks (4, 11.8%) 
• the teacher could randomly ask students questions to assess whether they had gained 
sufficient from the lessons or the particular point in the lesson in order to assess how much 
they have learnt (3, 8.8) 
• there should be more GEPT practice (2, 5.9%) 
• the teacher could assign individual students to take turns for a short talk in the class (2, 
5.9%) 
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E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the English Conversation (1) course be improved? 
• the teacher could ask the students to repeat what had been said, perhaps by saying again, and it will 
help indicate when something is not clear (2, 5.9%) 
Question 2: Was the English Conversation (1) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (94.1 %) No: (5.9%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2.above. 
• Our speaking was undoubtedly improved • The teacher did not complete some parts of the (5, 14.7%) lessons. (3, 8.8%) 
• We can now understand and comment on 
things we hear {5, 14.7%) 
• Our vocabulary has been expanded and 
grammar knowledge has improved too (2, 
5.9%) 
Question 4: Do you think the English Conversation (1) course met your needs? 
Yes: (88.2%) No: (11.8%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4. above. 
• I learn a lot of grammar points and new • We are still afraid to speak English (3, 
phrases (5, 14.7%) 8.8%) 
• We are better able to understand the 
teacher's instruction as our speaking skills 
have improved {4, 11.8%) 
• We have undoubtedly gained more 
speaking practice (4, 11.8%) 
• The teacher provided a lot of extra 
materials which we can use outside the 
classroom to continue to improve our 
speaking skills {3, 8.8%) 
Question 6: Should the English Conversation (l) course be designed to overlap with or complement 
other English training courses 
Yes: (64.7%) No: (35.3%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• English is a whole, therefore they should be • If they are parallel to each other in terms of 
in coherence (5, 14.7%) content and topics we will learn again what 
• We could understand it better if it fitted we learnt in one of the other classes and this 
better with the other courses (4, 11.8%) would not help expand our knowledge 
• We could transfer our knowledge and (3, 8.8%) 
understanding more readily between classes 
(4, 11.8%) 
• It should be in coherent with grammar and 
reading courses (3, 8.8%) 
• It should be parallel between two courses in 
terms of objectives, content, activities and 
tasks (3, 8.8%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the English 
Conversation ( l) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
I 3. Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) 79.4% 20.6% 
l 4. English Grammar (l) 55.9% 44.1% 
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Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• The class should be divided into two levels of ability (10, 29.4%) 
• There are too many students in the classroom and students do not have equal opportunity to 
talk (8, 23.5%) 
• There should be more practice for GEPT during the course (4, 11.8%) 
• The classroom setting is not good for us to carry on the speaking activities (2, 5.6%) 
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English Conversation (2) 
Thirty-six students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 22.3% strongly 
agreed that it did, 69.4% agreed and 8.3% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to vartous 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.29 below. 
Table 5.29 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
English Conversation (2) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving 
or d I . th b Tt f th t d ts ' th I' t d t' 't' eve opmg ea IHYO es u en lD e IS e ac IVI Ies: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 l 
1. Describe myself appropriately and express my viewpoints clearly 22.2% 69.4% 8.3% -
2. Participate in discussions and in role-play such as, for example, 19.4% 75% 5.6% -
real-life events and situations 
3. Pronounce English words correctly 16.7% 80.6% 2.8% -
4. Ask and re~ond to questions appropriately 13.9% 86.1% - -
5. Take part in conversations and participate in discussions in class 19.4% 80.6% - -
6. Engage in conversation with people whose native language is 11.1% 52.8% 36.1% -
English 
7. Transfer knowledge into practice, for example, by describing my 13.9% 72.2% 13.9% -
weekend plan 
A vera2e Percentag_e 16.7% 73.8% 9.5% -
The overall average percentage showed that 73.8% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 16.7% strongly agreed and 9.5% disagreed. 
Statements 4 and 5, viz, "Ask and respond to questions appropriately" and ''Take part in 
conversations and participate in discussions in class" elicited the most positive 
responses amounting to 100%, when the Strongly Agree and Agree results are added 
together. 
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The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 90.5%. 
In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very Competent/3= Competent 12= Partially Competent/!= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.30 below. 
Table 5.30 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the 
Enstlish Conversation (2) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 l 
l. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the 16.7% 47.2% 30.6% 5.6% 
Elementary level 
2. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the 5.6% ll.l% 55.6% 27.8% 
Intermediate level 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.31 below. 
Table 5.31 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the English Conversation {2) Course content and 
materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
l. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, 16.7% 80.6% 2.8% -
lay-out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed 19.4% 80.6% - -
to know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 19.4% 80.6% - -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 16.7% 80.6% 2.8% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural 
information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 19.4% 80.6% - -
6. The content of the course materials were presented 16.7% 83.3% - -
coherently 
7. You had no difficulty in following the course materials - 61.1% 27.8% ll.l% 
8. The-teacher-replaced unsuitable material in the course- 19.4% 55.6% 25% -
books to improve your soeakinl! skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 13.9% 83.3% 2.8% -
effective in improving your soeakim! skills 
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I 0. All the activities and materials used in class contributed 
to the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
a. Listening 19.4% 80.6% -
b. Speaking 16.7% 77.8% 5.6% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 11.1% 63.9% 25% -
d. Writing 2.8% 61.1% 36.1% -
e. Grammar 8.3% 69.4% 22.2% -
A vera2e Percenta2e 14.3% 74.2% 10.7% 0.8% 
The overall average percentage showed that 74.2% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 14.3% strongly agreed and 10.7% disagreed and 0.8% 
strongly disagreed. 
Statements 2, 3, 5, 6 and 10, viz, and "The course materials provided you with 
what you needed to know or to do", "The materials covered were appropriate as regards, 
for example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in acquiring language skills", 
"The materials corresponded to the course objectives", "The content of the course 
materials were presented coherently" and "All the activities and materials used in class 
contributed to the development of your English proficiency in the following area a. 
listening and b. speaking" respectively had the highest percentages of strongly agree 
and agree scores with 100% being recorded against each. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 88.5%. 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• It is an appropriate level for me (5, 13.9%) 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice speaking and 
listening skills (5, 13.9%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve my speaking skills ( 4, II. I%) 
• Topics/themes were very interesting such as: let's celebrate, common complaints and 
inventions (I, 2.8%) 
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In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• The content and materials were focused on American culture, I hope we can learn more 
things about our own culture, such as: festivals etc ( 4, ll.l%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements in 
terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities during 
the course using the l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The results are 
set out in Table 5.32 below. 
Table 5.32 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Conversation (2) Course conduct and 
teaching-learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
l. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 30.6% 6l.l% 8.3% -
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 13.9% 77.8% 8.3% -
3. I used only English in class 5.6% 30.6% 63.9% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 16.7% 72.2% ll.l% -
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 25% 63.9% ll.l% -
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 22.2% 75% 2.8% -
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 19.4% 63.9% 16.7% -
improving my sueakine skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 19.4% 66.7% 13.9% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 25.0% 58.3% 16.7% -
language learning 
I 0. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 19.4% 63.9% 16.7% -
and advice 
Average Percentage 19.8% 63.3% 16.9% -
The overall average percentage showed that 83.1% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
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The results concerning statements 1, 2 and 6, viz, "The teacher used different ways 
to group students in the classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and whole-
class work)", "The teacher used only English in class" and "The teacher gave equal 
attention to all students in the class" respectively were each rated at 91.7%, 91.7% and 
97.2% when the always and usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statement 3, viz, "I used only English in 
class". Here the combined results for the always and usually columns amounted to 
36.1%. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Conversation (2) course which best 
served to improve their conversation skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher's pronunciation is beautiful so it inspired me to learn more speaking skill (5, 
13.9%) 
• the teacher assigned students to make their own conversation and present in class. I found it 
is very useful to apply what we have learnt from the lessons (5, 13.9%) 
• the teacher encouraged us to speak English and corrected our sentences when we made 
mistakes ( 4, 11.1% ). 
• role play- I memorized a lot of words and I can apply them to make sentences ( 4, 11.1%) 
• the teacher's explanation is clear so I can understand what she said (3, 8.3%) 
• the teacher grouped and paired students so we were provided ample opportunity to present 
our work (3, 8.3%) 
• the teacher prepared a lot of Q and A I think it has the advantage of improving my speaking 
and listening skills (1, 2.8%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Conversation (2) course to 
the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and 
why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• whole English classes should be used (6, 16.7%) 
• more practice with the teacher was regarded as something which would be advantageous (3, 
8.3%) 
• role play should be increased (3, 8.3%) 
• more use of visual materials (pictures, posters, charts, maps, Overhead projector (OHP)) 
would be helpful (3, 8.3%) 
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In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (8, 22.2%) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (7, 19.4%) 
• the teacher is very interesting (7, 19.4%) 
• the teacher encouraged students to learn more and built up their confidence (6, 16.7%) 
• she has got a sense of humour (6, 16.7%) 
• the teacher is well prepared (5, 13.9%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study (4, 11.1 %) 
• the teacher provides a lot of information and extra material to enhance our speaking skills 
(4, 11.1 %) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is sometimes not sufficiently understanding of the students limitations ( 4, 11.1%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series of 
statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the l=Always/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table 5.33 below. 
Table 5.33 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their course lessons were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 16.7% 61.1% 22.2% -
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 16.7% 72.2% 11.1% -
performance in the assignments/ quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 25% 69.4% 5.6% -
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 16.7% 61.1% 22.2% -
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 22.2% 63.9% 13.9% -
tests 
6. HW/assignments were relevant to the course aims 16.7% 75% 8.3% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 19.4% 77.8% 2.8% -
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in 
-
19.4% 69.4% 11.1% -
-
order to assess your soeakinl! skills 
9. Your speaking skills have been correctly evaluated in 19.4% 63.9% 16.7% -
the course 
Average Percentage 19.1% 68.2% 12.7% -
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The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 87.3%. 
Statement 7, viz, "Interaction between students was assessed" was recorded in a 
combined total for the always and usually columns as 97.2%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.34 below. 
Table 5.34 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the Emdish Conversation (2) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1.Quizzes 19.4% 66.7% 13.9% -
2. Midterm Exam 27.8% 66.7% 5.6% -
3. Final Exam 27.8% 66.7% 5.6% -
4. Homework/Assignment 19.4% 69.4% 11.1% -
5. Class performance 30.6% 61.1% 8.3% -
6. Participation and attendance 27.8% 66.7% 5.6% -
7. Oral report 22.2% 58.3% 19.4% -
Average Percentage 25% 65.1% 9.9% . 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 90.1% 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam", "Final Exam" and 
"Participation and Attendance" as equally effective at 94.4% when the strongly agree 
and agree columns for each are totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Conversation (2) course 
and they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
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• role play and drama and interview method ( l to l) conversation should be more widespread 
(6, 16.7%) 
• peer evaluation in student assessment (1, 2.8%) 
• In-class performance should be taken into consideration more and during the speaking 
exams (3, 8.3%) 
E. General Questions/Comments 
Question l: In what way(s) could the EngJish Conversation (2) course be improved? 
• There should be better speaking and a greater emphasis on expressing ideas more fluently and 
accurately in English (5, 13.9 %) 
• More video viewing ( 4, ll.l%) 
• More teacher's corrections (2, 5.6%) 
Question 2: Was the English Conversation (2) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (66.7%) No: (22.2%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
• Our speaking was undoubtedly improved (5, • The teacher did not complete some parts of the 
13.9%) lessons (3, 8.3%) 
• We can now understand and comment on • I still can't pass the GEPT Elementary level (3, 
things we hear (5, 13.9%) 8.3%) 
• Our phrases and vocabulary have been 
expanded, (5, 13.9%) 
Question 4: Do you think the English Conversation (l) course met your needs? 
Yes: (66.7%) No: (22.2%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4. above. 
• We have undoubtedly gained more • We are still afraid to speak English (2, 5.6%) 
speaking practice (7, 19.4%) • I think that the grades I got from the exams do 
• We will be able to better prepare for our not reflect the reality much. I think I need to 
GEPT exam soon ( 4, ll.l%) improve my speaking skills (2, 5.6%) 
• I learn a lot of grammar points and new 
phrases ( 4, ll.l%) 
• The teacher provided a lot of extra 
materials which we can use outside the 
classroom to continue to improve our 
speaking skills (3, 8.3%) 
Question 6: Should the English Conversation (2) course be designed to overlap with or complement other 
English training courses 
Yes: (6l.l %) No: (38.9%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• There should be overlap because we are then • They should not be a gap between two courses 
able to develop otherwise we would continue (2, 5.6%) 
to make the same mistakes (5, 13.9%) 
• They should go from simple to complex (3, 
8.3%) 
• We can't avoid some skills in one course, 
those skills have to be somehow recycled or 
used in other courses like in reading and in 
writing courses (2, 5.6%). 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the English 
Conversation (2) course into any of the following courses? 
~ - --
~ 
Yes No 
I 3. Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) 75% 25% 
I 4. English Grammar (2) 66.7% 33.3% 
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Question 9: Are there any_other comments you would like to make? 
• There are too many students in the classroom and students do not have equal opportunity to talk (7, 
19.4%) 
• Whole English classes should be used (6, 16.7%) 
• There should be more practice for GEPT during the course (6, 16.7%) 
• The teacher should provide more feedback during the lessons (3, 8.3%) 
• The class should be divided into two levels of ability ( 4, 11.1%) 
• The teacher should make sure that all the students are learning (3, 8.3%) 
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English Conversation (3) 
Twenty-seven students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. 
The responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 7.4% strongly 
agreed that it did, 77.8% agreed and 14.8% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.35 below. 
Table 5.35 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
English Conversation (3) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving 
or d I . th b Tt f th t d ts ' th I' t d t' 't' eve o_l!_mg ea 11ryo es u en lD e IS e ac 1v1 1es: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 l 
l. Express my viewpoints clearly and communicate more fluently in 7.4% 66.7% 25.9% -
English 
2. Participate in discussions and in role-play such as, for example, 14.8% 59.3% 25.9% -
real-life events and situations 
3. Pronounce English words correctly 7.4% 66.7% 25.9% -
4. Ask and respond to questions appropriately_ 7.4% 59.3% 33.3% -
5. Talk in different situations and contexts 7.4% 77.8% 14.8% -
6 Take part in conversations and participate in discussions in class 18.5% 77.8% 3.7% -
7. Transfer knowledge into practice, for example, by describing 14.8% 70.3% 14.8% -
myself 
8. Engage in conversation with people whose native language is 11.1% 40.7% 48.1% -
English 
Average Percentage 11.1% 64.8% 24.1% -
The overall average percentage showed that 64.8% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 11.1% strongly agreed and 24.1% disagreed . 
. Statement 6, viz, "Take part in conversations and participate in discussions in class" 
elicited the most positive response amounting to 96.3%, when the Strongly Agree and 
Agree results are added together. 
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The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 75.9%. 
In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very CompetenU3= Competent /2= Partially CompetenUl= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.36 below. 
Table 5.36 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the 
Ene:lish Conversation (3) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 
1. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the 11.1% 51.9% 22.2% 14.8% 
Elementa..-y_ level 
2. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the - 14.8% 51.9% 33.3% 
Intermediate level 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.37 below. 
Table 5.37 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the English Conversation (3) Course content and 
materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
I. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, 3.7% 77.8% 14.8% 3.7% 
lay-out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed 11.1 o/o 70.4% 14.8% 3.7% 
to know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 7.4% 85.2% 7.4% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 7.4% 81.5% 11.1% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural 
information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 3.7% 77.8% Il.l% 7.4% 
6. The content of the course materials were presented 7.4% 66.7% 18.5% 7.4% 
-
coherently -
7. You had no difficulty in following the course materials 11.1% 63% 22.2% 3.7% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course- - 63% 29.6% 7.4% 
books to im_Q_rove your soeakinl! skills 
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9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 7.4% 66.7% 22.2% 3.7% 
effective in improving your soeakinl! skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed 
to the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
a. Listening 7.4% 70.4% 22.2% -
b. Speaking 11.1% 63% 25.9% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 7.4% 59.3% 25.9% 7.4% 
d. Writing 3.7% 18.5% 74.1% 3.7% 
e. Grammar 3.7% 59.3% 33.3% 3.7% 
Average Percentage 6.6% 65.9% 23.8% 3.7% 
The overall average percentage showed that 65.9% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 6.6% strongly agreed, 23.8% disagreed and 3.7% strongly 
disagreed. 
Statements 3 viz, "The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in acquiring language skills", had 
the highest percentage of strongly agree and agree scores with 92.6% being recorded. 
The least positive result was recorded against statement 10 viz, "All the activities 
and materials used in class contributed to the development of your English proficiency 
in the following area d. writing" where the combined strongly agree and agree scores 
amounted to 22.2%. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 72.5%. 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials served to improve my speaking skills (6, 22.2%) 
• the level of the course book is appropriate (5, 18.5%) 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice speaking and 
listening skills (5, 18.5%) 
• the topics covered such as: crossing cultures and. career -moves were· very interesting and 
relevant to daily life and were thus easier to understand, remember and use (2, 7.4%). 
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In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the level of the course book is too easy (2, 7.4%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements in 
terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities during 
the course using the l=Aiways/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The results are 
set out in Table 5.38 below. 
Table 5.38 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Conversation (3) Course conduct and 
teaching-learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher used different ways to group students in 40.7% 48.1% 11.1% -
the classroom (pair work, group work, individual 
work and whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 7.4% 63% 29.6% -
3. I used only English in class 3.7% 37% 59.3% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 11.1% 63% 22.2% 3.7% 
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 14.8% 48.1% 29.6% 7.4% 
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 14.8% 66.7% 11.1% 7.4% 
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective 14.8% 59.3% 25.9% -
in improving_ my soeakine: skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 18.5% 63% 18.5% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 14.8% 51.9% 25.9% 7.4% 
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 22.2% 59.3% 14.8% 3.7% 
and advice 
Average Percentage 16.3% 55.9% 24.8% 3% 
The overall average percentage showed that 72.2% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always of usually~carried out. 
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The results concerning statements 1, 6, 8 and 10 viz, "The teacher used different 
ways to group students in the classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work)", "The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the class", "The 
teacher presented tasks in an interesting and enthusiastic way which made the tasks 
seem achievable to the students" and "When needed the teacher was available for 
guidance and advice" respectively were each rated over 80% when the always and 
usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statement 3, viz, "I used only English in 
class". Here the combined results for the always and usually columns amounted to 
40.7%. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Conversation (3) course which best 
served to improve their conversation skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• role play - act out, memorize words and sentences I can improve my speaking skills (4, 
14.8%) 
• teacher divides the class into a few groups or pairs and selects the groups or pairs randomly to 
present the activities we think they are good was to improve our speaking and vocabulary 
(4, 14.8%) 
• the teacher always prepares the activities and exercises to motivate our learning (3, 11.1 %) 
• the teacher always prepared a lot of Q and A to ask the students (2, 7.4%) 
• the teacher speaks English all the time so I improved my speaking and listening skills (2, 
7.4%) 
• the teacher corrects my sentences (1, 3.7%) 
• the teacher always encourages us to speak English even we made mistakes she corrected us 
immediately (1, 3.7%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Conversation (3) course to 
the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and 
why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as foilows: 
• whole English classes should be used (7, 25.9%) 
• more use of visual materials (pictures, posters, charts, maps, Overhead projector (OHP)) 
would be helpful (5, 18.5%) 
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• more practice with the teacher was regarded as something which would be advantageous (2, 
7.4%) 
• the teacher provided useful examples to explain the words and context (2, 7.4%) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (5, 18.5%) 
• the teacher is well prepared (4, 14.8%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study (3, 11.1 %) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (3, 11.1%) 
• the teacher provides a lot of information and extra material to enhance our speaking skills 
(3, 11.1 %) 
• the teacher has got a sense of humour (3, 11.1%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher sometimes skips the section to another section (4, 14.,8%) 
• the teacher repeated too many same drills in class (l, 3. 7%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series 
of statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the l=Always/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table 5.39 below. 
Table 5.39 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their English Conversation (3) Course 
lessons were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
l. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you 7.4% 66.7% 22.2% 3.7% 
had done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 11.1% 63% 22.2% 3.7% 
. -performance in-the assignments/ quizzes/exams - --~ -· ·------ ---- - --·-
3. The marking received was fair 7.4% 77.8% 7.4% 7.4% 
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 3.7% 48.1% 37% 1l.l% 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 7.4% 59.3% 29.6% 3.7% 
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tests 
6. HW/assignments were relevant to the course aims 18.5% 51.9% 25.9% 3.7% 
7. Interaction between students was assessed 7.4% 66.7% 25.9% 
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in 7.4% 81.5% 3.7% 7.4% 
order to assess your soeakim! skills 
9. Your speaking skills have been correctly evaluated 11.1% 59.3% 22.2% 7.4% 
in the course 
Average Percentage 9.1% 63.8% 21.8% 5.3% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 72.8%. 
Statement 8 viz, "The teacher chose different materials or activities in order to 
assess your speaking skills" had the highest percentage in a combined total for the 
always and usually columns as 88.9%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.40 below. 
Table 5.40 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the Em!lish Conversation (3) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Quizzes 14.8% 70.4% 14.8% -
2. Midterm Exam 22.2% 66.7% 7.4% 3.7% 
3. Final Exam 22.2% 66.7% 7.4% 3.7% 
4. Homework/ Assignment 14.8% 70.4% 11.1% 3.7% 
5. Class performance 18.5% 74.1% 7.4% -
6. Participation and attendance 18.5% 63% 18.5% -
7. Oral report 11.1% 81.5% 7.4% -
Average Percentage 17.4% 70.4% 10.6% 1.6% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 87.8% 
The students rated the assessment tools "Class performance" and "Oral report" as 
equally effective at 92.6% when the strongly agree and agree columns for each are 
totalled. 
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In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Conversation (3) course 
and they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• each student can be given a topic to have a speech in class to assess whether he/she had 
gained sufficient from the lessons or the particular point in the lesson in order to assess how 
much they have learn (2, 7.4%) 
E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could the English Conversation (3) course be improved? 
• Increase students' talking time (1, 3.7%) 
Question 2: Was the English Conversation (3) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (55.6%) No: (44.4%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
• Our speaking was undoubtedly improved • The teacher did not complete the whole book (1, (7, 25.9%) 3.7%) 
• Use the right words in the right order with • I can't use vocabulary appropriate in the context (2, 
the correct pronunciation (3, 11.1%) 7.4%) 
• We can understand and comment on things • I didn't improve my speaking skills (1, 3.7%) 
we hear (2, 7.4%) 
Question 4: Do _you think the English Conversation (3) course met your needs? 
Yes: (74.1%) No: (63%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4.above. 
• We will be able to better prepare for our 
GEPT exam soon (2, 7.4%) 
• We have undoubtedly gained more 
speaking practice (6, 22.2%) 
Question 6: Should the English Conversation (3) course be designed to overlap with or complement other 
English training courses 
Yes: (70.4%) No: (29.6%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• Speaking is related to other language skills (4, 14.8%) 
• We could transfer our knowledge and 
understanding more readily between 
classes (2, 7.1%) 
• We could understand it better if it fitted 
better with the other courses (1, 3.7%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the English 
Conversation (3) course into any of the following courses? · 
Yes No 
I 1. Vocabulary_& Reading Comprehension (3) 63% 37% 
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2. English Writing (l) 44.4% 55.6% 
3. English Listening Training (1) 81.5% 18.5% 
4. English Grammar and Practice (l) 40.7% 59.3% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• the class should be divided into two levels of ability (3, 11.1%) 
• there are too many students in the classroom and students do not have equal opportunity to talk (3, 
11.1 %) 
• the classroom setting is not good for us to carry on the speaking activities (2, 7.4%) 
• whole English classes should be used (2, 7.4%) 
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English Conversation (4) 
Twenty-five students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 4% strongly 
agreed that it did, 92% agreed and 4% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various statements, 
the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in improving or 
developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in Table 5.41 
below. 
Table 5.41 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
English Conversation (4) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving 
or d I . th bTt f th t d ts. th r t d t' 'f eve opmg e a 11nr o es u en In e 1s e ac lVI 1es: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 I 
I. Express my viewpoints clearly and communicate more fluently in 4.0% 76% 20% -
English 
2. Participate in discussions and in role-play such as, for example, 16% 68% 16% -
real-life events and situations 
3. Pronounce English words correctly 4.0% 76% 20% -
4. Ask and respond to questions appropriately - 80% 20% -
5. Talk in different situations and contexts - 88% 12% -
6 Take part in conversations and participate in discussions in class 4.0% 92% 4% -
7. Transfer knowledge into practice, for example, by describing - 92% 8% -
myself 
8. Engage in conversation with people whose native language is 4.0% 52% 44% -
En_g_lish 
Average Percentage 4% 78% 18% -
The overall average percentage showed that 78% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 4% strongly agreed and 18% disagreed. Statements 
6 ana 7' viz, ''Take ~part in -conversations and partfcipate in discussions in-Class" and 
"Transfer knowledge into practice, for example, by describing myself' elicited the most 
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positive response amounting to over 90%, when the Strongly Agree and Agree results 
are added together. 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 82% 
which is higher than that recorded in respect of course (3). 
In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very Competent/3= Competent /2= Partially Competent/1= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.42 below. 
Table 5.42 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the 
Enelish Conversation (4) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 I 
I. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the Elementary level 16% 48% 28% 8% 
2. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the Intermediate level 16% 64% 20% 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree!D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.43 below. 
Table 5.43 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the English Conversation ( 4) Course content and 
materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay- 4% 88% 8% -
out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 8% 76% 16% -
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 4% 92% - 4% 
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
-· ~~ 
- -
--
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 4% 88% 8% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 76% 20% 4% 
6. The content of the course materials were presented 4% 76% 12% 8% 
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coherently 
7. You had no difficulty in following the course materials 4% 64% 32% -
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course-books 4% 60% 32% 4% 
to improve your speakine skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were effective 4% 68% 28% -
in improvin_g_your sneakine skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
a. Listening 8% 72% 20% -
b. Speaking 12% 72% 16% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 8% 52% 36% 4% 
d. Writing 4% 48% 48% 
e. Grammar 4% 72% 24% -
Average Percentage 5.2% 71.7% 21.4% 1.7% 
The overall average percentage showed that 71.7% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 5.2% strongly agreed, 21.4% disagreed and 1.7% strongly 
disagreed. 
Statements 1, 3 and 4, viz, "The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, 
tables, lay-out ) in the course book was satisfactory" and "The materials covered were 
appropriate as regards, for example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills" and "The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, content and mood, source of cultural information" respectively had the highest 
percentages of strongly agree and agree scores with over 90% being recorded against 
each. 
The least positive results were recorded against statement 10 v1z, "All the 
activities and materials used in class contributed to the development of your English 
proficiency in the following area d. writing" where the combined strongly agree and 
agree scores amounted to 52%. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 76.9% which is higher than that recorded for course (3). 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
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• the course content and materials served to improve my speaking skills (6, 24%) 
• the level of the course book is appropriate (5, 20%) 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice speaking and 
listening skills (5, 20%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the level of the coursebook is too easy (3, 12%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements in 
terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities during 
the course using the l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The results are 
set out in Table 5.44 below. 
Table 5.44 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Conversation (4) Course conduct and 
teaching-learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 44% 48% 8% -
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 4% 76% 20% -
3. I used only English in class - 32% 68% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 12% 60% 24% 4% 
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made sure 16% 64% 16% 4% 
all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 16% 60% 16% 8% 
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 12% 56% 32% -
improving my speakine: skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 4% 80% 16% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem achievable 
to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 4o/o 60% 28% 8% 
- ·-
-· -· -
languagelearnirig 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance and 16% 68% 16% -
advice 
Average Percentage 12.8% 60.4% 24.4% 2.4% 
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The overall average percentage showed that 60.4% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The results concerning statement 1 viz, "The teacher used different ways to group 
students in the classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and whole-class 
work)" was recorded at 92% when the always and usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statement 3 viz, "I used only English in 
class". Here the combined results for the always and usually columns amounted to 32%. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Conversation (4) course which best 
served to improve their conversation skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• role play - act out, memorize words and sentences I can improve my speaking skills (4, 
16%) 
• teacher divides the class into a few groups or pairs and selects the groups or pairs randomly 
to present the activities, we think they are a good way to improve our speaking and 
vocabulary (3, 12%) 
• the teacher always prepares the activities and exercises to motivate our learning (3, 12%) 
• the teacher always prepared a lot of Q and A for the students (3, 12%) 
• the teacher always encourages us to speak English even we make mistakes, she corrects us 
immediately (2, 8%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Conversation ( 4) course to 
the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and 
why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• whole English classes should be used (7, 28%) 
• more use of visual materials (pictures, posters, charts, maps, Overhead projector (OHP)) 
would be helpful ( 4, 16%) _ _ 
-• more practice with the teacher was regarded as something which would be advantageous (3, 
12%) 
• the teacher provided useful examples to explain the words and context (2, 8%) 
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In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (5, 20%) 
• the teacher is well prepared ( 4, 16%) 
• the teacher has got a sense of humour ( 4, 16%) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation ( 4, 16%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study (3, 12%) 
• the teacher provides a lot of information and extra material to enhance our speaking skills (3, 
12%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher sometimes skips from one section to another (2, 8%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series of 
statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the l=Always/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table 5.45 below. 
Table 5.45 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their English Conversation (4) Course 
lessons were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 8% 72% 20% -
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 4% 76% 20% -
performance in the assignments/ quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 12% 76% 4% 8% 
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 4% 68% 20% 8% 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 8% 68% 20% 4% 
tests 
6. HW/assignments were relevant to the course aims 16% 72% 12% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed -~-~ - 8% -· 76% 16% - - -
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in 8% 76% 12% 4% 
order to assess your speakin2: skills 
9. Your speaking skills have been correctly evaluated in 12% 72% 12% 4% 
the course 
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Average Percentage 8.9% 72.9% 15.1% 3.1% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 81.8%. 
Statements 3 and 6 viz, "The marking received was fair" and "HW/ assignments 
were relevant to the course aims" recorded the highest percentage in a combined total 
for the always and usually columns at 88%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.46 below. 
Table 5.46 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the Ene:lish Conversation (4) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Quizzes 4% 84% 8% 4% 
2. Midterm Exam 12% 80% - 8% 
3. Final Exam 12% 80% 4% 4% 
4. Homework/ Assignment 4% 80% 12% 4% 
5. Class performance 16% 72% 12% -
6. Participation and attendance 12% 76% 12% -
7. Oral report 4% 88% 8% -
Average Percentage 9.1% 80% 8% 2.9% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 89.1% 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam", "Final Exam" and "Oral 
report" as equally effective at 92% when the strongly agree and agree columns for each 
are totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Conversation (4) course 
and they were invited to mike any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
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•the teacher could randomly ask students questions and assign a speech topic to assess whether 
they had gained sufficient from the lessons or the particular point in the lesson in order to 
assess how much they have learnt (5, 20%) 
E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the English Conversation (4) course be improved? 
• There should be better speaking and a greater emphasis on expressing ideas more fluently and 
accurately in English (2, 8 %) 
Question 2: Was the English Conversation (4) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (52%) No: (48%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
• Our speaking was undoubtedly improved (3 . 
12%) 
• We can now understand and comment on 
things we hear (3, 12%) 
• Our vocabulary has been expanded, (2, 8% ) 
Question 4: Doyou think the English Conversation (4) course met your needs? 
Yes: (76%) No: (24%) 
_Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4. above. 
• We have undoubtedly gained more speaking • We are still afraid to speak English (2, 8%) 
practice (7, 28%) 
• We learn a lot of grammar points and new 
phrases (2, 8%) 
Question 6: Should the English Conversation (4) course be designed to overlap with or complement other 
English trainingcourses 
Yes: (68%) No: (32%) 
Question 7: Please provide anyreasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• Speaking is related to other language skills (4, 16%) 
• We could transfer our knowledge and 
understanding more readily between classes 
(4, 16%) 
• We could understand it better if it fitted 
better with the other courses (3, 12%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the English 
Conversation (4) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
I. Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) 60% 40% 
2. EnJ:?;lish WritinJ:?; (2) 40% 60% 
3. English Listening Training (2) 68% 32% 
4. English Grammar and Practice (2) 44% 56% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• Daily issues and newspapers should be discussed and used so that we can gain the habit of speaking 
English (2, 8%) 
• Whole English classes should be used (2, 8%) 
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English Conversation (5) 
Twenty-four students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 4% strongly 
agreed that it did, 92% agreed and 4% disagreed. 
In the second question usmg the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.47 below. 
Table 5.47 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
English Conversation (5) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving 
or d I . th bTt f h t d . th I' d . T eve opmg e a 1 Hy o t e s u ents m e Iste acbvi Ies: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 
1. Participate in discussions and in role-play such as, for example, 16.7% 54.2% 29.2% 
real-life events and situations 
2. Use English words correctly 20.8% 54.2% 25% 
3. Ask and respond to questions appropriately 8.3% 75% 16.7% 
4. Talk appropriately for different situations and context 12.5% 62.5% 25% 
5. Take part in conversations and participate in discussions 12.5% 58.3% 29.2% 
6. Speak at a normal speed, without hesitation, repetition or self- 4.2% 45.8% 50% 
correction, and with smooth use of connected speech 
7. Feel confidence when speak English to others 4.2% 41.7% 54.2% 
Average Percentage 11.3% 56% 32.7% 
The overall average percentage showed that 56% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 11.3% strongly agreed and 32.7% disagreed. 
Statement 3, viz, "Ask and respond to questions appropriately" elicited the most 
positive response amoun!~ng over to 83.3%, when the Strongly Agree and Agree res'!lts 
are added together. 
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1 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 67.3% 
In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very Competent/3= Competent 12= Partially Competent/!= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.48 below. 
Table 5.48 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the 
Emdish Conversation (5) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 
1. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the Elementary 25% 37.5% 37.5% 
level 
2. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the Intermediate 20.8% 33.3% 45.8% 
level 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.49 below. 
Table 5.49 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the English Conversation (5) Course content and 
materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay- 12.5% 66.7% 20.8% -
out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 12.5% 70.8% 16.7% -
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 12.5% 66.7% 20.8% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 8.3% 83.3% 8.3% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 8.3% 75% 16.7% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented 8.3% 75% 16.7% -
coherently 
7. You had no difficulty in following the course materials 4.2% 50% 41.7% 4.2% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course-books 4.2% _50% 45.8% - -
to improve your soeakinl! skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 20.8% 62.5% 16.7% -
effective in improving your ~eakine skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
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the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
a. Listening 33.3% 62.5% 4.2% -
b. Speaking 33.3% 54.2% 12.5% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 8.3% 58.3% 33.3% -
d. Writing 4.2% 41.7% 54.2% -
e. Grammar 4.2% 50% 46.8% -
A vera2e Percenta2e 12.5% 61.9% 25.3% 0.3% 
The overall average percentage showed that 61.9% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 12.5% strongly agreed, 25.3% disagreed and 0.3% 
strongly disagreed. 
Statements 4 and 10 viz, "The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in acquiring language skills" and 
"All the activities and materials used in class contributed to the development of your 
English proficiency in the following area a. listening" respectively had the highest 
percentages of strongly agree and agree scores with over 90% being recorded against 
each. 
The least positive results were recorded against statements 7, 8 and 10 viz, "You 
had no difficulty in following the course materials", "The teacher replaced unsuitable 
material in the course-books to improve your speaking skills" and "All the activities and 
materials used in class contributed to the development of your English proficiency in 
the following areas d and e. writing and grammar" where the combined strongly agree 
and agree scores amounted to 54.2%, 54.2%, 45.8% and 54.2% respectively. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 74.4%. 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice speaking and 
listening skills (5, 20.8%) 
• the pronunciation focus section is useful to practice (3, 12.5%) 
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• the course content and materials served to improve my speaking skills {3, 12.5%) 
• I can practice more speaking in the Let's talk section {2, 8.3%) 
• Grammar knowledge (2, 8.3%) 
• The units are very interesting: 'I love sight-seeing', 'Which city did you like better?' {l, 4.2%) 
• Some chapters in the course book we seemed to have learnt before when I was in the senior 
high school, such as: 'Nice to meet you' and 'Could I borrow that?' {l, 4.2%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• we are now the third year students, we are supposed to develop our formal presentation skills 
but the course book seems to be very basic. The teacher should realise and understand this 
{2, 8.3%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements in 
terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities during 
the course using the l=Aiways/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The results are 
set out in Table 5.50 below. 
Table 5.50 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Conversation (5) Course conduct and 
teaching-learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 4.2% 41.7% 54.2% -
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 100% - - -
3. I used only English in class 8.3% 33.3% 58.3% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 16.7% 37.5% 45.8% -
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 20.8% 45.8% 33.3% -
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 50% 37.5% 12.5% -
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 16.7% 45.8% 37.5% -
improving my sveakim~ skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 16.7% 45.8% 37.5% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 20.8% 41.7% 37.5% -
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 25% 37.5% 37.5% -
and advice 
Average Percentage 27.9% 36.7% 35.4% -
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The overall average percentage showed that 64.4% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The results concerning statement 2, viz, "The teacher used only English in class" 
was rated at 100% when the always and usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statements 1, 3 and 4, viz, "The teacher 
used different ways to group students in the classroom (pair work, group work, 
individual work and whole-class work)", "I used only English in class" and "The 
teacher set up rules and routines were clear" respectively. Here the combined results for 
the always and usually columns amounted to 45.8%, 41.7% and 54.2% respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Conversation (5) course which best 
served to improve their conversation skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• Oral presentation (5, 20.8%) 
• the teacher practices a lot on conversation I think it has the advantage of improving my 
speaking and listening skills (5, 20.8%) 
• teacher divides the class into a few groups or pairs and selects the groups or pairs randomly to 
present the activities, we think they are a good way to improve our speaking and 
vocabulary (2, 8.3%) 
• when the teacher corrects my sentences (1, 4.2%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Conversation (5) course to 
the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and 
why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• more practice with the teacher was regarded as something which would be advantageous (6, 
25%) -
• the teacher should provide useful examples to explain the words and context (6, 25%) 
• cooperative learning or theme based learning would serve to improve our speaking (3, 12.5%) 
• song dictation was considered as a useful learning tool (3, 12.5%) 
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In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (4, 16.7%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study (4, 16.7%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• The teacher is somewhat moody (6, 25%) 
• because he is a foreigner there is a communication gap. (4, 16.7%) 
• the interaction between the teacher and students is not good (3, 12.5%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series of 
statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the 1=Aiways/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table 5.51 below. 
Table 5.51 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their English Conversation (5) Course 
lessons were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 4.2% 41.7% 45.8% 8.3% 
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 12.5% 33.3% 54.2% -
performance in the assignments/ quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 25% 50% 25% -
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 16.7% 20.8% 62.5% -
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests 16.7% 45.8% 37.5% -
6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 25% 45.8% 29.2% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 12.5% 45.8% 41.7% -
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in order 12.5% 45.8% 41.7% -
to assess your soeakinl! skills 
9. Your speaking skills have been correctly evaluated in the 20.8% 33.% 45.8% -
course 
A vera2e Percentage 16.2% 40.3% 42.6% 0.9% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 56.5%. 
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Statements 3 and 6 viz, "The marking received was fair" and "HW/ assignments 
were relevant to the course aims" were accorded the highest percentage in a combined 
total for the always and usually columns as 75% and 70.8% respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.52. below. 
Table 5.52 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the Emdish Conversation (5) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 I 
1. Quizzes 8.3% 54.2% 29.2% 8.3% 
2. Midterm Exam 8.3% 70.8% 16.7% 4.2% 
3. Final Exam 8.3% 70.8% 16.7% 4.2% 
4. Homework/ Assignment 20.8% 54.2% 20.8% 4.2% 
5. Class performance 33.3% 54.2% 8.3% 4.2% 
6. Participation and attendance 37.5% 45.8% 16.7% -
7. Oral reiJort 20.8% 70.8% 8.3% -
Average Percentage 19.6% 60.1% 16.7% 3.6% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 79.7% 
The students rated the assessment tools "Class performance", "Participation and 
attendance" and "Oral report" at 87.5%, 83.3% and 91.7% respectively when the 
strongly agree and agree columns for each are totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Conversation (5) course 
and they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher--could randomly -ask students- questions to assess whether they had gained-
sufficient from the lessons or the particular point in the lesson in order to assess how much 
they have learnt (5, 20.8%) 
• make a speech (4, 16.7%)( 
• memorize a dialogue and act out (3, 12.5%) 
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E. General Questions/Comments 
Question I: In what way_(s) could be the English Conversation (5) course be improved? 
• There should be better speaking and a greater emphasis on expressing ideas more fluently and 
accurately in English (5, 20.8%) 
• The teacher should be more active (3, 12.5%) 
• The teacher should use an easy way to explain the instruction because we didn't understand him 
sometimes. (5, 20.8%) 
• I think students should be able to accomplish a task, such as conveying a telephone message obtaining 
information, or expressing an opinion, the lessons in this course are too easy (2, 8.3%) 
• The teaching method in the classroom should be varied, the same methods tend to 
become boring (2, 8.3%) 
Question 2: Was the English Conversation (5) course whatyou expected it to be? 
Yes: (83.3%) No: (16.7%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
• Our speaking was undoubtedly improved • We can't use vocabulary appropriate in the context (8, 33.3%) (3, 12.5%) 
• He is an English native speaker. I can • We lacked interest in the course because we did not 
practice American English. (4, 16.7%) like the method followed (3, 12.5%) 
• Learned a lot of information about • Schedule is so slow (2, 8.3%) 
American culture (3, 12.5%) • Did not help us develop the ability to produce 
• Use the right words in the right order with grammatically correct sentences (2, 8.3%) 
the correct pronunciation (3. 12.5%) 
Question 4: Do you think the English Conversation (4) course met your needs? 
Yes: (79.2%) No: (20.8%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4. above. 
• I am glad to have an English native teacher • I still can't put words together in correct word order (6, 25%) (4, 16.7%) 
• We have undoubtedly gained more 
speaking practice (4, 16.7%) 
• I am able to communicate with the teacher (4, 16.7%) 
• We are better able to understand the 
teacher's instruction as our speaking skills 
have improved (4, 16.7%) 
Question 6: Should the English Conversation (5) course be designed to overlap with or complement other 
English training courses 
Yes: (54.2%) No: (45.8%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• I can transfer and use vocabulary from one 
course to the other (5, 20.8%) 
• English is a whole language, all the 
courses are mixed up, hence it is not easy 
to separate them and it would be better if 
the whole language were planned and 
taught as a coherent project (3, 12.5%) 
• I am careful about grammar rules while 
speaking (1, 4.2o/0 
-
-
-
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the English 
Conversation (5) course into any of the following courses? 
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Yes No 
l. English Writing (3) 45.8% 54.2% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• Daily issues and newspapers should be discussed and used so that we can gain the habit of speaking 
English. (4, 16.7%) 
• The classroom setting is not good for us to carry on the speaking activities (4, 16.7%) 
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English Conversation ( 6) 
Twenty-seven students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 25.9% strongly 
agreed that it did, 63% agreed and 11.1% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various statements, 
the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in improving or 
developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in Table 5.53 
below. 
Table 5.53 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
English Conversation (6) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving 
or d 1 • th b Tt r th t d ts · th r t d r ·r eve opmg ea 1uyo es u en ID e 1s e ac lVI 1es: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Participate in discussions and in role-play such as, for example, 22.2% 48.1% 29.6% -
real-life events and situations 
2. Use English words correctly 37% 37% 25.9% -
3. Ask and respond to questions appropriately 25.9% 51.9% 22.2% -
4. Talk appropriately for different situations and context 29.6% 44.4% 25.9% -
5. Take part in conversations and participate in discussions 29.6% 40.7% 29.6% -
6. Speak at a normal speed, without hesitation, repetition or self- 22.2% 37% 40.7% -
correction, and with smooth use of connected speech 
7. Feel confidence when speak English to others 25.9% 18.5% 55.6% -
Average Percentage 27.5% 39.7% 32.8% 
-
The overall average percentage showed that 39.7% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 27.5% strongly agreed and 32.8% disagreed. 
Statement 3, viz, "Ask and respond to questions appropriately" elicited the most 
positive response amounting to over 77 .8%, when the Strongly Agree and Agree results 
are added together. 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 67.2% 
which is about the same as that recorded in respect of course (5). 
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In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very Competent/3= Competent /2= Partially Competent/!= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.54 below. 
Table 5.54 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the English 
Conversation (6) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 
1. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the Elementary 25.9% 37.1% 33.3% 3.7% 
level 
2. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the 22.2% 40.7% 37% 
Intermediate level 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.55 below. 
Table 5.55 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the English Conversation (6) Course content and 
materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, 22.2% 48.1% 22.2% 7.4%-
lay-out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed 37% 55.6% 3.7% 3.7% 
to know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 33.3% 40.7% 22.2% 3.7% 
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 29.6% 59.3% 11.1% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural 
information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 29.6% 40.7% 29.6% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented 22.2% 51.9% 25.9% -
coherently 
7. You had no difficulty in following the course materials 11.1% 51.9% 22.2% 14.8% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course- 22.2% 40.7% 40.7% 3.7% 
books to improve your soeakinl! skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were .. 29.6% 44.4% 33.3% 3.7% 
effective in improving your speakinl! skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed 
to the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
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a. Listening 29.6% 59.3% 11.1% -
b. Speaking 33.3% 51.9% 14.8% -
c. Reading and vocabulary ~.7% 51.9% 37% 7.4% 
d. Writing 18.5% 70.4% 11.1% 
e. Grammar 3.7% 22.2% 66.7% 7.4% 
Average Percentage 22% 45.5% 28% 4.5% 
The overall average percentage showed that 45% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 22% strongly agreed, 28% disagreed and 4.5% strongly 
disagreed. 
Statements 2, 4 and 10, viz, ''The course materials provided you with what you 
needed to know or to do", "The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, content and mood, source of cultural information" and "All the activities and 
materials used in class contributed to the development of your English proficiency in 
the following areas a and b. listening and speaking" respectively had the highest 
percentages of strongly agree and agree scores with over 85% being recorded against 
each. 
The least positive results were recorded against statement 10, viz, "All the 
activities and materials used in class contributed to the development of your English 
proficiency in the following areas c, d and e. Reading and vocabulary, writing and 
grammar" where the combined strongly agree and agree scores amounted to 55.6%, 
18.5% and 25.9%. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 76.9% which is higher than that recorded for course (6). 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course contencand materials served to improve my speaking skills (7, 25:9%) 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice speaking and 
listening skills (4, 14.8%) 
• the topics covered were very interesting and relevant to daily life and were thus easier to 
understand, remember and use (3, 11.1% ). 
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• Understand American culture (2, 7.4%) 
• Exercises are interesting (1, 3.7%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• vocabulary is too easy (6, 22.2%) 
• we are now third year students, we are supposed to develop our formal presentation skills, but 
the course book seems to be very basic. The teacher should identify and understand this ( 4, 
14.8%) 
e The level of the course book is not appropriate (4, 14.8%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements in 
terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities during 
the course using the l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The results are 
set out in Table 5.56 below. 
Table 5.56 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Conversation ( 6) Course conduct and 
teaching-learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
l. The teacher used different ways to group students in - 29.6% 59.3% ll.l% 
the classroom (pair work, group work, individual work 
and whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 100% - -
3. I used only English in class - 63% 37% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 11.1% 44.4% 40.7% 3.7% 
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 18.5% 37% 37% 7.4% 
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 48.1% 44% 7.4% -
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective 29.6% 37% 33.3% -
in improving my soeakinl! skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 14.8% 55.6% 29.6% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 14.8% 55.6% 29.6% -
-- language learning - -- - -- -- -
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 22.2% 48.1% 29.6% -
and advice 
Average Percentage 25.9% 41.5% 30.4% 2.2% 
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The overall average percentage showed that 67.4% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The results concerning statement 2, viz, "The teacher used only English in class" 
was recorded at 100% when the always and usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statements 1, 4 and 5, viz, "The teacher 
used different ways to group students in the classroom (pair work, group work, 
individual work and whole-class work)", "The teacher set up rules and routines were 
clear" and "The teacher checked the students' learning and made sure all the students 
were taking part in the activities". Here the combined results for the always and usually 
columns amounted to 29.6%, 55.6% and 55.6% respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Conversation (6) course which best 
served to improve their conversation skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• Oral presentation (5, 18.5%) 
• teacher divides the class into a few groups or pairs and selects the groups or pairs randomly to 
present the activities; we think they are a good way to improve our speaking and 
vocabulary (3, 11.1%) 
• when the teacher corrects my sentences (1, 3.7%) 
• the teacher practices a lot on conversation I think it has the advantage of improving my 
speaking and listening skills (2, 7.4%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Conversation (6) course to 
the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and 
why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• more practice with the teacher was regarded as something which would be advantageous (8, 
29.6%) 
• role play should be increased (4, 14.8%) 
• the teacher should provide useful examples to explain the words and context (3, ll.l%) 
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• cooperative learning or theme based learning to improve our speaking (3, 11.1 %) 
• song dictation was considered as a useful learning tool (2, 7.4%) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (5, 18.5%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study (3, 11.1 %) 
• the teacher is well prepared (3, 11.1%) 
• the teacher provides a lot of information and extra material to enhance our speaking skills (2, 
7.4%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher does not always explain the content of the listening part 
when we listen to the CD 
• The teacher is moody (5, 18.5%) 
• because he is a foreigner there is a communication gap. (4, 14.8%) 
• the interaction between the teacher and students is not good (4, 14.8%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series of 
statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the l=Always/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table 5.57 below. 
Table 5.57 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their English Conversation (6) Course 
lessons were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you 11.1% 40.7% 37% 11.1% 
had done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your - 48.1% 44.4% 7.4% 
performance in the assignments/ quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 22.2% 51.9% 18.5% 7.4% 
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 11.1% 37% 44.4% 7.4% 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 22.2% 55.6% 18.5% 3.7% 
tests 
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6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 25.9% 40.7% 29.6% 3.7% 
7. Interaction between students was assessed 11.1% 44.4% 40.7% 3.7% 
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in 14.8% 48.1% 29.6% 7.4% 
order to assess your speakine skills 
9. Your speaking skills have been correctly evaluated 22.2% 40.7% 37% -
in the course 
Average Percentage 15.6% 45.3% 33.3% 5.8% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 60.9%. 
Statements 3 and 5, viz, "The marking received was fair" and "The teacher set out 
the assessment criteria before the tests" were accorded the highest percentage m a 
combined total for the always and usually columns as 74.1% and 77.8%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.58 below. 
Table 5.58 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Quizzes 11.1% 48.1% 29.6% 11.1% 
2. Midterm Exam 11.1% 70.4% 14.8% 3.7% 
3. Final Exam 11.1% 66.7% 18.5% 3.7% 
4. Homework/Assignment 14.8% 59.3% 22.2% 3.7% 
5. Class performance 37% 55.6% 3.7% 3.7% 
6. Participation and attendance 29.6% 59.3% 7.4% 3.7% 
7. Oral report 29.6% 63% 7.4% -
Average Percentage 20.7% 60.3% 15.3% 4.2% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 81% 
The students rated the assessment tools "Class performance" and "Oral report" as 
equally effective at 92.6% when the strongly agree and agree columns for each are 
totalled. 
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In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Conversation (6) course 
and they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher could randomly ask students questions to assess whether they had gained 
sufficient from the lessons or the particular point in the lesson in order to assess how much 
they have learnt (5, 18.5%) 
• make a speech (5, 18.5%)( 
• memorize a dialogue and act out (3, 11.1%) 
• there should be more role play (2, 7.4%) 
E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the English Conversation (6) course be improved? 
• There should be better speaking and a greater emphasis on expressing ideas more fluently and 
accurately in English (5, 18.5%) 
• The teacher should be more active (3, 11.1%) . 
• The teacher should use easy way to explain the instruction because we don't understand him sometimes 
(3, 11.1 %) 
• We think students should be able to accomplish a task, such as conveying a telephone message 
obtaining information, or expressing an opinion; the lessons in this course are too easy (3, 11.1%) 
• Design more activities and more group students' work could improve students' speaking skills (2, 
7.4%) 
• The teaching method in the classroom should be varied otherwise the same methods tend 
to become boring (2, 7.4%) 
Question 2: Was the English Conversation (6) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (81.5%) No: (18.5%) 
Question 3: Please provide an_y_reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
• Our speaking was undoubtedly improved • Schedule is so slow (3, 11.1%) (6, 22.2%) • We didn't improve my discussing skills (2, 7.4%) 
• We can now understand and comment on • We can't use vocabulary appropriate in the context 
things we hear (5, 18.5%) (2, 7.4%) 
• He is an English native speaker. I can • We lacked interest in the course because I did not 
practice American English. (3, 11.1 %) like the method followed (2, 3.7%) 
• Learned a lot of information about • A bit boring (2, 3.7%) 
American culture (2, 7.4%) • Don't help us develop the ability to produce 
• Use the right words in the right order with grammatically correct sentences (1, 3.7%) 
the correct pronunciation (1, 3.7%) 
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Question 4: Do _you think the English Conversation (6) course met your needs? 
Yes: (77.8%) No: (22.2%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4. above. 
• I am glad to have an English native teacher • I can't make clear to the listener the main (6, 22.5%) sentence constituents, such as subject, verb 
• We have undoubtedly gained more and object (2, 7.4%) 
speaking practice (4, 14.8%) • I still can't put words together in correct 
• I am able to communicate with the teacher word order (1, 3.7%) (4, 14.8%) • I can't make the main ideas stand out from 
• We are better able to understand the supporting ideas or information (1, 3.7%) 
teacher's instruction as our speaking skills 
have improved (3, 11.1 %) 
• Listening skill is improved (3, 11.1%) 
• We will be able to better prepare for our 
GEPT exam soon (1, 3.7%) 
Question 6: Should the English Conversation (6) course be designed to overlap with or complement 
other English training courses 
Yes: (66.7%) No: (33.3%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• I think all the skills should be covered in 
classes (3, 11.1%) 
• Listening is related to speaking so both 
should be covered in classes which relate 
one to another (3, 11.1%) 
• Overlap is fine because I can practice more (2, 7.4%) 
• We could transfer our knowledge and 
understanding more readily between 
classes (2, 7.4%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the English 
Conversation (6) course into any of the following courses? 
I. English Writing (4) 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• Daily issues and newspapers should be discussed and used so that we can gain the habit of 
speaking English. (4, 14.8%) 
• The students' proficiency level should be identified at the outset and then the course should be 
designed according to the average level of the students (2, 7.4%) 
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Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) Course 
Thirty-two students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly 
Agree/A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 9.4% 
strongly agreed that it did, 84.4% agreed and 6.3% disagreed. 
In the second question usmg the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.59 below. 
Table 5.59 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) Course fulfilled its objectives in 
1mprovmg or d I h b Tt f h d h I" t d f "f eve opmg t e a 1 Hy o t e stu ents m t e IS e ac lVI 1es: 
I can ...... SA A D so 
4 3 2 1 
1. Interpret and think about what I read 18.8% 78.1% 3.1% -
2. Use a variety of reading strategies to understand texts and 15.6% 81.3% 3.1% -
recognize vocabulary, such as scanning, skimming, and guessing 
meaning from context 
3. Build up vocabulary through contexts 37.5% 62.5% - -
4. Identify the difference between main ideas and topic sentences in 18.8% 68.8% 12.5% -
a text 
5. Answer comprehension questions following the reading of a text 18.8% 71.9% 9.4% -
Average Percentage 21.9% 72.5% 5.6% . 
The overall average percentage showed that 72.5% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 21.9% strongly agreed and 5.6% disagreed. 
Statement 3, viz, "I can 'Build up vocabulary through contexts" elicited the most 
positive response amounting to 100%, when the Strongly Agree and Agree results are 
added together. 
_ I!I£~_QtaL~':'_erage p__e_r~entage __9j the St!:Q_ngly Agree and Agree resll_lts is 94A~· 
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In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very CompetenU3= Competent /2= Partially CompetenUl= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.60 below. 
Table 5.60 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the Vocabulary & 
Readin2 Comprehension (1) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 
1. Can you pass the reading section of the GEPT at the Elementary 31.3% 37.4% 31.3% -
level 
2. Can you pass the reading section of the GEPT at the 6.3% 12.4% 50% 31.3% 
Intermediate level 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.61 below. 
Table 5.61 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) Course content 
and materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay- 15.6% 78.1% 6.3% -
out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 18.8% 65.6% 15.6% -
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 12.5% 68.8% 18.8% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 21.9% 68.8% 9.4% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 12.5% 65.6% 21.9% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented 9.4% 81.3% 9.4% -
coherently 
7. You had difficulty in following the course materials 9.4% 71.9% 12.5% 6.3% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course- 9.4% 56.3% 34.4% -
books to improve your readin2. skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 9.4% 68.8% 21.9% 3.1% 
effective in improving your readine skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
the developmentofyour English proficiency in the ____ 
--- - --- - -
following areas: 
a. Listening 15.6% 46.9% 37.5% -
b. Speaking_ 15.6% 62.5% 21.9% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 12.5% 75% 12.5% -
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d. Writing 9.4% 68.8% 21.9% 3.1% 
e. Grammar 9.4% 68.8% 21.9% -
Average Percentage 12.9% 67.2% 19% 0.9% 
The overall average percentage showed that 67.2% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 12.9% strongly agreed, 19% disagreed and 0.9% strongly 
disagreed. 
Statements 1, 4 and 6, viz, "The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, 
tables, lay-out) in the course book was satisfactory", "The materials covered were 
appropriate as regards, for example, content and mood, source of cultural information" 
and "The content of the course materials were presented coherently" respectively had 
the highest percentages of strongly agree and agree scores with over 90% being 
recorded against each. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 80.1 %. 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to 
practice my reading skills (4, 12.5%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve my listening skills 
(5, 15.6%) 
• the topics covered were very interesting and relevant to daily life and 
culture were thus easier to understand, remember and use (5, 15.6%) 
• I like the topic - studying abroad, it is very useful to know the 
information (I, 3.1% ). 
• pre-reading activities were very beneficial, it is very useful for 
vocabulary development (2, 6.3%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their-comments-can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher didn't bring other authentic materials to improve our 
reading skills (6, 18.8%) 
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C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements 
in terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities 
during the course using the l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The 
results are set out in Table 5.62 below. 
Table 5.62 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) Course conduct and 
teaching-learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never. 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 9.4% 40.6% 37.5% 12.5% 
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 6.3% 37.5% 56.3% -
3. I used only English in class 6.3% 12.5% 81.3% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 12.5% 40.6% 31.3% 15.6% 
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 15.6% 40.6% 43.8% -
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 43.8% 40.6% 12.5% 3.1% 
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 18.8% 46.9% 34.4% -
improving my readine skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 25% 53.1% 21.9% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 34.4% 37.5% 28.1% -
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 40.6% 40.6% 18.8% -
and advice 
Average Percentage 21.2% 39.1% 36.6% 3.1% 
The overall average percentage showed that 60.3% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The results concerning statements 6 and 10, viz, "The teacher gave equal attention 
to all students in the class" and "When needed the teacher was available for guidance 
and advice" respectively were each rated at 84.4% and 81.3% when the always and 
usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statements 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, viz, "The 
teacll.er u~ed _Q!ff~rent ~ay~ to_group sttJdents in_the_~lasssoom (p~ir work,_group work,_ 
individual work and whole-class work)", "The teacher used only English in class", "I 
used only English in class", "The teacher set up rules and routines were clear" and "The 
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teacher checked the students' learning and made sure all the students were taking part in 
the activities" respectively. Here the combined results for the always and usually 
columns amounted to 50%, 43.8%, 18.8%, 53.1% and 56.3% respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 1) course 
which best served to improve their reading skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher's explanation was very clear (5, 15.6%) 
• the teacher always answered our questions and provided more 
information to improve our reading skills (5, 15.6%). 
• the teacher explained new words by providing the English definition, 
this method can help expand our vocabulary (4, 12.5%) 
• watching movies (3, 9.4%%) 
• explaining new words and phrases is helpful (3, 9.4%%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the Vocabulary & Reading 
Comprehension ( 1) course to the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set 
out their suggestions and why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• more tasks, projects and activities or conducting more class 
discussion (7, 21.9%) 
• increase more pair-work and group-work by sharing information (6, 
18.8%) 
• whole English classes should be used (5, 15.6%) 
• translating texts from the book (4, 12.5%) 
• reading aloud by students can improve pronunciation (3, 9.4%) 
• more TOEIC and GEPT practice was considered to be useful (3, 9.4%) 
• role play should be increased (2, 6.3%) 
• reading a text and criticizing it together (2, 6.3%) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working ( 10, 31.3%) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (10, 31.3%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises 
and situations under study (7, 21.9%f- -- -- . ----· . 
• the teacher's attitude is friendly (7, 21.9%) 
• the teacher is well prepared for the course (5, 15.6%) 
• the teacher has got a sense of humour (5, 15.6%) 
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• when we get bored the teacher will introduce some stories related to 
English or American culture to attract our attention (2, 6.3%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• teaching method in the classroom should be varied otherwise the 
same methods tend to become boring (4, 12.5%) 
• the teaching method is mainly book-based (4, 12.5%) 
• the teacher doesn't always correct our errors (3, 9.4%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series 
of statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the 
l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were 
assessed. The results are set out in Table 5.63 below. 
Table 5.63 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) Course 
lessons were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 15.6% 46.9% 34.4% 3.1% 
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 9.4% 50% 37.5% 3.1% 
performance in the assignments/quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 46.9% 34.4% 15.6% 3.1% 
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 25% 31.3% 37.5% 6.3% 
_proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests 34.4% 43.8% 15.6% 6.3% 
6. HW/assignments were relevant to the course aims 34.4% 46.9% 18.8% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 28.1% 50% 18.8% 3.1% 
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in order 18.8% 43.8% 37.5% -
to assess your readine skills 
9. Your reading skills have been correctly evaluated in the 31.3% 31.3% 31.3% 6.3% 
course 
Average Percentage 27.1% 42% 27.4% 3.5% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 69.1 %. 
Statements 3 and 6, vtz, "The marking was fair" and "HW/assignments were 
relevant to the course aims" were recorded the highest percentage in a combined total 
for the always and usually columns as 81.3%. 
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In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.64 below. 
Table 5.64 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
th. ttl d' . th' rf th e various assessmen oo s use m assessmg e1r pe ormance on e course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
Quizzes 28.1% 53.1% 18.8% -
Midterm Exam 28.1% 59.4% 12.5% -
Final Exam 28.1% 59.4% 12.5% -
Homework/ Assignment 15.6% 65.6% 18.8% -
Class performance 28.1% 56.3% 12.5% 3.1% 
Participation and attendance 40.6% 46.9% 9.4% 3.1% 
Oral report 31.3% 53.1% 15.6% -
Average Percentage 28.6% 56.3% 14.3% 0.9% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 84.9%. 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam", "Final Exam" and 
"Participation and Attendance" as equally effective at 87.5% when the strongly agree 
and agree columns for each are totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the Vocabulary & Reading 
Comprehension (1) course and they were invited to make any suggestions they might 
have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• More reading quizzes should be given (9, 28.1%) 
• more homework, out of class tasks should be given (5, 15.6%) 
• there should be more GEPT or TOEIC practice ( 4, 12.5%) 
• Reading aloud should be used as an assessment tool (3, 9.4%) 
E. General Questions/Comments 
·-Question 1: In what way(s) could be the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (l) course be-
improved? 
• I would like the teacher to assess our reading ability by giving more quizzes, it might be a way 
to force students to study more harder. (6, 18.8%) 
• Group work is a great idea to work as a team but some students don't contribute equally in their 
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preparation. I think the teacher can try individuals (5, 15.6%) 
Question 2: Was the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (75%) No: (18.8%) 
Question 3: Please provide any_ reasons for the answer you have provided at 2.above. 
• Our vocabulary has been expanded, (7, • The exams don't help me learn better (2, 
21.9%) 6.3%) 
• We can now understand some English • The seating plan is not appropriate (I, 
novels and short articles (5, I5.6%) 3.I%) 
The teacher speaks in English in class (2, 6.3%). 
Question 4: Do you think the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) course met your needs? 
Yes: (78.1%) No: (15.6%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4.above. 
• We have undoubtedly gained more reading • There was no differing levels of ability 
practice (4, 12.5%) catered for instruction was the same for all 
• The exercise are relevant to my needs (3, levels of ability in the class. (3, 9.4%) 
9.4%) • Didn't know very clearly the idea of the 
meaning map of the text. We should learn 
how to use different ways of getting to the 
ideas of a piece - how to read between the 
lines (l , 3 .1 %) 
Question 6: Should the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (1) course be designed to overlap 
with or complement other English training courses 
Yes: (62.5%) No: (37.5%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6.above. 
• reading is related to other courses so they • A reading course should not include only 
should be covered in classes which relate reading, there must be speaking and other 
one to another (5, 15.6%) courses (l, 3.1%) 
• They should be related, because we do • It would be like repeating the same thing 
reading in all the courses and we should be over and over again (2, 6.3%) 
able to understand what we read (3, 9.4%) 
• I think what is learnt will help in other 
courses (2, 6.3%) 
• We can understand and Jearn better ( 1, 
3.1%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (I) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
I l. English Conversation ( 1) 59.4% 40.6% 
I 2. Basic Grammar (l) 50% 50% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• The students' proficiency level should be identified at the outset and then the course should be 
designed according to the average level of the students (7, 21.9%) 
-e ·There should be more·practice for TOEIC or GEPT dirring the course (5, f7.9%) 
• Daily issues, and newspapers should be introduced so that we can gain the habit of reading 
newspapers every day(5, 15.6%) 
• Suggest that reading aloud could be used to aid pronunciation skills (4, 12.5%) 
• I would like to have more magazine reading activity (3, 9.3%) 
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Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) Course 
Thirty-seven students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 8.1% 
strongly agreed that it did, 86.5% agreed and 5.4% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.65 below. 
Table 5.65 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) Course fulfilled its objectives in 
1mprovm~ or d 1 th b Tt f th t d t · th r t d r ·r eve opm~ e a 11ty o e s u ens m e 1s e ac 1v1 1es: 
I can ...... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Interpret and think about what I read 32.4% 59.5% 8.1% -
2. Use a variety of reading strategies to understand texts and 27% 64.9% 8.1% -
recognize vocabulary, such as scanning, skimming, and guessing 
meaning from context 
3. Build up vocabulary through contexts 40.5% 54.1% 5.4% -
4. Identify the difference between main ideas and topic sentences in 21.6% 67.6% 10.8% -
a text 
5. Answer comprehension questions following the reading of a text 21.6% 73.3% 5.4% 2.7% 
A verag_e Percentag_e 28.6% 63.3% 7.6% 0.5% 
The overall average percentage showed that 63.2% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 28.6% strongly agreed, 7.6% disagreed and 0.5% 
strongly disagreed. Statement 3, viz, "I can 'Build up vocabulary through contexts" 
elicited the most positive response amounting to 94.6%, when the Strongly Agree and 
Agree results are added together. 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 91.9% 
which islower than that- recorded -in respect of course (1). 
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In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very CompetenU3= Competent 12= Partially CompetenUl= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.66 below. 
Table 5.66 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the Vocabulary & 
Readine: Comorehension (2) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 
l. Can you pass the reading section of the GEPT at the Elementary 32.4% 29.8% 35.1% 2.7% 
level 
2. Can you pass the reading section of the GEPT at the 5.4% 13.5% 48.6% 32.4% 
Intermediate level 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.67 below. 
Table 5.67 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) Course content 
and materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
l. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay- 16.2% 78.4% 5.4% -
out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 13.5% 73.0% 13.5% -
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 16.2% 64.9% 18.9% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 21.6% 70.3% 8.1% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 8.1% 78.4% 13.5% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented 10.8% 86.5% 2.7% -
coherently 
7. You had difficulty in following the course materials 10.8% 54.1% 29.7% 5.4% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course- 8.1% 56.8% 35.1% -
books to improve your readine skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 16.2% 73% 10.8% -
effective in improving your readine skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
____ the development of your English proficiency in the _ 
- --
- -
following areas: 
a. Listening 10.8% 48.6% 40.5% -
b. Speaking 10.8% 75.7% 13.5% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 16.2% 8l.l% 2.7% -
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d. Writing 8.1% 64.9% 27% -
e. Grammar 13.5% 59.5% 27% -
A vera2e Percenta2e 12.9% 68.9% 17.8% 0.4% 
The overall average percentage showed that 68.9% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 12.9% strongly agreed and 17.8% disagreed and 0.4% 
strongly disagreed. 
Statements 1, 4, 6 and 10, viz, "The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, 
tables, lay-out) in the course book was satisfactory", "The materials covered were 
appropriate as regards, for example, content and mood, source of cultural information", 
"The content of the course materials were presented coherently" and "All the 
activities and materials used in class contributed to the development of your English 
proficiency in the following area c. reading and vocabulary" respectively had the 
highest percentages of strongly agree and agree scores with over 90% being recorded 
against each. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 81.8% which is higher than that the recorded for course (1). 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found· them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials provided vocabulary development 
exercises, timed readings, and opportunities to increase my reading 
rate (5, 13.5%) 
• I think the extra material use of the novel is very useful to improve 
my vocabulary (4, 10.8%) 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to 
practice my reading skills, such as: skimming and scanning skills (4, 
10.8%) 
• I like the topic - the Olympics and festivals and celebrations, it is 
very useful to know this information (2, 5.4%). 
• pre-reading activities provided in the course book were very 
beneficial, it is very useful for vocabulary development (2, 5.4%) 
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In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• The course book didn't develop my other language skills, such as: 
conversation and listening (2, 5.4%) 
• The level of the course book wasn't appropriate for me (2, 5.4%) 
• I don't like the questions and answers in the book they tend to be 
boring (1, 2.7%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements 
in terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities 
during the course using the l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The 
results are set out in Table 5.68 below. 
Table 5.68 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) Course conduct and 
teaching-learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 13.5% 32.4% 43.2% 10.8% 
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 10.8% 35.1% 54.1% -
3. I used only English in class 2.7% 13.5% 83.8% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 10.8% 51.4% 21.6% 16.2% 
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 13.5% 51.4% 35.1% 
-
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 32.4% 62.2% 5.4% -
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 27% 48.6% 24.3% -
improvinE_ my readine: skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 29.7% 51.4% 18.9% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 29.7% 54.1% 13.5% 2.7% 
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 40.5% 32.4% 27% -
and advice 
A vera2e Percenta2e 21.1% 43.2% 32.7% 3% 
The overall average percentage showed that 64.3% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. -
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The results concerning statement 6, viz, "The teacher gave equal attention to all 
students in the class" respectively was rated at 94.6% when the always and usually 
columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statements 1, 2 and 3, viz, "The teacher 
used different ways to group students in the classroom (pair work, group work, 
individual work and whole-class work)", "The teacher used only English in class" and 
"I used only English in class" respectively. Here the combined results for the always 
and usually columns amounted to 45.9%, 45.9% and 16.2% respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) course 
which best served to improve their listening skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher always answered our questions and provided more 
information to improve our reading skills (6, 16.2%). 
• the teacher explained words by providing the English definition and 
made sentences with the new words in different context {5, 13.5%) 
• watching movies (3, 9.4%%) 
• expanded new words and phrases which was helpful (2, 5.4%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the Vocabulary & Reading 
Comprehension (2) course to the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set 
out their suggestions and why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• More tasks, projects and activities could be used and more class 
discussion (7, 21.9%) 
• whole English classes should be used (5, 13.5%) 
• Cooperative learning should be increased through more pair-work and 
group-work by sharing information (4, 10.8%) 
• Read a text and criticize it together (3, 8.1%) 
• Translate a reading passage from what we have learnt, it can be our 
assignment, it can improve more vocabulary {3, 8.1%) 
- •- - Reading aloud by students can improve pronunciation (2, 5Ao/o) -
• role play should be increased (2, 5.4%) 
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In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (1 0, 27%) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (9, 24.3%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises 
and situations under study (7, 18.9%) 
• the teacher's attitude is friendly (6, 16.2%) 
• the teacher is well prepared for the course (5, 13.5%) 
• the teacher is very nice and is not very strict to us, so we feel 
comfortable and more at ease to contribute when we are in class and 
(6, 16.2%) 
• the teacher has got a sense of humour (4, 10.8%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher should try to encourage us to speak more English in class 
(5, 13.5%) 
• reading comprehension is not emphasized (5, 15,6%) 
• method in the classroom should be varied so that classes continue to 
be interesting and not boring. (4, 12.5%) 
• the teaching method is mainly book-based (4, 12.5%) 
• the teacher doesn't always correct our errors (3, 9.4%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series 
of statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the 
l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were 
assessed. The results are set out in Table 5.69 below. 
Table 5.69 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) Course 
lessons were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 10.8% 56.8% 29.7% 2.7% 
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 13.5% 54.1% 29.7% 2.7% 
performance in the assignments/quizzes/exams 
----
-----·· 
3. The marking received was fair 43.2% 45.9% IO.H% -
1 The qui1fexam results demonstrated your actual IR9% 37.R% 40.5% 2.7% 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 24.3% 51.4% 18.9% 5.4% 
tests 
6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 27% 51.4% 21.6% -
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7. Interaction between students was assessed 32.4% 48.6% 18.9% -
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in 27% 35.1% 37.8% -
order to assess your readine skills 
9. Your reading skills have been correctly evaluated in the 27% 40.5% 32.4% -
course 
Average Percenta_ge 24.9% 46.9% 26.7% 1.5% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 71.8%. 
Statements 3 and 7, viz, "The marking was fair" and "Interaction between students 
was assessed" were recorded the highest percentage in a combined total for the always 
and usually columns as 89.2% and 81.1%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.70 below. 
Table 5. 70 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on the 
Vocabulary & Readin_e_ Comurehension (2}. Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
Quizzes 24.3% 62.2% 13.5% -
Midterm Exam 16.2% 78.4% 5.4% -
Final Exam 16.2% 78.4% 5.4% -
Homework/ Assignment 10.8% 73% 16.2% -
Class performance 24.3% 59.5% 16.2% -
Participation and attendance 35.1% 51.4% 10.8% 2.7 
Oral report 27% 67.6% 5.4% -
A verag_e Percentage 22% 67.2% 10.4% 0.4% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 89.2%. 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam", "Final Exam" and "Oral 
report" as equally effective at 94.6% when the strongly agree and agree columns for 
each are totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the Vocabulary & Reading 
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Comprehension (2) course and they were invited to make any suggestions they might 
have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
More reading quizzes should be given (9, 24.3%) 
more homework, out of class tasks should be given (5, 13.5%) 
there should be more GEPT or TOEIC practice (4, 10.8%) 
Reading aloud should be used as an assessment tool (8.1%) 
E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) course be 
improved? 
• I would like the teacher to assess our reading ability by giving more quizzes, it might be a way 
to force students to study harder. (5, 13.5%) 
• Group work is a great idea to work as a team but some students don't play their part properly 
and effectively. I think the teacher should therefore stick to individuals and the assessment of 
their work (5, 13.5%) 
• the teacher should design more interesting activities to motivate the students' 
learning (4, 10.8%) 
Question 2: Was the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (83.8%) No: (16.2%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2.above. 
• Our vocabulary has been expanded, (6, • The exams don't help me learn better (2, 
16.2%) 5.4%) 
• We can now understand some English • The seating plan is not appropriate ( 1, 
novels, short articles and newspaper (5, 2.7%) 
13.5%) 
• The teacher speaks in English in class (5, 
13.5%). 
Question 4: Do you think the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) course met your needs? 
Yes: (75.7%) No: (24.3%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4.above. 
• We have undoubtedly gained more reading • There was no levelling, instruction was the 
practice (4, 10.8%) same, for all students ability in the class (3, 
• The exercise are relevant to my needs (3, 8.1%) 
8.1%) • Didn't know very clear idea of meaning of 
the text is, we shall learn how to use 
different ways of getting idea, how to read 
between the lines (1, 2.7%) 
Question 6: Should the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) course be designed to overlap 
with or complement other English training courses 
Yes: (59.5%) 1 No: (40.5%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6.above. 
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• 
• 
• 
• 
reading is related to other courses so they • 
should be covered in classes which relate 
one to another (5, 13.5%) 
They should be related, because we do • 
reading in all the courses and we should be 
able to understand what we read (4, 10.8%) 
I think what is learnt will help in other 
courses (2, 5.4%) 
We can understand and learn better ( I , 
2.7%) 
A reading course should not include only 
reading, there must be speaking and other 
courses (1, 2.7%) 
It would be like repeating the same thing 
over and over again (2, 5.4%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
I I. English Conversation (2) 48.6% 51.4% 
I 2. Basic Grammar (2) 48.6% 51.4% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• The students' proficiency level should be identified at the outset and then the course should be 
designed according to the average level of the students (7, 18.9%) 
• There should be more practice for TOEIC or GEPf during the course (5, 13.5%) 
• Daily issues and newspapers should be discussed and used so that we can gain the habit of 
reading newspapers (5, 13.5%) 
• Suggest more reading aloud and more practice for pronunciation skills (4, 10.8%) 
• I would like to have more magazine reading activity (3, 8. I%) 
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Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) Course 
Twenty-four students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 20.8% strongly 
agreed that it did, 70.8% agreed and 8.4% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.71 below. 
Table 5.71 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) Course fulfilled its 
objectives in improving or developing the ability of the students in the 
listed activities: 
I can ...... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 I 
I. Interpret and think about what I read 12.5% 79.2% 8.3% -
2. Use a variety of reading strategies to understand texts and 16.7% 79.2% 4.2% -
recognize vocabulary, such as scanning, skimming, and 
guessing meaning from context 
3. Build up vocabulary throug_h contexts 12.5% 87.5% - -
4. Identify the difference between main ideas and topic sentences 12.5% 66.7% 20.8% -
in a text 
5. Answer comprehension questions following the reading of a 12.5% 83.3% 4.2% -
text 
Average Percentage 13.3% 79.2% 7.5% 
-
The overall average percentage showed that 79.2% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 13.3% strongly agreed and 7.5% disagreed. 
Statement 3, viz, "I can 'Build up vocabulary through contexts" elicited the most 
positive response amounting to 100% when the Strongly Agree and Agree results are 
added together. 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 92.5%. 
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In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very Competent/3= Competent 12= Partially Competent/!= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.72 below. 
Table 5.72 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the 
Vocabulary & Readine: Comprehension (3) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 
1. Can you pass the reading section of the GEPT at the Elementary 12.5% 54.2% 25% 8.3%-
level 
2. Can you pass the reading section of the GEPT at the 20.8% 58.3% 20.8% 
Intermediate level 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.73 below. 
Table 5. 73 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) Course content 
and materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, 12.5% 62.5% 25% -
lay-out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed 8.3% 83.3% 8.3% -
to know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 12.5% 66.7% 20.8% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 12.5% 79.2% 8.3% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural 
information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 12.5% 70.8% 16.7% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented 12.5% 70.8% 16.7% 12.5% 
coherently 
7. You had difficulty in following the course materials - 37.5% 50% 8.3% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course- 8.3% 54.2% 29.2% -
books to improve your readinl! skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 16.7% 62.5% 20.8% -
effective in improving your readin2. skills 
I 0. All the activities and materials used in class contributed 
to the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
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a. Listening 4.2% 33.3% 62.5% -
b. Speaking 4.2% 58.3% 37.5% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 12.5% 75% 12.5% -
d. Writing 8.3% 41.7% 50% -
e. Grammar 8.3% 45.8% 45.8% -
Average Percentage 9.5% 60.1% 28.9% 1.5% 
The overall average percentage showed that 60.1% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 9.5% strongly agreed and 28.9% disagreed and 1.5% 
strongly disagreed. 
Statements 2, 4 and 10, viz, "The course materials provided you with what you 
needed to know or to do", "The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, content and mood, source of cultural information" and "All the activities and 
materials used in class contributed to the development of your English proficiency in 
the following area c. reading and vocabulary" respectively had the highest percentages 
of strongly agree and agree scores with over 85% being recorded against each. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 69.6%. 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the topics covered were very interesting and relevant to culture and were thus easier to 
understand, remember and use (7, 29.2%). 
• learnt some skimming and scanning skills from the course book (7, 29.2%) 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice reading skills (6, 
25%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve my reading (5, 20.8%) 
• pre-reading activities were very beneficial, it is very useful for vocabulary development (5, 
20.8%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
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• the level of the course book wasn't appropriate (3, 12.5%) 
• the teacher didn't bring other authentic materials to improve our reading skills (3, 12.5%) 
• the topics in the course book were not interesting and the activities were not clear (2, 8.3%) 
• the stories were boring they were not related to daily life themes (2, 8.3%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements 
in terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities 
during the course using the l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The 
results are set out in Table 5.74 below. 
Table 5.74 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) Course 
conduct and teaching-learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher used different ways to group students in 4.2% 45.8% 45.8% 4.2% 
the classroom (pair work, group work, individual work 
and whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 58.3% 41.7% -
3. I used only English in class 16.7% 83.3% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 12.5% 37.5% 50% -
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 12.5% 66.7% 20.8% -
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 20.8% 66.7% 12.5% -
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 16.7% 66.7% 16.7% -
improving my readin2. skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 12.5% 62.5% 25% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 12.5% 62.5% 20.8% 4.2% 
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 12.5% 70.8% 16.7% -
and advice 
Average Percentage 10.4% 55.4% 33.4% 0.8% 
The overall average percentage showed that 65.8% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The result concerning statement 6, viz, "The teacher gave equal attention to all 
students in the class" was rated at 87.5% when the always and usually columns were 
combined. 
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Less positive results were recorded against statements 1, 2, 3 and 4, viz, "The 
teacher used different ways to group students in the classroom (pair work, group work, 
individual work and whole-class work)", "The teacher used only English in class" and 
"I used only English in class" and "The teacher set up rules and routines were clear". 
Here the combined results for the always and usually columns amounted to 50%, 58.3%, 
16.7% and 50% respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) course 
which best served to improve their listening skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher explained words by providing the English definition and made sentences with the 
new words in different contexts (4, 16.7%) 
• watching movies (4, 16.7%) 
• expanded new words and phrases which was helpful (3, 12.5%) 
• the teacher always answered our questions and provided more information to improve our 
reading skills (3, 12.5%) 
• I think I learnt a lot of vocabulary from the presentation (2, 8.3%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the Vocabulary & Reading 
Comprehension (3) course to the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set 
out their suggestions and why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• whole English classes should be used (3, 12.5%) 
• cooperative learning should be increased through more pair-work and group-work by sharing 
information (2, 8.3%) 
• read a text and criticize it together (2, 8.3%) 
• translate a reading passage from what we have learnt, it can be our assignment, it can improve 
our vocabulary (2, 8,3%) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (10, 41.7%) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (9, 37.5%) 
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• the teacher is well prepared (7, 29.2%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study (6, 25%) 
• the teacher has got a sense of humour (3, 12.5%) 
• the teacher is a knowledgeable person (2, 8.3%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher should try to encourage us to speak more English in class (2, 8.3%) 
• method in the classroom should be varied so that classes continue to be interesting and not 
boring (2, 8.3%) 
• the teaching method is mainly book-based (3, 12.5%) 
• suggest that the teacher can use visual materials, such as pictures, posters, charts, maps or 
overhead projector (OHP) to enhance interest in our learning (2, 8.3%) 
• teaching some English songs could be an interesting way of improving our reading skills (I, 
4.2%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series 
of statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the l=Always/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table 5.75 below. 
Table 5.75 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their Vocabulary & Reading 
Comorehension (3) Course lessons were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 8.3% 54.2% 37.5% -
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 12.5% 50% 33.3% 4.1% 
performance in the assignments/ quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 16.6% 66.7% 16.7% -
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 8.3%% 54.2% 37.5% -
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 8.3%% 79.2% 12.5% -
tests 
6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 8.3%% 66.7% 25% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 12.5% 62.5% 25% -
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in 8.3% 58.3% 33.3% -
order to assess your readin1t skills 
9. Your reading skills have been correctly evaluated in the 12.5% 66.7% 20.8% -
course 
Average Percentage_ 10.6% 1_ ____ 62% 26.9% 0.5% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 72.6%. 
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Statement 3, viz, "The marking was fair" was accorded the highest percentage in a 
combined total for the always and usually columns of 87.5%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.76 below. 
Table 5.76 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the Vocabularv & Readine Comprehension (3) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
Quizzes 8.3% 75% 12.5% 4.2% 
Midterm Exam 12.5% 83.3% 4.2% -
Final Exam 16.6% 79.2% 4.2% -
Homework/ Assignment 87.5% 12.5% -
Class performance 4.2% 87.5% 8.3% -
Participation and attendance 8.3% 70.8% 20.8% -
Oral report 4.2% 75% 20.8% -
A vera2e Percentage 7.7% 79.8% 11.9% 0.6% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 87 .5%. 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam" and "Final Exam" as 
equally effective at 95.8% when the strongly agree and agree columns for each are 
totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the Vocabulary & Reading 
Comprehension (3) course and they were invited to make any suggestions they might 
have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• there should be more reading quizzes (7, 29.2%) 
• more homework, out of class tasks should be given (2, 8.3%) 
• reading aloud should be used as an assessment tool (2, 8.3%) 
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E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) course be improved? 
• I would like the teacher to assess our reading ability by giving more quizzes, they might be a way to 
force students to study harder (4, 16.7%) 
• Group work is a great idea to work as a team but some students don't play their part properly and 
effectively. I think the teacher should therefore stick to individuals and the assessment of their work 
(2, 8.3%) 
Question 2: Was the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (75%) No: (25%) 
Question 3: Please J.Jrovide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
• Our vocabulary has been expanded (8, • The teacher did not complete the whole book 
33.3%) (2, 8.3%) 
• I can get the main point or the most • There was no differing levels of ability catered 
important information (3, 12.5%) for, instruction was the same for all levels of 
• I can distinguish the main idea from ability in the class (2, 8.3%) 
supporting details (2, 8.3%) 
Question 4: Do you think the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) course met your needs? 
Yes: (75%) No: (25%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4. above. 
• We have undoubtedly gained more reading • The teacher needs to set the criteria of capacity 
practice (6, 25%) of vocabulary for students (4, 16.7%) 
• Figure out the meaning of the words, • We should learn how to use different ways of 
including unfamiliar vocabulary, from the getting to the ideas of a piece -how to read 
written context (4, 16.7%) between the lines (2, 8.3%) 
• Recognize grammatical word classes: • The mid and final exams seemed to be really 
noun, adjective, etc. (3, 12.5%) easy to pass. I feel I am in high school. 
• I can't recognize basic syntactic patterns (I, 
4.2%) 
Question 6: Should the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) course be designed to overlap with or 
complement other English training courses 
Yes: (62.5%) No: (37.5%) 
Question 7: Please provide an_y_reasons for the answer you have _provided at 6. above. 
• I think what is learnt will help in other • A reading course should not include only 
courses (2, 8.3%) reading, there must be speaking and other 
• We can understand and learn better (8, courses (3, 12.5%) 
33,3%) • It would be like repeating the same thing over 
and over again (1, 4.2%) 
• I have no idea but it should be taught from 
simple to complex (4, 16.7%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
!_. English Conversation (3) 50% 50% 
2. English W riling (l) 54.2% 45.8% 
3. English Listening Training ( 1) 37.5% 62.5% 
4. English Grammar and Practice (1) 62.5% 37.5% 
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Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• Daily issues and newspapers should be discussed and used so that we can gain the habit of 
reading newspapers (4, 16.7%) 
• There should be more practice for TOEIC or GEPT during the course (3, 12.5%) 
• We would like to have more magazine reading activity (2, 8.3%) 
• Practice outside of class in reading assignments (2, 8.3%) 
• Need to learn more about skimming to get the main idea or scanning for specific information 
(2, 8.3%) 
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Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) Course 
Thirty-seven students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were first asked to indicate whether the course 
fully met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 12.5% strongly 
agreed that it did, 79.2% agreed and 8.3% disagreed .. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.77 below. 
Table 5. 77 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) Course fulfilled its 
objectives in improving or developing the ability of the students in 
the listed activities: 
I can ...... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Interpret and think about what I read 12.5% 83.3% 4.2% -
2. Use a variety of reading strategies to understand texts and 16.7% 83.3% - -
recognize vocabulary, such as scanning, skimming, and 
guessing meaning from context 
3. Build up vocabulary through contexts 12.5% 87.5% - -
4. Identify the difference between main ideas and topic sentences 12.5% 66.7% 20.8% -
in a text 
5. Answer comprehension questions following the reading of a 16.7% 79.2% 4.2% -
text 
Average Percentage 14.2% 80% 5.8% 
-
The overall average percentage showed that 94.2% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 14.2% strongly agreed and 5.8% disagreed. 
Statements 2 and 3, viz, "I can "Use a variety of reading strategies to understand texts 
ami recognize vocabulary, such as scanning, skimming, and guessing meaning from 
context" and ''Build up vocabulary through contexts" elicited the most positive 
responses amounting to 100%, when the Strongly Agree and Agree results are added 
together. 
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The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 94.2% 
which is higher than that recorded in respect of course (3). 
In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very Competent/3= Competent /2= Partially Competent/!= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.78 below. 
Table 5.78 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the 
Vocabulary & Readine Comprehension (4) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 
I. Can you pass the reading section of the GEPT at the Elementary 12.5% 54.2% 25% 8.3%-
level 
2. Can you pass the reading section of the GEPT at the 20.8% 45.8% 33.3% 
Intermediate level 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agreeffi=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.79 below. 
Table 5.79 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) 
Course content and materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
I. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay- 12.5% 66.7% 20.8% -
out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 8.3% 79.2% 12.5% -
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 12.5% 79.2% 8.3% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 12.5% 79.2% 8.3% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 12.5% 58.3% 29.2% -
--
G. The content of the course materials were presented 12.5% 66.7% 20.8% -
coherently 
7. You had difficulty in following the course materials 4.2% 54.2% 37.5% 4.2% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course-books 8.3% 54.2% 33.3% 4.2% 
to improve your readinl! skills 
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9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were effective 16.7% 62.5% 20.8% -
in improving your readinl! skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
a. Listening 8.3% 29.2% 62.5% -
b. Speaking 8.3% 54.2% 37.5% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 12.5% 79.2% 8.3% -
d. Writing 8.3% 41.7% 50% -
e. Grammar 8.3% 41.7% 50% -
Average Percentage 10.4% 60.4% 28.6% 0.6% 
The overall average percentage showed that 60.4% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 10.4% strongly agreed, 28.6% disagreed and 0.6% 
strongly disagreed. 
Statements 2, 3, 4 and 10, viz, "The course materials provided you with what you 
needed to know or to do", "The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in acquiring language skills", 
"The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for example, content and mood, 
source of cultural information" and "All the activities and materials used in class 
contributed to the development of your English proficiency in the following area c. 
reading and vocabulary" had the highest percentages of strongly agree and agree scores 
with over 85% being recorded against each. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 70.8% which is higher than that recorded for course (3). 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice reading skills (8, 
33.3%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve my reading skills (6. 25%) 
• learn some skimming and scanning skills from the course book (6, 25%) 
• pre-reading activities were very beneficial, it is very useful for vocabulary development (3, 
12.5%) 
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In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the topics in the course book were not interesting and the activities were not clear (4, 16.7%) 
• the level of the course book wasn't appropriate (3, 12.5%) 
• the stories were boring they were not related to daily life themes (3, 12.5%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements 
in terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities 
during the course using the l=Aiways/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The 
results are set out in Table 5.80 below. 
Table 5.80 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) Course 
d t d t h' I con uc an eac mg- earnmg 1 [!rocess: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 8.3% 41.7% 50% -
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 4.2% 62.5% 33.3% -
3. I used only English in class 20.8% 79.2% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 8.3% 66.7% 25% -
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 12.5% 58.3% 29.2% -
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 16.7% 70.8% 12.5% -
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 16.7% 62.5% 20.8% -
improving my readine skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 12.5% 66.7% 20.8% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem achievable 
to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 12.5% 75% 12.5% -
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 12.5% 75% 12.5% -
and advice 
Average Percentage 10.4% 60% 29.6% 
-
The overall average percentage showed that 70.4% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
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The results concerning statements 6, 9 and 10, viz, "The teacher gave equal 
attention to all students in the class", "The teacher increased the students' self-
confidence in language learning" and "When needed the teacher was available for 
guidance and advice" were each rated at 87.5% when the always and usually columns 
were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statements 1 and 3, viz, "The teacher 
used different ways to group students in the classroom (pair work, group work, 
individual work and whole-class work)" and "I used only English in class". Here the 
combined results for the always and usually columns amounted to 50% and 20.8% 
respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) course 
which best served to improve their listening skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• he teacher explained words by providing the English definition and made sentences with the 
new words in different contexts (6, 25%) 
• I think I learnt a lot of vocabulary from the presentations (5, 20.8%) 
• the teacher always answered our questions and provided more information to improve our 
reading skills (4, 16.7%) 
• watching movies (3, 12.5%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the Vocabulary & Reading 
Comprehension ( 4) course to the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set 
out their suggestions and why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• whole English classes should be used (5, 20.8%) 
• read a text and criticize it together ( 4, 16.7%) 
• cooperative !t:aming should be increased through more pair-work and group-work by sharing 
information (2, 8.3%) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
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Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher has good pronunciation ( 12, 50%) 
• the teacher is very hard working ( 11, 45.8%) 
• the teacher is well prepared (7, 29.2%) 
• the teacher can expand vocabulary and make good sentences in their context (6, 25%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study (6, 25%) 
• it is very enjoyable to listen the way the teacher pronounces the words. I think his English is 
very good (5, 20.8%) 
• the teacher has got a sense of humour (3, 12.5%) 
• the teacher is a knowledgeable person (2, 8.3%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very nice but I suggest that he should be more strict and push students harder 
especially getting us to read outside materials (2, 8.3%) 
• he should give students more time to read the passages first before he explains the whole text 
(2, 8.3%) 
• the teacher needs to teach us more about actual reading rather than just reading and analysing 
text (1, 4.2%) 
• the teacher needs to make sure that we have completed our answers to the questions set in the 
course book (4, 16.7%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series 
of statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the l=Aiways/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table 5.81 below. 
Table 5.81 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their Vocabulary & Reading 
Comprehension ( 4) Course lessons were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 12.5% 54.2% 33.3% -
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 12.5% 45.8% 41.7% -
performance in the assignments/ quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 16.7% 70.8% 12.5% -
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 8.3%% 54.2% 37.5% -
proficiency_ in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 12.5% 70.8% 16.7% -
tests 
--
6. HW/assignments were relevant to the course aims 12.5% 62.5% 25% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 16.7% 54.2% 29.2% -
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in 12.5% 54.2% 33.3% -
order to assess your readine: skills 
9. Your readine. skills have been correctly evaluated in 16.7% 58.3% 25% -
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the course 
28.2% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 71.8%. 
Statement 3, viz, "The marking was fair" was accorded the highest percentage in a 
combined total for the always and usually columns of 87.5%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.82 below. 
Table 5.82 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
Quizzes 8.3% 66.7% 20.8% 4.2% 
Midterm Exam 12.5% 79.2% 8.3% -
Final Exam 12.5% 79.2% 8.3% -
Homework/ Assignment 4.2% 79.2% 16.7% -
Class performance 4.2% 83.3% 12.5% -
Participation and attendance 8.3% 70.8% 20.8% -
Oral report 4.2% 79.2% 16.7% -
Average Percentage 7.7% 76.8% 14.9% 0.6% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 84.5%. 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam" and "Final Exam" as 
equally effective at 91.7% when the strongly agree and agree columns for each are 
totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the Vocabulary & Reading 
Comprehension ( 4) course and they were invited to make any suggestions they might 
have. 
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Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• there should be more reading quizzes (7, 29.2%) 
• more homework out of class tasks should be given (2, 8.3%) 
• reading aloud should be used as an assessment tool (2, 8.3%) 
8 ask students to think about how they read from the texts (2, 8.3%) 
E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) course be improved? 
• I would like the teacher to assess our reading ability by giving more quizzes, they might be a way to 
force students to study harder (4, 16.7%) 
• the teacher should design more interesting activities to motivate the students' learning (2, 8.3%) 
Question 2: Was the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (75%) No: (25%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
• Our reading was undoubtedly improved (8, • The lessons were somewhat boring (2, 8.3%) 
33.3%) • The teacher did not complete the whole book (2, 
• Our vocabulary has been expanded, (7, 8.3%) 
29.2%) 
• We can now understand short articles (4, 
16.7%) 
• I can adjust reading strategies to different 
reading purposes, such as skimming for 
main ideas or studying in-depth (3, 12.5%) 
Question 4: Do you think the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) course met your needs? 
Yes: (83.3%) No: (16.7%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4. above. 
• We learnt how to guess the meaning of • We should learn how to use different ways of 
unknown words (4, 16.7%) getting to the ideas of a piece - how to read 
• We can understand the previewing between the lines (5, 20.8%) 
strategy, such as: reviewing titles, section • The teacher needs to set the criteria of capacity of 
headings and photos (3, 12.5%) vocabulary for students (3, 12.5%) 
• We will be able to better prepare for our • The mid and final exams seemed to be really easy 
GEPT exam soon (2, 8.3%) to pass (2, 8.3%) 
Question 6: Should the Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (4) course be designed to overlap with or 
complement other English training courses 
Yes: (70.8%) No: (29.2%) 
Question 7: Please provide arl}'_ reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• We could understand it better if it fitted • I have no idea but should be taught from simple 
better with the other courses (5, 20.8%) to complex (3, 12.5%) 
• We could transfer our knowledge and • It would be like repeating the same thing over and 
understanding more readily between over again (2, 8.3%) 
classes (4. 16.7%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 4) course into any of the following courses? 
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Yes No 
1. English Conversation ( 4) 54.2% 45.8% 
2. English Writing (2) 62.5% 79.2% 
3. English Listening Training (2) 29.2% 70.8% 
4. English Grammar and Practice (2) 66.7% 33.3% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• Daily issues and newspapers should be discussed and used so that we can gain the habit of 
reading newspapers (4, 16.7%) 
• There should be more practice for TOEIC or GEPT during the course (4, 16.7%) 
• I would like to have more magazine reading activity (2, 8.3%) 
• Practice outside of class in reading assignments (2, 8.3%) 
• The teacher should make sure that all the students' learning (2, 8.3%) 
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English Writing (1) Course 
Twenty-five students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree!D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 8% strongly 
agreed that it did, 72% agreed and 20% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.83 below. 
Table 5.83 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
English Writing (1) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving or 
d 1 · th b Tt f th t d t · th r t d r ·r eve opmg ea IHYO e s u ens m e 1s e ac lVI 1es: 
I can ....... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Write topic sentences, supporting sentences and concluding - 88% 12% -
sentences 
2. Write a draft of a paragraph - 76.6% 24% -
3. Combine two sentences into one by using adverbial 12% 76.6% 12% -
conjunctions: (for example, also, therefore, for example, next, 
finally and then ... 
4. Recognise and deploy basic writing skills 8% 72% 20% -
5. Produce grammatically correct sentences 8% 52% 32% 8% 
Average Percentage 5.6% 72.8% 20% 1.6% 
The overall average percentage showed that 72.8% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 5.6% strongly agreed, 20% disagreed, 1.6% 
strongly disagreed. Statements 1 and 3, viz, "I can 'write topic sentences, supporting 
sentences and concluding sentences' and 'combine two sentences into one by using 
adverbial conjunctions: also, therefore, for example, next, finally and then ... " elicited 
the most positive responses amounting to 88%. when the Strongly Agree and Agree 
results are added together. 
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The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 78.4%. 
In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very CompetenU 3= Competent /2= Partially CompetenUl= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.84 below. 
Table 5.84 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the 
Em!lish Writin~ ( 4)_ Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 
1. Can you pass the writing section of the GEPT at the Elementary level 12% 36% 36% 16% 
2. Can you pass the writing section of the GEPT at the Intermediate level 4% 8% 56% 32% 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.85 below. 
Table 5.85 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the English Writing (1) Course content and 
materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay- - 88% 12% -
out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to - 84% 16% -
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for - 80% 20% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 4% 84% 12% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 4% 80% 16% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented - 88% 12% -
coherently 
7. You had difficulty in following the course materials 4% 44% 52% -
---------r--8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course-books 4% 64% 28% 4% 
to improvr your writinl! skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were effective - 84% 16% -
in improving your writin~ skills 
I 0. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
the development of your English proficiency in the 
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followi!!&_ areas: 
a. Listening 4% 48% 44% 4% 
b. Speaking 4% 56% 40% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 4% 80% 16% -
d. Writing 4% 80% 16% -
e. Grammar 4% 80% 16% -
Average Percentage 2.6% 74.3% 22.6% 0.6% 
The overall average percentage showed that 74.3% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 2.6% strongly agreed, 22.6% disagreed and 2.2% strongly 
disagreed. 
Statements 1, 4 and 6, viz, "The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, 
tables, lay-out) in the course book was satisfactory", "The materials covered were 
appropriate as regards, for example, content and mood, source of cultural information" 
and "The content of the course materials were presented coherent! y", had the highest 
percentages of strongly agree and agree scores with 88% being recorded against each. 
The least positive results were recorded against statements 7 and 10, viz, "You 
had no difficulty in following the course materials" and "All the activities and materials 
used in class contributed to the development of your English proficiency in the 
following area a. listening" where the combined strongly agree and agree scores 
amounted to 48% and 52%. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 76.9%. 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice writing skills (6, 24%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve my writing skills and grammar knowledge 
((i. ::!4%) 
• understand the usage of conjunction (2, 8%) 
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In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher gave us too much to take in and it couldn't be absorbed (7, 28%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements in 
terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities during 
the course using the l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The results are 
set out in Table 5.86 below. 
Table 5.86 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Writing {1) Course conduct and teaching-
learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher used different ways to group students in 16% 44% 40% -
the classroom (pair work, group work, individual work 
and whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 4% 56% 40% -
3. I used only English in class 4% 28% 68% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 12% 48% 40% -
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 20% 52% 28% -
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 28% 60% 12% -
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective 4% 56% 40% -
in improving my writin~ skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 16% 60% 24% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 12% 48% 40% -
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 24% 64% 12% -
and advice 
Average Percentage 14% 51.6% 34.4% -
The overall average percentage showed that 65.6% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
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The results concerning statements 6 and 10, viz, "The teacher gave equal attention 
to all students in the class" and "When needed the teacher was available for guidance 
and advice" was 88% for each when the always and usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statement 3, viz, "I used only English in 
class". Here the combined result for the always and usually columns amounted to 32%. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Writing (1) course which best served to 
improve their writing skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the combination of the grammar and writing is helpful (5, 20%) 
• the explanation of writing structure in the text beforehand was very helpful for the students (5, 
20%) 
• the teacher provided a writing example before we wrote our own (4, 20%). 
• the teacher gave us advice on writing, we build up our confidence (2, 8%) 
• when the teacher explained the writing structure, at the same time we gained some more 
grammar knowledge (2, 8%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Writing (1) course to the best 
advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and why they 
thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• song dictation was considered as a useful learning tool (4, 16%) 
• more practice with the teacher was regarded as something which would be advantageous (4, 
16%) 
• whole English classes should be used (3, 12%) 
• group discussing can share ideas (l, 4%) 
• oral presentation (l, 4%) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
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• the teacher is very hard working (5, 20%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study(5, 17.9%) 
• the teacher encourages us to write short paragraphs by showing examples (5, 20%) 
• the teacher is well prepared (3, 12%) 
• the teacher provides a lot of information and extra material to enhance our writing skills (3, 
12%) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (I, 4%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is sometimes not sufficiently understanding of the students limitations (2, 8%) 
• the teacher does not always appreciate what students want or need to make the point of the 
lesson more understandable (2, 8%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series of 
statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the l=Always/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table 5.87 below. 
Table 5.87 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their English Writing (1) Course lessons 
were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 4% 64% 32% -
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your - 72% 28% -
performance in the assignments/ quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 16% 72% 12% -
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual - 52% 48% -
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 4% 76% 20% -
tests 
6. HW/assignments were relevant to the course aims 4% 84% 12% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 8% 60% 32% -
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in - 68% 32% -
order to assess your writine skills 
9. Your writing skills have been correctly evaluated in - 68% 12% -
the course 
Average Percentage 4% 70.7% 25.3% -
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 74.4%. 
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Statements 3, 6 and 9, viz, "The marking received was fair", "HW/assignments 
were relevant to the course aims" and "Your writing skills have been correctly 
evaluated in the course" were accorded the highest percentage in a combined total for 
the always and usually columns of 88%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.88 below. 
Table 5.88 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 I 
I. Quizzes - 80% 20% -
2. Midterm Exam 4% 84% 12% -
3. Final Exam 4% 84% 12% -
4. Homework/Assignment 8% 80% 12% -
5. Class performance 4% 96% - -
6. Participation and attendance 8% 68% 24% -
7. Oral report 4% 80% 16% -
Average Percentage 4.6% 81.7% 13.7% " 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 86.3%. 
The students rated the assessment tool "Class performance" as the most effective at 
100% when the strongly agree and agree columns are totalled. 
In the second question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Writing (1) course and 
they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher could randomly ask students questions to assess whether they had gained 
sufticient from the lessons or the particular point in the lesson in order to assess how much 
they have learnt (5, 20%) 
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E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the English Writing (4) course be improved? 
• We would like the teacher to assess our writing ability by giving more homework or quizzes, it 
might be a way to force students to study harder (2, 8%) 
• There is too much taught too quickly to allow students to sufficiently absorb the full point(s) of each 
lesson (1, 4%) 
Question 2: Was the English Writing (1) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (76%) No: (24% 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
• our writing was undoubtedly improved (5, • I think the quizzes and tests don't reflect my 
20%) ability ( 1, 4%) 
• I can combine two sentences into one ( 1, • the teacher doesn't speak English all the time 
4%) (1, 4%) 
• Write a clean copy of the corrected version (4, 16%) 
Question 4: Do you think the English Writing (1) course met your needs? 
Yes: (80%) No: (20%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer _you have __grovided at 4. above. 
• we are better able to write a short • the course book was too difficult (1, 4%) 
paragraph (5, 17.9%) • can't use tenses correctly (2, 8%) 
• we have undoubtedly gained more writing • can't identify the mistakes from my sentences 
practice (5, 20%) (3, 12%) 
• we have improved our grammar 
knowledge (2, 8%) 
Question 6: Should the English Writing ( 1) course be designed to overlap with or complement other 
English training courses 
Yes: (68%) No: (32%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• writing is related to grammar and reading 
so they should be covered in classes which 
relate one to another (5, 20%) 
• we could understand it better if it fitted 
better with the other courses (3, 12%) 
• we could transfer our writing skills to 
grammar courses. (3, 12%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
English Writing (4) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
l. Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) 80% 20% 
2. English Conversation (3) 52% 48% 
3. English Listening Training ( 1) 44% 56% 
4. English Grammar and Practice (1) 84% 16% 
~ --- ---~------~--------------~~------~-----------------------Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• The class should be divided into two levels of ability with less than 15 students per class. (6, 24%) 
• There should be more practice on writing for GEPT during the course (2, 8%) 
• The teacher could assign us some homework, such as: a short paragraph translation (2, 8%) 
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English Writing (2) Course 
Twenty-five students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 12% strongly 
agreed that it did, 72% agreed and 16% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.89 below. 
Table 5.89 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
English Writing (2) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving or 
d I ' th bTt f th t d t ' th I' t d f 't' eve opmg e a IllY o e s u ens m e 1s e ac lVI 1es: 
I can ....... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 l 
l. Write topic sentences, supporting sentences and concluding - 88% 12% -
sentences 
2. Write a draft of a paragraph - 76% 24% -
3. Combine two sentences into one by using adverbial 12% 76% 12% -
conjunctions: (for example, also, therefore, for example, next, 
finally and then ... 
4. Recognise and deploy basic writing skills 8% 76% 16% -
5. Produce grammatically correct sentences 8% 52% 32% 8% 
Average Percentage 5.6% 73.6% 19.2% 1.6% 
The overall average percentage showed that 73.6% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 5.6% strongly agreed, 19.2% disagreed and 1.6% 
strongly disagreed. Statements 1 and 3, viz, "I can 'write topic sentences, supporting 
sentences and concluding sentences' and 'combine two sentences into one by using 
adverbial conjunctions: also, therefore, for example, next, finally and then ... " elicited 
the must positive response!"> amounting to 88%, when the Strongly Agree and Agree 
results are added together. 
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The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 79.2%. 
In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very CompetenU3= Competent 12= Partially CompetenUl= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.90 below. 
Table 5.90 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the 
Emdish Writine (2) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 I 
I. Can you pass the writing section of the GEPT at the Elementary level 12% 36% 40% 12% 
2. Can you pass the writing section of the GEPT at the Intermediate level 4% 8% 60% 28% 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.91 below. 
Table 5.91 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the English Writing (2) Course content and 
materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay-out ) - 92% 8% -
in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to - 88% 12% -
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for example, - 84% 16% -
pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in acquiring language 
skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for example, 4% 84% 12% -
content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 4% 76% 20% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented coherently - 72% 28% -
7. You had difficulty in following the course materials 4% 44% 52% -
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course-books to 4% 64% 28% 4% 
improve your writinl! skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were effective in - 88% 12% -
improving vuur writine skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to the 
development of your English proficiency in the following areas: 
a. Listening 4% 64% 44% 4% 
b. Speaking 4% 84% 32% -
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c. Reading and vocabulary 4% 80% 12% -
d. Writing 4% 80% 16% -
e. Grammar 4% 80% 16% -
Average Percentage 2.6% 74.9% 22% 0.6% 
The overall average percentage showed that 74.9% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 2.6% strongly agreed, 22% disagreed and 0.6% strongly 
disagreed. 
Statements 1, viz, "The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay-
out) in the course book was satisfactory" had the highest percentage of strongly agree 
and agree scores of 92% being recorded. 
The least positive results were recorded against statements 7 and 10, viz, "You 
had no difficulty in following the course materials" and "All the activities and materials 
used in class contributed to the development of your English proficiency in the 
following area a. listening" where the combined strongly agree and agree scores 
amounted to 48% and 52%. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 77 .4%. 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice writing skills (6, 
24%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve our writing skills and grammar 
knowledge (5, 24%) 
• better understand the usage of grammar points (5,20%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
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• the teacher gave us too much to take in and it couldn't be absorbed (6, 24%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements 
in terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities 
during the course using the l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The 
results are set out in Table 5.92 below. 
Table 5.92 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Writing (2) Course conduct and teaching-
learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 16% 48% 36% -
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 4% 56% 40% -
3. I used only English in class 4% 32% 64% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 12% 48% 40% -
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made sure 20% 56% 24% -
all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the class 28% 60% 12% -
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 4% 60% 36% -
improving my writinl! skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 16% 60% 24% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem achievable to 
the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 12% 56% 32% -
language learning 
I 0. When needed the teacher was available for guidance and 24% 64% 12% -
advice 
Average Percentage 14% 54% 32% 
-
The overall average percentage showed that 68% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The results concerning statements 6 and 10, viz, "The teacher gave equal attention 
to all students in the class" and "When needed the teacher was available for guidance 
and advice" was 88% for each when the always and usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statement 3, viz, "I used only English in 
class". Here the combined results for the always and usually columns amounted to 36%. 
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In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Writing (2) course which best served to 
improve their listening skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the combination of grammar and writing is helpful (6, 24%) 
• the teacher provided a written example before we wrote our own (4, 20%). 
• the explanation of writing structure in the text beforehand was very helpful for the students (3, 
12%) 
• the teacher gave us advice on writing, we built up our confidence (2, 8%) 
• when the teacher explained the writing structure, at the same time we gained some more 
grammar knowledge (2, 8%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Writing (2) course to the best 
advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and why they 
thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• song dictation was considered as a useful learning tool (4, 16%) 
• more practice with the teacher was regarded as something which would be advantageous (4, 
16%) 
• whole English classes should be used (3, 12%) 
• more GEPT practice was considered to be useful (3, 12%) 
• more use of visual materials (pictures, posters, charts, maps, Overhead projector (OHP)) 
would be helpful (2, 8%) 
• group discussing can share ideas ( 1, 4%) 
• rral presentation ( 1, 4%) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (6, 24%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study (6, 24%) 
• the tt:al:hcr cnl:ouragcd us to write a short paragraph by showing an example (5, 20%) 
• the teacher is well prepared (5, 20%) 
• the teacher provided a lot of information and extra material to enhance our writing skills (3, 
12%) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (1, 4%) 
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In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher does not always appreciate what students want or need to make the point of the 
lesson more understandable (3, 12%) 
• the teacher is sometimes not sufficiently understanding of the students limitations (2, 8%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series of 
statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the l=Always/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table 5.93 below. 
Table 5.93 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their English Writing (2) Course lessons were 
assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 4% 64% 32% -
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your - 72% 28% -
performance in the assignments/ quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 16% 76% 8% -
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual - 56% 44% -
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests 4% 76% 20% -
6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 4% 84% 12% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 8% 60% 32% -
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in order - 68% 32% -
to assess your writine. skills 
9. Your writing skills have been correctly evaluated in the - 88% 12% -
course 
Average Percentage 4% 71.6% 24.4% 
-
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 75.6%. 
Statements 3, 6 and 9, viz, "The marking received was fair", "HW/assignments 
were relevant to the course aims" and "Your writing skills have been correctly 
evaluated in the course" were accorded the highest percentage in a combined total for 
the always and usually columns of 92%, 88% and 88% respectively. 
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In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.94 below. 
Table 5.94 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness of 
the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the Enelish Writine (2) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 I 
I. Quizzes - 84% 16% -
2. Midterm Exam 4% 84% 12% -
3. Final Exam 4% 88% 8% -
4. Homework/ Assignment 16% 80% 4% -
5. Class performance 4% 96% - -
6. Participation and attendance 12% 68% 20% -
7. Oral report 4% 80% 16% -
Average Percentage 4.6% 82.9% 10.9% 
-
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 89.1 %. 
The students rated the assessment tool "Class performance" as the most effective at 
100% when the strongly agree and agree columns are totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Writing (2) course and 
they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher could randomly ask students questions to assess whether they had gained 
sufficient from the lessons or the particular point in the lesson in order to assess how much 
they had learnt (5 20%) 
• the teacher could prepare some translation passages for us to translate. It might be a good way 
to assess our writing (2, 8%) 
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E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the English Writing (2) course be improved? 
• We would like the teacher to assess our writing ability by giving more homework or quizzes, it 
might be a way to force students to study more harder (4, 8%) 
• There is too much taught too quickly to allow students to sufficiently absorb the full point(s) of each 
lesson (2, 4%) 
Question 2: Was the English Writing (2) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (76%) No: (24% 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
• our writing was undoubtedly improved (6, • I can't identify mistakes when I write a 
24%) paragraph (2, 8%) 
• Write a clean copy of the corrected version • I think the quizzes and tests don't reflect my (4, 24%) ability (I, 4%) 
• our writing was undoubtedly improved but • the teacher doesn't speak in English all the time 
I still have to extend my vocabulary (I, (1,4%) 
4%) 
Question 4: Do you think the English Writing (2) course met your needs? 
Yes: (84%) No: (16%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4. above. 
• Can make the main ideas distinct from • can't make the main sentence constituents, such 
supporting ideas or information (5, 20%) as subject, verb, and object, clear to the reader 
• we are better able to write a short (3, 12%) . 
paragraph (5, 17.9%) • the course book was too difficult (2, 8%) 
• we have undoubtedly gained more writing • can't use tenses correctly (2, 8%) 
practice (5, 20%) • Insufficient focus (I, 4%) 
• we have improved our grammar 
knowledge (2, 8%) 
Question 6: Should the English Writing (2) course be designed to overlap with or complement other 
English training courses 
Yes: (76%) No: (24%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• I think what is learnt will help in other 
courses ( 4, 16%) 
• writing is related to grammar and reading 
so they should be covered in classes which 
relate one to another ( 4, 16%) 
• we could understand it better if it fitted 
better with the other courses (3, 12%) 
• we could transfer our writing skills to 
grammar courses. (2, 8%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
English Writing (4) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
1. Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 4) 80% 20% 
2. English Conversation ( 4) 56% 44% 
3. English Listening Training (2) 48% 52% 
4. English Grammar and Practice (2) 88% 12% 
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Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• There should be more practice on writing for GEPT during the course (3, 12%) 
• The teacher can assign us some homework, such as: a short paragraph translation (2, 8%) 
• The teacher can provide more assignments to do (2, 8%) 
• The teacher shall provide more feedback during the lessons (I, 4%) 
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English Writing (3) Course 
Twenty-three students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 17.4% strongly 
agreed that it did and 82.6% agreed 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.95 below. 
Table 5.95 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether the 
English Writing (3) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving or 
d I h b T f th t d t . th r t d f 'f eve opmg t e a IIty 0 es u en sm e IS e ac IVI Ies: 
I can ....... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Combine two sentences into one by using adverbial conjunctions: 26.1% 65.2% 8.7% -
also, however, even so, therefore, for example, next, finally, then, 
mostly, ... 
2. Recognise and deploy basic writing skills, such as: organization of 30.4% 60.9% 4.3% 4.3% 
ideas, grammar knowledge, sentence structures and punctuation 
3. Use active and passive voice, conciseness and wordiness, variety, 13% 56.5% 26.1% 4.3% 
parallelism, as well as coherence and continuity_ 
4. Use various strategies, such as how to properly use transition 4.3% 73.9% 21.7% -
signals, logic order and concrete support. 
5. Write various paragraph types and am familiar with the strategies 8.7% 60.9% 21.7% 8.7% 
for doing so 
6. Write a draft of a paragraph 4.3% 52.2% 34.8% 8.7% 
Average Percentag_e 14.5% 61.6% 19.6% 4.3% 
The overall average percentage showed that 61.6% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 14.5% strongly agreed, 19.6% disagreed and 4.3% 
strongly disagreed. Statements 1 and 2, viz, "I can 'combine two sentences into one by 
using adverbial conjunctions: also, however, even so, therefore, for example, next, 
finally, then, mostly," and "Recognise and deploy basic writing skills, such as: 
organization of ideas, grammar knowledge, sentence structures and punctuation" 
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elicited the most positive responses amounting to 91.3%, when the Strongly Agree and 
Agree results are added together. 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 76.1 %. 
In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very CompetenU3= Competent /2= Partially CompetenUl= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.96 below. 
Table 5.96 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the 
Enelish Writine (3) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 I 
I. Can you pass the writing section of the GEPT at the Elementary 26.1% 26.1% 47.8% -
level 
2. Can you pass the writing section of the GEPT at the - 13% 39.1% 47.8% 
Intermediate level 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.97 below. 
Table 5.97 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on the course content and materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay- 4.3% 73.9% 21.7% -
out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 30.4% 60.9% 4.3% 4.3% 
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 21.7% 52.2% 26.1% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring 1anguag_e skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 26.1% 39.1% 26.1% 8.7% 
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
) . The materials corresponded to the course objectives 17.4% 65.2% D% 4.'\o/r 
6. The content of the course materials were presented 17.4% 52.2% 30.4% -
coherently 
7. You had difficulty in following the course materials 8.7% 43.5% 47.8% -
8. The teacher re_Qlaced unsuitable material in the course-books 8.7% 39.1% 47.8% 4.3% 
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to improve your writinl! skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were effective 17.4% 69.9% 13% -
in improving your writine skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
the development of your English proficiency in the following 
areas: 
a. Listening 
-
60.9% 30.4% 8.7% 
b. Speaking 
-
52.2% 39.1% 8.7% 
c. Reading and vocabulary 21.7% 73.9% 4.3% -
d. Writing 30.4% 60.9% 8.7% -
e. Grammar 34.8% 52.2% 4.3% 8.7% 
Average Percentage 17.1% 56.8% 22.7% 3.4% 
The overall average percentage showed that 56.8% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 17.1% strongly agreed and 22.7% disagreed and 3.4% 
strongly disagreed. 
Statements 2 and 10, viz, "The course materials provided you with what you 
needed to know or to do" and "All the activities and materials used in class contributed 
to the development of your English proficiency in the following area c. reading and 
vocabulary and d. listening" had the highest percentages of strongly agree and agree 
scores with over 90% being recorded against each. 
The least positive results were recorded against statements 7, 8 and 10, viz, "You 
had no difficulty in following the course materials", "The teacher replaced unsuitable 
material in the course-books to improve your writing skills" and "All the activities and 
materials used in class contributed to the development of your English proficiency in 
the following area b. speaking" where the combined strongly agree and agree scores 
amounted to 52.2%, 47.8% and 52.2% respectively. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 73.9%. 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
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• the course content and materials served to improve my writing skills (9, 39.1 %) 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice writing skills (7, 
30.4%) 
• he layout and the content are appropriate to our level (4, 17.4%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
8the teacher gave us too much to take in and it couldn't be absorbed (7, 30.4%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements 
in terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities 
during the course using the l=Aiways/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The 
results are set out in Table 5.98 below. 
Table 5.98 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Writing (3) Course conduct and teaching-
learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 39.1% 52.2% 8.7% -
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class - 52.2% 47.8% -
3. I used only English in class - 43.5% 56.5% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 47.8% 34.8% 13% 4.3% 
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made sure 34.8% 60.9% 4.3% -
all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 26.1% 60.9% 13% -
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 30.4% 56.5% 13% -
improving my writim! skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 26.1% 43.5% 21.7% 8.7% 
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem achievable 
to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 30.4% 21.7% 30.4% 17.4% 
language learning 
I 0. When needed the teacher was available for guidance and 43 . .5% 39.1% 13% 4.3% 
advice 
Average Percentage 27.8% 46.5% 22.2% 3.5% 
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The overall average percentage showed that 73.5% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The results concerning statements 1 and 5, viz, "The teacher used different ways to 
group students in the classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and whole-
class work)" and "The teacher checked the students' learning to make sure all the 
students were taking part in the activities" respectively were over 90% when the always 
and usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statements 2, 3 and 9, viz, "The teacher 
used only English in class", "I used only English in class" and "The teacher increased 
the students' self-confidence in language learning". Here the combined results for the 
always and usually columns amounted to 52.2%, 43.5% and 52.2% respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Writing (3) course which best served to 
improve their listening skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• presentation gave us an opportunity to explore the usage of grammatical structure (7, 30.4%) 
• the teacher provided some examples to teach us writing (6, 26.1%) 
• the combination of grammar and writing is helpful (3, 13%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Writing (3) course to the best 
advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and why they 
thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• more GEPT practice was considered to be useful (7, 30.4%) 
• the teat:ht!r t:an provide students with some translation passages for assignment ( 6, 26.1%) 
• more look and write exercises were thought to be beneficial (5, 21.7%) 
• wholt! English dasses should be used (4, 17.4%) 
• the teacher can prepare some writing tasks to gauge how much we gain from the lessons (3, 
13%) 
• song dictation was considered as a useful learning tool ( 1, 4.3%) 
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In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (14, 60.9%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study (8, 34.8%) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (5, 21.7%) 
• the teacher is well prepared (5, 21.7%) 
• the teacher provides a lot of information and extra material to enhance our writing skills (3, 
13%) 
• the teacher required us to preview before the lessons and then tested us when we were in class 
(2, 8.7%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is too serious. She should be more active (6, 26.1%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series 
of statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the l=Always/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table5.99 below. 
Table 5.99 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views of 
the respondents on how their English Writing (3) Course lessons were 
assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 30.4% 43.5% 21.7% 4.3% 
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 21.7% 56.5% 17.4% 4.3% 
performance in the assignments/ quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 30.4% 43.5% 21.7% 4.3% 
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 21.7% 52.2% 13% 13% 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests 34.8% 56.5% 4.3% 4.3% 
6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 34.8% 56.5% 8.7% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 26.1% 34.8% 34.8% 4.3% 
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in order 26.1% 34.8% 34.8% 4.3% 
to assess your writine skills 
9. Your writing skills have been correctly evaluated in the 17.4% 65.2% 13% 4.3% 
course 
Average Percentage 27.1% 49.3% 18.8% 4.8% 
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The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 76.3%. 
Statements 5 and 6, viz, "The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 
tests" and "HW/assignments were relevant to the course aims" were accorded the 
highest percentage in a combined total for the always and usually columns of 91.3%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree!D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.100 below. 
Table 5.100 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness 
of the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the English Writing (3) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Quizzes 21.7% 47.8% 21.7% 8.7% 
2. Midterm Exam 21.7% 65.2% 8.7% 4.3% 
3. Final Exam 21.7% 65.2% 8.7% 4.3% 
4. Homework/ Assignment 26.1% 60.9% 8.7% 4.3% 
5. Class performance 34.8% 60.9% 4.3% -
6. Participation and attendance 39.1% 56.5% - 4.3% 
7. Oral report 21.7% 56.5% 17.4% 4.3%-
Average Percentage 26.7% 59% 9.9% 4.3% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 85.7%. 
The students rated the assessment tools "Class performance" and "Participation 
and attendance" as equally effective at 95.7% when the strongly agree and agree 
columns for each are totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Writing (3) course and 
they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
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• there should be more GEPT practice (5, 21.7%) 
• there should be more picture writing practice ( 4, 17.4%) 
• there should be more writing quizzes (3, 13%) 
E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the English Writing (3) course be improved? 
• More translation of passages (7, 30.4%) 
• The teaching pace is too fast. There is too much taught too quickly to allow students to sufficiently 
absorb the full point(s) of each lesson (5, 17.9%) 
• The teacher should teach from simple to complex (3, 13%) 
Question 2: Was the English Writing (3) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (87%) No: (13%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
• Our writing skills were undoubtedly • The pace and schedule is too fast (5, 21.7%) 
improved (8, 28.6%) • Can't use correct forms that express the right 
• we can write out a rough version of a tenses (4, 17.4%) 
paragraph ( 4, 17.4%) • Can't put words together in correct word order 
• Our vocabulary has been expanded, (3, (3, 13%) 
13%) 
• We can use spelling and punctuation 
correctly (2, 8.7%) 
• we can use the correct forms of words (2, 
8.7%) 
• I can analyze a writing passage (1, 4.3%) . 
Question 4: Do you think the English Writing(3) course met _your needs? 
Yes: (87%) No: (13%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4. above. 
• we have undoubtedly gained more writing • can't identify the mistakes from my sentences 
practice (7, 30.4%) (3, 13%) 
• the teacher provided a lot of extra materials • we can't note down different ideas (2, 8.7%) 
which we can use outside the classroom to • can't use tenses correctly (2, 8.7%) 
continue to improve our writing skills • the course book was too difficult (1, 4.3%) (4, 17.4%) 
• we will be able to better prepare for our 
GEPT exam soon (3.13%) 
• we are better able to read other reading 
texts as our writing skills have improved 
(3, 13%) 
• we are able to check language use (grammar, vocabulary, linkers) (2, 8.7%) 
• we can decide on the information for each 
paragraph, and the order the paragraphs 
should go in (2, 8.7%) 
• I can check out my spelling (1, 4.3%) 
• I check my punctuation (1, 4.3%) 
Question 6: Should the English Writing (3) course be designed to overlap with or complement other 
English training courses 
Yes: (65.2%) No: (34.8%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• We could understand it better if it fitted 
better with the other courses ( 6, 26.1%) 
• Writing is related to grammar knowledge 
so both should be covered in classes which 
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relate one to another (5, 21.7%) 
• English is a whole language, all the 
courses are mixed up, hence it is not easy 
to separate them and it would be better if 
the whole language were planned and 
taught as a coherent project (3, 13%) 
• Grammar and writing are related to each 
other (2, 8.7%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
English Writing (3) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
I I. English Conversation (5) 56.5% 43.5% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• There should be more practice for GEPf during the course (5, 21.7%) 
• There should be more emphasis on translation passage practice (3, 13%) 
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English Writing (4) Course 
Twenty-three students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 34.8% strongly 
agreed that it did and 65.2% agreed 
In the second question usmg the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.101 below. 
Table 5.101 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether 
the English Writing (4) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving or 
d I . th b Tt f th t d ts ' th I' t d t' 'f eve opmg e a Illy o e s u en m e IS e ac IVI 1es: 
I can ....... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 I 
I. Write a compare and contrast paragraph/passage and write a cause 26.1% 60.9% 13% -
and effect paragraph/passage 
2. Combine two sentences into one by using adverbial conjunctions: 26.1% 69.6% 4.3% -
also, however, even so, therefore, for example, next, finally, then, 
mostly, ... 
3. Recognise and deploy basic writing skills, such as: organization of 30.4% 65.2% - 4.3% 
ideas, grammar knowledge, sentence structures and _g_unctuation 
4. Use active and passive voice, conciseness and wordiness, variety, 21.7% 52.2% 21.7% 4.3% 
parallelism, as well as coherence and continuity 
5. Use various strategies, such as how to properly use transition 21.7% 52.2% 21.7% 4.3% 
signals, logic order and concrete support. 
6. Competently write longer texts such as letters, emails or 21.7% 52.2% 17.4% 8.7% 
Compositions 
7. Write various paragraph types and am familiar with the strategies 26.1% 52.2% 13% 8.7% 
for doing so 
8. Write a draft of a parl!gn1ph 17.4% 52.2% 17.4% 13% 
Average Percentage 23.9% 57.1% 13.6% 5.4% 
The overall average percentage showed that 57.1% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 23.9% strongly agreed, 13.6% disagreed and 5.4% 
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strongly disagreed. Statements 2 and 3, viz, "I can 'combine two sentences into one by 
using adverbial conjunctions: also, however, even so, therefore, for example, next, 
finally, then, mostly," and "Recognise and deploy basic writing skills, such as: 
organization of ideas, grammar knowledge, sentence structures and punctuation" 
elicited the most positive responses amounting to 95.7%, when the Strongly Agree and 
Agree results are added together. 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 81%. 
In the third question the students were then asked to select a competence level, 
using the 4= Very Competent/3= Competent /2= Partially Competent/!= Not 
competent grid, which best described their competence now that they had completed 
the course. The results are set out in Table 5.102 below. 
Table 5.102 Responses indicating the competence level which best described the 
respondents competence level following their completion of the 
Ene:lish Writine: ( 4) Course: 
vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 
1. Can you pass the writing section of the GEPT at the Elementary 26.1% 30.4% 43.5% -
level 
2. Can you pass the writing section of the GEPT at the - 21.7% 34.8% 44.5% 
Intermediate level 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.103 below. 
Table 5.103 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views 
of the respondents on the English Writing (4) Course content and 
materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay- 8.7% 73.9% 17.4% -
out ) in the course_ book was satisfactory -- - --- ~ ---
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 26.1% 52.2% 21.7% -
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 30.4% 47.8% 21.7% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
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acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 30.4% 43.5% 21.7% 4.3% 
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 21.7% 73.9% 4.3% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented 30.4% 60.9% 8.7% -
coherently 
7. You had difficulty in following the course materials - 52.2% 47.8% -
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course-books 8.7% 39.1% 52.2% -
to improve your writinl! skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 30.4% 60.9% 8.7% -
effective in improving your writinl! skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
a. Listening 4.3% 56.5% 30.4% 8.7% 
b. Speaking 8.7% 34.8% 47.8% 8.7% 
c. Reading and vocabulary 30.4% 65.2% 4.3% -
d. Writing 30.4% 56.5% 8.7% 4.3% 
e. Grammar 30.4% 56.5% 8.7% 4.3% 
Average Percentage 20.8% 55.3% 21.7% 2.2% 
The overall average percentage showed that 55.3% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 20.8% strongly, and 21.7% disagreed and 2.2% strongly 
disagreed. 
Statements 5, 6 and 9 and 10, viz, "The materials corresponded to the course 
objectives", "The content of the course materials were presented coherently", "The 
tasks and exercises in the course materials were effective in improving your writing 
skills" and "All the activities and materials used in class contributed to the development 
of your English proficiency in the following area c. reading and vocabulary" had the 
highest percentages of strongly agree and agree scores with over 90% being recorded 
against each. 
The least positive results were recorded against statements 7, 8 and 10, viz, "You 
had no difficulty in following the course materials", "The teacher replaced unsuitable 
material in the course-books to improve your writing skills" and "All the activities and 
materials used in class contributed to the development of your English proficiency in 
the following area b. speaking" where the combined strongly agree and agree scores 
amounted to 52.2%, 47.8% and 43.5% respectively. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 76.1 %. 
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In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials served to improve my writing skills (6, 26.1 %) 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice writing skills (5, 
21.7%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher gave us too much to take in and it couldn't be absorbed (8, 34.8%) 
• the course book needs to provide more explanation (l, 4.3%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements 
in terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities 
during the course using the l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The 
results are set out in Table 5.104 below. 
Table 5.104 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Writing (4) Course conduct and teaching-
learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 56.5% 34.8% 8.7% -
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 13% 39.1% 47.8% -
3. I used only English in class 17.4% 30.4% 52.2% -
4. The teacher set I!P rules and routines were clear 34.8% 47.8% 17.4% -
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made sure 34.8% 52.2% 13% -
all the students were taking part in the activities 
--
~ 
-- - -
- ---
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 34.8% 47.8% 17.4% -
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 30.4% 43.5% 26.1% -
improving my writine skills 
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8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 39.1% 21.7% 39.1% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem achievable 
to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 26.1% 34.8% 30.4% 8.7% 
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 47.8% 34.8% 13% 4.3% 
and advice 
Average Percentage 33.5% 38.7% 26.5% 1.3% 
The overall average percentage showed that 72.2% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The result concerning statement 1, viz, ''The teacher u~ed different ways to group 
students in the classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and whole-class 
work)" was over 90% when the always and usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statements 2 and 3, viz, "The teacher 
used only English in class" and "I used only English in class". Here the combined 
results for the always and usually columns amounted to 52.2% and 47.8 respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Writing (4) course which best served to 
improve their listening skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• presentation gave us an opportunity to use different grammatical structures (6, 26.1 %) 
• the teacher provided some examples to teach us writing ( 6, 26.1%) 
• the combination of grammar and writing is helpful ( 4, 17.4%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Writing (4) course to the best 
advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and why they 
thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher could provide students with some translation passages for assignments ( 6, 26.1%) 
• more look and write exercises were thought to be beneficial (5, 21.7%) 
• whole English classes should be used (5, 27.1 %) 
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• the teacher could prepare some writing tasks to test how much we had gained from the 
lessons (3, 13%) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (14, 60.9%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and situations under 
study (9, 39.1%) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (5, 21.7%) 
• the teacher is well prepared (5, 21.7%) 
• the teacher provides a Jot of information and extra material to enhance our writing skills (3, 
13%) 
• the teacher required us to preview before the lessons and then tested us when we were in class 
(2, 8.7%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is too serious. She should be more active (7, 30.4%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series 
of statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the l=Aiways/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table 5.105 below. 
Table 5.105 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views 
of the respondents on how their Ensdish Writine: ( 4) Course lessons were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 30.8% 47.8% 13% 4.3% 
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 30.4% 52.2% 13% 4.3% 
performance in the assignments/ quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 39.1 o/o 52.2% 4.3% 4.3% 
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 17.4% 56.5% 21.7% 4.3% 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 30.4% 69.9% - -
tests 
6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 39.1% 52.2% 8.7% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 30.4% 39.1% 26.1 o/o 4.3% 
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8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in 26.1% 47.8% 26.1% -
order to assess your writine: skills 
9. Your writing skills have been correctly evaluated in the 17.4% 60.9% 17.4% 4.3% 
course 
A vera2e Percentage 29.5% 53.1% 14.5% 2.9% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 82.6%. 
Statements 3, 5 and 6, viz, "The marking received was fair", "The teacher set out 
the assessment criteria before the tests" and "HW/assignments were relevant to the 
course aims" were accorded the highest percentage in a combined total for the always 
and usually columns as 91.3%, 100% and 91.3% respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.106 below. 
Table 5.106 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness 
of the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the Em!lish Writine: (4) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Quizzes 17.4% 60.9% 21.7% -
2. Midterm Exam 21.7% 73.9% 4.3% -
3. Final Exam 21.7% 73.9% 4.3% -
4. Homework/Assignment 21.7% 60.9% 17.4% -
5. Class performance 21.7% 69.6% 8.7% -
6. Participation and attendance 34.8% 60.9% 4.3% -
7. Oral report 21.7% 60.9% 17.4% -
A vera2e Percenta2e 23% 65.8% 11.2% -
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 88.8%. 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam", "Final Exam" and 
"Participation and attendance" as equally effective at 95.7% when the strongly agree 
and agree columns for each are totalled. 
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In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Writing (4) course and 
they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• there should be more picture writing practice ( 4, 17.4%) 
• there should be more writing quizzes (3, 13%) 
E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the English Writing (4) course be improved? 
• More translation passages (7, 30.4%) 
• The teaching pace is too fast. There is too much taught too quickly to allow students to sufficiently 
absorb the full point(s) of each lesson (5, 17.9%) 
• The teacher should teach from simple ways to complex (3, 13%) 
Question 2: Was the English Writing (4) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (87%) No: (13%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
• Our writing skills were undoubtedly • The pace and schedule is too fast (5, 21.7%) 
improved (8, 28.6%) • Can't use correct forms that express the right 
• we can write out a rough version of a tenses (4, 17.4%) 
paragraph (4, 17.4%) • Can't put words together in correct word order (3, 
• Our vocabulary has been expanded, (3, 13%) 
13%) • we can't note down the various ideas (2, 8.7%) 
• We can use spelling and punctuation • can't use tenses correctly (2, 8.7%) 
correctly (2, 8.7%) • the course book was too difficult (2, 8.7%) 
• we can use the correct forms of words (2, 
8.7%) 
• I can analyze a writing passage ( 1, 4.3% ) . 
Question 4: Do you think the English Writing (4) course met your needs? 
Yes: (82.6%) No: (17.4%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4. above. 
• we have undoubtedly gained more writing • The course book was too difficult (3, 10.7%) 
practice (7, 30.4%) • I can't identify the mistakes in my sentences (3, 
• the teacher provided a lot of extra materials 13%) 
which we can use outside the classroom to • we can't note down various ideas (2, 8.7%) 
continue to improve our writing skills • can't use tenses correctly (2, 8.7%) (4, 17.4%) • I can't make the text coherent (l, 4.3%) 
• we are better able to read other reading • the course book was too difficult (1, 4.3%) 
texts as our writing skills have improved 
(3, 13%) 
• we are able to check language use (grammar, vocabulary, linkers) (2, 8.7%) 
• we can decide on the information for each 
paragraph, and the order the paragraphs 
should go in (2, 8.7%) 
• I can check out my spelling (1, 4.3%) 
• I check my punctuation (1, 4.3%) 
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Question 6: Should the English Writing (4) course be designed to overlap with or complement other 
English training courses 
Yes: (65.2%) No: (34.8%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• we could understand it better if it fitted 
better with the other courses (5, 21.7%) 
• writing is related to grammar knowledge 
so both should be covered in classes which 
relate one to another (5, 21.7%) 
• Grammar and writing are related to each 
other (2, 8.7%)%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
English Writing (4) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
I I. English Conversation (6) 60.9% 39.1% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• There should be more practice for GEPT during the course (5, 21.7%) 
• There should be more emphasis on translation passage practice (2, 8.7%) 
• The teacher shall provide some error analysis of the articles for assignments. It can improve our 
writing skills (2, 8.7%) 
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English Grammar (1) Course 
Thirty-three students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly Agree/ 
A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 18.2% strongly 
agreed that it did, 54.5% agreed and 27.3% disagreed. 
In the second question usmg the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.107 below. 
Table 5.107 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether 
the English Grammar (1) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving 
or d I ' th b Tt f th t d t ' th I' t d f 'f eve opmg ea IHYO e s u ens m e 1s e ac IVI 1es: 
I can ...... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Produce correct sentences by using simple present tense and 12.1% 78.8% 9.1% -
simple past tense 
2. Produce correct sentences by using relative clauses and noun 9.1% 75.8% 15.2% -
clauses 
3. Identify and correct grammatical errors 6.1% 60.6% 33.3% -
4. Apply what I have learnt, for example, use a variety of 6.1% 69.7% 24.2% -
_grammatical correctlyin writing 
5. Use a variety of grammatical structures appropriately in verbal 9.1% 57.6% 33.3% -
communication 
A vera2e Percenta_ge 8.5% 68.5% 23% 
-
The overall average percentage showed that 68.5% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 8.5% strongly agreed and 23% disagreed. Statement 
1, viz, "I can "produce correct sentences by using simple present tense and simple past 
tense" elicited the most positive response amounting to 90.9%, when the Strongly 
Agree and Agree results are added together. 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 77%. 
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B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.108 below. 
Table 5.108 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views 
of the respondents on the English Grammar (1) Course content and 
materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
l. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, 6.1% 69.7% 24.2% -
lay-out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed 12.1% 63.6% 24.2% -
to know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 6.1% 72.7% 21.2% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 6.1% 66.7% 24.2% 3% 
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 6.1% 66.7% 24.2% 3% 
6. The content of the course materials were presented 9.1% 60.6% 27.3% 3% 
coherently 
7. You had no difficulty in following the course materials 3% 45.5% 30.3% 21.2% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course- 3% 30.3% 63.6% 3% 
books to improve your 2rammar knowled_e._e 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 6.1% 69.7% 21.2% 3% 
effective in improving your 2rammar knowled2e 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed 
to the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
a. Listening 6.1% 39.4% 51.5% 3% 
b. Speaking 6.1% 51.5% 39.4% 3% 
c. Reading and vocabulary 9.1% 72.7% 15.2% 3% 
d. Writing 6.1% 60.6% 30.3% 3% 
e. Grammar 9.1% 72.7% 18.2% 3% 
Average Percentage 6.7% 60.2% 29.7% 3.5% 
The overall average percentage showed that 60.2% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 6.7% strongly agreed, 29.7% disagreed and 3.5% strongly 
disagreed. 
_Statements 10, viz, "All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
the development of your English proficiency in the following area c. reading and 
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vocabulary and e. grammar" had the highest percentages of strongly agree and agree 
scores with over 80% being recorded. 
The least positive results were recorded against statements 7, 8 and 10, viz, "You 
had no difficulty in following the course materials", "The teacher replaced unsuitable 
material in the course-books to improve your grammar knowledge" and "All the 
activities and materials used in class contributed to the development of your English 
proficiency in the following area a. listening and b. speaking" where the combined 
strongly agree and agree scores amounted to 48.5%, 33.3%, 45.5% and 57.6% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 66.9%. 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to practice grammar knowledge 
(7, 21.2%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve my grammar knowledge (5, 15.2%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• we were only taught 3 units for a whole semester (20, 60.6%) 
• the content and materials were too difficult I think it wasn't right for our level (8, 24.2%) 
• the materials did not allow for sufficient opportunity to practice grammar knowledge (3, 9.1 %) 
• explanations provided in the book were not detailed (3, 9.1 %) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
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In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements 
in terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities 
during the course using the l=Aiways/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The 
results are set out in Table 5.109 below. 
Table 5.109 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Grammar (1) Course conduct and teaching-
learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher used different ways to group students in 15.2% 27.3% 57.6% -
the classroom (pair work, group work, individual work 
and whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 6.1% 39.4% 54.5% -
3. I used only English in class - 27.3% 72.7% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 21.2% 45.5% 27.3% 6.1% 
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 15.2% 42.4% 33.3% 9.1% 
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 12.1% 54.5% 27.3% 6.1% 
class 
7. The teaching methodology washelpful and effective 18.2% 48.5% 30.3% 3% 
in improving my e:rammar knowlede:e 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 9.1% 45.5% 36.4% 9.1% 
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 9.1% 36.4% 42.4% 12.1% 
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 15.2% 39.4% 30.3% 15.2% 
and advice 
Average Percentage 12.1% 40.6% 41.2% 6.1% 
The overall average percentage showed that 52.7% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The results concerning statements 4, 6 and 7, viz, "The teacher set up rules and 
routines were clear", "The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the class" and 
"The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in improving my grammar 
knowledge" were each rated at 66.7% when the always and usually columns were 
combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statements 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9 and 10. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Grammar (1) course which best served to 
improve their grammar knowledge skills and why they considered it so. 
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Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher explained grammar points by using different topics, such as: some articles from 
newspaper (2, 6.1%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Grammar (1) course to the 
best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and why 
they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• step by step going from simple to difficult would help us understand (8, 24.2%) 
• reading a text and finding out the grammar points (3, 9.1 %) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (6, 18.2%) 
• the teacher is very hard working (5, 15.2%) 
• the teacher has got a sense of humour ( 1, 3%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher did not complete the whole book (15, 24.2%) 
• insufficient focus (12, 36.4%) 
• the teacher is sometimes not sufficiently understanding of the students 
limitations (8, 24.2%) 
• the teaching method in the classroom should be varied otherwise the same 
methods tend to become boring (6, 18.2%) 
• the teacher didn't discuss the answers to the exercises (6, 18.2%) 
• the teacher wasn't so organized for the lessons (5, 15.2%) 
• the teacher was inpatient when we couldn't understand her questions (5, 15.2%) 
• the teacher does not always appreciate what students want or need to make the 
point of the lesson more understandable (5, 15.2%) 
• the teacher does not always follow the sch~ule properly_ and this can be 
-disruptive (3, 9.1 %) ~ ~ --
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D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series 
of statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the l=Always/ 
2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were assessed. The 
results are set out in Table 5.110 below. 
Table 5.110 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views 
of the respondents on how their English Grammar (1) Course lessons were 
assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 12.1% 27.3% 51.5% 9.1% 
done and what _you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 9.1% 24.2% 57.6% 9.1% 
performance in the assignments/ quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 12.1% 48.5% 33.3% 6.1% 
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 6.1% 51.5% 36.4% 6.1% 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the 15.2% 54.5% 21.2% 9.1% 
tests 
6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 12.1% 45.5% 39.4% 3.0% 
7. Interaction between students was assessed 12.1% 30.3% 39.4% 18.2% 
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in 12.1% 42.4% 36.4% 9.1% 
order to assess your l!rammar knowledl!e 
9. Your grammar knowledge have been correctly 12.1% 48.5% 33.3% 6.1% 
evaluated in the course 
Average Percentage 11.4% 41.5% 38.7% 8.4% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 52.9%. 
Statement 5, viz, "The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests" was 
recorded the highest percentage in a combined total for the always and usually columns 
of69.7%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.111 below. 
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Table 5.111 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness 
of the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on 
the Emdish Grammar (1) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 l 
l. Quizzes 15.2% 63.6% 18.2% 3% 
2. Midterm Exam 12.1% 75.8% 9.1% 3% 
3. Final Exam 12.1% 75.8% 12.1% -
4. Homework/ Assignment 9.1% 60.6% 27.3% 3% 
5. Class performance 15.2% 66.7% 18.2% -
6. Participation and attendance 15.2% 63.6% 18.2% 3% 
7. Oral report 18.2% 45.5% 30.3% 6.1% 
A verag_e Percentage 13.9% 64.5% 19% 2.6% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 78.4%. 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam" and "Final Exam" as 
equally effective at 87.9% when the strongly agree and agree columns for each are 
totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Grammar (1) course_and 
they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• there should be more grammar quizzes (5, 15.2%) 
• the teacher could assess how students explain grammar points and make sure they all 
understand (3, 9.1%) 
• the teacher could use writing tasks, project work or communicative type of tasks to measure 
grammar indirectly (2, 6.1% )\ 
E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the English Grammar (l) course be improved? 
• The teacher didn't check students' learning (5, 15.2%) 
• The teacher can teach us grammar knowledge by reading articles or magazines to elicit 
grammar points ( 4, 12.1%) 
• There is too much taught too quickly to allow students to sufficiently absorb the full point(s) of 
each lesson (3, 9.1 %) 
• I would like the teacher to teach grammar points through games ( l, 3%) 
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Question 2: Was the English Grammar ( 1) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (36.4%) No: (63.6%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above . 
• Our grammar knowledge was undoubtedly • The teacher did not complete the whole 
improved (3, 9.1%) book (12, 36.4%) 
• We can now understand basic English • It is not like a grammar course it is a 
grammatical structures (2, 6.1%) translation course (10, 30.3%) 
• The lessons were not coherence and the 
teacher always skips to different sections. I 
don't think I learnt the grammar 
knowledge from this course (5, 15.2%) 
• The lessons were somewhat boring (1, 3%) 
Question 4: Do you think the Advanced English Listening (2) course met your needs? 
Yes: (36.4%) No: (63.6%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4. above. 
• We are better able to understand the basic • I think the teacher's method is insufficient 
grammar knowledge (l, 3%) focus. She tends to teach translation and 
interpretation. we don't feel we are in the 
grammar class (9, 27.3%) 
• We don't know what grammar is and how to 
use it properly (7, 21.2%) 
• The teacher is sometimes not sufficiently 
understanding of the students' limitations (6, 
18.2%) 
• The teacher never discussed homework (2, 
6.1%) 
Question 6: Should the English Grammar (l) course be designed to overlap with or complement 
other English training courses 
Yes: (60.6%) No: (39.4%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above. 
• We could transfer skills and knowledge to • I have no idea but we should be taught 
the courses (5, 15.2%) from simple to complex (4, 12.1 %) 
• There should be coherence because it is not • Grammar is covered with all language 
possible to teach grammar on its own ( 4, skills 
12.1%). 
• We could transfer our knowledge and 
understanding more between lessons (2, 
6.1%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
English Grammar (l) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
I 1. Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 1) 72.7% 33.3% 
I 2. English Conversation (l) 27.3% 66.7% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• Hope the teacher provides more clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises and 
situations under study (5, 15.2%) 
-• The teacher should design communication tasks which can get us to learn how to use grammar, 
whereas learning tasks may enable us to learn what grammar is (3, 9.1 %) 
• The teacher should more carefully follow the teaching schedule (3, 9.1 %) 
• The teacher is teaching translation she is not teaching grammar points. There is never a focus 
(2, 6.1 %) 
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English Grammar (2) Course 
Forty students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly 
Agree/A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 37.5% 
strongly agreed that it did and 62.5% agreed 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.112 below. 
Table 5.112 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether 
the English Grammar (2) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving or developing 
th b Tt f th t d · th r d e a 11ty o e s u ents m e 1ste activities: 
I can ...... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Produce correct sentences by using simple present tense and 35% 65% - -
simple past tense, future tense and present perfect tense 
2. Produce correct sentences by using gerund and infinitives 25% 70% 5% -
3. Produce correct sentences by using adjective clauses and noun 25% 65% 10% -
clauses 
4. Produce correct sentences by using countable and uncountable 25% 72.5% 2.5% -
nouns 
5. Identify and correct grammatical errors 25% 67.5% 7.5% -
6. Apply what I have learnt, for example, use a variety of 25% 70% 5% -
grammatical structures correctly in writing 
7. Use a variety of grammatical structures appropriately in verbal 25% 67.5% 7.5% -
communication 
Average Percentage 26.4% 68.2% 5.4% 
-
The overall average percentage showed that 68.2% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 26.4% strongly agreed and 5.4% disagreed. 
Statement 1, viz, "I can "Produce correct sentences by using simple present tense and 
simple ·past tense, future tense and present perfect tense" elicited the mosf positive 
response amounting to 100%, when the Strongly Agree and Agree results are added 
together. 
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The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 94.6% 
which is higher than that recorded in respect of course (1). 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.113 below. 
Table 5.113 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views 
of the respondents on the Enelish Grammar (2) Course content and materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
l. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay- 20% 60% 17.5% 2.5% 
out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 32.5% 60% 7.5% -
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 32.5% 57.5% 10% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 27.5% 60% 12.5% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 27.5% 70% 2.5% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented 32.5% 65% 2.5% -
coherently 
7. You had no difficulty in following the course materials 5% 62.5% 22.5% 10% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course- 22.5% 45% 32.5% -
books to improve your 2rammar knowled2e skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 30% 67.5% 2.5% -
effective in improving your e:rammar knowlede:e 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
a. Listening 12.5% 50% 37.5% -
b. Speaking 15% 47.5% 37.5% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 17.5% 75% 7.5% -
d. Writing 20% 72.5% 7.5% -
e. Grammar 22.5% 77.5% - -
Average Percentage 22.7% 62.1% 14.3% 0.9% 
The overall average percentage showed that 62.1% agreed with the statements on 
c_ou~se content at}d tnaterials, 22.7% strongly _agreed and 14.3% disagreed -and 0.9% 
strongly disagreed. 
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Statements 5, 6, 9 and 10, vtz, "The materials corresponded to the course 
objectives", "The content of the course materials were presented coherently", "The 
tasks and exercises in the course materials were effective in improving your grammar 
knowledge" and "All the activities and materials used in class contributed to the 
development of your English proficiency in the following area e. grammar." 
respectively had the highest percentages of strongly agree and agree scores with over 
97.5% being recorded against each. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 84.8% which is higher than that recorded for course (1). 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to 
practice grammar knowledge (12, 25.5%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve my grammar 
knowledge (10, 25%) 
• the level of the material is too high but I get the points through the 
teacher's instruction (2, 5%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course book is a bit difficult (2, 5%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In-the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of_ statements 
in terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities 
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during the course using the l=Aiways/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The 
results are set out in Table 5.114 below. 
Table 5.114 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
d t d t d t h' I ' respon en s on course con uc an eac mg- earnmg process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 20% 50% 30% -
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 5% 42.5% 52.5% -
3. I used only English in class - 15% 85% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 25% 52.5% 20% 2.5% 
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 32.5% 60% 7.5% -
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 35% 55% 10% -
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 42.5% 50% 7.5% -
improving my e:rammar knowlede:e 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 45% 47.5% 7.5% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem achievable 
to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 42.5% 47.5% 10% -
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 37.5% 55% 7.5% -
and advice 
Average Percentage 28.5% 47.5% 23.8% 0.3% 
The overall average percentage showed that 76% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The results concerning statements 5, 7, 8 and 10, viz, "The teacher checked the 
students' learning and made sure all the students were taking part in the activities", 
"The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in improving my grammar 
knowledge", "The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and enthusiastic way which 
made the tasks seem achievable to the students" and "When needed the teacher was 
available for guidance and advice" respectively were each rated at 92.5% when the 
always and usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statements 2 and 3, viz, "The teacher 
used only English in class" and "I used only English in class" respectively. Here the 
combined results for the always and usually columns_ amounted_ to 47.5% and 15% 
respectively. 
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In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Grammar (2) course which best served to 
improve our grammar knowledge and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher provided a lot of practice and explained the structures and 
grammar points after we completed our exercises (7, 17.5%) 
• the teacher taught us grammar lessons and explained the grammar 
points through an overhead project (5, 12.5%) 
• Plenty of quizzes ( 4, I 0%) 
• the teacher's explanation helped us to understand the points (4, 10%) 
• Teaching methodology is interesting which motivated us to learn 
grammar knowledge (2, 5%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Grammar (2) course to the 
best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and why 
they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher can find some newspaper articles to illustrate grammar 
points, structures or tenses (5, 12.5%) 
• whole English classes should be used (2, 5%) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (21, 52.5%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises 
and situations under study (12, 27.5%) 
• the teacher provides a lot of information and extra material to 
enhance our grammar knowledge (8, 20%) 
• the teacher well used the power-point to explain the grammar lessons 
(5, 12.5%) 
• the teacher got a sense of humour ( 4, 10%) 
• the teacher always assisted us after class when we couldn't figure out 
the grammar points ( 4, I 0%) 
• the teaching methods followed steps by steps (4, 10%) 
• the teacher did use the book to teach llS. I think it is worth to bJiy this 
book (1, 2.5%)- -
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In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series 
of statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the 
l=Aiways/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were 
assessed. The results are set out in Table 5.115 below. 
Table 5.115 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views 
of the respondents on how their English Grammar (2) Course lessons were 
assessed: 
Always UsuaUy Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 25% 62.5% 10% 2.5% 
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 27.5% 62.5% 10% -
performance in the assignments/quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 40% 52.5% 7.5% -
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 22.5% 57.5% 17.5% 2.5% 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests 32.5% 62.5% 5% -
6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 35% 60% 5% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 37.5% 57.5% 5% -
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in order 27.5% 65% 7.5% -
to assess your l!rammar knowledl!e 
9. Your grammar knowledge have been correctly 37.5% 60% 2.5% -
evaluated in the course 
A vera2e Percenta2e 31.7% 60% 7.8% 0.6% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 91.7%. 
Statement 9, viz, "Your grammar knowledge have been correctly evaluated in the 
course" was recorded the highest percentage in a combined total for the always and 
usually columns as 97.5%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
- - -- --
-
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.116 below. 
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Table 5.116 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness 
of the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on the English 
Grammar (2) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 l 
I. Quizzes 30% 65% 5% -
2. Midterm Exam 30% 67.5% 2.5% -
3. Final Exam 30% 67.5% 2.5% -
4. Homework/ Assignment 17.5% 70% 12.5% - . 
5. Class performance 30% 67.5% 2.5% -
6. Participation and attendance 25% 70% 5% -
7. Oral report 32.5% 55% 12.5% -
Average Percentage 27.9% 66.1% 6.1% 
-
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 93.9%. 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam", "Final Exam" and 
"Participation and Attendance" as equally effective at 97.5% when the strongly agree 
and agree columns for each are totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Grammar (2) course and 
they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• Make a grammar point through a presentation. 
E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1: In what way(s) could be the English Grammar (2) course be improved? 
• The teacher can be more organized in teaching grammar points. Sometimes he forgot what he 
taught from the last lesson 
Question 2: Was the English Grammar (2) course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (92.5%) No: (7.5%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2.above. 
• Our grammar listening was undoubtedly • The pace and schedule is too fast (1, 2.5%) 
improved (8, 20%) 
• We can now understand and comment on 
things we hear (3, 7.5%) 
• I could identify incorrect grammar 
structure and can use grammar properly (2, 
5%) 
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Question 4: Do you think the English Grammar (2) course met your needs? 
Yes: (92.5%) No: (7.5%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4.above. 
• The teacher provided a lot of extra • The course book was too difficult (2, 5%) 
materials which we can use outside the 
classroom to continue to improve our 
grammar knowledge (3, 7.5%) 
• We are better able to understand the 
teacher's instruction as our grammar 
knowledge has improved (2, 5%) 
Question 6: Should the English Grammar (2) course be designed to overlap with or complement 
other English training courses 
Yes: (62.5%) No: (37.5%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6.above. 
• We could transfer our knowledge and 
understanding more between lessons (6, 
15%) 
• There should be coherence because it is not 
possible to teach grammar on its own (5, 
12.5%). 
• Grammar is related to all the skills so it 
should be covered in classes which relate 
one to another (2, 5%) 
• If I am aware of grammar points then I will 
be able to use English properly (l, 2.5%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
English Grammar (2) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
I l. Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (2) 60% 15% 
I 2. English Conversation (2) 40% 85% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• The class should be divided into two levels of ability ( 4, l 0%) 
• There are too many students in the classroom and these should be decreased because in 
crowded classes students do not have equal opportunity to talk (3, 7.5%) 
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English Grammar and Practice (1) Course 
Twenty-Seven students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. 
The responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly 
Agree/A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 25.9% 
strongly agreed that it did, 70.4% agreed and 3.7% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.117 below. 
Table 5.117 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether 
the English Grammar and Practice (1) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving 
or d I . h b Tt f h t d . th I' t d f 'f eve opmg t e a 1 1 ty o t e s u ents m e 1s e ac lVI 1es: 
I can ...... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Distinguish between and understand the function of the parts of 22.2% 66.7% 11.1% -
speech, for example: Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, Adverb, 
Preposition, 
2. Learn sentence patterns through practical contexts 25.9% 70.4% 3.7% -
3. Make a presentation on grammar points to a group, for example: 22.2% 74.1% 3.7% -
Past tense, future tense, nouns and pronouns 
4. Identify and correct grammatical errors 18.5% 66.7% 14.8% -
5. Explain the form and use of a variety of grammatical structures to 14.8% 70.4% 14.8% -
others 
6. Apply what I have learnt, for example, newly learnt tenses in 18.5% 70.4% 11.1% -
writing 
7. Use a variety of grammatical structures appropriately in verbal 11.1% 74.1% 14.8% -
communication 
Average Percentage 19% 70.4% 10.6% 
-
The overall average percentage showed that 70.4% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 19% strongly agreed and 10.6% disagreed. 
Statements 2 a!Jd 3, viz, "Learn sentence patterns through practical contexts" and "Make 
a presentation on grammar points to a group, for example: Past tense, future tense and 
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nouns, pronouns" elicited the most positive response amounting to 96.3%, when the 
Strongly Agree and Agree results are added together. 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 89.4%. 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.118 below. 
Table 5.118 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views 
of the respondents on the course content and materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay- 18.5% 66% 14.8% -
out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 22.2% 66.7% 11.1% -
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 22.2% 70.4% 7.4% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 11.1% 63% 25.9% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 14.8% 77.8% 7.4% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented 14.8% 81.5% 3.7% -
coherently 
7. You had no difficulty in following the course materials 14.8% 51.9% 33.3% -
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course- 3.7% 59.3% 33.3% -
books to improve your e:rammar knowlede:e skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 14.8% 70.4% 11.1% -
effective in improving your erammar knowlede.e 
I 0. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
a. Listening 3.7% 22.2% 74.1% -
b. Speaking 3.7% 55.6% 40.7% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 11.1% 66.7% 22.2% -
d. Writing 7.4% 70.4% 22.2% -
e. Grammar 18.5% 77.8% 3.7% -
Average Percentage 13% 64.3% 22.2% 0.5% 
The overall averag_e pe~centage s~owed tha~_64.~% a~r_eed with_the state!ll~nts on 
course content and materials, 13% strongly agreed and 22.2% disagreed and 0.5% 
strongly disagreed. 
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Statements 6 and 10, viz, "The content of the course materials were presented 
coherently" and "All the activities and materials used in class contributed to the 
development of your English proficiency in the following area e. grammar." 
respectively had the highest percentages of strongly agree and agree scores with over 
96.3% being recorded against each. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 77.3%. 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to 
practice grammar knowledge (9, 33.3%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve my grammar 
knowledge (7, 25.9%) 
• I can apply in writing from what I have learnt from the book (4, 
14.8%) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher gave us too much to take in and it couldn't be absorbed (3, 
ll.l %) 
• the level of the material is too high but I get the points through the 
teacher's instruction (2, 7.4%) 
C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In ilie first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements 
in terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities 
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during the course using the 1=Aiways/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The 
results are set out in Table 5.119 below. 
Table 5.119 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Grammar and Practice (1) Course conduct and teaching-
learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 29.6% 48.1% 22.2% -
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class - 59.3% 40.7% -
3. I used only English in class - 29.6% 70.4% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 22.2% 70.4% 3.7% 3.7% 
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made sure 14.8% 81.5% 3.7% -
all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 29.6% 63% - 7.4% 
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 22.2% 63% 11.1% 3.7% 
improving my 2rammar knowledl!e 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 14.8% 66.7% 11.1% 7.4% 
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem achievable 
to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 11.1% 77.8% 7.4% 3.7% 
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 18.5% 70.4% 7.4% 3.7% 
and advice 
Average Percentage 16.3% 63% 17.8% 3% 
The overall average percentage showed that 79.3% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The results concerning statement 5, viz, "The teacher checked the students' 
learning and made sure all the students were taking part in the activities" respectively 
was rated at 96.3% when the always and usually columns were combined. 
Less positive results were recorded against statements 2 and 3, viz, "The teacher 
used only English in class" and "I used only English in class" respectively. Here the 
combined results for the always and usually columns amounted to 59.3% and 29.6% 
respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process-in the-English Grammar and Practice (l) Course which 
best served to improve your grammar knowledge and why they considered it so. 
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Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• Group students to make a grammar point presentation (11, 40.7%) 
• wrong sentences, for example: Student: I buy a new car yesterday. 
Teacher: You bough a new car yesterday (7, 25.9%) 
• the teacher used power-point to explain grammar points which 
improve our grammar knowledge (4, 14.8%) 
• the teacher used error correction method to guide us when we make 
(3, 11.1%) 
• the teacher designed some communicative tasks that provided 
opportunities to use the grammar point (3, 11.1%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Grammar and Practice (1) 
Course to the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their 
suggestions and why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• Analysis of grammar structure (5, 18.5%) 
• The teacher can explain the tenses by using magazines (4, 14.8%) 
• whole English classes should be used (3, 11.1%) 
• more use of visual materials (pictures, posters, charts, maps, 
Overhead projector (OHP)) would be helpful (1, 3.7%) 
e Explain grammar points in Chinese (3, 11.1%) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (14, 51.9%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises 
and situations under study (10, 37%) 
• the teacher has good pronunciation (8, 29.6%) 
• the teacher is well prepared (5, 18.5%) 
• the teacher provides a lot of information and extra material to 
enhance our grammar knowledge (5, 18.5%) 
• The teacher employs a range of techniques for practicing grammar 
forms (2, 7.4%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows:· 
• the criteria of quizzes and tests set too high and too strict (5, 18.5%) 
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D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series 
of statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the 
1=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were 
assessed. The results are set out in Table 5.120 below. 
Table 5.120 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views 
of the respondents on how their English Grammar and Practice (1) Course lessons 
were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 18.5% 59.3% 22.2% -
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 11.1% 74.1% 14.8% -
_performance in the assignments/quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 14.8% 70.4% 11.1% 3.7% 
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 11.1% 55.6% 29.6% 3.7% 
_proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests 22.2% 70.4% 7.4% -
6. HW/assignments were relevant to the course aims 18.5% 66.7% 14.8% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 14.8% 59.3% 22.2% 3.7% 
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in order 18.5% 59.3% 22.2% -
to assess your 2:rammar knowledl!e 
9. Your grammar knowledge have been correctly 14.8% 70.4% 14.8% -
evaluated in the course 
Average Percentage 16.1% 65% 17.7% 1.2% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 81.1 %. 
Statement 5, viz, "The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests" was 
recorded the highest percentage in a combined total for the always and usually columns 
as 92.6%. 
In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.121 below. 
Table 5.121 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness 
or the various -assessment tools used in -assessing their pei-formance on-the. English. 
Grammar and Practice (1) Course: 
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SA 
4 
A 
3 
D 
2 
SD 
I 
l.Quizzes 18.5% 70.4% 11.1% -
2. Midterm Exam 25.9% 66.7% 7.4% -
3. Final Exam 25.9% 66.7% 7.4% -
4. Homework/ Assignment 18.5% 66.7% 14.8% -
5. Class performance 22.2% 66.7% 11.1% -
6. Participation and attendance 14.8% 77.8% 7.4% -
7. Oral report 11.1% 77.8% 7.4% 3.7% 
Average Percentage 19.6% 70.4% 9.5% 0.5% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 89.9%. 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam", "Final Exam" and 
"Class Performance" as equally effective at 92.6% when the strongly agree and agree 
columns for each are totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Grammar and 
Practice (1) Course and they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• Read newspaper articles or reading passage to explain the grammar 
tenses (3, 11.1 %) 
• design more oral activities to test our grammar knowledge (2, 7.4%) 
E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 2: Was the English Grammar and Practice (1) Course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (70.4%) No: (29.6%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2.above. 
• Our grammar knowledge was undoubtedly • The pace and schedule is too fast (3, 
improved (10, 37%) 11.1 %) 
• I can understand how to use tenses • The lessons were somewhat boring 
properly (7, 25.9%) 7.4%) 
• It will help me to improve my writing 
skills (3, 11.1 %) 
Question 4: Do ;YOU think the English Grammar and Practice (I) Course met your needs? 
Yes: (77.8%) I No: (22.2%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4.above. 
• We are better able to understand the 1• The course book was too difficult (2, 
reading articles as our grammar knowledge 11.1 %) 
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(2, 
have improved (4, 14.8%) 
• We have undoubtedly gained more 
grammar knowledge (2, 7.4%) 
• A lot of grammar points practice (2, 7.4%) 
Question 6: Should the English Grammar and Practice ( 1) Course be designed to overlap with or 
complement other English training courses 
Yes: (85.2%) No: (14.8%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6.above. 
• Grammar is related to all the language 
skills so it should be covered in classes 
which relate one to another (8, 29.6%) 
• We could transfer our knowledge and 
understanding more readily between 
classes (4, 14.8%) 
• There should be coherence because it is not 
possible to teach grammar on its own ( 4, 
14.8%) 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
English Grammar and Practice ( 1) Course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
l. Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (3) 77.8% 22.2% 
2. English Conversation (3) 55.6% 44.4% 
3. English Listening Training (1) 25.9% 74.1% 
4. English Writing (1) 85.2% 14.8% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• The teacher shall provide some error analysis of the articles for assignments . It can improve 
our grammar knowledge. (5, 18.5%) 
• the teacher can teach us grammar points through English songs (2, 7.4%) 
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English Grammar and Practice (2) Course 
Thirty-six students responded to the Questionnaire relating to this Course. The 
responses are here presented and analysed. 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate whether the course fully 
met the stated aims of the course. They responded using the SA =Strongly 
Agree/A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid to the effect that 27.8% 
strongly agreed that it did, 66.6% agreed and 5.6% disagreed. 
In the second question using the same grid and by reference to various 
statements, the students were asked whether the course fulfilled its objectives in 
improving or developing their ability in the listed activities. The results are set out in 
Table 5.122 below. 
Table 5.122 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements whether 
the English Grammar and Practice (2) Course fulfilled its objectives in improving 
or d 1 · th bTt f th t d ts · th r t d r ·r eve opmg e a IILY o e s u en m e IS e ac IVI 1es: 
I can ...... SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. Distinguish between and understand the function of the parts of 22.2% 75% 2.8% -
speech, for example: Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, Adverb, 
Preposition and Conjunction. 
2. Learn sentence _patterns through practical contexts 25% 66.7% 8.3% -
3. Make a presentation on grammar points to a group, for example: 25% 63.9% 11.1% -
relative clause and noun clause 
4. Identify and correct grammatical errors 16.7% 66.7% 16.7% -
5. Explain the form and use of a variety of grammatical structures to 16.7% 75% 8.3% -
others 
6. Apply what I have learnt, for example, newly learnt tenses in 16.7% 63.9% 19.4% -
writing 
7. Use a variety of grammatical structures appropriately in verbal 13.9% 63.9% 22.2% -
communication 
Average Percentage 19.4% 67.9% 12.7% . 
The overall average percentage showed that 67.9% agreed that the course fulfilled 
its objectives in the listed activities, 19.4% strongly agreed and 12.7% disagreed. 
Statement 1, ~iz, "I c~n "Dis~inguish betwe~J.! an_Q. under~tancl the function of the~parts 
of speech, for example: Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, Adverb, Preposition and 
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Conjunction" elicited the most positive response amounting to 97.2%, when the 
Strongly Agree and Agree results are added together. 
The total average percentage of the Strongly Agree and Agree results is 87.3% 
which is lower than that recorded in respect of course (3). 
B. Course content and materials 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate their views on the course 
content and materials by reference to a series of statements and using the SA=Strongly 
Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results are set out in 
Table 5.123 below. 
Table 5.123 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views 
of the respondents on the English Grammar and Practice (2) Course content and 
materials: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, lay- 19.4% 69.4% 1l.l% -
out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 22.2% 72.2% 5.6% -
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 22.2% 69.4% 5.6% 2.8% 
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 16.7% 6l.l% 22.2% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 19.4% 72.2% 8.3% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented 22.2% 66.7% 11.1% -
coherently 
7. You had no difficulty in following the course materials 1l.l% 44.4% 38.9% 5.6% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course- 8.3% 52.8% 36.1% 2.8% 
books to improve your erammar knowledee skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 19.4% 66.7% 13.9% -
effective in improving_your l!rammar knowledl!e 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to 
the development of your English proficiency in the 
following areas: 
a. Listening 13.9% 22.2% 63.9% -
b. Speaking 13.9% 50% 36.1% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 16.7% 66.7% 16.7% -
d. Writing 13.9% 66.7% 19.4% -
e. Grammar 22.2% 75% - -
Average Percentage 17.3% 61.1% 20.8% 0.8% 
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The overall average percentage showed that 61.1% agreed with the statements on 
course content and materials, 17.3% strongly agreed and 20.8% disagreed and 0.8% 
strongly disagreed. 
Statements 2, 3, 5 and 10, viz, "The course materials provided you with what you 
needed to know or to do", "The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in acquiring language skills", "The 
materials corresponded to the course objectives" and "All the activities and materials 
used in class contributed to the development of your English proficiency in the 
following area e. grammar." respectively had the highest percentages of strongly agree 
and agree scores with over 90% being recorded against each. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 78.4% which is higher than that recorded for course (3). 
In the second question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the course content and materials provided ample opportunity to 
practice grammar knowledge (12, 33.3%) 
• the course content and materials served to improve my grammar 
knowledge (7, 19.4%) 
• I can apply in writing from what I have learnt from the book (4, 
ll.l %) 
In the third question the students were asked to specify the course content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher gave us too much to take in and it couldn't be absorbed (3, 
8.3%) -
• the level of the material is too high but I get the points through the 
teacher's instruction (2, 5.6%) 
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C. Course conduct and teaching- learning process 
In the first question the students were asked to respond to a series of statements 
in terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities 
during the course using the l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The 
results are set out in Table 5.124 below. 
Table 5.124 Responses indicating by reference to frequency of use the views of the 
respondents on English Grammar and Practice (2) Course conduct and teaching-
learning process: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 19.4% 55.6% 25% -
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 8.3% 50% 41.7% -
3. I used only English in class - 30.6% 69.4% -
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 33.3% 58.3% 5.6% 2.8% 
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made 19.4% 63.9% 13.9% 2.8% 
sure all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the 30.6% 55.6% 5.6% 8.3% 
class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 27.8% 50% 16.7% 5.6% 
improving my l!rammar knowledl!e 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 25% 52.8% 1l.l% 1l.l% 
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 19.4% 52.8% 13.9% 13.9% 
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance 27.8% 41.7% 25% 5.6% 
and advice 
Average Percentage 21.1% 51.1% 22.8% 5% 
The overall average percentage showed that 72.2% considered that they agreed that 
the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. 
The results concerning statement 4 viz, "The teacher set up rules and routines were 
clear" respectively was rated the highest percentage at 91.7% when the always and 
usually columns were combined. 
Less_ positive results- were- recorded against statements 2 and 3, viz, "The teacher 
used only English in class" and "I used only English in class" respectively. Here the 
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combined results for the always and usually columns amounted to 58.3% and 30.6% 
respectively. 
In the second question the students were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English Grammar and Practice (2) Course which 
best served to improve your grammar knowledge and why they considered it so. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• Group students to make a grammar point presentation (II, 30.6%) 
• wrong sentences, for example: Student: I buy a new car yesterday. 
Teacher: You bough a new car yesterday (6, 16.7%) 
• the teacher used error correction method to guide us when we make 
mistakes (4, 11.1 %) 
• the teacher practiced a lot of grammar point by using communicative 
drills (3, 8.3%) 
• the teacher used power-point to explain grammar points which 
improve our grammar knowledge (3, 8.3%) 
• the teacher designed some communicative tasks that provided 
opportunities to use the grammar point (2, 5.6%) 
In the third question the students were asked for their views on which teaching-
learning methodology should/could be used in the English Grammar and Practice (2) 
Course to the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their 
suggestions and why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• analysis of grammar structure (5, 13.9%) 
• the teacher can explain the tenses by using magazines ( 4, 11.1%) 
• whole English classes should be used ( 4, 11.1%) 
• Explain grammar points in Chinese (2, 5.6%) 
• more use of visual materials (pictures, posters, charts, maps, 
Overhead projector (OHP)) would be helpful (1, 2.8%) 
In the fourth question the students were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the teacher is very hard working (15, 41.7%) 
• the teacher provides clear explanations to the contexts of the exercises 
and situations under study ( 11, 30.6%) 
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• the teacher has good pronunciation (8, 22.2%) 
• the teacher is well prepared (6, 16.7%) 
• the teacher provides a lot of information and extra material to 
enhance our grammar knowledge ( 4, 11.1%) 
In the fifth question the students were asked to comment on any particular 
weakness of their teacher. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• the criteria of quizzes and tests set too high and too strict (5, 13.9%) 
D. Assessment and student performance 
In the first question the students were asked to indicate by reference to a series of 
statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the 
l=Always/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the course lessons were 
assessed. The results are set out in Table 5.125 below. 
Table 5.125 Responses indicating by reference to the various statements the views 
of the respondents on how their English Grammar and Practice (2) Course lessons 
were assessed: 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had 16.7% 61.1% 22.2% -
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 8.3% 75% 16.7% -
_performance in the assignments/quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 13.9% 66.7% 16.7% 2.8% 
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 5.6% 55.6% 33.3% 5.6% 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests 16.7% 72.2% 11.1% -
6. HW/assignments were relevant to the course aims 8.3% 75% 16.7% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 11.1% 52.8% 30.6% 5.6% 
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in order 13.9% 63.9% 19.4% 2.8% 
to assess your erammar knowlede:e 
9. Your grammar knowledge have been correctly 13.9% 63.9% 19.4% 2.8% 
evaluated in the course 
A vera2e Percenta2e 12% 65.1% 20.7% 2.2% 
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 77.1 %. 
Statement-5, viz, "'fheteacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests" was 
recorded the highest percentage in a combined total for the always and usually columns 
as 88.9%. 
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In the second question the students were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.126 below. 
Table 5.126 Responses indicating the views of the respondents on the effectiveness 
of the various assessment tools used in assessing their performance on the English 
Grammar and Practice (2) Course: 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 l 
!.Quizzes 25% 55.6% 16.7% 2.8% 
2. Midterm Exam 30.6% 6l.l% 8.3% -
3. Final Exam 30.6% 6l.l% 8.3% -
4. Homework/Assignment 22.2% 6l.l% 13.9% 2.8% 
5. Class performance 25% 6l.l% ll.l% 2.8% 
6. Participation and attendance 19.4% 72.2% 8.3% -
7. Oral report 16.7% 69.4% ll.l% 2.8% 
Average Percentage 27.9% 66.1% 6.1% 1.6% 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 87.3%. 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam", "Final Exam" and 
"Participation and Attendance" as equally effective at 86.1% when the strongly agree 
and agree columns for each are totalled. 
In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English Grammar and 
Practice (2) Course and they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments can be summarised as follows: 
• Read newspaper articles or reading passage to explain the grammar 
tenses (3, 8.3%) 
• design more oral activities to test our grammar knowledge (3, 8.3%) 
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E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 2: Was the English Grammar and Practice (2) Course what you expected it to be? 
Yes: (75%) No: (25%) 
Question 3: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2.above . 
• Our grammar knowledge was undoubtedly • The pace and schedule is too fast (3, 8.3%) 
improved (II, 30.6%) • The lessons were somewhat boring (2, 
• I can understand how to use tenses 5.6%) 
properly (8, 22.2%) 
• It will help me to improve my writing 
skills (3, 8.3%) 
Question 4: Do you think the English Grammar and Practice (2) Course met your needs? 
Yes: (72.2%) No: (27.8%) 
Question 5: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4.above. 
• We have undoubtedly gained more • The course book was too difficult (3, 
grammar knowledge (2, 5.6%) 8.3%) 
• A lot of _grammar points practice (2, 5.6%) 
Question 6: Should the English Grammar and Practice (2) Course be designed to overlap with or 
complement other English training courses 
Yes: (83.3%) No: (16.7%) 
Question 7: Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6.above. 
• Grammar is related to all the language 
skills so it should be covered in classes 
which relate one to another (8, 22.2%) 
• We could transfer our knowledge and 
understanding more readily between 
classes (1, 2.8%) 
• 
Question 8: Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the 
English Grammar and Practice (2) Course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
I. Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension ( 4) 77.8% 22.2% 
2. Engjish Conversation (4) 33.3% 66.7% 
3. English Listening Training (2) 27.8% 72.2% 
4. En_glish Writing (2) 88.9% 11.1% 
Question 9: Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
• the teacher can teach us grammar points through English songs, games and other activities (4, 
11.1 %) 
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AppendixM 
The Results of Questionnaires of Alumni in Connection with the 
Evaluation of the English Training Courses 
A. Course Aims and Objectives 
In the first question the alumni were asked by reference to a series of statements 
to select a competence level from each side of the grid which they considered best 
described their competence level before taking the English training courses and those 
which best described their competence levels after taking the courses. They responded 
using the 4 = Not CompetenU3 = Partially CompetenU2=CompetenUl=Very 
Competent grid in respect of each of the listed skills. The results are set out in Tables 
5.128 to 5.134 below. 
Table 5.128 shows the competence level perceptions of the Alumni in respect of 
listening skills. 
Table 5.128 Perceptions of Alumni on their Competence Levels in Respect of 
L' ' Sk'll b ~ d f T k' h E I' h T ' ' C Istenmg I S e ore an a ter a mgt e nglis rammg ourses 
4 =Very competent /3 =Competent /2 =Partially competent/1 =Not competent/ 
Before taking the courses After taking the courses 
vc c PC NC Listening Skills vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 
8.3% 25/% 41.7% 25% 1. Use a variety of listening 16.7% 66.7% 16.7% 
-
strategies to understand 
texts and listen for gist 
and specific information 
- 8.3% 50% 41.7% 2. Make short written 25.0% 58.3% 16.7% 
-
comments on a text 
while I am listening to it 
8.3% 33.3% 33.3% 25% 3. Understand and respond 41.7% 50% 8.3% 
-
to simple instructions 
and commands 
- 16.7% 41.7% 41.7% 4. Listen extensively to 25% 66.7% 8.3% -
radio, TV stations, 
movies, songs, in 
English etc ... and 
understand them 
4.2% 20.8% 41.7% 33.3% Average Percentage 27.1% 60.4% 8.3% 12.5%-
The total average percentage of those who regaroed themselves Very Competent 
and Competent before taking the courses was 25.2%. The total average percentage of 
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the Very Competent and Competent scores after taking the courses was 87.5%. This 
showed a 62% increase in competence perceptions at the stated levels. 
Table 5.129 shows the competence level perceptions of the Alumni in respect of 
speaking skills. 
Table 5.129 Perceptions of Alumni on their Competence Levels in Respect of 
S k' Sk'll b ~ daft T k' th E r h T C ipea mg l s e ore an er a mg e ng11s rammg ourses 
4 =Very competent /3 =Competent 12 =Partially competent/! =Not competent/ 
Before taking the courses After taking_ the courses 
vc c PC NC Speaking Skills vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 
- - 58.3% 41.7% 5. Express my viewpoints clearly and 8.3% 75% 16.7% -
communicate fluently in English 
- - 58.3% 41.7% 6. Use my oral communication ability 8.3% 66.7% 25% -
in daily conversation 
- - 66.7% 33.3% 7. Engage in conversation with people - 66.7% 33.3% -
whose native language is English 
- - 50% 50% 8. Speak at a normal speed, without - 75% 25% -
hesitation, repetition or 
self-correction, and with smooth use 
of connected g>_eech 
- -
58.3% 41.7% Average Percentage 4.2% 70.8% 25% 
-
The total average percentage of those who regarded themselves Very Competent 
and Competent before taking the courses was 0%. The total average percentage of the 
Very Competent and Competent scores after taking the courses was 75%. This shows 
a 75% increase in competence perceptions at the stated levels. 
Table 5.130 shows the competence level perceptions of the Alumni in respect of 
reading skills 
Table 5.130 Perceptions of Alumni on their Competence Levels in Respect of 
R d' Sk'll b ~ d ft T k' th E r h T C ea mg l s e ore an a er a mg e ngns rammg ourses 
4 =Very competent /3 =Competent /2 =Partially competent/! =Not competent/ 
Before taking the courses After taking the courses 
vc c PC NC Reading Skills vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 
- 25% 58.3% 16.7% 9. Read/think critically and - 75% 25% 
-
understand the writer's point 
of view 
- 25% 50% 25% l 0. Interpret and think about what 25% 66.7% 8.3% -
f--- I read -
-41.7% 25% 33.3% 11. Use a variety of reading 25% 58.3% 16.7% 
-
strategies to understand texts 
and recognize vocabulary, such 
as scanning, skimmi~_, and 
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guessing meaning from context 
- 33.3% 41.7% 25% 12. Develop my vocabulary 33% 58.3% 8.3% 
knowledge through learning 
new words 
-
27% 47.9% 25% Average Percentage 20.8% 64.6% 14.6% 
-
The total average percentage of those who regarded themselves Very Competent 
and Competent before taking the courses was 27%. The total average percentage of 
the Very Competent and Competent scores after taking the courses was 85.4%. This 
shows a 58.4% increase in competence perceptions at the stated levels. 
Table 5.131 shows the competence level perceptions of the Alumni in respect of 
writing skills 
Table 5.131 Perceptions of Alumni on their Competence Levels in Respect of 
W 'f Sk'll b ~ d aft T k' th E I' h T C r1mg l s e ore an er a mg e ngJIS rammg ourses 
4 =Very competent /3 =Competent /2 =Partially competent/! =Not competent/ 
Before takin the courses After taking the courses 
vc c PC NC Writing Skills vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 
- 25% 33.3% 41.7% 13. Recognise and deploy basic 8.3% 75% 16.7% -
writing skills, such as: 
organization of ideas, grammar 
knowledge, sentence structures 
and punctuation 
- 8.3% 50% 41.7% 14. Use various strategies, such as - 75% 25% -
how to properly use transition 
signals, logic order, concrete 
support, writing and revising. 
- - 41.7% 58.3% 15. Competently write longer texts - 58.3% 41.7% 
-
such as letters, emails or 
compositions 
- - 41.7% 58.3% 16. Write various paragraph types 
-
25% 75% 
-
and am familiar with the 
strategies for doing so 
-
8.3% 41.7% 50% Average Percentage 2.1% 58.3% 39.6% -
The total average percentage of those who regarded themselves Very Competent 
and Competent before taking the courses was 8.3%. The total average percentage of 
the Very Competent and Competent after taking the courses was 60.4%. This shows a 
62% increase in competence perceptions at the stated levels. 
Table 5.132 shows the competence level perceptions of the Alumni in respect of 
grammar knowledge 
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Table 5.132 Perceptions of Alumni on their Competence Levels in Respect of 
Grammar Knowledge before and after Taking the English Training 
Courses 
4 = Very competent /3 = Com Jetent 12 = Partially competent/l = Not competent/ 
Before taking the courses After taking the courses 
vc c PC NC Grammar Knowledge vc c PC NC 
4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 
- 33.3% 41.7% 25% 17. Distinguish between and 8.3% 75% 16.7% 
-
understand the function of the 
eight parts of speech, for 
example: Noun, Pronoun, 
Adjective, Verb, Adverb, 
Preposition, Conjunction and 
Interjection 
- 8.3% 58.3% 33.3% 18. Identify and correct 8.3% 75% 16.7% 
-
grammatical errors 
- 8.3% 25% 66.7% 19. Explain the form and use of a 
-
50% 50% 
-
variety of grammatical 
structures 
- - 41.7% 58.3% 20. Use a variety of grammatical 
-
58.3% 41.7% 
-
structures correctly in writing 
and appropriately in verbal 
communication 
-
12.5% 41.7% 45.8% A vera2e Percenta2e 4.2% 64.6% 31.3% 
-
The total average percentage of those who regarded themselves Very Competent 
and Competent before taking the courses was 12.5%. The total average percentage of 
the Very Competent and Competent scores after taking the courses was 68.8%. This 
shows a 56.3% increase in competence perceptions at the stated levels. 
B. Course Content and Materials 
In the first question alumni were asked to indicate their views on the content of 
the courses and the materials used by reference to a series of statements and using the 
SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The results 
are set out in Table 5.133 below. 
Table 5.133 Responses Indicating by Reference to the Various Statements the 
Views of the Alumni on the Courses Content and Materials 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
I. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, - 66.7% 33.3% 
lay-out ) in the course books was satisfactory_ 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed 25% 50% 25% -
to know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 16.7% 50% 33.3% -
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
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acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for - 66.7% 33.3% -
example, content and mood, source of cultural 
information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives - 58.3% 41.7% -
6. The content of the course materials were presented 8.3% 33.3% 41.7% 16.7% 
coherently 
7. You had difficulty in following the course materials 8.3% 58.3% 8.3% 25% 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the - 66.7% 33.3% -
course-books to improve your English 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were - 58.3% 41.7% -
effective in improving your English 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed - - -
to the development of your English proficiency in the 
following_ areas: 
a. Listening 8.3% 66.7% 25% -
b. Speaking - 66.7% 33.3% -
c. Reading and vocabulary 16.7% 58.3% 25% -
d. Writing - 66.7% 33.3% -
e. Grammar 16.7% 75% 8.3% 16.7 
Average Percentage 7.1% 60.1% 29.8% 3% 
The overall average percentage showed that 60.1% agreed with the statements on 
the courses content and materials, 7.1% strongly agreed, 29.8% disagreed and 3% 
strong! y disagreed. 
Statements 2 and 10, viz, "The course materials provided you with what you 
needed to know or to do" and "All the activities and materials used in class contributed 
to the development of your English proficiency in the following areas a. Listening, c. 
Reading and vocabulary and e. grammar" had the highest percentages of strongly agree 
and agree scores with over 75% being recorded against each. 
The least positive results were recorded against statements 5, 6 and 9, viz, "The 
materials corresponded to the course objectives", "The content of the course materials 
were presented coherently" and "The tasks and exercises in the course materials were 
effective in improving your English" where the combined strongly agree and agree 
scores amounted to 58.3%, 41.7% and 58.3% respectively. 
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
statements was 67.2%. 
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In the second question the alumni were asked to specify the courses content and 
materials which they found most useful and to indicate why they found them most 
useful. 
Their comments were as follows: 
I would say the vocabulary & reading course books and grammar 
course books were most useful and helpful. I expanded my 
vocabulary and I could now apply words to my current job. I think the 
content in the books were related to daily life. As for the grammar 
course books, I think the organization and units were very coherent to 
each other. From simple present tenses to present perfect tenses. I 
could understand the grammar points step by step. 
(Alumni I) 
I personally liked two courses one is vocabulary & reading courses 
and the other one is writing course. The reading course books were 
selected appropriately to my level. In terms of the writing course 
materials, I particularly like the exercises, layout and content, the 
exercises were appropriate to the course books. Therefore I could 
construct a clear paragraph or a short essay after taking the writing 
courses. 
(Alumni 2) 
As I remember, the course materials and the content in the vocabulary 
& reading courses were very useful and helpful. The words which I 
learnt from the course books I could apply in my daily life. 
(Alumni 4) 
I think I am quite happy about the course materials and the books. 
They were very useful. If I could give a percentage I would say 75%. 
(Alumni 6) 
I never forget about the course books used in the reading courses 
(I &2). The course book is called (Tapestry Reading I &2). The 
exercises, layout, level were all appropriate. The themes, content and 
the vocabulary were very vivid and daily life based. 
(Alumni 7) 
The topics and themes covered in the speaking course books related 
to relationship, dating and travelling. They appealed to my learning. 
(Alumni 8) 
I can't remember some of them 
(Alumni 5 and 9) 
Alumni 3, 10, II and 12 did not provide any comments to this 
question. 
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In the third question the alumni were asked to specify the courses content and 
materials which they found most unhelpful and to indicate why they found them most 
unhelpful. 
Their comments were as follows: 
In terms of the four language skills, course books should be more 
related to preparing for the GEPT exams 
(Alumni I) 
Some units were repeated. When instructors select the books they 
have to make sure the content does not overlap. 
(Alumni 2 and 4) 
I suggest that the writing course books need to design more 
interesting ways to enhance and lead students' writing skills for 
example: write a paragraph by looking at the pictures. As for the 
speaking courses, I would like to have more task based activities that 
the instructors can group students to present a topic. It is a way to 
stimulate students' learning. In addition, the level of skills and 
content of knowledge should be carefully chosen. 
(Alumni 3) 
Most of course books were good but the teachers didn't follow 
(Alumni 5) 
English paragraph writing book has got both simple and complicated 
exercises. But paragraph patterns do not provide detailed explanation 
or information, for example: when writing a topic sentence, or 
supporting ideas, the book doesn't provide explanations about how to 
write. 
(Alumni 7) 
I feel a bit negative about the course instructors who never completed 
the whole units and the instructors didn't provide the answers from 
the exercises properly. Therefore I couldn't understand what are right 
and wrong while doing my exercises when I did self study. 
(Alumni 8) 
Some books included the technology (CDs, DVDs and other 
audio-visual), but some instructors don't really use them in the 
classroom. I think the technology can develop our English skills, for 
example: to listen American or English accent. 
(Alumni 10) 
Some levels overlap. 
(Alumni 11) 
Some-teachers did not choose the most appropriate books and-
materials for our proficiency levels. 
(Alumni 6 and 12) 
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Alumni 6 and 9 did not provide any comments to this question. 
C. Courses Conduct and Teaching-learning Process 
In the first question the alumni were asked to respond to a series of statements in 
terms of the frequency of occurrence of stated teaching techniques and activities during 
the course using the l=Aiways/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid. The results are 
set out in Table 5.134 below. 
Table 5.134 Alumni's Responses to the Statements in Terms of Frequency of 
Occurrence in the Courses 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teachers used different ways to group students 33.3% 50% 16.7% -
in the classroom (pair work, group work, 
individual work and whole-class work) 
2. The teachers used only English in class 16.7% 58.3% 25% -
3. I used only English in class - 50% 33.3% 16.7% 
4. The teachers set up rules and routines were clear 25% 75% - -
5. The teachers checked the students' learning and 33.3% 41.7% 25% -
made sure all the students were taking part in the 
activities 
6. The teachers gave equal attention to all students in 33% 33% 33% -
the class 
7. The teaching methodology used by the teachers 25% 41.7% 33.3% -
was helpful and effective in improving my 
English 
8. The teachers presented tasks in an interesting and 25% 58.3% 16.7% -
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teachers increased the students' 25% 58.3% 16.7% -
self-confidence in language learning 
10. When needed the teachers were available for 25% 58.3% 16.7% -
guidance and advice 
A vera2e Percentage 24.2% 51.7% 22.5% 1.7%-
The overall average percentage showed that 75.9% considered that they agreed 
that the activities mentioned in the statements were always or usually carried out. The 
results concerning statements 1, 4, 8, 9 and 10, viz, "The teachers used different ways to 
group students in the classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work)", "The teachers set up rules and routines were clear", "The teachers 
presented tasks in an interesting and enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students", "The teachers increased the students' selfconfidence in 
language learning" and "When needed the teachers were available for guidance and 
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advice" were each rated over 80% when the always and usually columns were 
combined. 
Lesspositive results were recorded against statement 3, viz, "I used only English 
in class". Here the combined result for the always and usually columns amounted to 
50%. 
In the second question the alumni were asked what did they find was the most 
useful/helpful teaching process in the English training courses which best served to 
improve their English skills and why they considered it so. 
Their comments were as follows: 
The interaction can be a way to encourage students' learning 
(Alumni 1) 
In English listening courses, I improved a lot on my listening 
comprehension because the instructor used 95% of English 
instruction in every lesson 
(Alumni 3) 
English conversation (5) and (6). The teacher divided the class into a 
few groups. One of the interesting tasks was that the students were 
asked to act out the TV news. It was great fun to present our ideas and 
act out. It was fantastic. 
(Alumni 7) 
As I remember the listening courses, the teachers assigned students to 
act out and use different tasks to enhance students speaking and 
listening. It also improved my writing skills when we have to write a 
script of the story. All the lessons did really stimulate my thinking in 
English .. 
(Alumni 9) 
Online interactive learning (CD-ROM) is very useful 
(Alumni 6) 
Use of visual materials (pictures, posters, charts, maps, overhead 
projector (OHP) was helpful. 
(Alumni 5 and 12) 
Role play improved our speaking and listening skills 
(Alumni 10) 
Whole English or English native speakers instruction worked best for 
us. 
(Alumni 4 and 8) 
Alumni 2 and 11 did not provide any comments to this question. 
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In the third question the alumni were asked for their vtews on which 
teaching-learning methodology should/could be used in the English training courses to 
the best advantage of students. They were also asked to set out their suggestions and 
why they thought they would be advantageous. 
Their comments were as follows: 
I suggest that grammar courses should consist of oral and written 
practice exercises. Students can be assigned to work in pairs, groups 
or individual to do a presentation on a grammar point. I think it is a 
good way to know the knowledge of grammar. Because I don't like 
the traditional way to learn by rules and memorize the form of the 
sentences. 
(Alumni 1) 
Teachers need to speak more English. 
(Alumni 3 and 6) 
I suggest that listening courses can train students more on listening 
and gap filling, listening and note taking, and listening for main idea 
skills. 
(Alumni 4) 
Since I became an English teacher, I have gained a lot of teaching 
experience and learnt how to be a good teacher in my cram school. I 
think useful or helpful teaching processes can improve students' 
English. I personally suggest some ways to improve teaching-learning 
methodology should be used in English Training Courses. Teachers 
need to know how to: ( 1) warm up and bring atmosphere in class; (2) 
try to recap and review what they have learnt from the previous 
lesson; (3) introduce a new lesson to students and explain the content 
of the lesson that they are going to learn; (4) practice and involve 
some exercises and activities to reflect what they have learnt; (5) 
consolidate a whole lesson and assign or quiz to ensure that students 
understand the lesson. 
(Alumni 5) 
Teaching material is equally important in teaching methodology. I 
hope teachers can choose suitable teaching materials to get students 
involve in learning. 
(Alumni 7) 
I think teachers can use authentic and task-based materials to promote 
communicative language use. Those materials can be designed into 
the four language skills. They also should be carefully selected with 
interesting topics and themes. 
(Alumni 9) 
Teachers need to develop students' skills in various forms of speech 
(e.g. daily conversations, discussions, role-plays, etc), not only in 
presentation skills, in order to improve our speaking ability. 
(Alumnus 8, 12) 
More pairwork, group work and project work. 
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(Alumni 10) 
Alumnus 2 and 11 didn't provide any comments to this question. 
In the fourth question the alumni were asked to comment on the particular 
strengths of their teachers. 
Their comments were as follows: 
Use role-play, dialogs, more discussions, more listening and more 
audio-visual material can help students learn more. 
(Alumni 3) 
When the teachers were encouraging this helped our self-esteem in 
learning 
(Alumni 5) 
For speaking courses, video viewing, more discussing and teachers' 
correction are effective ways to enhance students' English learning. 
In addition, design a wide variety of interesting activities in order to 
be more helpful to students. 
(Alumni 6) 
I like the reading courses, sometimes the teachers prepared interesting 
texts and exercises. Teachers should be more strict to students and 
assign more assignments and homework. But I think the students 
should be more active. 
(Alumni 7) 
Listening courses, I found the teachers let us watch videos and 
perform it as role-play or listen to a dialog and then act it out. It was 
very helpful but I think students should be more active as well. 
(Alumni 9) 
I remember a few lessons that were taught by the wntmg course 
teacher, she provided visual aids of the body picture to make the 
lesson enjoyable and used song prediction for writing practice. 
(Alumni 11) 
I am a children's English teacher now, I think what I found most . 
helpful and effective in teaching writing was to provide more 
feedback to students, journal keeping and brainstorming. 
(Alumni 12) 
They are very hard working and they provided clear explanations to 
the contexts of the exercises and situations under study. 
(Alumni 2 and 6) 
The teachers provided a lot of information and extra material to 
enhance our English proficiency. 
(Alumni 4 and 8) 
Alumni 1 and 10 did not provide any comments to this question. 
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In the fifth question the alumni were asked to comment on any particular 
weaknesses of their teachers. 
Their comments were as follows: 
Teachers need to develop students' discussion and argumentation 
skills for speaking classes that would be very helpful in students' 
future careers. 
(Alumni 1) 
We sometimes do not get our writing books so we never knew where 
we needed to change our mistakes 
(Alumni 3) 
The reading courses, the teachers need to focus on more vocabulary 
development and provide more reading materials. In addition, they 
should teach us some strategies for guessing the meaning of unknown 
words while reading a text. 
(Alumni 5) 
Teachers need to provide comments or suggestions on students' 
presentation or speech, on the other hand, we should be told to speak 
better and express our ideas more fluently and accurately. 
(Alumni 8) 
Divide classes in the different levels. The teachers can then more 
easily prepare their lessons. 
(Alumni 9) 
Alumni I, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10, 11 and 12 did not provide any comments to 
this question. 
D. Assessment and Student Performance 
In the first question the alumni were asked to indicate by reference to a series of 
statements concerning assessment and student performance and using the 
l=Aiways/2=Usually/3=Sometimes/4=Never grid how the courses lessons were 
assessed. The results are set out in Table 5.135 below. 
Table 5.135 Responses Indicating by Reference to the Various Statements the View 
of the Respondents on How their Courses Lessons were Assessed 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teachers gave feedback to you about what you had 16.7% 41.7% 41.7% -
done and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teachers gave you sufficient feedback on-your 16.7% 41.7% 41.7% -
performance in the assignments/quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 16.7% 50% 33.3% -
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 16.7% 50% 33.3% -
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proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teachers set out the assessment criteria before the 33.3% 66.7% - -
tests 
6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 33.3% 50% 16.7% -
7. Interaction between students was assessed 16.7% 50% 33.3% -
8. The teachers chose different materials or activities in 16.7% 50% 33.3% -
order to assess your English 
9. Your English has been correctly evaluated in the course 16.7% 58.3% 25% -
Average Percentage 20.4% 50.9% 28.7% 
-
The overall average percentage showed that the combined total of the always and 
usually columns was 71.3%. 
Statement 5, viz, "The teachers set out the assessment criteria before the tests" 
recorded a combined total for the always and usually columns of 100%. 
In the second question the alumni were asked concerning a number of assessment 
tools whether they were effective in assessing their performance. They responded using 
the SA=Strongly Agree/ A=Agree/D=Disagree/SD=Strongly Disagree grid. The 
results are set out in the Table 5.136 below. 
Table 5.136 Respondents' Responses to the Effectiveness of the Assessment Tools 
'A . th"Prf . thE l"hT C m ssessmg e1r e ormance m e ng11s rammg ourses 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
!.Quizzes 0 66.7% 33.3% -
2. Midterm Exam 25% 75% - -
3. Final Exam 25% 75% - -
4. Homework/Assignment 16.7% 66.7% 16.7% -
5. Class performance 16.7% 66.7% 16.7% -
6. Participation and attendance 25% 58.3% 16.7% -
7. Oral report 25% 75% - -
Average Percentage 19% 69.1% 11.9% 
-
The overall average percentage of the strongly agree and agree columns for all the 
assessment tools was 88.1% 
The students rated the assessment tools "Midterm Exam", "Final Exam" and "Oral 
report" as equally effective at 100% when the strongly agree and agree columns for 
each are totalled. 
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In the third question the students were asked what other assessment methods did 
they think could help measure their performance in the English training courses and 
they were invited to make any suggestions they might have. 
Their comments were as follows: 
As for the measurement tool, I think each student needs to be 
assigned to have a speech. It can assess a student's interaction, 
reaction, and confidence. It also can improve a student's grammar 
knowledge and sentence construction by the instructor' comments. 
(Alumni 1) 
For wntmg courses or reading courses, the instructors can assign 
students' homework to translate part of an Internet page, magazines 
or any articles from a newspaper. Students can translate from Chinese 
into a target language, or, vice-versa, translate from another language 
into English. This way can be used as the basis for students to quickly 
improve their vocabulary. 
(Alumni 2) 
I suggest that instructors should focus on individual student progress. 
I personally don't like to work with a group. Because it is not easy to 
measure an individual's progress when work on written assignments, 
presentations, or performance assessment is group based. 
(Alumni 4) 
In terms of speaking courses: Instructors can list different topics, 
such as climates, food, religions, clothes and shopping etc. for oral 
exams. Students need to choose one topic and write a report. After 
they get feedback from the instructor, the students can use the 
corrected version to do an oral presentation. 
(Alumni 7) 
I have no assessment method ideas to suggest, as long as instructors 
can make assessment items appropriate for the particular learning 
outcome to be measured. 
(Alumni 10) 
Students should be asked to write journals and these should be taken 
into consideration for assessment. I also think that weekly 
assignments and essays are better ways of measuring our writing. 
(Alumni 11) 
After I became a teacher and attended some teacher training courses, 
one of the assessment methods I discovered was the portfolio which I 
consider is very useful for instructors to assess students' learning. It is 
a collection of student work that can assist the student and teacher to 
make judgements about student learning progress, such as: copies of 
assignments, contracts, assessments of presentations, assessment of 
the performance of skills and processes, quizzes, and tests are all 
examples of items that may be included in portfolios. 
__ (Alumni 12) 
Alumni 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9 did not provide any comments to this 
question. 
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E. General Questions/Comments 
Question 1 
Do you consider that the skills and knowledge you gained from the English 
Training Courses equipped you sufficiently to get the job of your choice? If yes, 
please explain how and in what ways. 
Yes, I think I gained a lot of the skills and knowledge from the 
English training courses. As for my current job in teaching English to 
young learners, speaking is the most important skill because I use it 
most of the time. The interaction, teaching instruction, TPR and 
communication with the Native English Speaking Teachers in my 
school are necessary English skills. As regards writing and reading 
skills these are not very important in my current job. 
(Alumni I) 
Yes, after I attended all the 20 English training courses, I think the 
speaking and listening skills are very important factors in my current 
job. As an English teacher, speaking fluently and with good clear 
pronunciation are the key things employers look for. 
(Alumnus 2, 7, 8) 
Yes, fluent English speaking can attract an employer's attention when 
you go to job interviews. I am glad that I gained opportunities to 
practice English while in my school years in fact more than other 
none English major students. I think speaking is important because I 
was selected twice to be a representative, being an English interpreter, 
for the Labour Affairs Bureau when they held a foreign workers 
activities convention. I realized the benefit and advantage for me as 
an English major from this. 
(Alumni 3) 
Yes, I consider that the both speaking and listening skills are very 
important. 
(Alumni 4) 
To be honest the 20 English training courses didn't help me a lot. 
They didn't make any difference before and after taking the courses. 
But I personally have to emphasize that listening, speaking, reading, 
writing and grammar knowledge are very important but most of the 
time I use only speaking and listening skills in my current job. 
(Alumni 5) 
English training courses give you fundamental skills. Of course I 
apply them to my job but the most important thing is that I should 
practice more and gain more working experience from my job. 
(Alumni 6 and 9) 
Alumni 10, 11 and 12 did not provide any comments to this question. 
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Question 2 
If the English Training Courses did not equip you sufficiently with the skills and 
knowledge you needed to get the job of your choice what more do you think could 
or should be done through the English Training Courses or in any other way 
which would assist? 
Question 3 
Speaking courses need to be more focused on students' 
pronunciation. 
(Alumni I and 3) 
I think the reading, conversation and writing courses can be designed 
to be more interesting. The themes/topics should be more related to 
current trends and current society needs 
(Alumni 5) 
The content level of the grammar course books could be higher. As 
for the writing course, needs more practice and exercises. Writing 
course, need to follow step by step. From basic to intermediate topics. 
Oral can be designed more with speech and presentation in mind not 
just asking the students' questions. 
(Alumni 6) 
If the instructors can set their course aims and objectives and follow 
up. I think the courses will be really useful and meet students' goals 
(Alumni 8) 
More GEPT practice will better equip our English skills. 
(Alumni 10 and 12) 
Speaking and listening skills should be emphasized more. 
(Alumnus 7, 11) 
More help for students to obtain English proficiency certificates 
(Alumni 4 and 9) 
Alumni 2 did not provide any comments to this question. 
Do you consider that the teachers were sufficiently expert and skilled in their 
teaching? o Yes oNo 
Question 4 
All the alumnus agreed that the teachers were sufficiently expert and 
skilled in their teaching. 
Please provide reasons for the answer you have provided at 3. above. 
Apparently, the teachers' professional skills differs to each other. Or 
it can be due to students' level. So the instructor may change the 
teaching methodology. When the class's level is low the teacher 
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Question 5 
might choose a basic level of course book. It may make you feel that 
teachers are not professional. 
(Alumni I and 4) 
It is not easy to judge the teachers' expertise. Some are good and 
some need to be well trained. But I think it depends on students' 
learning attitude and learning style. If a class is bad, how can a 
teacher motivate their learning so I think students' behaviour is one of 
the issues to be concerned about. 
(Alumni 8) 
I think the teachers are all expert in teaching. But I think the students 
need more discipline 
(Alumni 12 and 6) 
Teachers can be more practical not just follow the text books. 
(Alumni 3, 5 and 10) 
I think the writing courses, the teachers were nice but if they can 
develop students' sentence skills to get us to write correctly with 
fewer mistakes. Need to promote students' creativity in writing and to 
improve students' thinking skills through discussions. 
(Alumni 9) 
Alumni 2, 7 and II did not provide any comments to this question. 
What other content could or should be included in the English Training Courses 
which you consider would assist you in your future career? Why do you think 
about this? 
In my job, we have a lot of English training books. Sometimes I 
found it difficulty because I didn't read a lot when I was a student. 
The teachers didn't force us to read. So I think the teachers need to 
push their students more on daily issues and not just focus on the 
lessons. We can learn more from magazines, newspapers and novels. 
I think it can help us to read more quickly. It could have been better I 
think. 
(Alumni I) 
Provide more relevant culture based or daily life conversation 
materials to attract students' attention in learning. We are more able 
to understand and remember these. 
(Alumni 3) 
How to improve student's oral speaking is most important. Provide 
students with more opportunities to speak. 
(Alumni 4) 
I consider the speaking courses need to be more considered. We need 
it to use in our current job. There needs to be more focus on topical 
things. 
(Alumni 6) 
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Question 6 
Newspaper, magazines, novels and role play should be used more to 
design interesting activities or tasks for students' learning 
(Alumni 7) 
I remember the writing courses were only focused on sentences and 
paragraphs but the teachers didn't give us any opportunities to 
practice on longer pieces such as an essay or write a page. 
(Alumni 8) 
Prepare more relevant English proficiency materials 
(Alumni 2, 3, 5 and 11) 
Alumni 9, 10 and 12 did not provide any comments to this question. 
Do you have any suggestions as to other way(s) through which the_English 
Training Courses could be taught? 
Teachers should select the right books and use the whole book. This 
is my suggestion. 
(Alumni 2) 
I think the greatest obstacles in English teaching and learning is the 
disparities between students' proficiency levels. Therefore, dividing 
classes by English skill levels can ensure that the contents and 
methods used to teach students are appropriate for their abilities. 
(Alumni 3 and 5) 
Some teachers didn't prepare their lessons well. I mean there was 
insufficient focus. 
(Alumni 6) 
The teachers need to attend more teaching seminars to get more 
teaching ideas and methods. 
(Alumni 4 and 9) 
Different levels of students may be suitable to different methods of 
motivation. If the teachers can use some good teaching materials 
attracting students' attention, motivation of learning English may be 
aroused gradually. 
(Alumni 11) 
The classrooms in the AED need to make some changes in the seating 
plan for better communication. Present classrooms are suitable for 
reading, translation, writing and test activities. Although several 
language laboratories are used for video and listening skills activities. 
(Alumni 8) 
In all the English training courses, the students should be taught how 
to make comment on a text, analyze, get or infer deep meaning from a 
text. In other words students need to be trained to do more practice. . 
(Alumni 7) 
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Question 7 
Need for interesting topics to be taken from daily life situations. The 
themes and topics should cover for amusement (funny stories, jokes, 
daily life routine, traditions, customs, culture and anecdotes) 
(Alumni 12) 
Whole English classes should be used 
(Alumni 10) 
Alumni 1 did not provide any comments to this question. 
From your experience of employment since you graduated what suggestions for 
change or improvement would you make to any of the English Training Courses 
which you feel might better serve to address your needs as an employee? 
Suggest AED should provide more opportumt1es to practice for 
GEPT. After I became a children's English teacher, I realized that 
English proficiency is really important. 
(Alumni 2, 5 and 8) 
GEPT is a well-known and popular test in Taiwan so many children's 
English teachers attempt it simply to gauge the level of their English. 
I suggest that AED needs to consider how to enhance students' 
English proficiency to get higher levels of GEPT and better serve 
their needs as an employee. 
(Alumni 3 and 11) 
Speaking, listening and pronunciation are the three most important 
skills that a children's English teacher should develop. The English 
training program should focus on the receptive skill of listening and 
the productive skills thus fulfilling students' desire for the 
improvement of speaking and pronunciation skills. 
(Alumni 1) 
I think speaking courses need to be more focused on pronunciation. 
Instructors should not only correct students' sentences they need to 
listen students' pronunciation too. 
(Alumni 4) 
Instructors need to speak more English in class. It can motivate and 
encourage students to speak English. Department should create the 
environment more like an English village. Not only speak English in 
the classroom but also speak English outside of the classroom. For 
example: when students go to see the instructors in their office. They 
should try to engage in English conversation. 
(Alumni 7) 
In the children's English schools there are normally two teachers in a 
class. I hope we can have peer teaching a few times during a semester. 
It can stimulate and help share the other teacher's knowledge. 
_(Alumni 4) 
Alumni 6, 9, 10 and 12 did not provide any comments to this 
question. 
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AppendixN 
Interview with Employers 
A. Perceptions of AED's Graduates' English Proficiency and Expectation 
Question 3: From your experience what are the most important qualities you look for in 
a good Chinese/English teacher? Please choose 8. 
a. A Bachelor's degree with English major (7 = 100%) 
b. Good command of speaking and listening skills (7 = 100%) 
c. Good command of grammar knowledge and pronunciation (7 = I 00%) 
d. Loving, caring, energetic, creative, willing to learn new things with an open mind and lots of 
patience (7 = 100%) 
e. Personality (7 = 100%) 
f. Good command of reading and writing skills (5 = 71.4%) 
g. Gender (female) (5 = 71.4%) 
h. 1-3 teaching experience or over ( 4 =57 .I%) 
1. Teaching experience is not important, as long as he/she is capable to teach English (2 = 28.6%) 
j. Gender is not important (2 = 28.6%) 
k. Basic computer skills (I = 14.3%) 
l. A Bachelor's degree (I = 14.3%) 
m. Obtained a Teacher training course (TESOL certificate) (I = 14.3%) 
Question 4: From you interaction with the parents of the children at your school what 
are the most important qualities do you think parents look for in teachers? 
Please choose 8. 
a. A Bachelor's degree with English major (7 = 100%) 
b. Good command of speaking and listening skills (7 = 100%) 
c. 1-3 teaching experience or over (7 = 100%) 
d. Loving, caring, energetic, creative, willing to learn new 
things with an open mind and lots of patience (7 = 100%) 
e. Personality (7 = 100%) 
f. Gender (female) (7 = 100%) 
g. Good command of grammar knowledge and pronunciation (6 = 100%) 
h. Good command of reading and writing skills ( 6 = 71.4%) 
i. Obtained a Teacher training course (TESOL certificate) (2 = 28.6%) 
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j. Gender is not important (0) 
k. Basic computer skills (0) 
I. A Bachelor's degree (0) 
m. Teaching experience is not important, as long as he/she is capable to teach English (0) 
Question 5: Are there any. suggestions you can make as to what could be done at 
W.G. Institute of Technology to address the quality deficiencies which 
you have identified? 
I think the AED needs to improve students' command of English so 
that they can use it more fluently and more confidently in the 
classroom. My other suggestion is that the AED should encourage 
students to obtain relevant English proficiency tests. It can help 
demonstrate their English proficiency when they are looking for a 
job. 
(Employer A) 
I think your graduate is working hard here. I have no comments on 
her. She is a great teacher. But I personally consider that in order to 
meet the demands of being an English teacher I think the AED should 
focus more on students' English proficiency and help them to obtain a 
good level of English certificate before their graduation. 
(Employer B) 
The graduate's language teaching is good but I think she can improve 
more speaking skills because we have several native English speakers 
here. We need her to translate and communicate with the foreigners. 
We also need her to understand documents written in English. 
(Employer C) 
Compared to other English teachers who graduated from other 
universities and who obtained higher English proficiency certificates 
the W.O. alumni seem to have lower levels. I wonder whether AED 
properly emphasize students' English proficiency. I can only 
suggest that AED should design the courses to meet current working 
demands. The objectives of AED need to reviewed. 
(Employer D) 
The English lessons in our kindergartens are mainly enhancing the 
young kid's speaking and listening and learning some alphabets. So 
beautiful pronunciation is essential for being an English teacher, I 
would like AED to train students more on teaching pronunciation. At 
the same time speaking courses generally should be given more 
emphasis. 
(Employer E) 
The graduate who graduated from your school has a loving, caring 
and good personality. She is a hard working teacher and the kids like 
her. Her English is good enough to handle the lessons so I have no 
comments on her. 
(Employer F) 
In my school, we have several graduates from the local national 
universities but we only have one graduate from your school. 
Compared to other universities it seems that we Jack teachers from 
your university. Anyway she is a good teacher but I hope she can get 
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a higher level of GEPT. So there is a suggestion I would make to your 
AED which is enhance the English proficiency tests and the teachers 
should understand what the AED students' need. 
(Employer G) 
Question 6: What competency level, English proficiency Tests or exams or grades 
do you expect from the graduates from W.G. Institute? Please give 
reasons for your answer. 
Proficiency Test Level/band/Employer A B c 
General English Proficiency Test Intermediate • (GEPT) High-Intermediate • • 
Test of English for International 605-780 • 
Communication (TOEIC) 785-900 • • 
I consider that poor command of English through lack of use can 
affect the self-esteem and professional status of the teacher and 
interfere with simple teacher procedures. I want to maintain our 
school with a good reputation. Good teachers can influence students' 
learning. 
(Employer A) 
A lot of students in our school have passed their GEPT Elementary 
level and a few have obtained their Intermediate level too. I think 
being an English teacher you need to gain more English knowledge 
and self-study in English otherwise they will not be able to teach their 
students. Another reason is that our school has been run for years and 
the reputation is well known in our areas. I would like my teachers to 
be better and better. 
(Employer B) 
She has obtained the level we wanted. So I have no comments on it. 
I consider that a successful student should accomplish a good 
command of all aspects of English. I mean they should be very 
competent in all the language skills but especially so in speaking and 
listening. 
(Employer C) 
Your graduate now is teaching a low level of students so I think the 
GEPT intermediate level is a sufficient qualification in our school. 
(Employer D) 
She is now teaching English to the kids in our kindergarten. I 
mentioned earlier that those young kids learn songs, chants, alphabets 
and some sentences and comments. I think your graduate's teaching 
approaches are very interesting and the kids love her. So speaking 
skills is the major priority. She has got it and her pronunciation is 
good. As for her GEPT, Intermediate level is fine 
(Employer E) 
It is a kindergarten so as long a~ __til_e teacher)_ speaking _and 
pronunciation are good that is enough. The graduate's teaching shows 
a good standard and her approaches attract the kids' attention. I think 
her English is good. So the mark she got from the TOEIC is good 
enough. 
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D E F G 
• • • 
• 
• • • 
• 
(Employer F) 
Every teacher has to pass our school English exam, teaching demo 
and interview. Most of teachers obtained GEPT higher-intermediate 
level. Now your graduate is preparing for this I think it is very 
important to know about a teacher's English proficiency. Also there 
are so many universities that set their graduation benchmark for 
obtaining English proficiency tests higher than they used to be. As 
English teachers I think they have no excuse not to take the exams. 
(Employer G) 
Question 7: To what extent have the graduates from W.G. reached the level of 
competency you expect or require? 
Employer/ A B c D E F G 
Have the graduates reached the level of competency you No No Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
expect or require 
Question 8: In terms of competence levels which, from the grid below, best 
describes the graduates' language competence of the graduate(s) which 
you have currently working for you? 
4 = Not competent I 3 = Partially competent I 2 = Competent 11 = Very competent 
NC PC c vc 
4 3 2 1 
I. Knowledge of English grammar - 7 (100%) - -
2. Knowledge of usage of vocabulary in English - 6 (85.7%) 1(14.3%) -
3. English listening skills 1 (14.3%) 7 (100%) - -
4. English speaking skills - 7 (100%) - -
5. English reading skills - 7 (100%) - -
6. English writing skills - 5 (71.4%) 2 (28.6%) -
7. English Pronunciation 1 (14.3%) 6 (85.7%) - -
8. Translation skills (translating written documents - 6 (85.7%) 1(14.3%) -
such as texts and documents from Chinese into 
English or English to Chinese) 
9. Interpretation skill (competency in translating and - 7 (100%) - -
interpreting speech of other people) For example, 
communication with an English native speaker 
Items 1, 3, 4, 5 and 9, viz, "knowledge of English grammar", "English listening 
skills", "English speaking skills", "English reading skills" and "Interpretation skill 
(competency in translating and interpreting speech of other people) For example, 
communication with an English native speaker" had the highest percentages of partially 
competent scores with 100% being recorded against each. 
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Question 9: Using a rating scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the "highest" or "best", how 
would you rate your satisfaction with the W.G. graduates employed in your 
school overall? 
Employer A B c D E F G 
Rating scale of I to I 0 7 9 6 8 9 8 7 
Question 10: Do you have any other general comments to make on the graduates 
from W.G. Institute or generally on any other of the graduates whom 
you employ? 
Willing to learn new things with an open mind and a good personality 
are the most important things. 
(Employer A) 
Attitude and personality. 
(Employer C) 
No further comments. 
(Employer B,D, E and F) 
Posses a good command of English and you will get a good job. 
(Employer G) 
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APPENDIXO 
Interview with the Director of the AED at W.G. Institute 
Section A: Background 
1. How long have you been Director of the AED at W.G.? 
2. Have you had Directorships in other Institutions? If yes, where? 
3. What do you think are the necessary competences of an effective Director? 
Section B: Specific Questions about W.G.? 
4. Do you have a Mission Statement or Vision Statement for the AED? If yes, what is 
it? 
5. What, from your perspective, are the strategic imperatives for the AED? 
6. What, from the perspective of the Institute, are the strategic imperatives for the AED? 
7. How do you, or the Institute, assimilate information on the educational needs of the 
students in order to enable you and the other instructors to compile courses that 
address these needs or at least to be able to incorporate into the courses some 
components or methods that address these needs? 
8. How do you measure or assess the effectiveness of the teachers in the AED? Where 
do you get feed back from? What is the nature of this feed back- is it through 
questionnaires or "happy sheets" etc? How do you remedy or deal with what may be 
assessed as poor performance? 
9. Do you view and consider the aims and objectives of all the courses? If yes, why do 
you do this? If not, why do you not do this? 
10. What do you do (if anything) to satisfy yourself that the courses amount to a 
coherent whole? If you do not do anything are the courses therefore separate courses 
with no effort made at coordination? 
11. Do you have co-ordinators for your courses? 
If yes, does having a co-ordinator for the course help make it more 
effective in your opinion? 
If no, do you think it would help make the course more effective? 
If some, does the course have a co-ordinator? 
12. Do you ever meet with the others interested stakehold~!s of the AEJ:?, fo! example, 
parents, emplo-yers-or focal representatives, who have an interest in the education of 
the children of the area? 
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13. Do you have any other comments you wish to make on your vision for the future of 
the AED or on any other aspect of the AED? 
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APPENDIXP 
Interview with Instructors of W.G. Institute of Technology 
Dear Instructor 
I am arranging this interview with you as part of a piece of research I am conducting for 
a doctorate degree from Durham University. I am most grateful to you for agreeing to 
co-operate with me and in agreeing to be interviewed. This interview forms part of a 
case study which is focused on the English Training Courses as taught in the Applied 
English Department (AED) at W.G. Institute of Technology. It is specifically 
designed to gather data to assist m the evaluation of the 
] course. I will evaluate the course (ie 
the [ ] course) through the components of, 
course aims and objectives; course content and materials; course conduct and 
teaching-learning process; and assessment and student performance. It is vital that as 
accurate and reliable data as possible is gathered from this study, so I am asking that 
you answer the questions as honestly and sincerely as possible. All the answers and 
information you provide will be kept confidentially and will be anonymous and 
non-attributable. The results will be used primarily for academic purposes but they are 
also expected to be helpful in formulating the development of the English Training 
Courses. 
Thank you very much for your assistance and cooperation .. 
Hoffman Chen 
Applied English Department of W.G. Institute of Technology 
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Interview with Instructors in the AED of W.G. Institute of Technology 
Section A: Biographical Details/Background 
1. How long have you been teaching? 
2. What types of English courses have you taught? (for example: English for 
specific purposes; teacher training-related courses) 
3. How long have you been teaching at W.G. Institute? 
4. How long have you been teaching _______ course? 
5. Did you have any knowledge of the specific needs of the students? If yes, from what 
sources did you get this information? 
Section B: Course Aims and Objectives 
1. How did you decide what the aims and objectives of the ________ course 
would be? 
2. Did you consult anyone? If yes, who and what was the outcome of your 
consultation? 
3. Did you compare the aims and objectives of your course with the aims and 
objectives of other English Training courses within the AED to see how, or if, they 
overlap or complement the other courses? 
4. If yes, what did you discover of interest? 
5. If not, do you think comparison of course aims and objectives should be 
undertaken? 
6. When you settled the course aims and objectives did you have to have them 
approved or agreed with anyone in the AED? If yes, who? Why did you have to have 
them agreed? 
7. How did you explain the aims and objectives for the lessons to the students? 
8. Do you think the students who took the course achieved the objectives you had set 
for the course? If yes, how did you measure this? If not, why not? 
9. Did you receive any feedback from the students? If yes do you propose to change 
the course aims and objectives in anyway? If yes, can you describe what you propose 
to change and why? 
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Section C: Course Content and Materials 
1. Do you think the content of the course was suitable and appropriate to the needs of 
the students? If yes, why do you think this? 
2. How did you go about deciding upon the textbooks and other materials you would 
use in the course? Did you decide this yourself? If not, who else did you consult and 
why? 
3. Did you use any extra course materials during the course? If yes, why did you do this? 
What did you use? Also in what ways did you consider the extra material was 
appropriate and useful to the needs of the students? 
4. Which course content and materials did you consider were the most effective? Why 
do you think this? 
5. Which course materials did you consider were the least effective? Why do you think 
this? 
6. Was it your intention to design the course content and the materials used in 
connection with same in such a way as to form a coherent incremental course? If yes, 
why do you think this was important or necessary to achieve? Do you think you 
achieved this? 
Section D: Course conduct and teaching-learning process 
1. Which teaching methods and classroom activities did you find were the most 
effective with the students and why do you think they were effective? 
2. How much of the time in class did you use English? Would you like to use more? If 
yes how or why do you think this would help with the course? 
3. How would you assess the students' behaviour in class? Were they attentive? If not, 
what did you do to gain and hold their attention? How did you find the students 
learnt best? 
4. In what ways would you change the conduct of this course in the future? Why 
would you make these changes? 
5. What did you find were the least effective teaching methods you used? Why do you 
think this was so? 
6. What do you think are your particular strengths (and weaknesses, if any,) of you as a 
teacher? 
Section E: Assessment and student performance: 
1. Which assessment methods did you use for this course? Do you think the overall 
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understanding of the class assessment plan was clear from the beginning of the 
course? 
2. How quickly do you feel homework and quizzes should be marked and returned to 
the students? 
3. What assessment criteria did you use to mark your student's work? 
4. Do you think you can improve your assessment methods? If yes, how would you 
improve them and with what hoped for result? 
5. How do you provide feedback on performance to the students? 
Section F: General question/comments 
1. Do you have any other comments you would like to make about your course, the 
other courses or the AED in general? 
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APPENDIXQ 
Questionnaire for Undergraduates at W.G. Institute of Technology in Connection 
with the Evaluation of the English Training Courses in the Applied English 
Department 
Dear Student, 
I am contacting you to request your co-operation with a piece of research I am 
conducting for a doctorate degree from Durham University in the UK. I would be 
grateful if you could help me by completing a questionnaire. This questionnaire is part 
of a case study which is focused on the English Training Courses as taught in the 
Applied English Department (AED) at W.G. Institute of Technology. It is specifically 
designed to gather data to assist in the evaluation of the English Conversation (1) 
course. I will evaluate the course (ie the English Conversation (1) course) through the 
components of, course aims and objectives; course content and materials; course 
conduct and teaching-learning process; and assessment and student performance. It is 
vital that as accurate and reliable data as possible is gathered for this study, so all the 
questions should be answered as honestly and sincerely as possible. All the answers and 
information you provide will be kept confidentially and will be anonymous and 
non-attributable. The results will be used primarily for academic purposes but they are 
also expected to be helpful in formulating the development of the English Training 
Courses in the AED at W.G. Institute of Technology. 
Your participation is entirely voluntary. If you do agree to participate, please 
make sure all the questions are completed and if you have any comments you would 
like to add please do not hesitate to do so. Thank you very much for your assistance and 
cooperation. 
Hoffman Chen 
Applied English Department of W.G. Institute of :rechnology 
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English Conversation (1) 
Please answer the questions below by either ticking the response suitable to you or by writing in the space 
provided whichever is appropriate. 
Part I. Personal and General Information 
1. Gender: Male ( Female ( 
2. Which of the following English Proficiency Tests or exams have you taken and what level/score did 
you obtain? 
a. D GEPT - Advanced level 
b. D GEPT- Upper Intermediate level 
c. D GEPT - Intermediate level 
d. D GEPT - Elementary level 
e. D TOEIC: __ _ 
f. D TOFEL: __ _ 
g. D IELTS: __ _ 
h. D Other (please specify the exam and your score): __ _ 
3. Which of the following English Proficiency Tests or exams do you expect to obtain and with what 
result before your graduation from the AED at W.G. Institute of Technology? 
a. D GEPT- Advanced level 
b. D GEPT- Upper Intermediate level 
c. D GEPT - Intermediate level 
d. 0 GEPT - Elementary level 
e. D TOEIC: __ _ 
f. D TOFEL: __ _ 
g. D IELTS: __ _ 
h. D Other (please specify the exam and your score): __ _ 
4. How would you currently rate yourself in the following English language skills? 
Excellent Good Adequate Poor 
Listening 
Speaking 
Reading and 
Vocabulary 
Writing 
Grammar 
5. Referring to each of the language skills listed below can you indicate the level of difficulty, if any, 
which you have experienced in class in language acquisition or in communicating in English? In ... 
No difficulty A little difficulty Some difficulty A lot of difficulty 
Listening 
Speaking 
Reading and Vocabulary 
Writing 
Grammar 
Part II Evaluation on the English Conversation (1) Course 
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A. Course Aims and Objectives 
Please tick (-J) as appropriate. 
4 3 2 1 
(SA= Strongly Agree I A= Agree I D =Disagree I SD =Strongly disagree) 
I. The English Conversation (1) course fully met the stated aims of the course 
0 Strongly Agree 0 Agree 0 Disagree 0 Strongly disagree 
2. By reference to the statements set out below please indicate, by using the grading provided, whether 
the English Conversation (1) course fulfilled its objectives in improving or developing your ability in 
the listed activities. I can ... 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 I 
I. Participate in discussions and in role-play such as, real-life events and 
situations 
2. Pronounce words correctly 
3. Ask and respond to questions appropriately 
4. Take part in conversation and participate in discussion in class 
5. Engage in conversation with people whose native language is English 
6. Transfer knowledge into practice, for example, by using learnt words in 
appropriate contexts (make correct sentence) 
3. Please select a competence level which best describes your competence now that you have completed 
the English Conversation (1) course. 
4 =Not competent 13 =Partially competent 12 =Competent 11 =Very competent 
NC PC c vc 
4 3 2 I 
1. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the Elementary level 
2. Can you pass the speaking section of the GEPT at the Intermediate level 
B. Course content and materials: 
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1. By reference to each of the statements below concerning the course content and materials, and using 
the grid provided, please indicate your views in respect of each statement. 
4 3 2 1 
(SA= Strongly Agree I A= Agree I D =Disagree I SD =Strongly disagree) 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, 
lay-out ) in the course book was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
examQ_le, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 
6. The content of the course materials were presented coherently 
7. You had difficulty in following the course materials 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course-books to 
improve your sneakine skills 
9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were effective 
in improving your speakin2 skills 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to the 
deyelopment of your English proficiency in the following 
areas: 
a. Listening 
b. Speaking 
c. Reading and vocabulary 
d. Writing 
e. Grammar 
2. Please specify the course content and materials which you found most useful and why you found 
them most useful. 
3. Please specify the course content and materials which you found most unhelpful and why you found 
them most unhelpful. 
C. Course conduct and teaching-learning process: 
1. Please respond to each of the following statements in terms of frequency of occurrence in your 
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course: 
(1 = Always 12 = Usually I 3 = Sometimes I 4 = Never) 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher used different ways to group students in the 
classroom (pair work, group work, individual work and 
whole-class work) 
2. The teacher used only English in class 
3. I used only English in class 
4. The teacher set up rules and routines were clear 
5. The teacher checked the students' learning and made sure 
all the students were taking part in the activities 
6. The teacher gave equal attention to all students in the class 
7. The teaching methodology was helpful and effective in 
improving my sneakinl! skills 
8. The teacher presented tasks in an interesting and 
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem achievable 
to the students 
9. The teacher increased the students' self-confidence in 
language learning 
10. When needed the teacher was available for guidance and 
advice 
2. What did you find was the most useful/helpful teaching process in the English Conversation (1) 
course which best served to improve your speaking skills? Please describe and why you considered it 
so. 
3. In your view which teaching-learning methodology should/could be used in the English 
Conversation (1) course to the best advantage of students? Please set out your suggestions and why 
you think they would be advantageous. 
4. Please comment on any particular strengths of your teacher. 
5. Please comment on any particular weaknesses of your teacher. 
D. Assessment and student performance: 
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1. With reference to each of the statements below concerning assessment and student performance 
how was your English Conversation (1) course lessons assessed? Please respond to each statement 
by using the following: 
(1 = Always /2 = Usually /3 = Sometimes /4 = Never) 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had done 
and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 
performance in the assignments/quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests 
6. HW/assignments were relevant to the course aims 
7. Interaction between students was assessed 
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in order 
to assess your soeakine skills 
9. Your speaking skills have been correctly evaluated in the 
course 
2. The following assessment tools were effective in assessing your performance in the English 
Conversation (1) course. 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
Quizzes 
Midterm Exam 
Final Exam 
Homework/ Assignment 
Class performance 
Participation and attendance 
Oral report 
3. What other assessment methods do you think could help measure your performance in the English 
Conversation (1) course? Please write any suggestions that you have and why you think this. 
Part III General Questions/Comments 
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1. In what way(s) could the English Conversation (1) course be improved? 
2. Was the English Conversation (1) course what you expected it to be? 
a. D Yes 
b. D No 
3. Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 2. above. 
4. Do you think the English Conversation (1) course met your needs? 
a. 0 Yes 
b. D No 
5. Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 4. above. 
6. Should the English Conversation (1) course be designed to overlap with or complement other English 
training courses? 
DYes D No 
7. Please provide any reasons for the answer you have provided at 6. above 
8. Were you able to transfer/use the skills and/or information you have learned from the English 
Conversation (1) course into any of the following courses? 
Yes No 
I 1. Vocabulary & Reading Comprehension (I) 
I 2. Basic Grammar (I) 
9. Are there any other comments you would like to make? 
Thank You Very Much For Your Cooperation 
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APPENDIXR 
Questionnaire for Alumni of W.G. Institute of Technology in Connection with the 
Evaluation of the English Training Courses in the Applied English Department 
Dear Graduate, 
I am contacting you to request your co-operation with a piece of research I am 
conducting for a doctorate degree from Durham University in the UK. I would be 
grateful if you could help me by completing a questionnaire. This questionnaire is part 
of a case study which is focused on the English Training Courses as taught in the 
Applied English Department (AED) at W.G. Institute of Technology. It is specifically 
designed to gather data to assist in the evaluation of the 20 English Training Courses. 
I will evaluate the 20 English Training Courses through the components of, course 
aims and objectives; course content and materials; course conduct and teaching-learning 
process; and assessment and student performance. It is vital that as accurate and reliable 
data as possible is gathered for this study, so all the questions should be answered as 
honestly and sincerely as possible. All the answers and information you provide will be 
kept confidentially and will be anonymous and non-attributable. The results will be used 
primarily for academic purposes but they are also expected to be helpful in formulating 
the development of the English Training Courses. 
Your participation is entirely voluntary. If you do agree to participate, please 
make sure all the questions are completed and if you have any comments you would 
like to add please do not hesitate to do so. Thank you very much for your assistance and 
cooperation. 
Hoffman Chen 
Applied English Department of W.G. Institute of Technology 
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Part I. Personal Information 
Please answer the questions below by either ticking the response suitable to you or by writing in the space 
provided whichever is appropriate 
1. Gender: Male ( ) Female ( 
2. Year of graduation: 2006 ( 2007 ( 
3. Which of the following English Proficiency Tests or exams have you taken and what level/score did 
you obtain before your graduation from the AED at W.G. Institute of Technology? 
a. D GEPT - Advanced level 
b. D GEPT - Upper Intermediate level 
c. D GEPT- Intermediate level 
d. D GEPT - Elementary level 
e. 0 TOEIC: __ _ 
f. 0 TOPEL: __ _ 
g. 0 IELTS: __ _ 
h. D Other (please specify the exam and your score): __ _ 
Part II. Evaluation of the AED English Training Courses 
A. Courses Aims and Objectives 
Please tick(../) as appropriate. 
I. By reference to the statements set out below please select a competence level from each side of the 
grid (that is the before taking the courses side of the grid (the left hand side) and the after taking the 
courses side (the right hand side)) which best describes your competence levels in the skills covered 
by the 20 English Training courses in the AED (Applied English Department) at the relevant time. I 
could/can ..... 
4 = Not com_petent /3 P . II = arba y competent /2 c = om_Qetent /1 v = ~ com[>etent 
Before taking the After taking the 
courses courses 
NC PC c vc Listening Skills NC PC c vc 
4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 
l. Use a variety of listening strategies to understand 
texts and listen for gist and specific information 
2. Make short written comments on a text while I am 
listening to it 
3. Understand and respond to simple instructions and 
commands 
4. Listen extensively to radio, TV stations, movies, 
songs, in English etc ... and understand them 
Speaking Skills 
5. Express my viewpoints clearly and communicate 
fluently in English 
6. Use my oral communication ability in daily 
conversation 
7. Engage in conversation with people whose native 
-
language is English 
8. Speak at a normal speed, without hesitation, repetition 
or self-correction, and with smooth use of connected 
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speech 
Reading Skills 
9. Read/think critically and understand the writer's point 
of view 
10. Interpret and think about what I read 
11. Use a variety of reading strategies to understand 
texts and recognize vocabulary, such as scanning, 
skimming, and guessing meaning from context 
12. Develop my vocabulary knowledge through learning 
new words 
Writing Skills 
13. Recognise and deploy basic writing skills, such as: 
organization of ideas, grammar knowledge, sentence 
structures and punctuation 
14. Use various strategies, such as how to properly use 
transition signals, logic order, concrete support, 
writing and revising. 
15. Competently write longer texts such as letters, 
emails or compositions 
16. Write various paragraph types and am familiar with 
the strategies for doing so 
Grammar Knowledge 
17. Distinguish between and understand the function of 
the eight parts of speech, for example: Noun, 
Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, Adverb, Preposition, 
Conjunction and Interjection 
18. Identify and correct grammatical errors 
19. Explain the form and use of a variety of grammatical 
structures 
20. Use a variety of grammatical structures correctly in 
writing and appropriately in verbal communication 
B. Courses contents and materials: 
1. With reference to each of the statements below concerning the contents of and the materials used in 
the courses, and using the grid provided, please indicate your views in respect of each statement. 
4 3 2 1 
(SA= Strongly Agree I A= Agree I D =Disagree I SD =Strongly disagree) 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
1. The overall design of activities (pictures, charts, tables, 
lay-out ) in the course books was satisfactory 
2. The course materials provided you with what you needed to 
know or to do 
3. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, pace, interaction pattern and the sequence in 
acquiring_ language skills 
4. The materials covered were appropriate as regards, for 
example, content and mood, source of cultural information 
5. The materials corresponded to the course objectives 
6._ The content of the cours~ materials were presented coherently 
7. You had difficulty in following the course materials 
8. The teacher replaced unsuitable material in the course-books to 
improve your English 
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9. The tasks and exercises in the course materials were effective 
in improving your English 
10. All the activities and materials used in class contributed to the 
development of your English proficiency in the following 
areas: 
a. Listening 
b. Speaking 
c. Reading and vocabulary 
d. Writing 
e. Grammar 
2. Please specify the content and the materials used in the courses which you found most useful and 
why you found them most useful. 
3. Please specify the content and the materials used in the courses which you found most unhelpful and 
why you found them most unhelpful. 
C. Courses conduct and teaching-learning process: 
I. Please respond to each of the following statements in terms of frequency of occurrence in the 
courses. 
(1 = Always I 2 =Usually I 3 =Sometimes I 4 =Never) 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
I. The teachers used different ways to group students in 
the classroom (pair work, group work, individual 
work and whole-class work) 
2. The teachers used only English in class 
3. I used only English in class 
4. The teachers set up rules and routines were clear 
5. The teachers checked the students' learning and 
made sure all the students were taking part in the 
activities 
6. The teachers gave equal attention to all students in 
the class 
7. The teaching methodology used by the teachers was 
helpful and effective in improving my English 
8. The teachers presented tasks in an interesting and 
enthusiastic way which made the tasks seem 
achievable to the students 
9. The teachers increased the students' self-confidence 
in language learning 
10. When needed the teachers were available for 
guidance and advice 
2. What did you find was the most useful/helpful teaching process in the English Training Courses which 
best served to improve your English? Please describe it and why you considered the process 
useful/helpful. 
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3. In your view which teaching-learning methodology should/could be used in English Training Courses 
to the best advantage of students? Please set out your suggestions and why you think they could be 
used to best advantage. 
4. Please comment on any particular strengths of those teachers whom you found most helpful and 
effective in teaching the courses. 
5. Please comment on any particular weaknesses of those teachers whom you found most unhelpful and 
ineffective in teaching the courses. 
D. Assessment and student performance: 
I. With reference to each of the statements below concerning assessment and student performance 
how were your lessons assessed in the English Training Courses? Please respond to each statement 
by using the following: 
(1 = Always /2 = Usually /3 = Sometimes I 4 = Never) 
Always Usually Sometimes Never 
1 2 3 4 
1. The teacher gave feedback to you about what you had done 
and what you still needed to work on 
2. The teacher gave you sufficient feedback on your 
performance in the assignments/quizzes/exams 
3. The marking received was fair 
4. The quiz/exam results demonstrated your actual 
proficiency in ability to use English 
5. The teacher set out the assessment criteria before the tests 
6. HW /assignments were relevant to the course aims 
7. Interaction between students was assessed 
8. The teacher chose different materials or activities in order 
to assess your English 
9. Your English has been correctly evaluated in the course 
2. The following assessment tools were effective in assessing your performance in the English Training 
Courses 
SA A D SD 
4 3 2 1 
Quizzes 
Midterm Exam 
Final Exam 
Homework/ Assignment 
Class performance - -
Participation and attendance 
Oral report 
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3. What other assessment methods do you think could have helped measure your performance in the 
English Training Courses? Please write any suggestions that you have and why you think they could 
have helped. 
Part III. General Questions/Comments 
Perceptions of the English Training Courses 
l. Do you consider that the skills and knowledge you gained from the English Training Courses 
equipped you sufficiently to get the job of your choice? If yes, please explain how and in what ways. 
2. If the English Training Courses did not equip you sufficiently with the skills and knowledge you 
needed to get the job of your choice what more do you think could or should be done through the 
English Training Courses or in any other way which would assist? 
3. Do you consider that the teachers were sufficiently expert and skilled in their teaching? 
0 Yes 0 No 
4. Please provide reasons for the answer you have provided at 3. above. 
5. What other content could or should be included in the English Training Courses which you 
consider would assist you in your future career? Why do you think this? 
6. Do you have any suggestions as to other way(s) through which the English Training Courses 
could be taught? 
7. From your experience of employment since you graduated what suggestions for change or 
improvement would you make to any of the English Training Courses which you feel might better 
serve to address your needs as an employee? 
Thank You Very Much For Your Cooperation 
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APPENDIXS 
Interview with Employers of W.G. Institute Graduates 
Section A: General Information 
1. For how long have you owned/run/managed an English Language school for 
children? 
2. What ages are the children? 
Section B: Perceptions of AED's Graduates' English Proficiency and Expectation 
3. From your experience what qualities do you look for in a good teacher? 
4. From you interaction with the parents of the children at your school what qualities do 
you think parents look for in teachers? 
5 Are there any suggestions you can make as to what could be done at W.G. Institute of 
Technology to address the quality deficiencies which you have identified? 
6. What competency level, English proficiency Tests or exams or grades do you expect 
from the graduates from W.G. Institute? Please give reasons for your answer. 
7. To what extent have the graduates from W.G. reached the level of competency you 
expect or require? 
8. In terms of competence levels which, from the grid below, best describes the 
graduates' language competence of the graduate(s) which you have currently 
working for you? 
4 N = t t/3 p t'll t t/2 c otcompe en = ar 1a ly compe en = t t/1 v ompe en = t t er) compe en 
NC PC c vc 
4 3 2 1 
1. Knowledge of English grammar 
2. Knowledge of usage of vocabulary in English 
3. English listening skills 
4. English speaking skills 
5. English reading skills 
6. English writing skills 
7. En~lish Pronunciation 
8. Translation skills (translating written documents such as texts and documents 
from Chinese into English or English to Chinese) 
9. Interpretation skill (competency in translating and interpreting speech of other 
people) For example, communication with an English native speaker 
9. Using a rating scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being the "highest" or "best", how would you 
rate your satisfaction with the W.G. graduates employed in your school overall? 
10. Do you have any other general comments to make on the graduates from W.G. 
Institute or generally on any other of the graduates whom you employ? 
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W.G t&filti!e~J!!Utl~!ffiii§W4~~Zli.:tiiD~ 
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